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ABSTRACT 

 

Children Tell Landscape-Lore among Perceptions of Place: 

Relating Ecocultural Digital Stories in a Conscientizing/Decolonizing Exploration  

Meredith Jean Bird Miller 

Antioch University New England 

Keene, New Hampshire 

 

We know that when children feel a sense-of-relation within local natural environments, 

they are more prone to feel concern for them, while nurturing well-being and resilience in 

themselves and in lands/waters they inhabit. Positive environmental behaviors often follow into 

adulthood. Our human capacities for creating sustainable solutions in response to growing 

repercussions of global warming and climate change may grow if more children feel a sense of 

belonging in the wild natural world. As educators, if we listen to and learn from students’ voices 

about how they engage in nature, we can create pedagogical experiences directly relevant to their 

lives. Activities that relate to learners’ lives inspire motivation, curiosity, and furthers 

understanding.  

Behaviors supporting environmental stewardship, environmental justice, and 

participation in citizen science and phenology are more probable when children feel concern for 

ecological landscapes. Internationally, some educators are free to encourage a sense-of -relation 

by bringing students into natural places. Yet, there are many educators who are constrained from 

doing so by strict local, state, and national education policies and accountability measures. 

Overcoming restrictions requires creative, relevant, and enjoyable learner-centered opportunities. 

Research shows that virtual nature experiences can provide for beneficial connections with(in) 

nature for children and adults. It is best to bring children outside. When this is not possible, a 

sense of wonder may be encouraged in the classroom.  

Our exploratory collaborative digital landscape-lore project makes this possible. We 

expand awareness about how we, educators, and children alike, are engaged within the 
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landscapes and waterscapes significant to us. The term landscape-lore articulates the primacy of 

the places we find meaningful. Our intercultural investigations took place in collaborative public 

schools in colonized landscapes. New Hampshire and New Zealand, known by their first 

inhabitants, the Aln8bak and Māori peoples respectively, as N’dakinna (the Dawnland) and 

Aotearoa (Land of the Long White Cloud) are landscapes that have transformed over millennia, 

as all places do. The deep relational knowing and caring for these landscapes and waterscapes for 

millennia has been greatly interrupted by colonization across the globe.   

Telling stories to following generations is serious storywork; they sustain culture, lands, 

and waters in reciprocity and deep memory. Landscape-lore and ecocultural multiliteracies, such 

as singing, oratory, music and dance are responsible rituals that support ancestral Indigenous 

Environmental Knowing and Wisdom Systems. These cultural frameworks could be vital for 

encouraging respectful and collaborative sustainability solutions for the entire biosphere.  

Centered within critical Indigenous methodologies, this relational, qualitative study 

endeavored to be ecoculturally responsive, respectful, and culturally sustaining. Creating 

experiential digital landscape lore gave us ways to share the natural world in our own voices. We 

were situated within a shared sense of holistic belonging in ecocultural places and communities. 

Exchanging our independent excursions in local land-/ waterscapes by crossing virtual 

biogeographical borders increased exposure to diverse worldviews and places. As a 

transdisciplinary process, such a learning experience fosters new emotional connections and 

critical human-nature systems thinking.  

Our study incorporates children’s landscape-lore in an ethical and respectful manner. Our 

main research questions were: 1. How are children engaged with(in) the natural world as 

described in their digital landscape-lore? 2. What culturally responsive background knowledges 

are vital for educators preparing to facilitate such a learning project both locally and globally? 3. 

How might a digital landscape-lore project support goals for connecting children and 

communities in relational reciprocity within and across diverse landscapes, worldviews, and 

times? How might landscape-lore create personal relevance, curiosity, and learning? Findings 

demonstrate that co-researching children each have experiential environmental knowledge that 

informs their relationships within their ecocultural locations and landscape-lore. Their embodied 

movements and experiences in nature are also significant. Children’s landscape-lore describe 

social participation in exploratory adventures among friends, family, beyond-human kin. 
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Interactions with biophysical entities within land- and waterscapes hold diverse worldview 

meanings for children.  

Children demonstrated that they are savvy, digital citizens. They educated teachers and 

classmates about places meaningful to them. Significantly, most landscape-lore, in both 

N’dakinna/New Hampshire and Aotearoa New Zealand, included social moments with friends 

and family, and described local animals. This contrasts with many studies demonstrating a 

preference for distant charismatic wildlife. Children’s experiential landscape lore stories 

described the local biodiversity in their home environments. Our collaborative experiential 

landscape-lore supported innovative tech skills and critical multiliteracies directly relevant to the 

interests and ecocultural lives of learners of all ages.  

 This dissertation is available in open access at AURA, http://aura.antioch.edu/ and 

OhioLINK ETD Center, https://etd.ohiolink.edu/etd. 

 

Keywords: landscape-lore, storywork, digital storytelling, relational, reflexive and reflective 

practice, metacognitive, multiliteracies, community of practice, land education, learner-centered, 

critical Indigenous methodologies, Indigenous environmental knowledge systems, children’s 

human rights, childhoodnature, place-conscious education, decolonize, conscientization, spiral 

discourse, , ecocultural, beyond-the-human 
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I dedicate this learning and collaboration to well-being of relation within the deep knowing  

in all lands and waters we share, and with all who have found and continue to find  

joy within the wonders of nature: curious children to be, children now,  

children we have been and continue to be. 

To Mum and Dad, my sisters and brother, our extended families, and dear friends, 

and especially to you, 

Pete, David, and Sofi 

Thank you to all of you for sharing in all of it, always. 
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Mihimihi 
 

Tēnā koutou, Tēnā koutou!* 
Ko Chocorua te manga 
Ko Merrimac te awa 

Ko Winnipesaukee te roho 
Ko Atlantic te moana 

Ko Scotland te whenua ō ōku tīpuna 
Ko Prince Edward Island te whenua ō ōku tīpuna 

Ko England te whenua ō ōku tīpuna 
Ko Ireland te whenua ō ōku tīpuna 

Ko United States of America te whenua ō ōku tīpuna 
Te city of Melrose, Massachusetts 
Te city of Medford, Massachusetts 

Te town of Meredith, New Hampshire 
Ko Meredith Bird Miller tōku ingoa  

Nō reira, Tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou katoa 
 

Mihimihi 
Formal Greetings to All, Formal Greetings to All! 

Chocorua is my mountain 
Merrimac is my river 

Winnipesaukee is my lake 
Atlantic is my ocean 

My ancestors come from Scotland 
My ancestors come from Prince Edward Island 

My ancestors come from England 
My ancestors come from Ireland 

My ancestors come from the United States of America 
The city of Melrose, Massachusetts 
The city of Medford, Massachusetts 

The town of Meredith, New Hampshire 
My name is Meredith Bird Miller 

herefore, and so I give you all formal greetings once, twice and thrice. 
 
 
 
 

*“Culturally Safe Mihimihi for Non-Māori,” Taianu, Karaitiana, 2021. https://www.taiuru.maori.nz/culturally-safe-mihimihi-for-non-
maori/ 
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In Relation: Land Acknowledgement 
  

I acknowledge,1 that I write this representation in the unceded ancestral sacred 

homelands of the Aln8bak,2 the people of N’dakinna, translated from the Aln8bak language to 

English as “‘our land’— ‘the place to which we belong.’”3 Inhabiting this place for thousands of 

years many of their descendants still walk in this northeastern region of the United States, which 

the Aln8bak continue to call N’dakinna. The colonizers named the same landscape “New 

England” and it continues to be recognized only as New England by those who have not learned 

about N’dakinna or who have not learned the importance of respectful acknowledgements.  

Recognizing the Aln8bak, both past and present, as the original peoples in sacred 

relational reciprocity within the landscapes of N’dakinna requires acknowledging the landscape 

and people by name. This communicates a recognition of responsibility. Our responsibility as the 

descendants of our colonial ancestors is to recognize the inequitable, unjust, and genocidal 

actions taken by colonial powers and settlers. The colonial powers and colonists behaved as if 

the Aln8bak peoples’ ways of life and interdependence within the landscapes and waterways of 

the place they inhabited were of no importance in contrast to their colonial quest. They were on a 

quest for the land of the “New World,” and they took it however they could.  

In this part of N’dakinna, where the borders of this state, named New Hampshire by 

colonial powers, many bands of Aln8bak lived. They did not think of themselves as tribes; that 

                                                 
1 Django Paris, “Naming beyond the White Settler Colonial Gaze in Educational Research,” International Journal of Qualitative 

Studies in Education 32, no. 3 (March 16, 2019): 217–24, https://doi.org/10.1080/09518398.2019.1576943. 
2 Indigenous NH Collaborative Collective, “Indigenous Wetlands: Bogs, Swamps, & Marshes,” Indigenous New Hampshire 

Collaborative Collective (blog), September 10, 2021, https://indigenousnh.com/2021/09/10/indigenous-wetlands-bogs-swamps-marshes/.  
Many of us are familiar with the term “Aln8bak.” The people call themselves Aln8bak, or Aln8bak. Paul Pouliot, Sag8mo of the Cowasuck band 
of the Penacook-Aln8bak people explains that “In the Aln8bak language the “i” is the strong “e” sound. 8 = Ô or ô = nasal long “o” sound.” 

3 Meghan Howey, “Climate Change, Sea-Level Rise, and the Vulnerable Cultural Heritage of Coastal New Hampshire,” 2018, 8, 
https://doi.org/10.34051/p/2020.330. 
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was a colonal idea. The Cowasuck, Penacook, Pigwacket, Sunapee, Winnipesaukee, Ossipee and 

all bands,4 named according to their place names by first colonists,5 deeply knew this place.  

The Aln8bak lived and traveled by waterways, and over terrestrial landscapes, throughout 

this region where I now live, which has become known as central New Hampshire, in America. I 

acknowledge that these first peoples were decimated due to colonial actions, and they merged 

into what is now identified as Western Aln8bak culture in N’dakinna, or what is now New 

Hampshire,6 eastern Vermont, very northern Massachusetts and western Maine. They, and their 

descendants, belong in relation within this New Hampshire landscape. I am grateful to 

respectfully live and work as a lodger in these lands with those descendants and with the spirits 

of those who were here before my ancestors. I acknowledge, recognize, and appreciate all 

beyond-human kin belonging in the ancestral and present-day homelands of the Aln8bak 

peoples. 

I acknowledge and recognize the lands, mountains, waters, and caves, of Waitomo Caves, 

and Piripiri, Aoteaora New Zealand and the Tasman Sea bordering the village of Marokopa and 

with which all communities on the western side of the North Island are connected.   I 

acknowledge, recognize, and appreciate all beyond-human kin belonging in the ancestral and 

present-day whakapapa7 of the local whanau and tangata whenua. 8  

                                                 
4 “Cowasuck Band of the Pennacook-Aln8bak People - Sub- N’dakina - Our Homelands & People,” accessed February 24, 2019, 

http://www.cowasuck.org/history/ndakina.cfm.  
5 Denise K. Pouliot and Paul Pouliot, “Indigenous Mapping, Descriptive Geography & Place Names” (Virtual Education 

Presentation, Museum of the White Mountains, Plymouth State University, Plymouth, NH, June 29, 2021), 
https://www.plymouth.edu/mwm/exhibition/wayfinding/. 

6 Mitsuyoshi Yabe, “Landless Souls Are Still Living: The Kwupahag and Muanbissek” (Master of Arts, Ottawa, Ontario, Carleton 
University, 2020), 56–66, https://doi.org/10.22215/etd/2020-14262. 

7 M. Bargh and L. Wavers, “Land Is Never Just Land,” Women Talking Politics, November 2019, 32, https://nzpsa.co.nz/women-
talking-politics. Bargh and Wevers describe how whakapapa stands upon knowledge, or “an epistemology based on naming and narrative, 
focused on tupuna (ancestors), maunga (mountains) and awa (rivers).” 

I came to understand the ethical necessity of including a Land Acknowledgement by consulting Django Paris.1 
8 translated from Te Reo, the Māoril language, to “people of the land.” 
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Permitting and welcoming me into the Waitomo Caves community, Josephine Anderson, 

elder in the local Ruapuha Uekaha hapū (subtribes) of the Ngati Maniapoto iwi(tribe) opened 

their community of relations to me, including tamariki (children), beyond-human relations within 

the local landscape. I was also welcomed by members of the local schoolboard. I respect and am 

grateful for their kind welcome, collaborative spirit, and participation of the school during our 

digital place-conscious storytelling curricular exploration. I feel honored by the privilege of 

being trusted and accepted as a participating member of the school during my visits. I am 

grateful for the tangata whenua’s constant kiatiakitanga,9 as they protect the well-being of all in 

relation within the ancestral places in which they dwell. They inhabit these ancestral places with 

a great sense of care, concern, and obligation, and share this obligation with their community 

pakehā10 allies.  

  

                                                 
9From https://www.kaitiakitanga.org: “Kaitiakitanga is something that starts from within ones own self and spreads outwards when 

we realise that it is the job of our families, communities and all nations to look after all the richness of our world for future generations; a role 
where we are assistants to our Gods and our ancestors. This is not just about our physical environment, but also includes the language, culture 
and wisdom that has been reliably passed down to us over hundreds of generations.”   

10 “Pakehā” (te reo) translates to “descendants of Europeans and colonizers” in English. 
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Glossary Preface 
In this project, we work in colonized landscapes, and many of our co-researchers are 

Māori of Waitomo Caves, Aotearoa NZ. Alnobak peoples inhabit(ed) the landscape in what is 

now Moultonborough, NH. Their presence and relations within the landscapes and waterscapes 

are deeply held within the landscape-lore the co-researching children tell. Not only is it ethical 

and respectful to describe the tendencies of their worldview knowledge systems as indigenous 

peoples, but the meanings we create, held within the landscape-lore we tell, originally emerge 

within the relational knowings of lands, waters and peoples. 

 The word “Indigenous” is used frequently within this dissertation.  As a term, it is often 

contested by original peoples’ descendants because unique ecocultural qualities are not included 

in the meaning of this term, or in other related terms such as “Indigeneity.” Place and people’s 

wisdom, knowledge, and belief system, which are all interrelated with place should be explicit. 

Otherwise, how does anyone know who they are talking about? 

However, “Indigenous” is in common usage globally, and is accepted by many 

individuals and organizations, including the United Nations, which works to bring peoples of 

many distinct nations and political borders into agreement and reciprocity. The United Nations, 

according to an article by in SAPIENS by Christine Weeber11 illuminates how the term 

“Indigenous” came into international usage, to indicate those many descendants of the original 

inhabitants of many lands:  

This term came into wide usage during the 1970s when Aboriginal groups 
organized transnationally and pushed for greater presence in the United Nations 
(UN). In the UN, “Indigenous” is used to refer broadly to peoples of long 
settlement and connection to specific lands who have been adversely affected by 
incursions by industrial economies, displacement, and settlement of their 
traditional territories by others. 
 

                                                 
11 Christine Weeber, “Why Capitalize ‘Indigenous’?,” SAPIENS, May 19, 2020, https://www.sapiens.org/language/capitalize-

indigenous/. 
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Because our collaborative digital landscape-lore project is internationally and 

interculturally based, I will use the term “Indigenous” when referring in a general and broad 

way to peoples who were the first inhabitants within their landscapes. I will use upper case when 

using it in a sentence without a reference to a specific cultural or tribal group or hāpū (a Māori 

term for what we in the U.S. might call a subtribe). When I need to use both the name of the 

cultural group, such as Aln8bak, and the word “indigenous” together in the same sentence, I will 

use lower case to indicate that primary significance should be given to a people’s self-identifying 

name. When quoting the words of another person, I will follow that author’s usage. 

However it is ethical and therefore vital for me to recognize what the term “Indigenous” 

signifies to first peoples who have or are inhabiting ancestral landscapes, so I include relevant 

context here with genuine respect and concern for all first peoples. The terms “Indigeneity,” and 

“Indigenous Peoples” are well-known in the colonial landscapes in which our project takes place. 

Linda Tuhiwai Smith,12 author of the seminal book Decolonizing Methodologies, and a 

well-known Māori researcher, expresses that: 

The term Indigenous peoples “is an umbrella enabling communities and peoples 
to come together, transcending their own colonized contexts and experiences, in 
order to learn, share, plan, organize and struggle collectively for self-
determination on the global and local stages” 
 

Smith views “Indigenous” as a term that can be used to create a political spirit of unity 

and self-determination globally among colonized peoples. Tuhiwai Smith13 also argues that: 

“Indigenous peoples… emerged in the 1970’s out of the struggles primarily of 
the American Indian Movement and the Canadian Indian Brotherhood. …the 
final ‘s’ in ‘indigenous peoples’ has been argued for quite vigorously…It is… 
used as a way of recognizing that there are real differences between different 
indigenous peoples” 
  

                                                 
12 Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples." (1999)., First (London: Zed Books, 1999), 

7. 
13 Smith, Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples." (1999)., 7. 
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 Cunningham and Stanley,14 in a paper on definitions for the term “indigenous,” include 

the following by Charles Royal, 15  another scholar of Māori descent: “indigenous is used for 

those cultures whose worldviews place special significance on the idea of the unification of the 

humans with the natural world.” “Indigeneity” and “Indigenous” have become conventional 

Eurocentric global terms used to designate peoples for complex purposes.   

I have learned that for the most part, the original inhabitants of distinct places do not 

think of themselves primarily as “Indigenous,” and some of them find it demeaning, for good 

reason.16  Because it emerged from a colonial binary system of thought and language that creates 

divisions in the world, such as “European,” “Eurocentric,” and then “Euro/Western” groupings 

and “native,” “savage,” or “indigene,” and “indigenous” groupings, the colonial powers created 

“we” and “others” or “us,” and “them” categories and classifications. Some tribal peoples of 

Aotearoa NZ feel that the term Māori came into existence through its use by the Crown and other 

colonial efforts to “destroy the heterogeneity”17 of the distinct bands living in different locations 

throughout Aotearoa. 

 

 

  

                                                 
14 Chris Cunningham and Fiona Stanley, “Indigenous by Definition, Experience, or World View,” BMJ : British Medical Journal 327, 

no. 7412 (August 23, 2003): 403, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC188479/. 
15 Te Ahukaramü Charles Royal, “Indigenous Worldviews: A Comparative Study,” Fulbright New Zealand (Wellington, Aoetearoa 

New Zealand: Te Wänanga-o-Raukawa Te Puni Kökiri-Ministry for Mäori Development, 2003), https://charles-
royal.myshopify.com/products/indigenous-worldviews-a-comparative-study. 

16 Michael A. Peters and Carl T. Mika, “Aborigine, Indian, Indigenous or First Nations?,” Educational Philosophy and Theory 49, 
no. 13 (November 10, 2017): 1229–34, https://doi.org/10.1080/00131857.2017.1279879. 

17 Peters and Mika, “Aborigine, Indian, Indigenous or First Nations?,” 1229. 
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Glossary 

Māori Glossary 

Atua        a god, phenomenological  

Hapū        a sub-tribe, pregnant 

Iwi        a tribe, bones 

Koha        a gift 

Kōrero 1.narrative, story, 
2.discussion, to tell, to speak, 
to talk, to present 

 
Kuia Elderly respected female, one 

with knowledge and wisdom 
  

Mana energy, life-force  
     

Manaakitanga caring for others kindly and 
generously with hospitality 

Marae Social and cultural centres for 
traditional and modern 
iwi/hapū/whānau Māori 
society  

Maramatanga       an understanding 

Marautanga       curriculum 

Mātauranga       Māori knowledge system; 
         Māori worldview; knowing; 
         onto-epistomology 

Mauri An energy, internal element, 
a sustaining life-spirit, a soul 
in all living and beyond-
human entities  

Pakiwaitara 1.legend, story, fiction, 
folklore 2. Gossip, scandal 

Pūrākau       myths, legends, narratives,  
        stories 
 
Te Ao Māori       Māori world 
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Aln8bak Glossary 
 

Aln8bak, Aln8bak: pronounced: ælnaumbahk: “short a” l 8= “nasal naum” bahk.   Or: 
“Abenaki” and also Alnôbak 
 
8thlok8gan       a story;tale;legend 
 
8jmow8gan       a history; narration; tale 

 
 
Anishinaabe/Ojibwe/Chippewa Glossary 

 
Dibaajimowin       story 
 

 
English (both British and American) Glossary 
 

Metissage a combination: of ideas or 
methods, or peoples, or 
places and other options for 
creating knowledge 

Two-Eyed Seeing a respectful collaboration 
among distinct worldviews, 
often Indigenous science and 
Western science in 
Environmental resource 
mgmt.  

 

Two-Hulled Waka Two-eyed Seeing among te 
ao Māori and often Western 
worldview 

Braided Knowing Referring to a “braided river” 
and respectful collaboration 
among partners with distinct 
worldviews. 
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Preface: Relational Landscape Lore or Once Upon a Place in Time 

 
A Middle Childhood in Relation: Becoming Conscious 

 “Rage is not enough” ~ Olesen (1977)18 

 As seven- and eight-year-old children living part way up Trask Mountain on Old Stagecoach Road in 
Wolfeboro, New Hampshire. In 1966, my sister and I would garb ourselves in our “prairie-girl” dresses and 
adorn our heads with two pairs of black cotton tights, which we would “braid” so that we could simultaneously 
“be” both “prairie girls” and “Indian girls.”  We did this in early spring, after the snow had melted and rushed 
down the little rocky brook next to the road’s soft moist shoulder up beyond the house. We would walk up the 
dirt road, squat next to the swirling stream and douse our hands in the froth, washing the “potato-rocks” we 
had picked up, scouring the dirt off as we rolled those smooth round rocks around and around in our reddened 
paws.  Then we would hike the skirts of the dresses up to make a hammock in the front to carry the potato rocks 
back down the hill until we could “bake” them in the “oven.”  

  Our oven was a lone, low, flat-topped gray, black, and white speckled granite boulder. It was situated 
just beyond the reach of the shade created by the boughs of the old pungent, sticky-with-pitch white pine rooted 
into the corner of the stone wall.  Summer hot in the sun, the boulder-oven would “bake” our potato rocks until 
they were “good and ready.”  Then, we would pretend to eat those rocks, hot potatoes that they were.  Of course, 
first we had to let them cool in the shade so we could pick them up. 

  What is a “hot potato?”  In my childhood culture it was a folk game in which children stood in a circle 
passing around a small object gripped tightly and pounding the fist of the person next to us, so one of us could 
secretly pass the object on, fist to fist. We’d say, “one potato, two potato, three potato, four… five potato, six 
potato, seven potato, MORE!!!” The last person to hold the potato had the “hot potato” and would automatically 
be “out!” (as the “potato” would be too hot to hold!).  The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines “hot potato” 
as “a controversial question or issue that involves unpleasant or dangerous consequences for anyone dealing 
with it.”  The Cambridge Advanced-Learner’s Dictionary defines it as “a problem, situation, etc. that is difficult 
to deal with and causes a lot of disagreement.” 

  One hot potato that has historically caused disagreement the world over has been the immense division 
caused by colonial powers’ enslavement, marginalization of and discrimination toward Indigenous peoples and 
their cultures.   Such disregard for their interdependence with(in) the places they inhabited has produced 
devastating social, ecological, political, spiritual, and economic schisms and consequences. I remember the rage 
I felt as a master’s student in 1989 upon reading Frederik Turner’s Beyond Geography.   I don’t remember the 
name of the course any longer, but I do remember the visceral reaction I had to the realization that, in the name 
of Christianity, the United Church of Christ supported the theories of Manifest Destiny and the Doctrine of 
Discovery.  

  My country, “in the name of God,” with the blessing of the United Church of Christ, had committed 
genocide upon the Native American cultures, and not only that, but my country had also legalized it in the 
Doctrine of Discovery! At the time I first realized this I asked myself, “Why hadn’t I learned about this before?”   
How could I resolve the conflict I now felt about my own upbringing in the Congregational Church in Meredith, 
New Hampshire? At that time the Congregational Church still upheld the Doctrine of Discovery.  

I was very confused and incredibly sad. I had learned about Christopher Columbus every fall in 
elementary school; I had learned the story of the Pilgrims and the first Thanksgiving; I knew all about Squanto, 
didn’t I? I had colored in all the pages they gave us on Columbus Day and Thanksgiving, yes? I knew what 
Pilgrims looked like, right? Hadn’t I done an extensive research project on the Aln8bak as a third-grade student? 

Why hadn’t I thought about the actions of my ancestors toward the Aln8bak before this?  What might 
my ancestors have done to contribute to the destruction of their lives, their ways of living those lives, and to the 
desecration of this place, so meaningful to them?  My extended family’s historic farmhouse is the second oldest 

                                                 
18 “Olesen, Virginia L. 1977. ‘Rage Is Not Enough: Editorial Introduction.’ in Women and Their Health: Research Implications for a 

New Era. Bethesda, MD: National Center for Health Service Research, Health Resources Administration, U. S. Public Health Service, HEW.,” 
n.d. 
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building in the community I grew up in. It was built in 1768; weren’t the Aln8bak here then? It didn’t enter our 
family until 1810, but still… 

Here in New England, in the 1960s, a bit more than halfway through the 20th century, I was repeatedly 
taught a story in school, year after year. It was the story about the colonization of our nation, handed down from 
people who had learned it from people who had learned it from people as far back as the story was first told to 
them. The story was then written down, seemingly for posterity. It was the story of Squanto and the Pilgrims, 
and the equal sharing of resources It was pictured with illustrations of happy Indians and Pilgrims sharing food 
with each other in my textbooks and on my dittoes. I viewed those pictures and believed them.  I learned the 
story well.  

In third grade, my classmates and I learned about the Aln8bak and the way they lived. We learned about 
the homes they built, even though they were not the wrong shape. I don’t think it was emphasized that they moved 
around a lot during different seasons to follow the good places for hunting and fishing. We learned about the 
tools they made and the clothes they wore. We learned nothing about what happened to them when the colonists 
arrived. 

I never considered questioning that Thanksgiving story we learned about helpful “Indians”, and savage 
“Indians” and suffering settlers, because it was the story. Besides that, I had learned to sit and listen in school. 
I learned I didn’t have any right to question anything.  

The story I had learned certainly was not the whole story; it was a story emerging from one perspective 
only, that of the colonizers.   Was there some truth in it?  Probably.  Was there some fiction? Most certainly.  
Were facts left out? Absolutely. Was it fictitious to the first teller of the story?  It probably wasn’t, in their 
worldview.  However, perceiving the world from only one viewpoint cannot possibly create a balanced and 
equitable narrative incorporating all the “realities,” experienced by all parties, never mind their emotional 
states of being.  

 The reality that there were people already living interdependently within the New Hampshire and New 
England landscapes when European settlers arrived is another aspect of the Aln8bak and colonial story my 
classmates and I were never taught in public school. We never learned that the Aln8bak perceived themselves 
as part of the natural environment. I don’t remember talking about the place names in the Aln8bak language 
that surrounded us. Neither did we learn how the Aln8bak were forced away from the places sacred and 
necessary to their well-being, and that they were often killed in the process. The resulting break in relational 
reciprocity between the Aln8bak and the landscape in which they lived disrupted the ecocultural understandings 
the Aln8bak held.  

The story colonists told themselves was about their own history as they chose to see it. The colonists did 
not consider the pre-existence and well-being of other peoples in their historical landscapes because those other 
peoples did not belong in that colonial story. That would make the story less acceptable or courageous. In 
general, because the European colonists perceived the world so differently from the Aln8bak, and interacted 
within the world in such different ways, they believed the Aln8bak to be a savage, uncivilized people. The 
colonists did not speak of genocide and cruelty and this factual storyline dropped out of the history we were 
taught throughout the 20th century. 

Once we got to high school in the early 1970s, we were developmentally ready for the true history of 
colonization, including the genocide and the forcing of the Aln8bak off the landscape that sustained them.  Their 
meaningful sense of relation within that landscape supported their survival. Yet, it was never introduced to us. I 
never thought to ask, “What happened to the Aln8bak people who lived here?” They were just…gone. 

Learning another illuminating piece of the story in grad school shocked me. I experienced great inner 
turmoil and anger. I felt enraged that I had been duped and I felt distressed and ashamed of the Eurocentric 
colonial and religious beliefs of superiority and resulting acts of subjugation and domination. Emotionally, I 
was holding a fiery red-hot potato. I had to let it cool so I could pick it up and look at it more candidly.  I was 
not only upset about what the Aln8bak had experienced (and in many ways, they continue to experience). I felt 
very disappointed in myself as well. Why had I allowed myself to be misled?  

What could I do about it?  I needed to transform my sense of inner rage into action. One thing I did in 
the 1990s was to leave the Congregational church* because I  knew it was complicit in the actions my ancestors 
had taken in the name of God. I believed then, and believe now, that it was immoral, evil, and arrogant. I joined 
the Unitarian-Universalist church because it welcomes all belief systems. This made a great deal of sense to me 
for many reasons, one being that my husband, although secular, is Jewish. As he pointed out to me, this is his 
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nationality, because his ancestors were not accepted into any country as citizens of that country, until they made 
their way to America. I felt the need for honest spiritual connection, where my reasons for feeling how I did 
would be respected and understood. I needed the freedom to find my own spiritual path. 

 
Rage was not enough. My rage and grief would not change anything unless I devoted them to action. What could 
I do? What was next? 
 
2010/2013/2023        Meredith Bird Miller 
 
*The Unitarian Universalist Church repudiated the Doctrine of Discovery in 2012. Since writing this story/essay in 
2010, I have learned that the United Church of Christ (UCC) repudiated the Doctrine of Discovery in 2013.19 I am 
relieved. Two ministries of the UCC, the Council for American Indian Ministries (CAIM), and the Justice and 
Witness Ministries (JWM) developed a study guide for church communities. Titled “Repudiation of the Doctrine of 
Discovery: A Biblical Reflection.”20 The study guide is titled “Discovered? Or Stolen! Repudiation of the Doctrine 
of Discovery.” In the Catholic Church, the Vatican repudiated the Doctrine of Discovery this year, in March, 2023.  
 

 

 
Figure 1: Stream, “Rage is not enough” by Meredith Bird Miller   

                                                 
19 “Doctrine of Discovery,” United Church of Christ, accessed November 21, 2020, https://www.ucc.org/justice_racism_doctrine-of-

discovery. 
20 {Citation} 
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I created the concept of landscape-lore to describe stories of our significant encounters of 

lived-experiences in relation within natural lands and waters. As educators we work in pluralistic 

classrooms and with peoples of many cultures and worldviews. Bang et al. 21  have defined 

“worldview” as a “cultural framework.” I will be using both terms throughout this dissertation. 

The places we talk about are imbued within what has happened before. Our stories would 

not be what they are right now without that influence. Understanding how we transform the 

landscapes we inhabit, and being aware of who has lived within them before us influences the 

meanings that are deeply held within the experiential landscape-lore we tell. And do we realize 

how the landscapes we inhabit have transformed us? Does our landscape-lore hold clues to our 

own transformations in ecocultural place? A transformation is an action, and of course our 

landscape-lore includes our actions! Yet, our landscape-lore could not exist without place, or 

what we are always taught about in literature as the “setting.”  

When we tell a story about our experiences while being within landscapes/waterscapes 

that we inhabit or visit, there must be a reason. We might not be thinking that the place where 

our landscape-lore occurred is important at all. The happenings in the story, the beings in the 

story, and the landscape/waterscape/airscape in the story are in relation, and there must be 

something significant enough within that relationship for us to even consider talking about them. 

We must care about our story. There is something we want to tell people about in our landscape-

lore. The ecocultural location is meaningful enough to us for some reason, because without that 

place, where would that landscape-lore occur? Without that ecocultural landscape/waterscape, 

how would the meaning we find in our landscape-lore ever happen? 

                                                 
21 Megan Bang, Douglas L. Medin, and Scott Atran, “Cultural Mosaics and Mental Models of Nature,” Proceedings of the National 

Academy of Sciences 104, no. 35 (August 28, 2007): 13868–74, https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.0706627104. 
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Writing Rage is not Enough, the introductory story from my childhood, helped me to 

reflect upon, and learn, that every communication is an action, and every action occurs in place 

in time.  Actions often stimulate emotional responses, or emotions may stimulate actions. All we 

need to do to understand this idea is to think about the influence our reflections have upon our 

emotions. Reflexivity, or deep introspection and critical questioning of oneself22 is a necessary 

action, especially if one hopes to work with all children and adults, rather than just some children 

and adults. Reflexivity may encourage transformation, and it is not an experience we enter into 

only once. It is for always because we are always “becoming.” We are never “finished.”.  

As little girls, both of us younger than 9, my sister and I chatted as we played, and our 

hands became bright pink, and we would say they were “freezing cold” in the springtime stream 

of rushing snowmelt from the top of the mountain. Our bare toes wiggled in the dirt and the 

grass. Our imaginations transported us into a story of place and people. And that playful 

experience initiated my new awareness because we had to pretend to be “Indians.” We could not 

be Indians, although right then, we wanted to be. Other times, we played old 78s on an antique 

Victrola with an arm on it that we had to turn, on a card table in the driveway, including 

“Mississippi Mud,” but we had never met anyone who is black. I don’t even remember meeting 

anyone who was black all the way up through my undergraduate degree. What is now called 

New Hampshire was and continues to be a “very white” state. A monocultural existence was all 

we knew, and I consider that a great loss now. But after having lived within these landscapes and 

waterscapes, for 12,000+ years, who else lost? Why should it matter to us who else lost? And 

who is “us?” 

                                                 
22 Margaret Kovach, “Treaties, Truths and Transgressive Pedagogies: Re-Imagining Indigenous Presence in the Classroom,” 

Socialist Studies/Études Socialistes 9, no. 1 (June 6, 2013), https://doi.org/10.18740/S4KS36. 
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We were two little white girls living in a very rural landscape, up on a mountain, on a dirt 

road, near lakes and rivers and streams and pussy willows, and forests of pine, spruce and fir, 

and moose, bear, and deer, clover, and bees. There was a cleared field full of blueberries behind 

a “historic” barn, where the “antique” taxidermized head of a buffalo was displayed on a carved 

piece of wood and “his” glass eyes gazed over us while the barn swallows swooped back and 

forth to their nests on the high wooden beams. The old wood of the barn was full of the musty 

scent of time. We were living in a colonial cape with a fireplace and brick oven and an iron lever 

and a cooking pot, my grandparents’ place of “retirement,” although they both still worked part-

time.” and now I realize this had been a colonial settler’s home and was now the home of settler 

colonial descendants from a different family. It was built in the 1700s before the Revolutionary 

War, I remember that now.   

Here I am almost sixty years beyond the times I played with my sister there, and I am still 

interrogating myself about the settler colonial worldview that was invisible to me, and my 

parents, and my grandparents. It was just the way things were. I am reflexively questioning my 

white privilege and attempting to deconstruct it, and I know I will be doing so for the rest of my 

life. 

Our landscape-lore, emerging from our actions in that special place by the brook and 

under the pine, fifty-five years ago, transformed us. Our story continues to ripple and resonate 

ecoculturally through our lives. Our experience influenced who we became in the past in the 

places of our childhood, and it has been influencing and continues to influence who we have 

been and who we are becoming in the places of our adulthood. Telling a story about our 

experience is a way of reflecting, and so is writing it down.  
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My reflection expands into reflexivity as I dig into the story and describe some of the 

relational meanings emerging from within the life-experience my landscape-lore includes. This is 

something educators are encouraged to do for professional praxis. Mindful journaling is another 

literacy form that many people participate in when they are conscious of the benefits for 

themselves and all their relations. They may bolster their own well-being, resilience, and 

environmental concern when they incorporate lands-/waterscapes within mindful life experience 

landscape-lore journaling. 

Many peoples have many life experiences, and all those life experiences are in relation 

within landscape and waterscape. Therefore, significant life experiences are always in relation 

within landscape-lore directly, or indirectly. Toni Buffalo’s upcoming statement emerges from 

within a landscape. She mentions a landscape in her first sentence. Is she ancestrally connected 

within the landscape? 

Or is the place she mentions meant to replace the landscape in which her ancestors once 

lived within, relationally as kin? We could find out. We could reflect upon what we learn. Then 

we could question our response and find something out about ourselves in the ecocultural spaces 

of our lives. What meanings are held within the landscape(s) and lore of her peoples? What 

meanings are held within the landscapes of our peoples? Aren’t we all people; why do I say 

“her” and “our” in my sentence? We all know why, and do we take the time to ask the questions 

that bring the reasons out into the open where we can all look at them? 
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TESTIMONY of Toni Buffalo23 

The following Testimony shared by Toni Buffalo24 may be found in the introduction to 

the study guide created in 2014 by two ministries of the United Church of Christ: The Council 

for American Indian Ministries and the Justice and Witness Ministries. They created the study 

guide after the long-awaited repudiation of the Doctrine of Discovery by the UCC took place in 

2013. The following testimony appears in the UCC accompanying study video.  

The Catholic Church created the Doctrine of Discovery 500 years ago and this 

established “terra nullius” the validity of taking lands that were non-European, even if another 

nation (including sovereign Indigenous nations) already inhabited the land. I had not realized that 

the Doctrine of Discovery has been used, not only in the historic past, but also very recently, and 

that it is encoded into American law due to Thomas Jefferson claiming that it could be used in 

our country because it was already encoded into International Law. I am sad to say I was not 

surprised or even shocked, given what I know now about the actions of our European colonial 

ancestors upon Indigenous peoples.  

Can you imagine being an indigenous person, whose great-grandparents, grandparents, 

and parents were assimilated into “The Congregational Church” (usually a member of the UCC), 

or the Catholic Church, or the Unitarian Church, or any other religious organization of the 

colonial and Victorian period? These Indigenous ancestors had to give up their own worldview 

and knowledge systems, which included your people’s spiritual beliefs. Your family did not live 

in community any longer with their original band members, with whom they had many family 

ties.  There had been a great diaspora of your people for the purpose of survival. 

                                                 
23 United Church of Christ, Discovered? Or Stolen! Repudiating the Doctrine of Discovery, Video Recording, 2014, 

http://tinyurl.com/padx4o2. 
24 “Doctrine of Discovery,” 8; United Church of Christ, Discovered? Or Stolen! Repudiating the Doctrine of Discovery. 
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Then your grandparents and parents, aunts and uncles tried to protect you and your 

cousins by keeping the family Indigenous identity secret.  Maybe they pretended they were 

gypsies. They raised you as a member of the church they had been indoctrinated into, and then, 

you discover that your church still supported the doctrine that created the tragic end to the lives 

of some of your ancestors and your family’s sense of belonging to the land. You had heard 

enough conversation to know that you had an Indigenous ancestry, even though your family tried 

to protect you from knowing this. Your people’s stewardship of the ecocultural lands in which 

your people had lived since long-ago ancestral times was a thing of the long ago past.  

You learn about this Doctrine of Discovery and how it was used as a tool to ameliorate 

the choices the colonial powers made so they would be able to take the land they wanted away 

from your peoples in the name of the ruler who was in power in their home country. You learn 

that the Doctrine of Discovery excused any action considered necessary for the removal of your 

peoples. And if your people did not cooperate, that was a good enough rationale for the colonial 

soldiers and settlers to commit genocide and ethnocide. The Doctrine of Discovery excused 

destroying the ways of life of thousands of peoples. It excused assimilation policies, which 

erases the cultural knowings and practices, and this is how ethnocide comes about. In Aotearoa 

NZ Māori tamariki (children) in school were prevented from speaking Te Reo, their own 

language, which was a frequent practice among the colonial-operated schools.25 

As English became the main language of New Zealand from the mid-nineteenth 
century, te reo Māori became increasingly confined to Māori communities. Te 
reo was suppressed in schools and wider society to ensure Māori assimilated into 
the now European-dominated society, and Māori were punished for speaking the 
language up until the 1970–1980s. Many elderly Māori still recall these 
punishments today. 
 

                                                 
25 Neil Lindsay and Robin Kearns, “The New Zealand Geographic Board and the Contested Nature of Place Names in New Zealand,” 

in Place Naming, Identities and Geography, ed. Gerry O’Reilly, Key Challenges in Geography (Cham: Springer International Publishing, 2023), 
544, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-031-21510-0_10. 
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One of these practices was the taking of Indigenous children from their home 

communities of learning and culture if it was still practiced. Even very young children were 

forcibly removed from their parents and families to enter colonial-run schools, many of which 

were residential. We now know that thousands of these children were abused. The Doctrine of 

Discovery even excused the taking of a cultural group’s skeletal remains, rom sacred burial 

grounds for “education purposes” and in many cases these were kept in drawers in 

archaeological and anthropological departments in many of the institutions of higher learning, 

such as Dartmouth College in Hanover, NH, and Harvard University in Cambridge, Ma., among 

many others.  

How would you feel if you were an Indigenous descendant belonging to a church 

supporting the Doctrine of Discovery? This is relevant to our research because Toni Buffalo’s 

testimony describes her perspective as an American Indian who experiences colonizing abuses, 

and consequentially, cultural disintegration. It is very relevant to our study which occurs in 

colonized landscapes, in relation with people who suffered colonization. 

Lakota tribal member Toni Buffalo:  

“I’m from the Cheyenne River Lakota reservation in South Dakota and early on 
in my life…I started to learn about our old ways of prayer through our sacred 
sweat lodge and different ceremonies that I, I participated in … 
  
“I experienced abuses … Our elders said they gave us this bible and they took 
our land… Reservations were created; we were put on the land that nobody 
wanted.  
“When this person called Columbus came, planted his flag and discovered North 
America he did it on the basis of that edict [Doctrine of Discovery], 
 
“My husband who is 56 years old, is the last generation that speaks our Lakota 
language fluently, 56, I mean that’s gone… It wasn’t just the language, our 
spirituality was attacked, our way of life, our medicines were attacked, all 
coming from this Doctrine of Discovery. 
  
“It is the responsibility of the people that have settled here to know and meet and 
come to an understanding of who we are as indigenous people… We might have 
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something to add to your walk of life. We might have something to bring to that 
church. We might have something that maybe we can share together.” 
 
 

 
 Figure 2: Paper birch and snow by Meredith Bird Miller 

I am incredibly moved by Toni Buffalo’s words, “It is the responsibility of the people 

that have settled here to know and meet and come to an understanding of who we are as 

indigenous people… We might have something to add to your walk of life.”  

Here we are, in the 21st century, and all of us, (okay, well to be honest, many of us) 

continue trying to find ways to live in harmony within the sustainability limits of the Earth’s 

ecological system. Indigenous peoples know how to live sustainably, with a sense of deep 

knowing and relational care for those environmental landscapes in which they live(d), and as 

mentioned, scientists are recognizing that relational way of being as sustainable. Indigenous 

peoples know how to think collectively, rather than individually, and they also understand the 

Eurocentric perspective of individuality and ownership, because most of them have been living 

within their own worldview as well as the Eurocentric worldview since colonization. 

Indigenous memory is recorded in stories that contain the peoples’ observational 

knowings and have held them since ancestral times. They continue to tell them generation to 

generation, if they are able, so the environmental knowledge systems of their lands and waters 

might be sustained, whether they still live in them or were forced away from them.  Despite 
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colonial efforts to dominate and subjugate them, many, many Indigenous peoples have sustained 

their systems of knowledge and/or if they were unable to do so, they continue to work to 

revitalize them and their languages and to teach them to younger generations26 with the hope of 

sustaining them. If a cultural group has lost their stories, there may still be the trail of knowing 

held within their languages.  

Their Indigenous Environmental Knowledge Systems and their cultures survive in these 

ways. And now here we all are. Sort of together. Sort of Not… 

Toni Buffalo Says.. 
Toni Buffalo says, “We may have something 
to add to your walk of life.” 
Why won’t we listen? 
Do we really truly think we could possibly know more? 
I don’t think so. 
Not on our own. 
I think I know some folks who will listen. 
Big folks and little folks too. 
There’s always more to learn. 
I’ve read some scholarly work by Cree and Tewa Pueblo 
And Māori. 
They all work with colonial settlers’ great-great-great-great-great- 
great-great-great-great-great-great-great… grandkids. 
Us grandkids could learn a great deal  
As long as we’re respectful. 
Gotta mind our relations! 
 
   By Meredith Bird Miller  

                                                 
26 “Ndakinna Education Center,” Ndakinna Education Center, accessed May 29, 2023, https://www.ndakinnacenter.org/; Who Are 

the Indigenous People of New Hampshire?, 2021, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jkuCFTfQzPY; Indigenous NH Collaborative Collective, 
“Remembering New Hampshire as We Should,” Indigenous New Hampshire Collaborative Collective (blog), April 9, 2021, 
https://indigenousnh.com/2021/04/09/remembering-new-hampshire-as-we-should/; Chester B. Price, “Historic Indian Trails of New 
Hampshire,” in The Indian Heritage of New Hampshire and Northern New England (Jefferson, North Carolina: MacFarland & Comany, Inc., 
2002). 
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Granite Mountain Snow Melting Cold and Swiftly over Moss 

Our habitats hold us in relation within the landscapes and waterscapes that are held 

within ecological and bio-geophysical interdependencies. These relations may include those that 

are spiritual, as illustrated in my life experience landscape-lore, Rage is not Enough. I begin here 

out of respect for our study’s places, the participating and collaborative, ecocultural and 

colonized landscapes that supported our work. These landscapes and waterscapes include the 

peoples who have inhabited and do inhabit them, and who live(d) in relational reciprocity within 

them.  

The landscapes and peoples living within them belong to each other and depend upon 

each other for survival. I explore worldviews and related ecocultural identities in this first section 

of this Preface because peoples’ worldviews shape their “sense of place”27 or sense of “self-in-

relation”28 with(in) both the natural world and the social world they inhabit. My own worldview 

has been transformed by delving into relevant background literatures to prepare for our 

collaborative study. 

I examine the tendencies of Indigenous relational worldviews including Mātauranga 

Māori. I studied those of the Western Aln8bak peoples at a more introductory level, only because   

there is less discussion of their worldviews in the research literature. This is not surprising 

because, Māori worldview, although ALWAYS within te ao Māori (the Māori world) has 

become part of national cultural knowing in Aotearoa New Zealand and ANZ defines itself as a 

bicultural nation. I am grateful for what I was able to find about Aln8bak worldview through the 

Indigenous New Hampshire Collaborative Collective (INHCC)29 and a few other resources, 

                                                 
27 Jennifer Adams et al., “Sense of Place,” The Nature of Cities, May 26, 2016, http://www.thenatureofcities.com/2016/05/26/sense-

of-place/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+TheNatureOfCities+%28The+Nature+of+Cities%29. 
28 Candace Brunette-Debassige, “From Subjugation to Embodied Self-in-Relation,” Sharing Breath: Embodied Learning and 

Decolonization, 2018, 199–228. 
29 Collective, “Remembering New Hampshire as We Should.” 
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including Jean Manore’s30 and David Ghere’s31 research. I emphasize Indigenous relational 

worldviews because the children who were co-researchers in our project in public school 

classrooms were from two colonized regions in the world. To understand their landscape-lore 

fully when thinking about the words they use and the references they make to their lands-

/waterscapes, we need to understand more about the relational bio-geographies, languages, 

peoples, and cultures within children’s landscape-lore. 

The children of Aotearoa now often called Aotearoa New Zealand, (Aotearoa NZ) or just 

“Aotearoa” or “New Zealand,” live in a small rural town, Waitomo Caves, in the east-central 

region of the North Island, not too far from the Tasman Sea. They include Māori of the four 

ancestral hāpu belonging within the Ruapuha-Uekaha trust, who lived there prior to colonization, 

and many of whom continue to live there now. The Pākehā, are New Zealanders of European 

descent. Many lived nearby during imperial expansion as settlers, or in the community 

throughout colonization. Pākehā is a word from Te Reo, the Māori language, and is not a 

pejorative label. “Māori” is not a discriminatory term either, unless used that way intentionally.32 

The co-researching children of the other country and project site live in Moultonborough, 

a small rural town in a region of N’dakinna, the homeland of the first peoples to inhabit this large 

northeast region of North America, the Aln8bak. Moultonborough was chartered in what is now 

called New Hampshire, in 1763 and is found on the north end of Lake Winnipesaukee, with the 

Wobanadenok (Woban-aden-ok) what are now called the White Mountains to the north. I used to 

live in a community nearby when I was a child and a young adult, and I worked as a student 

                                                 
30 Jean L. Manore, “The Historical Erasure of an Indigenous Identity in the Borderlands: The Western Abenaki of Vermont, New 

Hampshire, and Quebec,” Journal of Borderlands Studies 26, no. 2 (August 2011): 179–96, https://doi.org/10.1080/08865655.2011.641320. 
31 0/0/0000 0:00:00 AM 
32 Sylvia Pack, Keith Tuffing, and Antonia Lyons, “Reducing Racism against Māori in Aotearoa New Zealand,” New Zealand Journal 

of Psychology 45, no. 3 (2016): 30; Tania Arnold-Hirini, “Massey University, Manawatū” (MSci, Aotearoa New Zealand, Massey University 
Manawatū, 2021), https://mro.massey.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10179/17322/Arnold-HiriniMScThesis.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y; Toon Van 
Meijl, “Culture versus Class: Towards an Understanding of Māori Poverty,” Race & Class 62, no. 1 (July 2020): 78–96, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0306396820923482. 
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teacher at the Moultonborough Central School in 1982. Therefore, I am familiar with the 

community as a recent descendant of colonial settlers. Western Aln8bak still inhabit and did 

inhabit the community’s landscapes, bordering Lake Winnipesaukee, and its islands, for over 

12,000 years. 

 

 

 

Many fled north into what is now Quebec, Canada or west into what is now the state of 

Vermont. Some went east and joined with Eastern Aln8bak, who are of a different ancestral 

lineage, or went into hiding in the White Mountains of what are now NH and Maine,33 and other 

topographies where they found more protection from various conflicts during colonization. Many 

                                                 
33 Eli Nolet and Frank G. Speck, “Abnaki Text,” International Journal of American Linguistics 11, no. 1 (1945 1932): 45–46, 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/1262800; David L. Ghere, “The ‘Disappearance’ of the Abenaki in Western Maine: Political Organization and 
Ethnocentric Assumptions,” American Indian Quarterly 17, no. 2 (1993): 193, https://doi.org/10.2307/1185527. 

Figure 3: By http://maps.bpl.org - Lake Winnipesaukee, New Hampshire Uploaded by 
tm, CC BY 2.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=27808163 

 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=27808163
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of these peoples’ descendants did not continue to identify as Aln8bak because they feared 

persecution and/or discrimination toward themselves and/or their children. 34 

Abenaki that remained in New Hampshire assimilated because their lives 
depended on it. Especially in the Northeast, we were driven underground during 
the extermination attempts, the scalping bounties, the eugenics out of Vermont,” 
said Chief Paul Bunnell of the Ko’asek (Co’wasuck) Traditional Band of the 
Abenaki Nation. “A lot of us that survive today are predominantly white, and we 
were able to hide within the census. What has happened is there’s so many 
people that still mistrust the government. 
 

There seem to be many fewer Western Aln8bak due to the circumstances of the colonial 

wars, which caused so many to hide, flee, and suffer disease. It’s important to remember what 

Chief Brunnell explained, “Many of us that survive today are predominantly white” so they 

aren’t stereotypically apparent. Western Aln8bak are not recognized as a sovereign people or 

even as a tribe by the state of NH, nor federally in the United States.  

This lack of recognition of Western Aln8bak peoples is in direct contrast with Māori who 

are recognized legally in Aotearoa NZ. Their presence is part of the nation’s identity. However, 

there are many non-stereotypical bicultural Māori-Pākehā35 who struggle to find their identity 

and their sense of belonging within their cultural groups, and this implies that their relational and 

ancestral connections to place are complicated. This may be a similar experience for non-

stereotypical Aln8bak as well.  

As educators we need to think in open-ended culturally responsive ways, keeping in mind 

that these complex relational issues may confront many of our students’ cultural senses of 

identity. We might help to bring a feeling of confident belonging and inclusion into their lives 

and the lives of their families. When we remember that we are all ecocultural peoples living in 

                                                 
34 “‘We Have Always Been Here’ – NH Recognition of Native American Tribes Unlikely,” Concord Monitor, October 11, 2022, 

https://www.concordmonitor.com/State-Recognition-Seems-Unlikely-For-New-Hampshire-Native-Americans-48337671. 
35 Carla A Houkamau and Chris G Sibley, “The Multi-Dimensional Model of Māori Identity and Cultural Engagement” 39, no. 1 

(2010): 21. 
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ecocultural locations now, and that we may have had very different and complex ecocultural 

pasts, we may be better able to relate to our students’ experiences. Thinking about the many 

identities of students in our classrooms who are refugees or immigrants from various ecocultural 

lands-/waterscapes of long-ago or recent pasts and supporting their sense of belonging and 

community is one of our most important responsibilities as educators.  When students feel a 

sense of trust and relationship within their classrooms, schools, and communities they are better 

able to learn. 

I observed this sense of community and belonging firsthand among the families, students, 

and the broader community in which students live in Waitomo Caves. I also felt that sense of 

belonging because I felt included. Every Friday the families and any interested town-folk were 

invited to the school for a brief presentation by the students on what they had been studying 

during the week. I think that these gatherings seemed to create moments of pride and 

accomplishment among students and their family/community audiences. My own sense of 

confidence and belonging grew when our collaborative project began because I was introduced 

on the first Friday I was in the school, and invited to tell a story, which I describe in Chapter 2 of 

this dissertation. 

When we, as educators, work collectively with our students to create critical culturally 

responsive classrooms, we also make room for creating connections to ecocultural landscapes 

and waterscapes. Peoples are culturally emplaced in relation within the ecological places they 

inhabit. Places and peoples exist in interdependent reciprocity. Arnold-Hirini36 explains that: 

The protective benefits associated with possessing a secure cultural identity has 
been well documented in research. This illustrates how important it is that 
contemporary Māori are 43hrough4343a and accepted as Māori without 
challenge, in order for them to develop a strong sense of belonging to their 
cultural groups and walk confidently in both, or all, of their cultural worlds. 

                                                 
36 Arnold-Hirini, “Massey University, Manawatū.” 
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It is important to know the heritage of ecocultural landscapes/waterscapes, and the 

ecocultural identities of peoples who live(d) in relation within them for millennia prior and since 

colonization. Although most of the peoples who are native to their landscapes live very different 

ecocultural lives today than their ancestors did, many continue to hold deep relational identities 

with(in) those ancestral landscapes.  

All students living within any ecocultural land-/waterscape should know about the 

ecocultural transformations that have influenced the many complex relations with(in) the 

location they inhabit. These relations have transformed what has gone before and what is to 

come. These are interdependent ecocultural connections at the nexus of time and place and they 

influence the lives of our students who are living among them today.  

Every person carries more than one identity, and these identities intersect. If someone is 

part of a marginalized or a dominant group, they may also be part of another group that is 

oppressed, or dominant. Being identified as one “type” of person or being stereotyped as 

someone belonging to a certain group of people ignores the multidimensional aspects of our own 

self-selected identities.   

When we essentialize folks by pegging them as behaving in certain ways and having 

abilities based upon a preconceived category that is socially constructed, we limit ourselves. We 

limit ourselves when we are unable to perceive their many ways of relating within the larger 

world. We disrespect the entirety of who they are as individuals and members of communities. 

We limit ourselves from discovering how we might assist them in feeling a sense of belonging 

within a community or classroom. In any case, all of us have ecocultural and life experiences that 

provide opportunities for us to realize many complex intersecting identities, and these can 
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certainly change over time. We all have something in common, or what researchers often call 

“common worlds.”  

Pretty37 explains that: “The term ecoculture represents the inextricable links and interplay 

that can be observed between ecological and cultural systems.” We are integrally immersed in 

both our ecological landscapes/waterscapes as well as our cultures simultaneously. They are 

relationally and reciprocally bound together ecoculturally. Our cultures teach us how we connect 

“to,” or “within,” the natural world through our worldview or cultural framework.  Those of us 

who are raised from birth in a Eurocentric worldview tend to be of European descent, at least at 

some point in our ancestry, just as pākehā are in Aotearoa NZ. Generally, we have developed 

within a cultural framework38 which we consider to be “normal.” This perspective influences our 

educational system, the social marginalization of peoples we perceive as different from 

ourselves, industry, politics, economics, and environmental justice and health and so in within 

our societies. Our normalized concepts are perceived as binary opposites and are seen as 

categorically distinct from one another. The concepts of adult/child are one example. Others are 

able/disabled, white/nonwhite or black, Indigenous, people of color (BIPOC). What color? 

Purple?39 

In addition, we tend to be enculturated to believe that human beings, particularly adult 

white male human beings, are superior to everything in the natural world including women. Of 

course, this is not a value that is accepted or espoused by all “white male human beings”, so this 

                                                 
37 Jules Pretty, “Interdisciplinary Progress in Approaches to Address Social-Ecological and Ecocultural Systems,” Environmental 

Conservation 38, no. 02 (June 2011): 131, https://doi.org/10.1017/S0376892910000937. 
38 Megan Bang, Douglas L. Medin, and Scott Atran, “Cultural Mosaics and Mental Models of Nature,” Proceedings of the Nation 

Worldview al Academy of Sciences 104, no. 35 (August 28, 2007): 13868–74, https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.0706627104.  
39 T. Lee, “Lee, T. (2020). Sexual Violence against the Outsiders of Society in The Round House, Bitter in the Mouth, and The Color 

Purple” (Greenville, North Carolina, East Carolina University, 2020), https://proquest.com; Dr B Siva Priya, “SUFFERINGS OF THE 
MARGINALIZED AS MIRRORED IN BAMA’S SANGATI AND ALICE WALKER’S THE COLOR PURPLE” 2, no. 4 (2017); Verhaeghe, 
Przybylo, and Patel, “On the Im/Possibilities of Anti-Racist and Decolonial Publishing as Pedagogical Praxis,” Feminist Teacher 28, no. 2–3 
(2018): 79, https://doi.org/10.5406/femteacher.28.2-3.0079. 
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is not an absolute. There are many cultures that have evolved to believe that men are dominant, 

and women are subordinate.  

Both men and women are dominant over children in the traditional Eurocentric cultural 

framework, and all human beings are dominant over anything in the natural world, such as 

animals, plants, rivers, ocean waves, and the rain. When you think about the consequences of 

hurricanes and flooding of rivers due to unusually heavy rain and long periods of precipitation, 

especially given the consequences of climate change, that seems to be questionable!  

Ladson-Billings40 articulated Eurocentrism as reflecting “a tendency to interpret the 

world according to dominant European values and experiences, centering Whiteness” (for the 

most part). This is directly relevant to our research because we must discuss Indigeneity, and 

BIPOC, with respect for the situatedness of all our co-researching children, in relation within 

their ecocultural worldview perspectives, and those of the dominant societies in which they live.  

Education, health, well-being, and opportunity are all influenced by the continuing colonial 

values and attitudes endemic within dominant societies, and so marginalization affects and 

challenges all children and youth. It is imperative that we remember that these colonial attitudes, 

values, and the behaviors that accompany them are not absolute. Anyone of any culture may feel 

differently and begin to think differently. 

Indigenous peoples tend to believe and KNOW that the landscapes/waterscapes they 

inhabit(ed) are spiritual and truly ancestral kin because, to put it at a very basic level, being in 

relation means just that. Relations care for one another and there is a sense of responsibility and 

reciprocity for each other’s well-being, so all in relation are relatives in an Indigenous 

                                                 
40 G. Ladson-Billings, “Racialized Discourses and Ethnic Epistemologies. In N. Denzin & Y. S. Lincoln (Eds.), (2nd Ed., Pp. 257–

277). Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE.,” in The SAGE Handbook of Qualitative Research, 2nd ed. (Thousand Oaks, Ca.: SAGE, n.d.), 257–77, 
accessed July 17, 2023. 
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worldview. For me to say that Indigenous peoples “believe” this is a very weak statement. They 

know it so deeply in their bodies, it is who they are. It is their identity, when they have been 

fortunate enough to continue to live within their Indigenous knowings.  

“Knowing” is a significant word through an Indigenous perceptual lens. “Knowledge” 

means that one may “hold” an understanding as unchanging, or as a fact as many in 

Euro/Western worldview systems tend to think. Teaching “knowledge” to students is not how 

they learn, as cognitive sciences have demonstrated, yet is often accepted as what educators do 

by many who have a Euro/Wester perspective. Indigenous systems of knowing tend to interpret 

knowing as a verb, as an active ever-evolving process, constantly transforming. This is a very 

different concept than the idea of “knowledge” as many of us descended from Eurocentric 

worldview interpret its meaning. 

Facilitating collaborative, relational worldview41 awareness and participation in critical 

place-conscious42 land education among peoples is now a priority of mine. I have learned from 

those who have studied it that it promotes well-being and often evolves into environmental 

concern and action. Charles Royal43 provides a definition for the concept “worldview” as defined 

by Reverend Māori Marsden, which I have included below in a footnote. Indigenous knowledge 

systems emerge within the entanglements in ecological places in which Indigenous peoples 

                                                 
41 Worldviews are belief systems in which: “Cultures pattern perceptions of reality into conceptualisations of what they perceive 

reality to be; of what is to be regarded as actual, probable, possible or impossible. These conceptualisations form what is termed the ‘world 
view’ of a culture. The World view is the central systematisation of conceptions of reality to which members of its culture assent and from which 
stems their value system. The world view lies at the very heart of the culture, touching, interacting with and strongly influencing every aspect of 
the culture.”6 

42 Critical place-conscious education embraces a relational worldview, which aligns with a traditional Indigenous worldview and 
perceives human and non-human as belonging in, and inter-related in, ecocultural place. Gruenwald added depth to the theory of “place-based” 
education or pedagogy by developing the concept of “place-conscious” pedagogy. He emphasizes relational connections tying people concretely 
to their local places and communities as a vital component of education. He perceives place-consciousness to foster democratic principles and to 
reforming education. Kelly and Pelech42 explain that the “critical aim” of place-conscious education “…is that students who participate in 
understanding and shaping the world around them learn to recognize and act upon their capacity as agents of personal and social change.”  

43 Royal, “Indigenous Worldviews: A Comparative Study,” 18–20. 
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dwell(ed.) Entanglements within places and the knowings emerging within those entanglements 

foster(ed) Indigenous peoples’ worldviews.  

I speak again of “tendencies” when talking about the worldviews of Indigenous peoples, 

as did Barnhardt and Kawagley,44 because the peoples of many diverse Indigenous ancestries are 

not peoples of one group or culture living only in one place. They are of many landscapes and 

ways of being in the world. However, there are similarities, including relational tendencies and 

ways of thinking and doing things with respect and reciprocity within Indigenous landscapes. 

There are distinctions among specific rituals and other ways of doing things among diverse 

Indigenous cultures, originating from within the local ecocultural landscapes they inhabit. All 

cultures are diverse, and each originated in different places in the world, and those places 

influenced all cultures’ actions and beliefs, whether Indigenous peoples or those of a different 

heritage who entered the landscape by either colonization or immigration. 

Dan Hikuroa45  explains Māori worldview, or as Bang et al. have defined it, the cultural 

framework of Māori, te Mātaraunga Māori, the Māori knowledge system. Te Ao Māori, the 

Māori world, holds kinship of plants, animals, people, rocks, the sea, and everything else as 

ancestrally related. Everything in Te Ao Māori is descended from Ranginui (Sky Father) and 

Papatūānuku (Earth Mother): Humans exist in a kin-based relationship with Te Taiao – the 

earth, universe, and everything in it.”  

                                                 
44 Barnhardt, Ray and Kawagley, Angayuqaq Oscar, “Indigenous Knowledge Systems and Aaska Native Ways of Knowing,” 

Anthropology and Education Quarterly 36, no. 1 (2005): 11. 
45  DD. Hikuroa, “Mātauranga Māori—the Ūkaipō of Knowledge in New Zealand,” Journal of the Royal Society of New Zealand 47, 

no. 1 (January 2, 2017): 5–10, https://doi.org/10.1080/03036758.2016.1252407; Gary Brierley et al., “A Geomorphic Perspective on the Rights 
of the River in Aotearoa New Zealand: Geomorphology and the Rights of the River,” River Research and Applications, August 21, 2018, 
https://doi.org/10.1002/rra.3343; Clare Wilkinson et al., “Mātauranga Māori in Geomorphology: Existing Frameworks, Case Studies, and 
Recommendations for Incorporating Indigenous Knowledge in Earth Science,” Earth Surface Dynamics 8, no. 3 (July 16, 2020): 595–618, 
https://doi.org/10.5194/esurf-8-595-2020.aniel Hikuroa, “Te Awaroa - Voice of the River,” July 1, 2017, 
https://researchspace.auckland.ac.nz/handle/2292/35931; Dan Hikuroa et al., “Restoring Sociocultural Relationships with Rivers: Experiments 
in Fluvial Pluralism,” River Restoration: Political, Social, and Economic Perspectives, 2021, 66–88. 
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This explains the context of the legal claim filed by the Māori waka (canoe, which 

indicates one of seven waka (canoes) that literally arrived in Aotearoa from elsewhere in 

Polynesia. Each waka brought a different iwi whakapapa (genealogy group) and each line of 

descent, or whakapapa, continues into present times. The Whanganui River achieved legal 

personhood in 2017 as a member of their46 Te Atihaunui-a-Paparangi whakapapa. The legal 

decision was based upon the agreement of the original Treaty of Waitangi, signed in 1840 by 

“the Crown.” Harmsworth47 explains that the signatories of the treaty were the Crown, who at 

that time was “Queen Victoria, and Māori 49hrough4949 (kin group leaders).” Harmsworth48 

goes on to describe the content of the Treaty of Waitangi, which includes “recognition of 

indigenous rights and governance, providing the basis for collaborative partnership and 

engagement between Māori and the Crown.”  

This recognition of “rights and governance” incorporates Mātāraunga Māori and the iwi’s 

(tribe) or waka’s perceptions within landscapes and waterscapes as kin. The relation between the 

iwi (tribe) the hāpu, and the river is integrally one of kinship, and as kin, they act with 

reciprocity and care for each other. Charpleix explains the importance of the decision as one of 

ecoculturally relational pluralism. It is a pluralistic legal decision with respect for Māori 

worldview which includes understandings of kinship within ecocultural place. It was implied in 

                                                 
46 As a point of information, I will be using “their” as the pronoun to describe “more-than-human,” also  known as “beyond-the 

human” kin in this dissertation. 
47 Garth R. Harmsworth and Shaun Awatere, “Indigenous Māori Knowledge and Perspectives of Ecosystems,” Ecosystem Services in 

New Zealand–Conditions and Trends. Manaaki Whenua Press, Lincoln, New Zealand 57 (2013), 
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Garth_Harmsworth/publication/258423762_Harmsworth_GR_Awatere_S_2013_Indigenous_Maori_knowl
edge_and_perspectives_of_ecosystems_In_Dymond_JR_ed_Ecosystem_services_in_New_Zealand_-
_conditions_and_trends_Manaaki_Whenua_Press_Lincoln_New_Zealan/links/00b495282df318b04a000000.pdf. 

48 Garth R. Harmsworth and Shaun Awatere, “Indigenous Māori Knowledge and Perspectives of Ecosystems,” Ecosystem Services in 
New Zealand–Conditions and Trends. Manaaki Whenua Press, Lincoln, New Zealand 57 (2013), 
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Garth_Harmsworth/publication/258423762_Harmsworth_GR_Awatere_S_2013_Indigenous_Maori_knowl
edge_and_perspectives_of_ecosystems_In_Dymond_JR_ed_Ecosystem_services_in_New_Zealand_-
_conditions_and_trends_Manaaki_Whenua_Press_Lincoln_New_Zealan/links/00b495282df318b04a000000.pdf.  
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the Treaty of Waitangi yet ignored by a colonially dominant governmental structure for decades, 

until 2017. 

A landmark political decision recognising the legal personhood of a river 
provides insights into how legal pluralism may evolve and how relationships with 
nonhuman nature may be 50hrough5050a into the future. The decision in respect 
of the Whanganui River in Aotearoa/New Zealand, although not a legal 
precedent, has resulted in a new and vital Māori/Pākehā legal arrangement, 
which, in addressing the injustices of the country’s colonial history, may also 
address environmental challenges such as resource exploitation. 
 

When Indigenous peoples live in colonized landscapes, some peoples have been able to 

sustain their identity, culture, and landscape/waterscape relatedness, as many Māori have. Still, 

colonialism has been detrimental despite this, in relation to abusive education and assimilation 

practices, including preventing Māori from speaking their own language, Te Reo, which is now 

an endangered language with 185,955 fluent speakers as of 2021, as identified by UNESCO.49 

Lands and waters were often “taken,” and the influences of Eurocentric worldview upon tamariki 

(children) by the more powerful colonial society often disrupted their ecocultural practices.  

In Waitomo Caves, land was taken by settlers for farming, as well as by many historic 

commercial interests protected by the Crown. In our project many peoples in the Ruapuha-

Uekaha hapū trust (a hapū is what English speakers may perceive as a subtribe) are the primary 

community population in the school in Waitomo Caves, Aotearoa NZ.  The trust was formed to 

file a claim with the Waitangi Tribunal for the return of lands and waters to the hapū. They 

achieved a settlement in 1990 that returned many of their original lands. One vital aspect of this 

return was that the hapū regained Glowworm Cave and Grotto, which is of great ecocultural 

significance and a great source of revenue for the Ruapuha-Uekaha.  

                                                 
49 UNESCO, “UNESCO World Atlas of Languages (WAL),” UNESCO WAL, 2021, https://en.wal.unesco.org/. 
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Globally, Indigenous peoples’ relations to place and kin were so disrupted by 

colonization that many became isolated from one another. They could no longer live in relation 

within the protective landscapes/waterscapes and more-than-human50 life forces of their 

ancestral knowing and ecocultural habitats. Because they based their survival within the 

landscapes/waterscapes they inhabit(ed), these Indigenous groups’ experiential lives were and 

continue to be transformed by colonization, and as discussed, some of them could not sustain 

their languages, their cultures, or their environmental wisdoms. This makes me wonder if their 

children may have a nature perspective that is more typical of a Euro/western worldview. A 

question for another day. 

An Indigenous Environmental Knowledge System is also known as Traditional 

Environmental Knowledge (TEK). The following terms and abbreviations are only some of those 

that might be used to identify Indigenous and ancestral worldview knowledge systems: they 

could be identified as Indigenous Knowledges (IK),51 Ancestral Knowledge Systems (AKS),52 

Indigenous Knowledge Systems (IKS)53 Traditional Ecological Knowledges (TEK),54 

Indigenous Ecological Knowledges (IEK)55 or Indigenous Traditional Ecological Knowledge 

                                                 
50 Scott Jukes and Ya Reeves, “More-than-Human Stories: Experimental Co-Productions in Outdoor Environmental Education 

Pedagogy,” Environmental Education Research 26, no. 9–10 (October 2, 2020): 1294–1312, https://doi.org/10.1080/13504622.2019.1699027; 
Sarah Wright et al., “Telling Stories in, through and with Country: Engaging with Indigenous and More-than-Human Methodologies at Bawaka, 
NE Australia,” Journal of Cultural Geography 29, no. 1 (February 2012): 39–60, https://doi.org/10.1080/08873631.2012.646890. 

51 Wehi et al., “Kaitiakitanga, Place and the Urban Restoration Agenda”; Seehawer, “South African Science Teachers’ Strategies for 
Integrating Indigenous and Western Knowledges in Their Classes: Practical Lessons in Decolonisation.” 

52 Cueponcaxochitl D. Moreno Sandoval et al., “Ancestral Knowledge Systems: A Conceptual Framework for Decolonizing Research 
in Social Science,” AlterNative: An International Journal of Indigenous Peoples 12, no. 1 (March 16, 2016), 
https://doi.org/10.20507/AlterNative.2016.12.1.2. 

53 Marie Battiste, Decolonizing Education: Nourishing the Learning Spirit (Saskatoon, SK. Canada: Purich Publishing, 2013); Tiffany 
Smith, “Make Space for Indigeneity: Decolonizing Education,” SELU Research Review Journal 1, no. 2 (2016): 49–59, 
https://selu.usask.ca/documents/research-and-publications/srrj/SRRJ-1-2-Smith.pdf. 

54 Tristan Pearce et al., “Inuit Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) Subsistence Hunting and Adaptation to Climate Change in 
the Canadian Arctic,” ARCTIC 68, no. 2 (June 5, 2015): 233–45, https://doi.org/10.14430/arctic4475; Robin Wall Kimmerer, “The Fortress, the 
River and the Garden: A New Metaphor for Cultivating Mutualistic Relationship Between Scientific and Traditional Ecological Knowledge,” 
Contemporary Studies in Environmental and Indigenous Pedagogies, January 1, 2013, 49–76, 
https://brill.com/view/book/edcoll/9789462092938/BP000005.xml; Atikah Anindyarini and Winda Dwi Lestari, “INTEGRATION OF 
TRADITIONAL ECOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE INTO PRIMARY SCHOOL LEARNING” 13, no. 2 (2020): 12. 

55 Matthew Lauer and Shankar Aswani, “Integrating Indigenous Ecological Knowledge and Multi-Spectral Image Classification for 
Marine Habitat Mapping in Oceania,” Ocean & Coastal Management 51, no. 6 (January 2008): 495–504, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ocecoaman.2008.04.006; Heather McMillen et al., “Biocultural Stewardship, Indigenous and Local Ecological 
Knowledge, and the Urban Crucible,” Ecology and Society 25, no. 2 (May 1, 2020), https://doi.org/10.5751/ES-11386-250209. 
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(ITEK),56 among other conceptual titles such as Indigenous Environmental Knowledge Systems 

(IEKS). The ecological knowledges of Indigenous peoples have been acquired and fostered 

through ancestral emplaced observations, actions, and shared oral narratives. Sometimes the term 

“worldview” is used, as is “cultural framework.” 

Put very simply, our worldviews are our perceptual value-based knowledge systems, and 

are the philosophies of our basic and assumed perceptions about the world.  We are born into our 

worldviews and live in them as infants and children. We learn them through experience, and the 

modeling provided by our parents and caregivers, as well as by our social interactions. We learn 

about nature in the same way. Our worldviews also embrace our understandings as we learn 

about how the world works through our senses.  

Our senses give us the information we need to cultivate our observation skills as well as 

our skills in listening, touching, tasting, speaking, smelling, and creating other vocalizations and 

distinguishing among them. We have many additional ways of creating understanding through 

processing the sensual information few gather from within the landscapes and waterscapes we 

inhabit, and from within ourselves. We base those understandings upon our cultural worldview 

structure also known as our cultural framework.  

Distinctions in worldviews enter our understandings at the level of words as well as 

ideas, which makes sense because words represent ideas. It is essential for educators to 

remember that peoples define words differently, so they are better able to meet the diverse needs 

of their students. It is an important aspect of culturally responsible teaching. This collaborative 

project is about children and their experiences in the natural world. The definition of “nature” or 

                                                 
56 Jonathan Coope, “How Might Indigenous Traditional Ecological Knowledge (ITEK) Inform Ecopsychology?,” Ecopsychology, 

June 4, 2019, https://doi.org/10.1089/eco.2019.0005. 
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“natural” means different things to different peoples.  Chawla57 points out that children have 

different definitions of nature in relation to where they live, and Mustapa et al.58 found similar 

outcomes as well. For the context of our research project, in which all children live in rural 

environments, we will refer to the following descriptions from Chawla59 and then Bang et al.60 

As this paper has noted, what the ‘nature’ in nature connection means depends 
on where children live. In the studies reviewed here, it has meant everything from 
a city bird or pet, to fragments of nature in dense urban districts, to wilder areas 
in forest schools, nature centres and large parks. 
  

Chawla’s description here is based upon studies with children of Western societies. She 

addresses Indigenous children by referring to a study by Megan (Molly) Bang et al.61 They 

describe how perceptions differed in their work with Menominee indigenous children and 

children of Euro/Western backgrounds, all living within the same geographic location in 

Wisconsin. Bang et al.62 found that Menominee children perceive themselves as part of nature 

and being in relationship within the more-than-human world as kin, as modeled for and shared 

with them by their parents and other members of their tribe. Because Menominee children’s idea 

of nature is based upon relational responsibility and reciprocity, the way they define what nature 

is tends to be very different from those of the Euro/Western children living in proximity to them. 

Children enculturated in Eurocentrism, (also called settler-colonialism) perceived 

themselves as separate from animals, plants, and rocks, and those more-than-human “ones” with 

a “life-force” (a concept of many indigenous peoples). These children, raised in a Western 

worldview, also thought of themselves as separate from the natural world. Menominee children 

                                                 
57 Louise Chawla, “Childhood Nature Connection and Constructive Hope: A Review of Research on Connecting with Nature and 

Coping with Environmental Loss,” ed. Rachelle Gould, People and Nature 2, no. 3 (September 2020): 637, https://doi.org/10.1002/pan3.10128. 
58 Nor Diyana Mustapa et al., “Rural Children’s Perceptions and Definitions of Nature,” Environment-Behaviour Proceedings 

Journal 7, no. 21 (September 30, 2022): 11–16, https://doi.org/10.21834/ebpj.v7i21.3703. 
59 Chawla, “Childhood Nature Connection and Constructive Hope,” September 2020, 627. 
60 Bang, Medin, and Atran, “Cultural Mosaics and Mental Models of Nature”; Chawla, “Childhood Nature Connection and 

Constructive Hope,” September 2020, 619. 
61 Bang, Medin, and Atran, “Cultural Mosaics and Mental Models of Nature,” 13869. 
62 Bang, Medin, and Atran, “Cultural Mosaics and Mental Models of Nature.” 
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perceived themselves in relation with them all the entities named above and this merges within 

their cultural framework. Those of us who are enculturated in Euro/Western thought might call 

those entities “things.” I am enculturated in a settler-colonial worldview, but I don’t think of our 

pet dog as a “thing,” or that I am more important because I am a person, and he is “just a dog.” I 

don’t believe that, but I did used to think of a rock and an ocean wave as “things.” How 

confusing it must be in school for indigenous children if their teachers want them to call entities 

“things,” because they think relationally and feel a sense of kinship with these entities. 

Most indigenous children have the skill of “two-eyed seeing,”63 or a “braided river”64 

thought process because they have grown up living in both Western and Indigenous societies. 

Hopefully they have been able to grow up within their relational cultural framework as a primary 

worldview because they are probably very familiar with a Western perspective, particularly if 

they attend school with non-Indigenous children. Even so, building collaborative and cooperative 

thinking skills as a class, or an informal group, by chatting about relational and ecological 

attitudes toward nature could be explored in a classroom to support all children in discovering 

that there is more than one way to perceive the world, if they are not familiar with this concept 

already. Classroom dialogue, or what I like to informally call a “chat,” may develop common 

ground among cultures.  

Chatting about why some of us feel a sense of separation from “things,” in nature, or a 

sense of belonging in relation with our more-than-human kin and an awareness that they have a 

life-force just as we do could be helpful to all learners.  Encouraging conversation about care for 

                                                 
63 Cheryl Bartlett, Murdena Marshall, and Albert Marshall, “Two-Eyed Seeing and Other Lessons Learned within a Co-Learning 

Journey of Bringing Together Indigenous and Mainstream Knowledges and Ways of Knowing,” Journal of Environmental Studies and Sciences 
2, no. 4 (November 2012): 331–40, https://doi.org/10.1007/s13412-012-0086-8. 

64 Rhiannon Martel, Matthew Shepherd, and Felicity Goodyear-Smith, “He Awa Whiria —A ‘Braided River’: An Indigenous Māori 
Approach to Mixed Methods Research,” Journal of Mixed Methods Research, January 7, 2021, 155868982098402, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/1558689820984028. 
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the natural world and sustainability can promote suggestions from students about how to 

contribute to environmental protection and sustainable behaviors. 

According to Beery and Jorgenson 65 the sense of detachment from nature that many 

children have been experiencing seems to be increasing. Robert M. Pyle’s66 concern about 

people’s extinction of experience from the natural world, expressed in 1993, seems so prescient 

today. How might parents, educators and educational researchers address this challenge? There 

can be times it seems so difficult to take children outside if educators are prevented from doing 

so because of stringent policies put in place by the school administration or a school board. 

There are other situations too. Parents and caregivers may just find it very challenging to 

interest children in getting out there, especially if they are parents working three or four jobs. 

Unless children are toddlers or preschoolers, it can be surprisingly difficult because children 

have so many technologies, such as iPads, and computers grappling for their attention! Even with 

very young children finding aspects of nature that fascinate them will encourage them to go out 

with parents and caregivers again and again. Follow ant trails! Look for little minnows in a pond! 

See how many “bugs” and birds they can count, and how many different sounds they hear or 

colors they see. After encouraging some of these lived experiences encourage the children to 

take photos, and this may help to satisfy children’s need for technology, particularly if they have 

opportunities to share those photographs with each other socially.   

We know that when children develop an emotional and appreciative sense of belonging 

and bonding within nature, those feelings have been found to help them to create the path toward 

positive environmental attitudes and environmentally conscious behaviors. We also know that 

                                                 
65 Thomas Beery and Kari Anne Jørgensen, “Children in Nature: Sensory Engagement and the Experience of Biodiversity,” 

Environmental Education Research 24, no. 1 (January 2, 2018): 14–15, https://doi.org/10.1080/13504622.2016.1250149. 
66 Robert Michael Pyle, The Thunder Tree, 1st ed. (Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin, 1993), Chawl. 
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these attitudes and behaviors will stick with them both as children and adults. We also know that 

when we create connections between learners’ lives and content, they are more engaged in 

learning.67   

Wouldn’t it make sense for teachers, parents, and other adults to find out from children 

what engages them when they are outside in the natural world, whether independently, or with 

friends or family? Investigating how we all might be able to support students who need more 

time to develop their sense of belonging, and emotional connection within the natural 

environment could be more specifically targeted when we understand their interests and 

fascinations.  

  

                                                 
67 Linda Darling-Hammond, “Teacher Education around the World: What Can We Learn from International Practice?,” European 

Journal of Teacher Education 40, no. 3 (May 27, 2017): 291–309, https://doi.org/10.1080/02619768.2017.1315399; Linda Darling-Hammond et 
al., “Implications for Educational Practice of the Science of Learning and Development,” Applied Developmental Science 24, no. 2 (April 2, 
2020): 97–140, https://doi.org/10.1080/10888691.2018.1537791. 
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Landscape-Lore Bridges New Ways to Sea 

Jukes and Reeves68 describe Margaret Somerville’s work with story and how she feels 

that story can “help guide a society’s actions.” Thinking carefully about what is left in and what 

is left out of any story, seen or unseen is vital from my perspective, and I agree with 

Somerville:69 and Jukes & Reeves:70  

She argues through her work with indigenous people of the Murray-Darling 
Basin that such storied knowledge is constantly in process and relation to local 
places. The significance is that stories can help guide a society’s actions. A 
theme that we will ponder and return to throughout this paper is the role of story, 
whilst considering whose stories are told? If we read and come to know a place, 
what stories can be seen in the landscape (Stewart, 2008)? Where do stories 
come from and how are they told? 
 

When we, as learners and teachers, tell stories in the classroom about experiences we’ve 

had within natural environments, we share discoveries of fascinating aspects of the places we 

inhabit. Not only do we build stronger social relationships within our classrooms, but we are also 

likely to inspire curiosity about the natural habitats we share. Even when we share out landscape-

lore indoors, during the formal school day, research suggests that virtual exposure to nature 

promotes well-being,71 as well as a sense of relationship with nature.72 When exploring the 

natural world outdoors with family and friends, and spending time in our local wild places in 

informal educational experiences, and then telling landscape-lore in our classrooms, and bringing 

in photos or drawing photos  to illustrate those stories into digital landscape-lorewe establish that 

natural places deserve our attention.  

                                                 
68 Jukes and Reeves, “More-than-Human Stories”; Margaret Somerville and Monica Green, Children, Place and Sustainability (New 

York, NY, USA: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015). 
69 Margaret Somerville and Monica Green, Children, Place and Sustainability. 
70 Jukes and Reeves, “More-than-Human Stories.” 
71 J. Mcsweeney et al., “Indoor Nature Exposure (INE): A Health-Promotion Framework,” Health Promotion International 30, no. 1 

(March 1, 2015): 126–39, https://doi.org/10.1093/heapro/dau081; Matthew P. White et al., “A Prescription for ‘Nature’ - the Potential of Using 
Virtual Nature in Therapeutics,” Neuropsychiatric Disease and Treatment 14 (2018): 3001–13, https://doi.org/10.2147/NDT.S179038; Tomi 
Nukarinen et al., “Measures and Modalities in Restorative Virtual Natural Environments: An Integrative Narrative Review,” Computers in 
Human Behavior 126 (January 2022): 107008, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chb.2021.107008.  

72 Kristiina Kumpulainen et al., “Children’s Augmented Storying in, with and for Nature,” Education Sciences 10, no. 6 (May 26, 
2020): 149, https://doi.org/10.3390/educsci10060149.  
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 If we actively listen and learn from the children’s shared life experiences, we may be 

better able to create meaningful and relevant place-conscious curriculum that engages them 

within their natural ecocultural landscapes. We know that children’s care and concern for their 

environments may follow.73 Concern may evolve from a feeling of self-in-relation with(in) 

ecocultural places.74  I use “with(in)” purposely, to emphasize that we as human beings live 

interdependently with(in) nature, rather than being separated from it. 

When Indigenous classmates share their worldviews with their non-indigenous 

classmates, I hope that classroom conversation and ecological concepts discussed from an 

Indigenous perspective might increase the land awareness of the entire class. Learning how 

Indigenous peoples tend to consider themselves as a part of the natural environment, may 

encourage non-Indigenous students to consider incorporating that perspective into their own 

lives. Just becoming aware that there are other ways to perceive their sense-of-relation with(in) 

the natural world might also encourage environmental stewardship. Perhaps such environmental 

and cultural care and concern would continue throughout their lives.  

We also know that research demonstrates that when children feel in relationship with(in) 

the natural world, they are better able to learn, and they demonstrate this in a greater sense of 

                                                 
73 Matteo Giusti, “Human-Nature Relationships in Context. Experiential, Psychological, and Contextual Dimensions That Shape 

Children’s Desire to Protect Nature,” ed. Stefano Federici, PLOS ONE 14, no. 12 (December 5, 2019): e0225951, 
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0225951; J. C.-H. Cheng and M. C. Monroe, “Connection to Nature: Children’s Affective Attitude Toward 
Nature,” Environment and Behavior 44, no. 1 (January 1, 2012): 31–49, https://doi.org/10.1177/0013916510385082; Louise Chawla, 
“Childhood Experiences Associated with Care for the Natural World: A Theoretical Framework for Empirical Results,” Children Youth and 
Environments 17, no. 4 (2007): 144–70, http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.7721/chilyoutenvi.17.4.0144. 

74 Louise Chawla, “Children’s Concern for the Natural Environment. Children’s Environments Quarterly, 13-20.,” Children’s 
Environments Quarterly, 1988, 13–20; Louise Chawla, “Knowing Nature in Childhood: Learning and Well-Being Through Engagement with the 
Natural World,” in Nature and Psychology   : Biological, Cognitive, Developmental, and Social Pathways to Well-Being, ed. Anne R. Schutte, 
Julia C. Torquati, and Jeffrey R. Stevens, Nebraska Symposium on Motivation (Cham: Springer International Publishing, 2021), 153–93, 
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-69020-5_6. 
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well-being,75 and even scholastic achievement assessments.76 Isn’t the purpose of education 

learning? My answer is “Yes, and I feel strongly that the purpose of education is a greater sense 

of self and emotional and physical well-being.” 

Tales that people tell may hold clues about how they relate with the resources and 

affordances surrounding them within those ecocultural places in their landscape-lore.  This might 

help parents and educators to know their children and students better and be more informed 

about their interests and activities in their local landscapes and waterscapes. Scientists have 

learned much about Indigenous peoples and their landscapes not only from physical evidence, 

but also from their oral traditions.77 In the same way, educators could learn much about children 

and their ecocultural landscapes. First, we need to find a way to encourage our students to tell 

their landscape-lore. 

Cajete78 emphasizes that:  

…what modern teachers have to understand is that knowledge has to be 
contexted in the lived experience of students to have real and lasting meaning. 
Stories that have meaning for students come from the cultural and personal… 
 

                                                 
75 Raelyne L. Dopko, Colin A. Capaldi, and John M. Zelenski, “The Psychological and Social Benefits of a Nature Experience for 

Children: A Preliminary Investigation,” Journal of Environmental Psychology 63 (June 2019): 134–38, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jenvp.2019.05.002; Colin Capaldi et al., “Flourishing in Nature: A Review of the Benefits of Connecting with Nature 
and Its Application as a Wellbeing Intervention,” International Journal of Wellbeing 5, no. 4 (December 17, 2015): 1–16, 
https://doi.org/10.5502/ijw.v5i4.449; Thomas H. Beery et al., “Fostering Incidental Experiences of Nature through Green Infrastructure 
Planning,” Ambio 46, no. 7 (November 1, 2017): 717–18, https://doi.org/10.1007/s13280-017-0920-z; Judy Braus and Sarah Milligan-Toffler, 
“The Children and Nature Connection: Why It Matters,” Ecopsychology 10, no. 4 (December 2018): 193, 
https://doi.org/10.1089/eco.2018.0072; Sabirah Adams and Shazly Savahl, “Children’s Discourses of Natural Spaces: Considerations for 
Children’s Subjective Well-Being,” Child Indicators Research 10, no. 2 (June 2017): 423–46, https://doi.org/10.1007/s12187-016-9374-2; Anna 
Roberts, Joe Hinds, and Paul M. Camic, “Nature Activities and Wellbeing in Children and Young People: A Systematic Literature Review,” 
Journal of Adventure Education and Outdoor Learning 20, no. 4 (October 1, 2020): 298–318, https://doi.org/10.1080/14729679.2019.1660195. 

76 Qian Yang et al., “Relations among Academic Achievement, Self-Esteem, and Subjective Well-Being in School among Elementary 
School Students: A Longitudinal Mediation Model.,” School Psychology 34, no. 3 (May 2019): 330, https://doi.org/10.1037/spq0000292; Louise 
Chawla, “Aatc Keynote Address: Nature-Based Learning for Student Achievement and Ecological Citizenship,” Curriculum & Teaching 
Dialogue 20, no. 1/2/2018 (September 2018): xxv–xxxix, 
http://antioch.idm.oclc.org/login?url=https://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=tfh&AN=131343467&site=ehost-
live&scope=site; Wing Tuen Veronica Leung et al., “How Is Environmental Greenness Related to Students’ Academic Performance in English 
and Mathematics?,” Landscape and Urban Planning 181 (January 2019): 118–24, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.landurbplan.2018.09.021; Byoung-
Suk Kweon et al., “The Link between School Environments and Student Academic Performance,” Urban Forestry & Urban Greening 23 (April 
2017): 35–43, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ufug.2017.02.002. 

77 Piccardi, L. and Masse, W. B., eds., Piccardi, L. & Masse, W. B. (Eds.). 2007.   Myth and Geology.  London Geological Society:  
London (London: London Geological Society, 2007). 

78 Gregory A. Cajete, “Children, Myth and Storytelling: An Indigenous Perspective,” Global Studies of Childhood 7, no. 2 (2017): 
114, http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/2043610617703832. 
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As a storyteller, I have observed the transformations that occur in the classroom when I 

have used stories as a teaching practice. All the children were engaged, every single time and 

even those children who typically had difficulty focusing tuned in. I was amazed at how they 

always listened raptly to the story I told, and how we could have heard a pin drop while I was 

telling one. I waited much too long in my teaching career before I started using stories as a 

teaching method. I had isolated my storytelling practice from my teaching, maybe because I 

thought of them as two distinctly different actions. Now I see how my worldview influenced my 

behavior then! It was incredible how smoothly the rest of the lesson would unfold as we explored 

concepts together that were related to the story.  

Increasing teachers’ agency, autonomy, and engagement with their students while 

encouraging place-conscious connections seems very possible to me. Having been a “formal 

educator” as a classroom teacher and professor of education, and an “informal educator” in my 

work as an environmental educator, storytelling performer and public children’s librarian gave 

me a variety of experiences that helped me understand some of the dilemmas public schools 

confront. I began brainstorming ways to combine the exploration of the natural world in the 

classroom, even when we can’t go outside together. No one could go outside together when 

Covid 19 had closed the schools. Educators and students need this type of intermediary 

opportunity in which we are able to share our outside experiences in our landscapes, even when 

we cannot go outdoors. The idea has potential for while meeting some of the goals established by 

local, state, and/or national educational agencies.  
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There has been an increased spotlight on technology education over the last thirty years79 

and this has created opportunities for further curricular integration, and consequently, for further 

autonomy on the part of educators. I thought some more:  

“A way needs to be found to bring the outdoors in when teachers feel they can’t or 
are uncomfortable bringing the children outside. This way, children could have 
more exposure to participating in and thinking about the natural world, even if they 
are unable to do so during the school day as a field trip or learning activity right 
outside of the school. Children could share the natural world through telling stories 
about their outdoor experiences and then taking those stories and transforming 
them with digital storytelling. This might be a fairly simple way to emphasize 
natural local places, while meeting a variety of content standards, including 
technology standards. It could also provide educators with new effective teaching 
strategies that could be applied to integrating the content areas. New teaching 
strategies through which they could use their own professional expertise, and foster 
both their professional development, and creativity could give them a sense of 
autonomy and agency while providing the same for their students. The students 
would have agency and autonomy about the stories they choose to tell, as well as 
owning their unique creative choices in developing digital landscape-lore from the 
life experience stories they tell.” 
  
Providing evidence that technology standards could be met would support advocacy for 

such self-determining learning activities and teaching curriculum, because they could 

demonstrate that accountability for meeting standards is built into the lessons and future 

curriculum framework.  

Providing a new use for technology while creating a practical way to incorporate 

exploration of the natural world into a variety of areas studied in the classroom could work! I 

would rather take children outside, yet the reality is we cannot always do that. I was certain that 

there would be a way to emphasize students’ real perceptual and embodied experiences in local 

natural places by using digital storytelling. Finding a way to explore the outdoors without going 

                                                 
79 Patrick N. Foster, “The Heritage of Elementary School Technology Education in the U.S.,” Journal of Career and Technical 

Education 15, no. 2 (May 1, 1999), https://doi.org/10.21061/jcte.v15i2.700; Rodney Custer, “Technology Education in the U.S. – A Status 
Report,” in Initiatives in Technology Education: Comparative Perspectives (Gold Coast, Australia: Technical Foundation of America, 2003), 21. 
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out could potentially provide opportunities for children to experience the natural world in a 

different way.  

As a storyteller (and human being wired to tell stories),80 I know that people are 

constantly telling stories about things that have happened to them. Brainstorm:  

Why couldn’t children tell their own stories about memorable occurrences they had 
experienced? They could tell landscape-lore about what they experienced 
independently on their own while outside of school or with families and friends.  
Then maybe they could talk about what they observed out and about in the natural 
ecological world in local places? Maybe they could tell the stories orally to 
classmates, and then determine what pictures they would need to illustrate the 
story. Maybe they would have the photos already, or they could take them. Or they 
could illustrate their stories. Then they could combine the visual depiction with an 
audio telling and create a digital story. Most of the schools have the software for 
that. Then they’d be meeting literacy and science standards. And social studies 
standards of course. I could even come up with math standards in a classroom in 
relation to their digital stories. 
 
In this way, in addition to meeting standards established for technology use in their 

schools, districts, states, and countries, there would be possibilities that teachers and students 

could meet multimodal literacy standards through speaking, writing, listening, and reading in a 

variety of ways. Since children would be telling stories about the outdoors, if they wrote their 

stories down as well, they would be reading them back to themselves too to rehearse them for 

telling them. So, they could meet more literacy standards this way.  

I thought that if students and teachers shared their digital stories and dialogued about 

them, learners might, with some guidance, develop skills in critical thinking and asking 

questions,81 as well as skills involving inquiry, elaboration, and explanation. And, because the 
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contents of the stories were about events in natural places, children might pay more attention to 

the natural world. They might be talking about a prior experience, yet they would be giving this 

experience in the natural world a great deal more attention than they typically might. 

When investigating this research, I brainstormed, wondering if all of us, students, and 

teachers alike, shared landscape-lore in the classroom, either as vocal retellings of an encounter 

outside, or as digital landscape-lore, we might learn about each other’s ecocultural places. We 

might be able to find out more about what is important to us in our activities outdoors.  Students 

themselves would bring in the evidence of what they do outside in the form of a story. Teachers 

would model their own landscape-lore first so students would have a model. Our landscape-lore 

would be about a lived experience in a natural landscape. The primary focus would be on 

students’ voices and in this way, we would collaboratively cultivate a learner-centered 

classroom.  

All folks in our community of practice would listen together, wonder together, voice 
our observations together, ask questions of each other, and chat about our 
landscape-lore together. Spiral discourse is a type of dialogue that promotes 
questioning and “thinking out loud.” People take turns asking questions and 
making observations. What often might happen when children or any group of 
students are enthusiastic is that they begin to talk over each other. That’s good! 
That means they are interested and attending and learning.  
 
Sharing ecocultural landscape lore, listening, wondering, chatting by piggybacking on each 

other’s observations and ideas through spiral discourse, and writing, are social scaffolding activities that 

support curiosity and learning for all age groups. I have recently discovered that some educational 

researchers call this type of dialogue “rippling discourse”. When children and youth know that their 

voices are heard, self-esteem and confidence are likely to follow.  

Giusti82 encourages us to learn from children’s outdoor activities: 
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Analysing children’s nature routines and their everyday habitat are research 
efforts of particular promising value to understand the predictors of 
environmental actions and sustainable living. 
 

Storytelling opportunities about meaningful occurrences in outdoor exploration and playful 

activities that students engage in are directly relevant to students’ learning because they are a 

part of their day-to-day lives in the ecocultural places they inhabit. They are also a wonderful 

way to learn firsthand about children’s nature routines, and the habitats significant to their daily 

lives. I think these “predictors” Giusti mentions are also those actions that build children’s 

affiliation within their natural habitats, and these in turn, according to Chawla’s and Derr’s 83 

research, among others, will likely contribute to concern for the environment and then pro-

environmental behaviors that would continue into adulthood.  

Engaging students’ interests provides opportunities for them to make experiential 

connections that are relevant to their lives, and this in turn encourages learning.84 Deeper 

understanding of students’ interests and out-of-school activities provides educators with more to 

talk about with their students, as they establish healthy collaborative classroom connections.  

More information for creating culturally relevant and culturally responsive landscape place-

conscious opportunities contributes to ecocultural well-being .  
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Figure 4: Trees and sky, emergent and exploratory collaborative learning  
Photo by Meredith Bird Miller 

 

By working within an organically emergent85 and exploratory collaborative learning unit, 

we could begin to observe how learners perceive their embodied engagements in local 

landscapes as we all share our experiential landscape-lore. Brailas86 describes “emergent” in a 

learning organization as a collaborative endeavor and this idea makes me conscious of ecological 

relationalities: 

…learning organization holds emergent properties (Weichhart, 2013) that do not 
exist in any of its parts alone—emergent properties that come as the product of 
the group’s transactions and its members’ synergies. Therefore, a learning 
organization can be conceived of as a living system with emergent properties that 
cannot be reduced to any linear combination of the participants’ properties. 
 

                                                 
85 Alexios Brailas, Konstantinos Koskinas, and George Alexias, “Teaching to Emerge: Toward a Bottom-up Pedagogy,” ed. John Lee, 

Cogent Education 4, no. 1 (January 1, 2017): 4, https://doi.org/10.1080/2331186X.2017.1377506; Georg Weichhart, “The Learning 
Environment as a Chaotic and Complex Adaptive System E-Learning Support for Thrivability,” Culture and Technology 1, no. 1 (2013): 36–53. 
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Looking into Tidepools Deep: Research Question & Wanderings  

I thought that if the activities in our potential emergent learning project promoted sharing 

between schools in two distinctly different ecocultural bio-geographies, we could potentially 

investigate creating a transactional unit that is simultaneously local and global. Such an 

experience could be transdisciplinary. We could be examining and addressing unique world 

views with intentional collaborative and student-centered philosophies in learning.  We could 

integrate distinct disciplines (i.e., literacy, science, geography and social studies, mathematics, 

social learning, etc.) across diverse ecological and cultural landscapes/waterscapes as 

transdisciplinary learning opportunities in which we create a new experience in learning and 

digital storytelling, in which we emphasize our engagement in ecocultural place.  

Such a learning unit could always be original because it would always respond to unique 

circumstances in unique places. In this way educators who learn with their students would be 

participating relationally within an emergent process as a living, transformative experience. A 

Figure 5: Tidepools deep, Schoodic Peninsula,  
Photo by Meredith Bird Miller 
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landscape-lore learning project would evolve simultaneously along with the learning experiences 

of interdependent collaborators living in unique ecocultural communities.  

I have observed that when I foster conversations by “wondering out loud” in a relaxed, 

informal way, it often instigates social wondering-out-loud, dialogue, and encourages students to 

ask their own questions. Exploratory talk,87 and spiral discourse,88 in which educators and 

students all behave as learners together, is a form of brainstorming that may promote critical and 

collaborative thinking. Exploratory talk may generate questions from more students. When there 

are more students involved, there is a greater possibility for more and different questions. This is 

merely mathematically based upon the increased likelihood of greater participation and 

opportunities for talk and questioning among students.     

Reflecting together upon settings, or elements in the ecosystems in which children’s 

experiences occurred, and focusing upon events in their stories, could possibly support students 

in further development of their landscape-lore. In addition, when educators explore the content 

of students’ shared place-conscious stories, they may be inspired to create related activities that 

simultaneously meet science, social studies, mathematics, arts, and language arts standards, 

among others. Because the activities are directly relevant to students’ storied lives, they may 

likely participate with a sense of agency and engagement.89 
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In preparing for this collaborative project, I began to wonder, “How do children in 

middle-childhood (ages 7-12) engage with their local rural natural places? How are they engaged 

when they are outdoors in these lands-/waterscapes?” 
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Guiding Research Question and Wonderings 
 

Our landscape-lore study incorporates children’s life experience stories in an ethical and 
respectful manner. Our main research questions:  
 
1. How are children engaged with(in) the natural world in their bio-

geographically distinct ecocultural places as described in the experiential 
oral stories they tell, and in their digital landscape-lore?  

a. Do students engage in literacy activities such as writing, reading, 
listening, speaking, questioning? Are they motivated to explore 
interdisciplinary topics? 

b. Does our landscape-lore project support and provide for an active 
Māori philosophy of education? …an active indigenous model of 
education? 

 
2. What culturally responsive background knowledges are vital for 

educators in preparation for creating and facilitating such a pluricultural 
learning project at both local and global levels?  

a. What topics emerge in my own (the facilitator’s) metacognitive, 
associative thinking, and reflective autoethnographic writing? How 
did these contribute to this educator’s transformative practice within 
diverse ecocultural places? 

 
2. How might a digital landscape-lore storywork/storytelling project support 

goals for connecting children and their communities in ecocultural 
relationships of reciprocity?... within and across distinct geographies and 
natural landscapes through time?  

a. How might landscape-lore create personal relevance, curiosity, 
interest and learning with(in) the natural world, and informal and/or 
formal education opportunities, both locally and globally? 

b. How might landscape-lore support a transdisciplinary learning 
experience? 

 
For me it follows that fostering well-being and learning can be accomplished by 

incorporating the following: critical and ecocultural land education,90  place-conscious91  and 
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91 Greenwood, David, “A Critical Theory of Place-Conscious Education,” in International Handbook of Research on Environmental 
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place-based92 education, and nature-based93 learning. These are all terms for similar pedagogical 

options, in which the exploration of the environment-as-an-integrating-context-for-learning, TM 94  

“Green Schools”95 and Forest and Nature Preschools96 are also worthy as pedagogical choices. 

There is a vital distinction that we must make among all these references to forms of learning 

while in landscape. 
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 It is this: many Indigenous peoples feel very strongly that the type of learning we are 

Discussing here should be titled “Land Education.”  I mentioned this label first for this type of 

environmental learning work that I mentioned, out of respect and increased concientization for 

their perspectives. Tuck and McKenzie97  edited Volume 20, Issue 1, in 2014 in Environmental 

Education Research to encourage consideration and critique regarding distinctions inherent in 

the broad meanings of “place-conscious education,” or “pedagogies of place” and “pedagogies of 

Land. This general concept was first articulated by Cajete in 1994 as “Land education.”  Tuck 

and McKenzie bring in and quote Styres, Haig-Brown, and McKenzie who articulate how Land 

(with a cap) is quite different from land (small l):  

We have chosen to capitalize Land when we are referring to it as a proper name 
indicating a primary relationship rather than when used in a more general sense. 
For us, land (the more general term) refers to landscapes as a fixed geographical 
and physical space that includes earth, rocks, and waterways; whereas, ‘Land’ 
(the proper name) extends beyond a material fixed space. Land is a spiritually 
infused place grounded in interconnected and interdependent relationships, 
cultural positioning, and is highly contextualized. 
 

The researchers who authored articles for this special topical issue of Environmental 

Education Research articulate that settler colonialism is often not considered and does not seem 

relevant as an ongoing process for most of the dominant population. The hope is that as 

environmental educators, classroom teachers and IHE faculty, we may be more likely to become 

more aware and enter a process of conscientization. Freire explains that conscientization is about 

the impact of settler colonialism within the lives of our Indigenous colleagues and the Indigenous 

peoples we all serve. We will be able to assist in raising the consciousness of the dominant 

culture about the ongoing harms that continue to emerge from settler-colonialism regarding 
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Indigenous identities, well-being, health, protection from violence, and the educations of 

Indigenous children and adults. 

 It can be too easy to become immune from the realities that Indigenous peoples face. The 

need to promote the dominant societies’ conscientization’ of the ecocultural world is ongoing. If 

we could use the term “Land Education,” to bring it about through open discussion and critical 

thinking, perhaps it could create a new opening for mitigating and contributing toward healing 

some of the generational traumas that exist within our relations with our Indigenous brothers and 

sisters and the Lands, Waters, within Planet Earth, that need vital care and concern from all of 

us.  

As an ongoing When more of us, as educators and administrators, curriculum, and policy-

developers, realize that there is always more to learn, and that all of us are capable of discovering 

new and effective ways to accomplish our goals all the time, we may be able to transform 

education toward new patterns that will serve more learners more effectively. When more of us 

realize that coming to solutions collaboratively means that we need to be good listeners and more 

thoughtful and considerate team members, we will be better able to achieve our goals for our 

learners. Dropping any habitual tendencies to fall into arrogant and condescending, defensive 

and egotistical mannerisms contributes to more promising conversations. Promising 

conversations in which we question the ways we have always done things in education and 

science for example, may lead more often to better informed options for more people. Perhaps a 

promising conversation will lead to the inclusion of practical Indigenous land-education being 

incorporated into classroom curricula that will benefit all students toward developing more 

sustainable practices in gardening and food security for example.  
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Compassionate awareness and honesty on the part of adults who are responsible for 

children’s education may drive such educational transformations. Those adults, who may be 

working on local school boards, or in national education agencies, or teaching in informal or 

formal organizations and are unafraid to question what they already know, are so important for 

young people. When adults learn more about ecocultural, historical, and bio-geophysical events 

and evidence, they may be better prepared to work in culturally responsive, compassionate, and 

sustaining ways with the students they serve.  

Cultural diversity and biological diversity work together in “mutual feedback”98 systems, 

and their combined multiplicities could contribute interdependently to ecocultural well-being and 

resilience.  A mosaic of possibilities exist within an ecocultural system for sustaining 

place/peoples in a healthy balance.  If educators understand more about colonization and its 

intergenerational harms upon Indigenous populations, and the relationship between settler-

colonial worldviews and practices within the locations they teach, they may be better prepared. 

They may be better prepared to create developmentally appropriate and ecoculturally and 

historically accurate learning opportunities for all their students.  

Sustainability scholars and educational researchers99 have most recently been focusing on 

relationality and systems thinking as valuable concepts in sustainability research and education. 

In Rivers Rhythmicity, Sue Jackson et al.100 point out that: 
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Recognition of relational values offers the potential to enhance the sustainability 
of human environment relations by more closely aligning conservation action 
with the norms, moral precepts such as reciprocity and obligation, and notions of 
fairness held by a great many human communities. 
 

Deep dimensions of ecocultural knowing have and will continue to exist over time in 

these living locations within which Indigenous peoples and their kin, the more-than-human, or 

beyond-the-human, live. I use both terms to refer to these broad ecocultural relations within 

Indigenous landscapes because they are used interchangeably by scholars who write about them.  

Sustaining A Sense of Wonder while Sustaining Place 

In their article on sustainability education, Marna Hauk et al.101 describe specific 

activities that foster a “sense of wonder”102 and argue how:  

…exploratory curricular research to extend the senses of wonder can fill a gap in 
critical and transformative sustainability education. Engaging and entangling 
with the sensory and nurturing a sense of wonder are key parts of the process of 
catalyzing sustainability agency and sustaining hope. 
 

As Hauk et al. remind us, we need to especially encourage children’s sense-of-wonder! 

As parents, caregivers, and teachers, we need to spend time outside with them, splashing in a 

lake or the sunshine, stomping in puddles in the rain, helping to plant, care for, and harvest a 

garden, looking for monarch caterpillars and watch them emerge as butterflies from their 

chrysalis’ (or chrysalii?), and especially, letting the kids lead the way, after teaching them how to 

avoid poison ivy!!   

We are all immersed within such ecologically interconnective habitats, be they deserts, 

seacoasts, mountains, wetlands, and so on. Places found within ecoculturally relational systems 

are constantly transforming within a process of time. Geographer Doreen Massey103 theorized 
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that space or time cannot exist in isolation. She defines place as “space-time” because space and 

time are integral to one another. These are relationships in which there is relational reciprocity 

and unpredictability:  

…what is special about place is precisely that throwntogetherness, the 
unavoidable challenge of negotiating a here-and-now (itself drawing on a history 
and a geography of thens and theres); and a negotiation which must take place 
within and between the human and the nonhuman. This in no way denies a sense 
of wonder… 
 

There’s that sense of wonder again that Hauk et al. and Selby and Kagawa mentioned! 

I’ve always thought of Rachel Carson104 as the first scientist to recognize this thing called 

“wonder” in relation to children’s fascination with the natural world. Carson also realized that 

developing attachment within significant places was vital, and she expressed this in her book of 

the same name, The Sense of Wonder, first published after her death in 1964.105 

I sincerely believe that for the child, and for the parent seeking to guide him, it is 
not half so important to know as to feel, … 
 

Our stories of wonder exist in layers of space and time. What has gone before influences 

what comes around in the present and then influences the future. We  could say that spatio-

temporal places and landscape-lore “back then” in our pasts contribute to spatio-temporal 

transformations and our landscape-lore “right now” in our presents and all these temporal 

dimensions influence our upcoming landscape-lore in the “then” of our futures. Of course, this is 

only relevant if we consider time to be a linear dimension. This is the dominant perspective if we 

are enculturated to think of it through a Euro/Western worldview.  

Yet, thinking about the relationality among the processes of lands, waters, times, and 

events, convinces me that time really is not linear. We do not think in a linear way. Many 
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Indigenous cultural frameworks incorporate non-linear time106 as they tend realize the multi-

dimensionalities of existence through their worldviews. 

 We often think of science as being implemented through discrete facts only, yet 

determining relations within complex systems require narrative thought, which is basically 

storytelling, whether one is “telling a story to oneself,” like a thought experiment, or trying to 

communicate complicated ideas to people who don’t know all the intricacies of interlinking 

findings.  

…difference between a chronicle and a narrative to be that a narrative offers 
relational elements that join together a sequence of events, whereas a chronicle 
just lists them. This immediately, in the scientific domain, moves the narrative 
into explanatory territory, both in the task of teasing apart and/or putting 
together the causal or implied causal relations between events in the narrative, 
and in making some sense of this in scientific terms 
 

When we think, we think in story. Story may be inspired by emotion, occurring in places 

of the imagination, or in places of long ago or the future or all of those simultaneously, with 

threads of multitemporal events interjecting here and there among the narratives we create. Even 

when we are standing in one location, as Einstein did in his thought experiment,107 imagining the 

simultaneity of space and time when the train zipped by and he realized how time could be in 

more than one place at once, time is expressing itself through many possibilities of ecocultural 

action.  

Landrum,108 explains the neuroscience behind story: 

The ways in which stories coordinate time, represent embodied action, and 
promote social collaboration are fundamental to the brain-body interactions 
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through which our species has evolved and has constructed the cultures we 
inhabit. 
 

If one flies over the international time zone in a plane, sometimes the airline provides a 

digital route map on a screen, and one can see on a screen how the aircraft moves through time. 

Often, the different places we are leaving from and going to are in different time zones, and the 

shadows of night and light of day are depicted on the screen. Of course, human beings created 

the time zones. The turning of the earth toward the sun and its light is what brings daytime, and 

the turning of the earth away from the sun into the dark side of the universe is what brings 

nighttime around. We are in relation with the sun in our ecocultural places. Being on a plane and 

seeing that shift occurring so rapidly right out the window and using the map to see where we 

have traveled from and where we are traveling to, is amazing to think about (for some of us!). 

Landscapes, and waterscapes and skycapes, are all biogeographical and are all ecocultural, 

showing us their transformations when we watch for them or look for where they occurred.  

Landscapes, waterscapes, and skyscapes are ecologically and geologically, dynamic 

places transforming in the process of what we usually say is “all the time.” We might more 

accurately say is “in the ecocultural process of all of time,” incorporating the beyond-the-human, 

and the human. Both the human and beyond-the human leave traces of their existence throughout 

times within those biogeographical waterscapes, skyscapes, and landscapes in wavering and 

rippling layers of time, water, air, and soil, that sometimes even seem to melt together into 

unexpected patterns no one has ever seen before. Maybe geomorphologists and marine 

paleontologists figure out that a tropical sea existed a long time ago where a large freshwater 

lake exists in what is now called New England (and is still called N’dakinna by many).  

If we pretend, we are fourth graders, maybe it is the first time we see a gastropod fossil as 

large as our hands. We find it in a glacial erratic that is right next to Lake Champlain in 
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Vermont, and it had once been at the bottom of that tropical sea the scientists found. And that is 

wonder for us! Or we go to a museum that has the fossil of a beluga whale that was found in 

Vermont! Now that’s wonder! Really, the elementary students in Vermont were so enthusiastic 

that they pushed for Vermont to name it as the state fossil, and the “white whale” got the vote. 

Or maybe there was a super-volcano right near our home in what is now known as NH, and it 

erupted in such a way that it totally “blew its top” and the Ossipee Mountains form a very rare 

ring dike that we can see on the topographical map! Wonder-full! 

Oh. Right. What if policymakers and administrators want educators to remain in the 

classroom with their students? School boards and administrators may expect educators to be at 

the front of room using what Freire called the “banking model” 109 of education. The ideas of 

“teacher-centered,” and “top-down,” are often used to describe this concept too. Sometimes 

people in leadership roles are receiving pressure to “meet the standards,” and, in my words, this 

may translate into “meeting the standards means that the kids will score higher on achievement 

tests and then we, the schools in this district, will receive federal funding to continue our work. 

We need our teachers to ‘teach to the test.’” These administrators probably don’t realize there is 

valid research demonstrating that when students learn outside, they attain higher levels of 

achievement.110  
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Many educators feel unprepared and uncertain about taking their students outside. 111 

Besides sometimes experiencing lack of support by their administrations, or they do not know 

what they should be doing once they do take their classes outside.112 Ange Garden113  observes 

that even in a “Forest Preschool,” educators have difficulty “stepping back” 114 from children’s 

free explorations. She muses that teachers may be so focused on meeting curriculum 

expectations that even when they do go outside with their classes, they may still be teaching in a 

teacher-centered way, which does not allow for enough sensory exploration to bolster children’s 

appreciation and sense of affiliation with nature. When educators have the training115 for 

observing children’s actions and creating relevant curriculum based upon their interests, they can 

meet curricular goals very effectively, especially when they bring children outside to experience 

the natural world.  

What’s an educator to do if taking children outside is not permitted when it is so 

beneficial for them and for the environment in so many ways?116 The educator(s) know(s) that 

encouraging a sense of relation within the natural world could instigate the development of 

positive environmental behaviors that are likely to support sustainability now and continue into 
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adulthood.117 Teachers know that learning time outside in nature will increase children’s well-

being and continuous progress in learning.118  

In any case, if teachers meet with barriers to taking children outside, they have a great 

opportunity to be creative! Finding ways to give children choice, voice, and agency by asking 

them to help bring the outside in may generate many innovative ideas. There are many ways to 

do this. In our elementary classrooms, I found that asking children to collect interesting artifacts 

when they are outdoors at home to bring into our classroom is one productive suggestion. This 

not only encourages sharing nature in the classroom; the students seem to feel enthusiastic about 

getting outside while at home. In my young students’ classrooms, we had a “science table” full 

of things like shells, fossils, rocks, acorns, cones of various trees, shark teeth, or anything else 

the children brought in. When students bring in artifacts, they almost always want to tell a story 

about how they found it.  

One fourth grader brought in an old wasp nest that we suspended from the ceiling. We 

heard all about how he and his parents made sure there weren’t any living wasps inside, which 

caused a great deal of interesting conversation. There were many stories about children and 

members of their families, or their friends being stung, and these stories gave us a chance to 

investigate wasps and the places they would build nests. We discovered there were different 

types of “wasp-like” insects too and different kinds of nests. A kindergartener brought in a 

trilobite fossil and wow did that child know everything there was to know about trilobites! He 
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knew how long ago they had lived, and that they once scurried along on the bottom of tropical 

oceans kind of like lobsters and crabs do now, and they ate “detritus” and so on.  

The children really seemed to enjoy our collection of nature guides with illustrations and 

photographs, and sometimes state Fish & Wildlife departments will have publications that the 

children really like such as tracking guides. The kids used to browse through them just to look at 

the pictures and read a bit, and sometimes to ID some artifact. I was teaching elementary school 

well before online information was readily available for students to access. I do know that 

children are still tactile and enjoy holding books and materials, and if an educator makes the 

guides available for “silent reading time.”  This may encourage the students to use them. Rather 

than always looking for information online.  

In another classroom, the students seemed to really enjoy using photos of natural scenes 

and animals for creative writing ideas. Also, sometimes, having opportunities to do things in new 

ways can be motivating, and these activities we used “before the web” might seem mighty new 

to these students who are all born into a tech society. We need to remember that many children 

in the Global North have access to computers, phones, and the “web,” yet there are still many 

who don’t, including the unhoused. In most nations, there are children  who are marginalized or 

live in certain locations that still do not have web access.  

Finding competencies and standards for any of the ideas shared above, or for a landscape-

lore or a storywork unit using digital landscape-lore could be related to writing, technology, 

science, speaking, mathematics, social studies or reading, PE, music, arts objectives. An educator 

could create an interdisciplinary learning experience using storytelling, artifacts, and/or 

sounds/music from nature as pivotal activities through which all content areas are integrated 
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thematically. Doing this increases students’ interactions within virtual nature, even when 

educators may not bring them outside. 

Brooks and Jean-Marie119 point out that if teachers and administrators are unable to 

pursue open and creative ways to facilitate their own, and children’s development,  

educational leadership scholarship in the USA will be at risk of an insular and 
narrow-minded future and lack an understanding of US educational leadership 
in an international and global context.  
 

Inclusive ecocultural Indigenous land education120, place-conscious or place-based 

education, or nature-based learning are effective pedagogical choices for expanding educational 

leadership. These pedagogical choices promote the continuing development of educators, 

students, and communities, locally and globally. Land pedagogy is critical and collaborative. It 

encourages students’ and educators’ agency, creativity, and transformation. Place-consciousness 

encourages attachments and affinities within place.121 These attachments and affinities create 

caring attitudes and promote continuing concern and advocacy for ecocultural places.122  

It is also very possible to share our ecocultural places through digital means in 

landscape—lore if we live very far apart, or are prohibited by world-wide pandemics, for 

example! I am referring to Covid-19 in that reference, and education continued through remote 

learning for years, because the possibility of transmitting the virus or becoming infected with it 

was so high before the production of vaccines. There’s always a way to bring the wild natural 

world home 
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It’s All About Relationships 

“It’s all about Relationships” is a phrase that I used to write on the whiteboard when I 

was working as a teacher educator. I had come to realize that the undergraduate pre-service and 

graduate-level educators I taught needed to understand that the most important aspect of teaching 

and learning is creating genuinely trusting relationships with students. This collaborative 

intercultural project is also all about relationships. When a teacher and/or researcher 

demonstrates that they think it is important to work at fostering caring connections with 

collaborators, results are more likely to be the best they could be because of that trust. Plus, it’s 

the only way to create true friendships that last. 

In classrooms, when students know a teacher has confidence in them, learning is more 

likely to occur. Educators who appreciate the process of learning from their students realize that 

all members of a classroom community are both teachers and learners. Demonstrating such 

mutual respect and reciprocity fosters a spirit of unity, positive energy, and effort.  

I share the following to give you a sense of how I came to understand that teaching and 

learning are all about relationships and that teachers are learners and students are teachers. I did 

not know how to teach with reciprocity when I first started out. I rarely felt this relationality from 

any of my own teachers, so I didn’t have a role model, and this is borne out in the teacher-

education research. I learned how to work in relation with people of all ages by the hands-on 

doing of it. I made mistakes and had successes until I realized why what I was doing was 

working!  

I learned from the following teaching experiences. I was privileged to teach in public and 

private schools. I taught pre-school, kindergarten 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th, and 7th grades for fifteen years. I 

enjoyed being a music teacher to 100 K-2 children in that time (think of 100 students on the 
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stage with homemade digeridoos for the public concert. Not one child was accidentally or 

purposefully hit in the head even though they were standing on risers!). As a gifted and talented 

coordinator, I created additional challenges for children...Fibonacci anyone?  I worked as a 

moderate-special-needs educator and learned that Special Olympics is an amazing opportunity 

for the athletes and all of us working with them to feel true pride and an incredible sense of 

accomplishment.  

I created story hours, ran summer reading programs for 300 children, and managed the 

collection as a public children’s librarian for four years. I always taught “about nature” in all my 

“classrooms” and was an environmental educator for 2 years. I authored Valley Quests, which 

are place-based explorations for the public. I performed as a professional storyteller for many 

public libraries and other organizations.  

I did those things before teaching educators. All those situations helped me to learn a 

great deal about working with people. I had also learned that working with a 5-year-old child or a 

45-year-old certified educator, that as a teacher, I always ended up perceiving them as individual 

people, not as a developmental age bracket, or ethnicity or as a second language learner, or as a 

“disabled” person. An adult could be a child, and a child could be an adult...people are people are 

people. It is important to know about their cultural histories, and the challenges they and their 

families have faced, because then I have more clues about some of their learning challenges and 

capacities.  

And yes, children of different ages, and adults at different ages tend to demonstrate 

developmental trends in the ways they learn, but this is not universally so. Accomplishing 

common goals is much more likely when there is genuine understanding and trust among a 

community of learners. When teachers/researchers treat learning as a collaborative partnership, a 
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journey that they share with students, students feel supported and are more likely to persevere.  It 

is all about relationships. 

Transdisciplinary123 ecocultural systems may work critically across many places, fields 

of knowledge, wisdoms, cognitive skills, and peoples.  To be transdisciplinary is to work back, 

from a Eurocentric worldview perspective of separation between spiritual belief systems, 

between humans and nature, systems of disciplines (mathematics, science, communication, arts, 

social sciences, humanities…) and the skills they employ, toward an awareness of possible 

holistic relational connections among them all. This is how spirit/knowing/wisdom/beyond-the-

human/human/ place/time all tend to be represented in relational Indigenous worldviews. All are 

unified within a web of relation. 

Because biological beings are part of and in relation with/in their environment, this 

means we and those beyond-the-human are under threat when natural resources are not 

conserved in a way that is beneficial for us. For example, when an oil pipeline is fast-tracked and 

regulations are bypassed, or a forest cleared by dominant power structures, without proper 

regulation or input and vetting by local communities, environmental harms may result in 

profound socio-ecological damage.124    There is no separation among relations within 

ecocultural places and beings and what harms one will harm all. What benefits one will benefit 

all. 

Indigenous peoples learned to understand interdependencies among the lands and waters 

and themselves from experiential interactions in the places they inhabit(ed). They understood 
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and understood that their own actions influence the survival of their children and their children’s 

children many generations into the future. They had not yet been influenced by Eurocentric ideas 

of separation until they were introduced to them by colonial powers, when those powers worked 

to assimilate Indigenous peoples into Eurocentric patterns of thought, behavior, and belief 

systems. 

Objectifying peoples as one classification and essentializing “them,” rather than 

humanizing and including all peoples with “us” continues to marginalize “Black, Indigenous, 

and Peoples of Color (BIPOC),” and “LGBTQ” as well as many more groups of people, who are 

placed into a category of “not like us.” This also includes children, the disabled, and the elderly, 

because they are marginalized as “less than” “us,” the dominant healthy adult majority, perhaps 

because they require assistance and protection. These perceptions regarding “others” contributes 

to continued discrimination, “isms”, and domination. These explicit and implicit divisions of 

“us” and “them,” portray superiority and righteousness as qualities belonging to the majority of 

“us,” or peoples enculturated into colonial patterns of thought who are most often those of us 

fortunate enough to experience white privilege.  

Even though many of us may imagine that colonial thought and superiority was 

something that occurred “once upon a time,” propelled only by people who existed in a long ago 

past, we need to remember that the Eurocentric worldview is one that has been imposed upon the 

first inhabitants of landscapes that became colonized. The colonial mindset is the majority’s 

worldview in many countries, and it continues to encroach upon the worldviews and knowledge 

systems of Indigenous peoples as well as immigrants, BIPOC, LGBTQ, and other marginalized 

groups. It is insidious because it is a majority monocultural worldview promulgated both 

explicitly and implicitly among multicultural populations. This dominant mindset has influence 
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over all peoples’ livelihoods, housing, health, opportunities for success, educations, and the 

rights and privileges of freedoms and self-determination.  

The settler-colonial worldview is continuously rewoven into the fabric of dominant 

cultures, discourses, and policies, including international, national, and local educational 

protocols. In this way predominant worldviews continue to percolate into the thought patterns of 

educators, students, and parents. Rippling in cycles throughout the prevailing culture, this 

majority worldview is also institutionalized throughout law enforcement, processes of justice, 

health and welfare, and government.  

Fortunately, some of the many people who have been enculturated into these dominant 

patterns of thought and action have become more informed and have been continuing to learn 

and act for social and ecocultural justice and change by critically questioning the status quo. 

They have been examining the perceptions of those who proclaim that there is only one way to 

perceive the world and to act within and upon it. This settler-colonial worldview has maintained 

its ascendancy ever since landscapes inhabited by Indigenous peoples were colonized. 

For all of us, the human, and more-than- human, or beyond-the-human (it is your choice) 

the experiences we have within natural environmental landscapes are significant. Studies have 

confirmed that they contribute to the formation of our place identities125 and our sense of well-

being in addition to the resulting ecocultural care and concern we feel with(in) those landscapes. 

The places we live, the experiences we have, and how we respond to them are conditional 

because they are situated in the unpredictability of change over time.  

We might be struggling to find food, water, and shelter, or hiding as we try to protect 

ourselves and others from conflict and danger in war-torn or hazardous regions. We might be 
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fortunate enough to be exploring, playing, observing animals, quietly being, or talking in 

peaceful locations. These activities may or may not be a choice, and they all influence our 

senses-of-self, our health, our learning, and our perspectives.126  

As I mentioned above, caring about our ecocultural landscapes includes ecocultural pasts, 

because what has occurred in the past influences our present and futures. Yet, as I described in 

the essay Rage is not Enough there are frequently great gaps in our knowledge because important 

ecocultural histories are often omitted from K-16 history books, or from classroom discussions. 

Many of us are ignorant of the human rights abuses that would hold rulers, explorers, and settlers 

to account for war crimes court in the Hague if they occurred today. The fact that we have been 

prevented from learning about this history is reprehensible, and the sad thing is, many 

educational policymakers do not think about the omission at all, because they are ignorant as 

well.  

The taking of ecocultural lands in which peoples had been living in respectful reciprocity 

for hundreds and thousands of years, just as Māori and Aln8bak continues to be devastating for 

many. These lands in which people’s inter-relational ecocultural memories exist, continue to be 

sacred, cherished, and necessary for their ecocultural survival and well-being. Many of their 

narratives hold great knowledge of land transformations and other events. Are we aware of what 

has been omitted, and how the colonial losses of lands and waters and the rights to fish, hunt, and 

trap in those places influence their ecocultural life experiences today? Perhaps we are lulled into 

a false sense of security about the understandings we have regarding the history of the places we 

inhabit because we earned grades of high grades on our history tests. However, it is unlikely that 
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we were taught about the invaluable links among the ecocultural habitats in which we live and 

the complete histories of those places. 

The thing is, we often don’t know we haven’t been exposed to the complete history, or 

even the prehistory of the places we inhabit. And often, our K-12 educators don’t know. As 

teachers, we often don’t know that there’s more to the story. We are enculturated to accept what 

we were told as children, and we often don’t even realize as we continue our educations that we 

should ask the questions, “What happened then?” or “But what happened to…?” or even “Is that 

all?” or “Why?”  Ferber127 explains that: 

Cultural ideas and beliefs are widely shared and instantiated in everyday 
practices, yet they may often go unnoticed and thus remain invisible or at least 
uninterrogated- especially if they serve the interests of powerful groups” 
 

Ah. How could I have possibly wondered about the accuracy of our history as a child or 

early young adult? I was taught “this is the way it was and is.” I was enculturated in the structure 

of white privilege and normativity that descended from a Eurocentric and settler-colonial 

mindset of domination. I was taught to believe it and that it was “the way.” But it was invisible 

to my grandparents and parents because they lived within it. My teachers lived within it. It 

patronized and dominated me as a child, young woman, and middle-aged woman. I would dare 

say, acted upon many of my peers in the same way. This settler-colonial Eurocentric/Western 

worldview mindset continues to infiltrate ecological, cultural, educational, political, social, and 

many other systems today.  

Idealistic youngsters and even adults might presume that nature surrounds everyone if 

their only experience is growing up in a rural area. They might think that the justice system 

always works in the same way for all people equally. Perhaps they have been raised to think that 
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all police officers treat everyone with the same level of respect and care. Lucky children may 

think that life moves along smoothly with happy endings most of the time. When they encounter 

situations that demonstrate injustice, they may become disillusioned and begin to question their 

assumptions. This is a healthy and expected part of children’s growth into adulthood. Coping 

with cognitive dissonance as children is less challenging when they are developmentally ready 

for it and have the capacity to “bounce back,” because they have a strong sense of resilience.  

Perhaps rural children visit a city and realize that the way they perceive nature does not 

exist in that urban area. They may see that another perception of nature is possible, if they watch 

pigeons or spend any time in a local urban park. If an unexpected event occurs that turns the 

world upside down for them, hopefully children and youth have achieved a level of optimism to 

help them cope with emotions accompanying that event. Resiliency is a significant quality for us 

to develop, both children and adults, especially given the many transformational events that are 

occurring due to global warming.  

Wildfires, triple-digit heat waves, sea-level rise, drought, floods, too much rain for plants 

in the garden to grow. Oh, wait a minute, now there’s too little rain for the plants to grow. Then 

there are international conflicts. Russia prevents grain from leaving Ukraine, the world’s 

“breadbasket” so that it can literally get to people around the world who are starving and need it. 

Food security is difficult to achieve. Migrant children and pregnant women are getting tangled in 

barbed wire barriers set down into the Rio Grande, where they can’t see them under rushing 

waters. There are many disasters, and much inhumane treatment by political actors, and the 

everyday challenges of housing, education, and health to contend with. Resilience is more than 

necessary. It helps people to survive. 
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It seems almost ridiculously simple to assist people in developing resilience. Resiliency 

can be fostered and increased by a variety of positive experiences in nature.128 Hope and 

resiliency are vital for continued ecocultural well-being.  Being outdoors in natural habitats, 

spending time in nature with people who model appreciation for it, working in community 

gardens and discovering increased biodiversity, have all been shown to increase well-being and 

resilience.129 Not only does research demonstrate that these experiences promote meaningful 

relational attachments within ecological places, and foster care and concern for the environment. 

Studies also show that positive encounters within the natural world promote our flexibility, 

hardiness, and our well-being.130 Our landscape-lore project, in which children share experiential 

stories of their time spent in nature, may not only help them to develop environmental concern, it 

may also help them to develop resilience with which to face challenges great and small. Whether 

they need to cope with a bully on the playground, an abusive situation, discrimination, a bee 

sting, or global climate change, resilience will help them cope and hope, and promote a sense of 

sustainable agency.131 Novelty, surprise, and enjoyment as they share their landscape-lore and 

bring their attention into re-experiencing their significant encounters within the natural world 

through story may support their physical and mental health through their lifetimes. 

Time spent in nature helps to build our connection to it and prepares us to appreciate 

times of ease and to find hope during times of hardship.132 Children and youth confront a variety 
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of critical situations in their lives that may be extremely trying and may shake their sense of 

security. In the last twenty years or so, children have dealt with events such as the World Trade 

Center tragedy in the U.S. and learning that climate change is always going to be a major 

challenge in their lives globally. All over the world children are fleeing conflicts, are unhoused, 

and are living in refugee camps, living in poverty, and so on. This is not a doom and gloom 

scenario. This is reality for many, and all children need a sense of belonging within the natural 

world to sustain their well-being. Life can be tough for kids. 

Encouraging experiences in nature may help children, and us all, to develop increasing 

adaptability, resilience and awareness of our reciprocities of interdependence with(in) 

ecocultural place. The care and concern we feel for an ecocultural environment because of our 

attachments with(in) it may develop and expand. Our concern may expand outwardly to include 

all the members within the broader interdependent ecocultural community. For me, 

communicating relationships among “hot potatoes” and ecocultural justice emerges through a 

continuously evolving, conscious awareness of decolonization. This consciousness permeates the 

possible contributions I make as one citizen in all my roles. As one person among many, 

intentionally listening to those many, I hope to sustain their stories, and their experiential 

tellings. Creative acts of literacy through storytelling may bring an array of possibilities for 

sustaining ever-shifting ecocultural places through collaborative listening and intentional 

dialogue. I hope our exploratory place-conscious storytelling project contributes to an 

increasingly relational and ecoculturally just future.133 
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http://antioch.idm.oclc.org/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=ehh&AN=95921446&site=ehost-
live&scope=site; Neil Mercer, “Education and the Social Brain: Linking Language, Thinking, Teaching and Learning,” Éducation et Didactique 
10, no. 10–2 (July 8, 2016): 9–23, https://doi.org/10.4000/educationdidactique.2523; Joseph L. Mahoney et al., “Systemic Social and Emotional 
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The study of ecology is also all about relationships. Ecology examines the relational 

attributes within one or more habitats to determine how those features network to contribute to a 

habitat’s holistic ecological system, and how well they support environmental health, among 

other inquiries. There are many examples to help people understand ecological relationships, and 

for this descriptive purpose “arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi” (AM), will work. AM are simply tiny 

fungi with interconnecting branching or tree-like structures found in the soil under plants, and 

they form an interdependent network that supports the plants above ground, and vice versa. I 

introduce rhizomes at the end of the Preface to explain how a reader could choose to read this 

dissertation in an unpredictably branching rhizomic manner, so this attention to mycorrhizae 

seems appropriate. López-Angulo et al.134 discuss them as an ecological feature in relation to 

plant species and soil in a forest habitat. The authors also mention other ecological attributes, 

such as aeration, root growth, temperature, moisture, light and canopy:  

Plant species vary in their ability to aerate the soil, in the physical changes 
induced by root growth or in the modifications of temperature and moisture 
under their canopy (Breshears et al., 1998). For example, AM fungal 
composition in forest roots can be affected by canopy-mediated light availability 
(Koorem et al., 2017).  
 

Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi branch unpredictably, and always emerge within a system. 

They may be tiny and unseen, yet they are a vital force constantly shifting direction and 

transforming in unexpected ways. These unpredictable directions emerge to better support the 

plant above the soil. In the same way, those of us who care for the well-being and sustainability 

of our ecocultural landscapes and waterscapes (including the more-than-human as well as the 

human) are tiny forces. We are working “beneath the soil” to communicate our relational and 

                                                 
Learning: Promoting Educational Success for All Preschool to High School Students,” American Psychologist, 2020, No Pagination Specified-
No Pagination Specified, https://doi.org/10.1037/amp0000701. 

134 Jesús López-Angulo et al., “Ecological Drivers of Fine-Scale Distribution of Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi in a Semiarid 
Mediterranean Scrubland,” Annals of Botany, March 28, 2023, 2, https://doi.org/10.1093/aob/mcad050. 
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ecological understandings among our mycorrhizae kin as we collaborate to heal and sustain the 

inter-relational Earth systems “above ground” of which we are a part.   

We find new pathways for communicating effectively about strategies for healing, 

sustaining, and adapting in a continuously changing world. There are many of us underground 

emerging from different nodes, yet we are all kin, even in our diversity. As an ecological 

educational researcher who teaches through storytelling, I have learned that we always teach, 

learn, and try to enact change within a pedagogy of ecocultural landscape and waterscape, and 

our interdependencies may shift and cause unpredictable outcomes. This is an aspect of learning 

that can bring new and surprising change!  

We try out new directions as mycorrhizae do and when we find something that works to 

better support the entire system, being able to recognize it is a vital skill. Sometimes we need to 

consider a form of action, or a strategy to inspire diverse thinking that has worked before, even if 

it emerged primarily from another worldview, such as Indigenous storywork did in ancestral 

moments. Indigenous storywork is a pedagogical tool, originating in relation with ecocultural 

place. Sometimes, we need to change our approach to thinking to seek inspiration and arrive at 

transformative ideas. Some of these may generate critical thinking, and there are many more 

inspirational techniques.135 Meditation, brainstorming, mental mapping, Socratic questioning, 

                                                 
135 Ourania Katsara and Kristof De Witte, “How to Use Socratic Questioning in Order to Promote Adults’ Self-Directed Learning,” 

Studies in the Education of Adults 51, no. 1 (January 2, 2019): 109–29, https://doi.org/10.1080/02660830.2018.1526446; Cathy Burnett and Guy 
Merchant, “Literacy-as-Event: Accounting for Relationality in Literacy Research,” Discourse: Studies in the Cultural Politics of Education 41, 
no. 1 (2020): 45–56; Eva Vass et al., “The Discourse of Collaborative Creative Writing: Peer Collaboration as a Context for Mutual 
Inspiration,” Thinking Skills and Creativity 3, no. 3 (December 2008): 192–202, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tsc.2008.09.001; Russell Bishop and 
Mere Berryman, Culture Speaks (Wellington, Aoetearoa New Zealand: Huia Publishers, 2006); Jennifer Motha, “MEDITATION AND 
HOLISTIC CONTEMPLATIVE PEDAGOGY: AN EXPLORATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP OF FIVE TEACHERS’ MEDITATION 
PRACTICES TO THE PEDAGOGICAL PROCESS,” n.d., 329; Jo-ann Archibald, Jason Santolo, and Jenny Lee-Morgan, eds., Indigenous 
Storywork: Educating the Heart, Mind, Body, and Spirit  (2008). (Zed Books, 2019); Lilly P. Briggs, Richard C. Stedman, and Marianne E. 
Krasny, “Photo-Elicitation Methods in Studies of Children’s Sense of Place,” Children, Youth and Environments 24, no. 3 (2014): 153–72, 
https://doi.org/10.7721/chilyoutenvi.24.3.0153; K. Robinson and L. Aronica, Creative Schools: The Grassroots Revolution That’s Transforming 
Education (New York: Penguin Random House, 2015); Sasha Linsin Wohlpart, Kris De Welde, and Briana Stiehl Marino, “22. Combining High-
Impact Pedagogical Practices to Foster Creative Visions of a Sustainable Future,” in Envisioning Futures for Environmental and Sustainability 
Education, ed. Peter Blaze Corcoran, Joseph P. Weakland, and Arjen E.J. Wals (The Netherlands: Wageningen Academic Publishers, 2017), 
303–10, https://doi.org/10.3920/978-90-8686-846-9_22; Hempel-Jorgensen, “Learner Agency and Social Justice”; Grian-Antonio Cutanda and 
María Ángeles Murga-Menoyo, “Analysis of Mythical-Metaphorical Narratives as a Resource for Education in the Principles and Values of 
Sustainability,” Journal of Teacher Education for Sustainability 16, no. 2 (2014): 18–38, http://www.degruyter.com/view/j/jtes.2014.16.issue-
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Socratic dialogue, analogy, metaphor, dreaming, ripple thinking, ripple discourse, spiral 

discourse, collaborative writing, and rhizomatic reading and analysis are some of these flexible 

patterns of thought that may generate inspirational ideas. Most have been in use for thousands of 

years, although not necessarily known by these labels! What is old is new again, and we need a 

multiplicity of strategies to instigate ways for building resilience and to bring our ecocultural 

world into well-being again.  

 

Relational Reading in Rhizomes: Ecocultural Twists, Tunnels, and Trails 

Holmes and Tolbert express how a deeply relational knowing in the “being-ness of the 

universe” is one that is known within “lands and waters” and may be realized in “inextricable” 

belonging within “profound…understandings of spirit.” Human beings are “but one tiny part.” 

Their insight emerges from in relation among Indigenous elders. 

This way of knowing requires longevity of relational memory and relational 
experience within places—lands and waters—that birth epistemologies vast 
enough to hold on to the fundamental, orienting reality that all beings (including 
human beings, located within the being-ness of the universe, as but one tiny part) 
are inextricably connected with each other in profound, unknown ways, ways 
grasped through understandings of spirit, as intricately, intimately relational. 136 
 

The following writing uses metaphor to articulate how literacy is both expressive and 

receptive. It is ethically respectful to provide for diverse learning styles in education, and 

learning, and using storytelling and metaphor are two choices that have been used for imparting 

wisdom and helping people to learn since ancient times. The term “rhizome” is borrowed from 

botany, the study of plants. Plants are vital living organisms in ecological systems, supporting 

                                                 
2/jtes-2014-0009/jtes-2014-0009.xml; Gregory A. Cajete and Dilafruz R. Williams, “Eco-Aesthetics, Metaphor, Story, and Symbolism: An 
Indigenous Perspective: A Conversation,” in Handbook of Comparative Studies on Community Colleges and Global Counterparts, ed. Rosalind 
Latiner Raby and Edward J. Valeau, Springer International Handbooks of Education (Cham: Springer International Publishing, 2019), 1–27, 
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-51949-4_96-1. 

136 Amanda Holmes and Sara Tolbert, “Relational Conscientization Through Indigenous Elder Praxis: Renewing, Restoring, and Re-
Storying,” in Towards Critical Environmental Education: Current and Future Perspectives, ed. Aristotelis S. Gkiolmas and Constantine D. 
Skordoulis, Critical Studies of Education (Cham: Springer International Publishing, 2020), 113, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-50609-4_8. 
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most forms of life. It is fitting to think about how the sun, in providing light for plants to use in 

the process of photosynthesis, supports life. In this way, this sun contributes its light to 

generating the ecocultural roots that establish the places we inhabit. Metaphorically, that same 

light buoys our learning, and our knowing, and our knowing supports our creativity. The cycle 

continues in a never-ending process of life.   

Knowing the botanical definition helps in understanding the metaphor. A rhizome is 

defined simply by Robinson and McGuire137 as: 

 “a mass of roots and tubers, all connected into a complex and laterally 
branching network, of irregular and unpredictable form.” 
 

The Biology Online Dictionary138 goes into more detail: 

Most biologists define the rhizome as a part of the plant. It is also known as 
rootstalk. However, it is a stem that creeps and grows horizontally under the 
ground and produces plant systems such as root and shoot of a new plant. 
These rhizomes store proteins, nutrients, starches, and glucose to help plants 
survive unfavorable environmental conditions. 
 

Water lilies, ginger, turmeric, iris, potatoes, and many more are all rhizomatous plants. 

 
 

                                                 
137 Lyn Robinson and Mike Maguire, “The Rhizome and the Tree: Changing Metaphors for Information Organisation,” Journal of 

Documentation 66, no. 4 (July 27, 2010): 605, https://doi.org/10.1108/00220411011052975. 
138 “Rhizome - Definition and Examples - Biology Online Dictionary,” Biology Articles, Tutorials & Dictionary Online, November 6, 

2020, https://www.biologyonline.com/dictionary/rhizome. 
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Figure 6: Water lilies, rhizome, Photo by Meredith Bird Miller 

 

I came across the idea of “rhizome” as a philosophical idea, first expressed as a metaphor 

by Deleuze and Guattari.139 Many other people share Guatarri’s and Deleuze’s metaphorical use 

of rhizome. It assists them in explaining their thinking. Somerville140 and Gough,141 are two of 

these folks, who work in transdisciplinary ways across the fields of indigeneity, education, 

geography, and environmental studies.  

Amanda Holmes and Sarah Tolbert142 wrote the introductory quote above. They were 

referring to Indigenous knowledges and specifically, the Indigenous elders who maintain their 

community’s wisdom. They use the words “all beings…are inextricably connected with each 

other in profound, unknown ways…”  Readers need to know that this dissertation is relational 

                                                 
139 G. Deleuze and F. Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, Trans. B. Massumi. London: Continuum. 

(London: Continuum, 2004); Inna Semetsky, “Experiencing Deleuze,” Educational Philosophy and Theory 36, no. 3 (January 2004): 227–31, 
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1469-5812.2004.00064.x. 

140 Margaret Somerville, “Becoming-Frog,” in Place Pedagogy Change, ed. Margaret Somerville et al. (Rotterdam: SensePublishers, 
2011), 72, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-94-6091-615-1_6. 

141 Noel Gough, “Shaking the Tree, Making a Rhizome: Towards a Nomadic Geophilosophy of Science Education,” Educational 
Philosophy and Theory 38, no. 5 (January 2006): 625–45, https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1469-5812.2006.00216.x; Noel Gough, “Becoming 
Transnational: Rhizosemiosis, Complicated Conversation, and Curriculum Inquiry,” n.d., 20. 

142 Holmes and Tolbert, “Relational Conscientization Through Indigenous Elder Praxis.” 
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and represents multiple ways of thinking with(in) ecocultural places that are all in dynamic and 

constant motion. Multiple modes of thinking are represented because ecocultural places are 

continuously shifting and changing. This occurs even as I write, and will occur simultaneously 

with readers who will read this document later.  

All the beings within those ecocultural places are in constant shift and change as well, 

“including human beings, located within the being-ness of the universe, as but one tiny part.”143 

Our multiple ways of thinking are continuously shifting in reciprocity with transformations of 

places over time.  Those who lived long ago experienced and perceived the places we now 

inhabit very differently from the way we experience and perceive them.  Their knowledge of 

place existed well before our new understandings developed, in response to the constant 

transformations occurring in ecocultural place. 

“The rhizome as a metaphor holds potential for tendrils that creep in capricious directions 

and have multiple entry points,”144 suggests Hagood. A language arts researcher, Hagood 

developed her thinking on literacy in response to the philosophy of Deleuze and Guittari.145 

Leander and Boldt146 point out that “from a Deleuzo-Guattarian perspective, texts are not 

“about” the world; rather, they are participants in the world. Texts are artifacts of literacy 

practice, but do not describe practice itself.”  

This dissertation is a participant leaving a trail to be followed as an artifact of literacy 

practices. The multiliteracy practices contributing to this trail as artifact are made up of many 

more literacy practices or more artifacts leaving more trails by all who collaborate in our joint 

                                                 
143 Holmes and Tolbert, “Relational Conscientization Through Indigenous Elder Praxis,” 113. 
144 Margaret C. Hagood, “Research Directions: Mapping a Rhizome of 21st Century Language Arts: Travel Plans for Research and 

Practice,” Language Arts 87, no. 1 (2009): 39, http://www.jstor.org/stable/41484229; G. Deleuze and F. Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: 
Capitalism and Schizophrenia (B. Massumi Transl.) (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1980). 

145 Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia (B. Massumi Transl.). 
146 Kevin Leander and Gail Boldt, “Rereading ‘A Pedagogy of Multiliteracies’: Bodies, Texts, and Emergence,” Journal of Literacy 

Research 45, no. 1 (March 2013): 25, https://doi.org/10.1177/1086296X12468587. 
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ecocultural literacy adventures. Our literacy practices are circumscribed within landscapes 

through all our senses. Our senses of smell, touch, taste, sight, and hearing interact within the 

ecocultural landscapes/seascapes we inhabit as active participants. 

I encourage readers to view this dissertation as a written representation of relational 

pathways that are twisting and turning into trails and tunnels rather than chapters that follow a 

linear and sequential model. If readers are more comfortable reading in a traditionally academic 

linear format, then they should read that way. Readers may use the table of contents to discover 

where to go to find sections of this dissertation that might explain more about any concept or 

topic discussed. Readers might use the table of contents to discover topics that inspire curiosity. 

In this way readers have the agency to choose their own learning pathways by following their 

own chosen trail.  

 

Figure 7: Rhizomatic snow shadows, Photo by Meredith Bird Miller 

This is an exploratory learning project. When pre-service educators begin to create a 

learning unit or curriculum in their education programs, they learn a variety of instructional 

strategies and theories. Some of these ideas may assist them in conversing with their students and 

supporting their learning development by “scaffolding.”  Briefly, scaffolding is a concept 

developed by Vygotsky, a linguistic and educational philosopher. He conceptualized the zone of 

proximal development (ZPD), which is the next potential level a learner could achieve, with 

support, or scaffolding.  
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Wood, Bruner, and Ross147 describe scaffolding as a process by which educators can 

provide supports for learners’ thinking or abilities to apply skills. Scaffolding helps them arrive 

at their next readiness level of learning, or ZPD. Asking open-ended questions and encouraging 

dialogue may be one scaffold that could bring learners to new levels of understanding. A table of 

contents could be another type of scaffold. Many of the strategies we use in encouraging 

progress in how to tell stories and create digital stories scaffold learners as they develop their 

skills. 

Indigenous peoples have traditionally tended to use metaphor and storytelling148 to 

scaffold and share the knowledge systems they have developed over millennia. Co-researching 

students, communities, and ecocultural places in our project are inhabited or have been inhabited 

by the first peoples ever to live in those places.  This is why critical Indigenous methodologies 

support our research process, and this section attempts to incorporate some critical learning 

strategies, that tend to be in keeping with Indigenous peoples’ worldviews. 

 Metaphorically, we could think about these trails and tunnels within this dissertation as 

those created by animals with many different paths to choose from (including human animals!). 

Trails and tunnels shift and change unpredictably through the seasons. For example, trees fall in 

great winds and rains, and you need to hike your legs up and over them, or sometimes go around 

them, if you can. I’ve written this example: 

Here in N’dakinna, in New Hampshire, the trail may be diverted by water, and then 
we can see where beavers have chewed the bark off saplings. We notice their stash 
of saplings in the water, and a hole in the bank of the stream that leads to tunnels 
meandering and ending in an alcove, or storage space. Those tunnels sometimes 
cave in with mud or flood with water and the beavers go back to work, adapting 
and changing the direction of their tunnel system, creating a new space within 
which to store or nest. 
                                                 
147 David Wood, Jerome S Bruner, and Gail Ross, “THE ROLE OF TUTORING IN PROBLEM SOLVING,” n.d., 90. 
148 Gregory A. Cajete and Dilafruz R. Williams, “Eco-Aesthetics, Metaphor, Story, and Symbolism: An Indigenous Perspective: A 

Conversation,” in Handbook of Comparative Studies on Community Colleges and Global Counterparts, ed. Rosalind Latiner Raby and Edward 
J. Valeau (Cham: Springer International Publishing, 2019), 6–9, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-51949-4_96-1. 
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So then, trails, tunnels, and rhizomes as patterns do not exist continuously as straight 

lines. They can’t because, as I described above, unpredictable changes do occur, and patterns 

adapt or are adapted to adjust to shifts in the landscapes above and below ground. Surprising new 

experiences and observations occur because of these transformations. Did you know that 

learning is encouraged by surprises?149  

As an educator, through my teaching and my own learning experiences, I realized and 

investigated this informally. Recently, learning research has demonstrated the value of surprise. 

So, please, mosey through this document, this written representation, as if it were a tunnel or 

trail. Follow as best fits your needs for making meaning and trust your process as you connect 

stories, ideas, and descriptions. You might try to take a straight trail, yet you know you’ll skip 

around because this is the best way to encourage surprise and develop understanding. In the table 

of contents, chapters are listed with no intention of directing you. Go where you will. You will 

turn back or move ahead to the trails you need to make deeper meaning and to build 

understanding. 

 Our exploratory digital Landscape-Lore storytelling project is relational like a 

rhizome.  Emerging spontaneously among humans and non-humans in diverse ecocultural 

places, landscape-lore happens in a variety of ways. The ideas and concepts represented in this 

dissertation are interconnected and relate to the entangling processes of peoples participating in 

place. These processes often continue to branch off in ways that may be surprising and 

unexpected, just like in a rhizome. And just like in a rhizome, changes of any kind may be 

spontaneous and unpredictable.  

                                                 
149 Garvin Brod, Marcus Hasselhorn, and Silvia A. Bunge, “When Generating a Prediction Boosts Learning: The Element of 

Surprise,” Learning and Instruction 55 (June 2018): 22–31, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.learninstruc.2018.01.013. 
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New understanding and knowing emerges from dynamic associations. Dynamic 

associations may suddenly interconnect among observations, ideas, experiences, and realizations. 

Language has many forms, whether it is expressed through spoken words as in storytelling, 

gestures, music, written words, or created visually, embodied in dance, or in countless other 

ways. There is vibrant energy in ecocultural places scattered through layers of time. By 

expressing our “aha!” moments or receiving them through multiple modes, we may be inspired 

by the many changes in ecocultural places. 

Telling our landscape-lore, emerging from our experiences, creates linkages among 

ecocultural places, worldviews, and ways of doing things through layers of time. This 

complexity is inter-relational, and I find it easier to envision by connecting to the complexity as 

an ecological metaphor.  

The ecocultural places of our imaginations may emerge through language, images, and a 

multitude of associations. We traverse embodied and imaginative places as if they were those 

rhizomes, tunnels, and trails intersecting in unpredictable ways. As they constantly shift and 

change, we may “visit” them again. Even if we think we have only visited places of experience 

once, those places reverberate for us. We may revisit them imaginatively, as if we were looking 

at a photograph. Sometimes we remember them consciously, and sometimes we aren’t even 

aware we are reconnecting with them at all. Experiential places and the associations we make to 

them influence us and how we construct meaning. We create meaning and learn within contexts 

of place.  

  Experientially, place is found in the heres, theres, nows, and thens of pasts, presents, and 

futures as we make meaning and learn through associations in relation with place. 

Transformations in landscapes, waterscapes, and peoples of long-ago yesterdays, contributed to 
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unique landscape-lore that has continued to unfurl in newly emerging spirals of story through 

time, among peoples and the new places they may have found themselves in. Today’s landscape-

lore is dependent upon what has gone before and emerges within multilayered tangles of times 

and places.   

Place collaborated with(in) all of us who were involved at the time we actively engaged 

in this project’s process. Place in time is where we are right now, as I write, and as you read. We 

live in a relational spatial and temporal world. The sections of this document are all interrelated 

by representational contexts of ecocultural place in time. As you visit and revisit sections of this 

dissertation to create meaning in a way that is best for you, be ready for unpredictable moments 

of learning with(in) place. 

Ecotone 
 

In the field of ecology, which originated as a Euro/Western science, an ecotone is the 

relational ecological “transition zone between two or more different ecological communities or 

regions.”150 Ecotones occur between two different habitats found right next to each other and 

sharing a vegetative and wildlife border. Known as “the ecotone effect,”151 there is greater 

ecological diversity and “abundance”152 in an ecotone than there is in either one of its bordering 

habitats alone. This is because habitats’ ecological borders blur where their distinct bio-

geophysical communities come into contact. There is a mixing of all that is found in both 

habitats, and new biophysical relationships emerge as a result.  

This section is an ecotone of sorts because it borders two different areas of text. One 

prefaces the dissertation and sets out some concepts necessary for understanding it from two 

                                                 
150 Rik Leemans, ed., Ecological Systems: Selected Entries from the Encyclopedia of Sustainability Science and Technology (New 

York, NY: Springer New York, 2013), 147, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4614-5755-8. 
151 Leemans, Ecological Systems, 147. 
152 Leemans, Ecological Systems, 147. 
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worldview perspectives. The last section in the Preface brings a metaphorical way to read the 

dissertation if a reader chooses to do so. It is called a rhizomatic reading and explains how to 

read the dissertation by following an unpredictable route, just as a botanical rhizome might grow. 

Reading that way represents how we learn in an indigenous way, in which we try things, and 

when we become curious, we might try something else and see what works the best for us. Oscar 

Kawagley153 describes this way of learning in a chapter later in the dissertation and explains it is 

really a form of experimentation. He explains that by learning in this way we are using both a 

Western form of science and a Yupik form of indigenous science. This ecotone borders two 

“habitats” of self-determining agency, representing relational authenticity and trust. Indigenous 

Knowledge Systems emphasize learning and knowing as processes, rather than a “body of 

knowledge” that we own. An ecotone is always undergoing new processes and transforming, just 

as the habitats it borders evolve and transform. This ecotone represents evolving meaning over 

the process of time 

 

 

 

  

                                                 
153 Oscar Kawagley, “The Indigenous Worldview of Yupiaq Culture: Its Scientific Nature and Relevance to the Practice and Teaching 

of Science,” Journal of Research in Science Teaching 35, no. 2 (1998): 133–44. 
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Introduction: Children in Belonging within the Natural World 
 

 

Figure 8: Spanky the snapping turtle (Photo by Kimberley Slover, 2020) See Appendix 2 
for image use permissions. 

Once upon a time, I was the mother of one baby. Then I was the mother of a 
five-year-old and another baby. Then I was the mother of two teenagers and by that 
time, or maybe even sooner, it became obvious that their personalities were very 
different, and they had unique ways of perceiving the world. I’d have to think about 
that carefully for a while so that I could be more specific, although I could tell you 
right now who was and is more of a risk-taker, and who was and is more cautious! 
But that wouldn’t be fair to give away, although I’m sure people who are well 
acquainted with them both already know. Yet they have many qualities in common. 
They have very active imaginations. They were and are both fascinated by Spanky, 
and used to tell me that Spanky was the very old, and very large snapping turtle 
who lives in the local pond. I thought Spanky was a fabrication.  He was a tall tale 
contrived by the local kids. Older children passed the tale on to the younger 
children, and when they became the older children, they passed the story on again. 

This is what I thought UNTIL ONE DAY! BAH BUMP BUMP!!!! (DRUM 
ROLL!). I was out kayaking in that local pond when I SUDDENLY saw what-sort-
of-looked-like a person’s forearm stretching slowly up, up, and up… out of the 
water! Into the air!  It seemed to be 3–4-inches in diameter. It extended UP, UP 
and UP more than a foot above the water! At the top of that “forearm” there was 
a fist-sized spherical bump. Then I saw that bump split in half and open, and I 
realized I was looking at a head and jaws of a VERY VERY LARGE turtle!!! I 
watched that head open its jaws and SNAP!!! Those jaws snapped a large dragonfly 
right out of the air in midflight!  That’s when I realized that I must have just seen 
Spanky the “humongous” snapping turtle! Not only had I seen him (well not in his 
extreme entirety), but I had observed him (or her) hunting! Well, I learned to 
respect my children’s voices right then and there! They were definitely not making 
Spanky up, and neither had generations of local children before them! We all 
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wonder “HOW OLD is Spanky, REALLY?!!!” I heard years ago that Spanky was 
a GAZILLION years old. I like to think Spanky is a GAZILLION years young! 

Some year in the future, Spanky will no longer emerge from the pond. No 
one will ever see him because we all die, even very old, humongous snapping 
turtles. Does that mean Spanky never existed just because people don’t see him 
anymore? No. And the story of Spanky will probably continue to be shared.  And I 
know Spanky’s spirit will always rock that pond. 
 
As the mother of two young men, I now realize how quickly children become adults. I 

remember being a child, and how it seemed to take a very, very long time to become an “adult.” 

Becoming an adult is defined in distinct ways in different cultures. There are many children who 

must assume responsibility for themselves, and their families at very young ages, due to 

necessity and difficult circumstances. These children must prioritize survival. Does this make 

them adults? They are still children, yet behaving in ways that society expects adults to behave. 

We all know adults who behave irresponsibly due to a variety of reasons, sometimes these adults 

are fortunate to have children who will take the role of responsible adult upon themselves. 

In more than half of all countries internationally, adulthood is denoted by the arrival of 

the 18th birthday,154 and often, the ability to vote in local, regional, state, and national elections. 

If we think in terms of that birthday as the onset of “adulthood,” the children who are five, ten or 

fifteen years of age right now will become adults in thirteen, eight, and three years, respectively. 

That is very brief time on the scale of an average lifespan for many peoples.  

Again, some of the children I just spoke about will emerge into adulthood in three years. I 

don’t need to say that three years seems like the “blink of an eye” when thinking about the 

passage of time, but I will. Yes, I will say that three years passes in the “blink of an eye,” to 

highlight the urgency of encouraging children and youth to feel a meaningful sense of 

                                                 
154 UNICEF & Youth Policy Labs, “Age Matters! Age-Related Barriers to Service Access and the Realisation of Rights for Children, 

Adolescents and Youth: Executive Summary,” Educational, UNICEF:Convention on the Rights of the Child, 2017, https://www.unicef.org/child-
rights-convention/child-rights-why-they-matter.  
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belonging155 with(in) the natural landscapes and waterscapes in which they live or visit 

repeatedly.   

Adults are (or should be) responsible for mentoring children and youth. We mentor 

young people as parents, extended family, community members, adults in schools and other 

organizations, as educators, and in many other roles. We need to understand how to bolster 

children’s appreciation for and meaning making within the natural locations of their ecocultural 

places.  By pursuing myriad ways, old and new, young people may be more likely to feel a sense 

of belonging and connection with(in) place. This may evolve into care and concern, and perhaps 

empathy, for themselves, and more beings within the ecocultural places with(in) which they live 

interdependently.156 

There has been great curiosity for decades about children’s relationships with(in)  natural 

environments, and how their engagement with(in) it has changed over time. Edith Cobb’s157 

article in Daedalus, in Summer 1959, explores children’s connections with(in) the natural world. 

She reflected that: 

It is significant that adult memories of childhood, even when nostalgic and 
romantic, seldom suggest the need to be a child but refer to a deep desire to 
renew the ability to perceive as a child and to participate with the whole bodily 
self in the forms, colors, and motions, the sights and sounds of the external world 
of nature and artifact. 
 

For fifty-plus years, research by Cobb158 and many more159 has focused upon children’s 

sense of relation in the natural world within ecocultural places they inhabit or visit frequently.  

                                                 
155 Giusti, “Human-Nature Relationships in Context. Experiential, Psychological, and Contextual Dimensions That Shape Children’s 

Desire to Protect Nature,” 2; Shawn Renee Hordyk, Marion Dulude, and Mary Shem, “When Nature Nurtures Children: Nature as a Containing 
and Holding Space,” Children’s Geographies 13, no. 5 (September 3, 2015): 585, https://doi.org/10.1080/14733285.2014.923814. 

156 Alicja R. Sadownik and Josephine Gabi, “(Re)Imagining Entangled Sustainability: A Human and Nonhuman Theorisation of 
Belonging to Safeguard Sustainability’s Holism,” Sustainability 13, no. 9 (April 23, 2021): 7, https://doi.org/10.3390/su13094714.  

157 Edith Cobb, “The Ecology of Imagination in Childhood,” Daedalus 88, no. 3 (Summer 1959): 537–48, 
https://antioch.idm.oclc.org/login?url=https://www.jstor.org/stable/20026521. 

158 Cobb, “The Ecology of Imagination in Childhood.”  
159 Joseph T. Howard, “Let’s Keep Children Outdoors More,” Childhood Education 44, no. 2 (October 1, 1967): 84–87, 

https://doi.org/10.1080/00094056.1967.10729237; Roger Hart, Children’s Experience of Place (Irvington, 1979); Joseph Bharat Cornell, 
Sharing Nature with Children: A Parents’ and Teachers’ Nature-Awareness Guidebook (Nevada City, Calif.: Ananda Publications, 1979); 
Chawla, “Children’s Concern for the Natural Environment. Children’s Environments Quarterly, 13-20.”; Roger Hart, Children’s 
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These folks work as members of cultural communities in Indigenous, African, Middle Eastern, 

Eastern and Western societies. They work as biologists, children’s geographers, earth systems 

scientists, educational researchers, Indigenous studies scholars/researchers, ecological 

psychologists, environmentalists, activists, archaeologists, geomorphologists, anthropologists, 

allies of Indigenous peoples, environmental humanities faculty/researchers, nature and place-

conscious educators and more. Some folks are trained through a Euro/Western worldview lens, 

and/or one of relationality as Indigenous peoples do. Barnes,160 Cajete,161 Chawla,162 Cobb,163 

                                                 
Participation:The Theory and Practice of Involving Young Citizens in Community Development and Environmental Care 
(UNICEF/EARTHSCAN, 1992); Gregory Cajete, Igniting the Sparkle (Skyand, North Carolina: Kivaki Press, 1999); Robert Pyle, “KEYNOTE: 
The Extinction of Experience Revisited,” Urban Ecosystem Research Consortium of Portland/Vancouver, February 11, 2019, 
https://pdxscholar.library.pdx.edu/uerc/2019/presentations/17; David Sobel, Children’s Special Places : Exploring the Role of Forts, Dens, and 
Bush Houses in Middle Childhood (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 2002), https://web-a-ebscohost-
com.antioch.idm.oclc.org/ehost/ebookviewer/ebook/bmxlYmtfXzY5ODUxMV9fQU41?sid=d8238d2a-3cfb-4b14-a433-e21378f74c19@sdc-v-
sessmgr02&vid=0&format=EB&rid=1; David Sobel, “Outdoor School for All: Reconnecting Children to Nature,” in EarthEd, by Worldwatch 
Institute (Washington, DC: Island Press/Center for Resource Economics, 2017), 23–33, https://doi.org/10.5822/978-1-61091-843-5_2; Margaret 
Somerville and Monica Green, Children, Place and Sustainability; Barbara Comber, “Literacy Geography and Pedagogy: Imagining Translocal 
Research Alliances for Educational Justice,” Literacy Research: Theory, Method, and Practice 66, no. 1 (November 2017): 53–72, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/2381336917717479; Nancy M. Wells and Kristi S. Lekies, “Nature and the Life Course: Pathways from Childhood 
Nature Experiences to Adult Environmentalism,” Children Youth and Environments 16, no. 1 (2006): 1–24, 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.7721/chilyoutenvi.16.1.0001; Macfarlane et al., “Wetekia Kia Rere”; Eve Tuck and Marcia McKenzie, 
“Relational Validity and the ‘Where’ of Inquiry: Place and Land in Qualitative Research .,” Qualitative Inquiry 21, no. 7 (2015): 633–38; 
Courtney Lee and Cheryl McConnell, “Children as Photographers: Joyful Exploration,” New Zealand International Research in Early 
Childhood Education 20, no. 1 (2017): 69, http://search.informit.com.au/documentSummary;dn=675257322622765;res=IELHSS; Graham 
Hingangaroa Smith, “Transforming of Education,” in Critical Conversations in Kaupapa Maori (Wellington, Aoetearoa New Zealand: Huia 
Publishers, 2017); Cheryl Charles and Richard Louv, “Wild Hope: The Transformative Power of Children Engaging with Nature,” in Research 
Handbook on Childhoodnature : Assemblages of Childhood and Nature Research, ed. Amy Cutter-Mackenzie-Knowles, Karen Malone, and 
Elisabeth Barratt Hacking, Springer International Handbooks of Education (Cham: Springer International Publishing, 2020), 395–415, 
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-67286-1_29; Dan C. H. Hikuroa, “‘Heed the Taniwha’ – Indigenous Intergenerational and Emergent 
Intercultural Transfer of Knowledge in Aotearoa, New Zealand” (AGU Fall Meeting 2019, AGU, 2019), 
https://agu.confex.com/agu/fm19/meetingapp.cgi/Paper/497677; Greenwood, David, “A Critical Theory of Place-Conscious Education”; Four 
Arrows (Don Trent Jacobs) et al., Teaching Truly: A Curriculum to Indigenize Mainstream Education (New York, NY, USA: Peter Lang 
Publishers, 2013). 

160 Helen Moewaka Barnes et al., “Indigenous-Led Environmental Research in Aotearoa New Zealand: Beyond a Transdisciplinary 
Model for Best Practice, Empowerment and Action,” AlterNative: An International Journal of Indigenous Peoples, May 30, 2021, 
117718012110193, https://doi.org/10.1177/11771801211019397.  

161 Cajete, “Children, Myth and Storytelling.”  
162 Chawla, “Knowing Nature in Childhood.”  
163 Cobb, “The Ecology of Imagination in Childhood.”  
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Comber,164 Green,165 Lee,166 Penetito167 Somerville and Greene,168 Ritchie,169 Wehi, 170 

MacFarlane, 171 Bishop, Berryman172173and many more in fields related to education, have 

shown, or stated repeatedly, that children’s well-being is nurtured by their close sense of 

relationship with(in) the natural world. 

Many vulnerable habitats exist throughout the world. Fragile creatures depend upon those 

habitats’ continuing health. When children have developed emotional connections to the natural 

environment, they are more likely have more positive attitudes and respond to persuasive 

conservation messages174 and communicate them to parents, and other adults as well as their 

peers. Positive attitudes and concern for ecosystems encourage them to feel concern for and 

potentially work toward protecting and conserving susceptible ecosystems close to home or far 

away.  

Our reciprocal interdependence within the places we inhabit, or visit implies that when 

we care for the health and well-being of those locations, we are also caring for our own well-

                                                 
164 Barbara Comber, Annette Woods, and Helen Grant, “Literacy and Imagination: Finding Space in a Crowded Curriculum,” ed. 

Jennifer Rowsell, The Reading Teacher 71, no. 1 (July 2017): 115–20, https://doi.org/10.1002/trtr.1539.  
165 Monica Green and Margaret Somerville, “Sustainability Education: Researching Practice in Primary Schools,” Environmental 

Education Research 21, no. 6 (August 18, 2015): 832–45, https://doi.org/10.1080/13504622.2014.923382.  
166 Carol D. Lee, “2008 Wallace Foundation Distinguished Lecture—The Centrality of Culture to the Scientific Study of Learning and 

Development: How an Ecological Framework in Education Research Facilitates Civic Responsibility,” Educational Researcher 37, no. 5 (June 
2008): 267–79, https://doi.org/10.3102/0013189X08322683.  

167 Wally Penetito, “RESEARCH AND CONTEXT FOR A THEORY OF MAORI SCHOOLING,” n.d., 22.  
168 Margaret Somerville and Monica Green, “A Pedagogy of ‘Organized Chaos’: Ecological Learning in Primary Schools,” n.d., 20. 
169 Jenny Ritchie, “Diverse Complexities, Complex Diversities: Critical Qualitative Educational Research in Aotearoa (New 

Zealand),” International Review of Qualitative Research 10, no. 4 (December 2017): 468–81, https://doi.org/10.1525/irqr.2017.10.4.468; Jenny 
Ritchie and Louise Gwenneth Phillips, “Learning with Indigenous Wisdom in a Time of Multiple Crises: Embodied and Emplaced Early 
Childhood Pedagogies,” Educational Review, October 4, 2021, 1–20, https://doi.org/10.1080/00131911.2021.1978396. 

170 Priscilla Wehi et al., “Tradition and Change: Celebrating Food Systems Resilience at Two Indigenous Māori Community Events,” 
Ecology and Society 28, no. 1 (2023): art19, https://doi.org/10.5751/ES-13786-280119. 

171 Macfarlane et al., “Wetekia Kia Rere”; Angus H. Macfarlane and Sonja L. Macfarlane, “Weaving the Dimensions of Culture and 
Learning: Implications for Educators,” Understanding Teaching and Learning, January 1, 2012, 213–24, 
https://brill.com/view/book/edcoll/9789460918643/BP000016.xml. 

172 Mere Berryman, Margaret Egan, and Therese Ford, “Examining the Potential of Critical and Kaupapa Māori Approaches to 
Leading Education Reform in New Zealand’s English-Medium Secondary Schools,” International Journal of Leadership in Education 20, no. 5 
(September 3, 2017): 525–38, https://doi.org/10.1080/13603124.2016.1206973; Mere Berryman, “Editorial: Culturally Responsive Pedagogies 
as Transformative Praxis,” Waikato Journal of Education 18, no. 2 (June 2013): 3–10, 
http://antioch.idm.oclc.org/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=ehh&AN=95921445&site=ehost-
live&scope=site. 

173 Michelle Bishop, Greg Vass, and Katherine Thompson, “Decolonising Schooling Practices through Relationality and Reciprocity: 
Embedding Local Aboriginal Perspectives in the Classroom,” Pedagogy, Culture & Society 29, no. 2 (March 15, 2021): 193–211, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/14681366.2019.1704844. 

174 Karin Jakubowski, “Managing Natural Resources Through Vulnerability Analysis: An Applied Case Study into Recreational 
Activities at Coral Reefs in Puerto Rico,” 2021, 231.  
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being.  After all, as both children and adults, we exist within our habitats, ecosystems, planet, 

and universe. We are part of them, part of the whole fabric of place. When I think about it from 

that perspective, I realize we belong to the landscapes we inhabit, and of course they do not 

belong to us, the human species, at all. When I think with this relational worldview, I realize we 

belong within habitats, ecosystems, the Earth, and universe, interdependently and in reciprocity. 

We are never independent of these ecocultural places in which we belong. A Māori proverb175: 

 

  

                                                 
175 Glenis Mark et al., “‘Ko Au Te Whenua, Ko Te Whenua Ko Au: I Am the Land, and the Land Is Me’: Healer/Patient Views on the 

Role of Rongoā Māori (Traditional Māori Healing) in Healing the Land,” International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health 
19, no. 14 (July 13, 2022): 8547, https://doi.org/10.3390/ijerph19148547. 

“Ko Au te Whenua, Ko te Whenua Ko Au: I Am the Land, and the Land Is Me.” 
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We Are Ecocultural Relationships 

 
I represent our project through the meanings emerging in relationship with “being” and 

“becoming” in all my life roles. Shawn Wilson176 Opaskayak Cree of Northern Manitoba, 

Canada, explains that through an indigenous worldview “people are not in relationships; they are 

relationships. This is Indigenous truth and reality.”  

I am one person; I am a parent, a daughter, a sister, an aunt, a teacher, a learner, a reader, 

a writer, a storyteller, a naturalist, a researcher, a photographer, a singer, a dancer and so on and 

all are equal. Whichever role I must focus on at any one time is an aspect, or a part of being a 

unified whole. I must speak as a whole person in my entirety; it would be unrealistic and false to 

say that I speak as only a student or teacher, or as only a parent. I may refer to one of these roles, 

yet relationally, these roles are inextricably linked to who I am and to how I perceive my 

contextual belonging in the world. I am linked to many ecocultural places, and peoples because I 

am in relation with all of them through the diversity of my agency as I am. 

I have taught many children and young adults. How many? What stories do I hold in my 

memory and heart from interacting with them? Did one of them connect more with me because I 

shared a rainbow with them? Did that sobbing preschooler see me as more of a “mom” figure 

because I comforted her? Her mother was so thankful because it made it easier to leave her at 

school. Did others feel engaged in learning because we took soapy liquid outside to see what 

happened to the bubbles we made on a freezing winter day? They were college students, not 

children, but of course we all have a child inside, or at least find fascination and wonder in what 

is novel and surprising! Do they remember a story I told, about when I was their age? My 21-

                                                 
176 Shawn Wilson, “Using Indigenist Research to Shape Our Future,” in Decolonizing Social Work (Farnham, Surrey UK: Ashgate 

Publishing Ltd., 2013), 311. 
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year-old niece remembered that I had told Little Crab’s Eyes. “You really remember that?!!” I 

told stories a few times when our large extended family took our summer camping trip on 

Schoodic Peninsula in Maine. She wanted the story for a college assignment! I was amazed that I 

had made a difference for her by telling one ecological story. Within a sense of beingness, I exist 

in terms of all my relations within a web of relations so much larger than myself. It’s not only an 

ecological web. It’s an ecocultural web. 

As I create meaning, I relate my past and present experiences, observations, learning, and 

new understandings in all my roles. Some of my new understandings in this dissertation evolved 

in collaborative interactions with co-researching children and teachers. These understandings 

continue to evolve in the process of exploring and reflecting upon those interactions.  

Margaret Kovach177 points out that a qualitative researcher is always subjective and is 

only able to develop new understandings by interpreting their own perceptions.  By placing my 

self-in-relation178 collaboratively within places, with peoples, observations, processes, and 

meaning-making, I show my subjectivity. I show my subjectivity by the choices of children’s 

landscape-lore I included in this document. Even though I would like to share them all with you, 

sixty+ stories would be too many to fit into any dissertation. I show my subjectivity through 

choosing photographs, poetry, and reflexive writing in the form of mini-autoethnographies. This 

reflective and reflexive process of representation is relational. It provides me with a way for 

exposing who I am and how I think as well as a means for expressing myself. Throughout this 

collaborative and exploratory process, my awareness of generalized tendencies among 

                                                 
177 Margaret Kovach, Indigenous Methodologies: Characteristics, Conversations, and Contexts (Toronto: University of Toronto 

Press, 2009).  
178 Brunette-Debassige, “From Subjugation to Embodied Self-in-Relation.” 
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Indigenous worldviews influence the actions I take in the process of learning. I am 

demonstrating my philosophical and relational intentions. Kovach179 explains that: 

Evidence of self-reflexivity is an acknowledgement by the researcher that her or 
his subjectivity may influence the research findings. For varied reasons, 
reflexivity attests to the relational aspect of research…emergent methodologies, 
such as Indigenous inquiry…place significant value on the relational and…the 
experiential… 
 

Shawn Wilson, 180 who spoke about how peoples with relational worldviews are 

relationships also developed the word “Indigenist.” “Indigenist” expresses how a researcher may 

be in kinship, theoretically, conceptually, and in humble and respectful reciprocity with 

ecocultural place, peoples, and the beyond-the-human, yet not be ethnically indigenous. 

Wilson explains how he perceives the distinctions among “Indigenous” and “Indigenist.” He 

views “Indigenist” as a: 

…way of being in the world without claiming ownership or exclusivity. While 
Indigenous describes some peoples’ ethnicity and claims to distinct identities, it 
is a marker of race based difference. However, Indigenist is also a descriptive 
label for a way of thinking I know and have been taught by my Elders. Others are 
welcome to share in and benefit from this knowledge and use it in their own way. 
This inevitably leads to the question of whether non-Indigenous people can do 
Indigenist research and my answer is an emphatic yes. Just as you do not have to 
be a woman to be a feminist, you do not need to be Indigenous to do Indigenist 
research. You are doing Indigenist research if you share its beliefs and 
philosophical underpinnings and put them into action in the knowledge-building 
process. 

 

Wilson’s words gave me a sense of relief because my intentions are to be respectful and 

mindful within any community of practice. I felt it was important in our collaborative project to 

establish trustworthiness with all coresearchers, including all co-researching children. Learning 

as much as I could about the Māori cultural framework, Mātāraunga Māori was very important to 

me because I wanted and continue to want to demonstrate respect for all worldviews.  

                                                 
179 Margaret Kovach, Indigenous Methodologies: Characteristics, Conversations, and Contexts, 33–34.  
180 Shawn Wilson, “Using Indigenist Research to Shape Our Future,” 311. 
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Many Indigenous scholars support the term “Indigenist” and describe similar tendencies 

among the knowledge systems of Indigenous peoples while acknowledging that there are 

distinctions among them. I introduce scholars and include their tribal affiliations to respectfully 

demonstrate their diversity. They work to educate learners about the similarities among their 

tribal worldviews, and the significant distinctions between these and those emerging from 

Eurocentric/settler-colonial philosophies.  

These scholars are concerned with assisting all researchers in learning relational and 

respectful ways to work with Indigenous peoples and work toward sustainability together. 

Above, I referred to Shawn Wilson181  for an explanation of “Indigenist” perspectives. In 

addition, I include the following noteworthy researchers: Angayukak Oscar Kawagley,182 Yup’ik 

of Alaska, who before his passing was affiliated with the University of Alaska (UA) and183 

Raymond Barnhardt184 of Alaska (UA).185  Both Kawagley’s and Barhardt’s independent and 

collaborative research works are available on the Alaska Native Knowledge Network (ANKN). 

Gregory Cajete, Tewa Pueblo,186 University of New Mexico (UNM),187 is also a professor of 

Native Studies as well as language and literacy, and the author of many books188 regarding 

                                                 
181 Wilson was recently Director of Research at the University of Southern Cross in Australia, USC, now adjunct. He is currently a 

professor of Native Studies at the University of British Columbia Canada 
182 Angayuqaq Oscar Kawagley, A Yupiaq Worldview: A Pathway to Ecology and Spirit, Second (Long Grove, Illinois: Waveland 

Press, Inc., 2006). 
183 Kawagley was the first Yupiaq to graduate from high school in Bethel, Alaska, was commissioned as a lieutenant in the U.S. Army 

Medical Services Corps and completed four university degrees, including bachelor and master's degrees in education, an education specialist 
degree from the University of Alaska Fairbanks and a doctorate from the University of British Columbia. His 1992 doctoral dissertation, which 
examined Yupiaq ways of knowing, was the first at UBC to use an indigenous methodology of traditional stories and indigenous ecological 
knowledge. In the later years of his life, he became a Yupiaq elder. Kawagley was a place-based educator.. 

184 Barnhardt, Ray and Kawagley, Angayuqaq Oscar, “Indigenous Knowledge Systems and Aaska Native Ways of Knowing,” 10. 
185 Barnhardt directed the Cross Cultural Studies program as well as the Alaska Native Knowledge Network, and is now Professor 

Emeritus of University of Alaska in Fairbanks. Barnhardt was a place-based educator. 
186 Cajete, “Indigenous Science, Climate Change, and Indigenous Community Building,” 9569. 
187Cajete has written books on Indigenous knowledge and education, and relates his knowing across the life-span, portraying 

Indigenous pedagogies and philosophies for all children’s education. Cajete is a Professor of Native Studies as well as Professor of Language 
and Literacy at the University of New Mexico. 

188 Gregory Cajete, Igniting the Sparkle; Four Arrows (Don Trent Jacobs) et al., Teaching Truly: A Curriculum to Indigenize 
Mainstream Education; Cajete, Gregory, Native Science: Natural Laws of Interdependence (Santa Fe, New Mexico: Clear Light Publishers, 
2000); Cajete and Williams, “Eco-Aesthetics, Metaphor, Story, and Symbolism,” 2019. 
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relational worldviews and teaching. Daniel Hikuroa189 who is senior lecturer in Māori Studies at 

the University of Auckland in Aotearoa NZ states:190  

Indigenous reality defies being categorized as a universalizable principle. It is 
understood by being in a specific place and attending to the visible and invisible 
relationships between specific people, other than human beings, and more than 
human beings, within the cosmology of a sacred territory. 
 

I begin with a discussion of Critical Indigenous/Indigenist Methodologies (CIM), the 

foundational qualitative approach that helped us complete our interdependent landscape-lore 

project ethically and respectfully. Then I describe the context of the landscapes we lived and 

worked in more fully.  

Landscapes of Critically Indigenous and Indigenist Methodologies  

Margaret Kovach191 expresses that she agrees with Graham Hingaroa Smith about the 

purpose of Indigenous research. She says,  

“We can call it decolonizing, we can call it Indigenous praxis, or we can call it 
resistance. The point is that Indigenous research needs to benefit Indigenous 
people in some way, shape, or form-----that is the bottom line.” 
 

Critical Indigenous/Indigenist Methodologies are relational, holistic, inclusive, respectful, 

reciprocal, and intercultural. They are transdisciplinary, and emerge from within the kinship 

among the lands, the waters, the air, and all that live within them, including the human and the 

more-than-human/beyond-the-human. They are sovereign and respond with their own agency 

and are culturally responsive and culturally sustaining. We can say they are closest to qualitative 

research methodologies only because they tend to be descriptive, using multimodal narrative and 

the arts.  

                                                 
189 Hikuroa et al., “How Indigenous Knowledge Can Reduce Risk, Facilitate Recovery and Increase Resilience.” 
190Hikuroa is part of the executive team at Te Ao Mārama – Centre for Fundamental Inquiry at the University of Auckland, Aotearoa 

New Zealand, a hapū representative member on both the Waitomo Caves Management Committee and Waitomo Caves Environmental Advisory 
Group  

191 Margaret Kovach, Indigenous Methodologies: Characteristics, Conversations, and Contexts, 93. 
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Yet at the same time CIMs do not emerge from within a Euro/Western research model, 

which traditionally would tend toward centering a settler/colonial cultural framework. We 

discussed worldviews in the Preface and I explained that a settler/colonial framework emerges 

from the Euro/Western worldview, which tends to consider the concepts of humans and anything 

within the natural world as separate from each other. We do not tend to think of humans and 

nature in a relational way in a settler colonial perspective.   

Euro/Western research has traditionally been based upon the individual and singular 

ownership. Historically Western researchers enculturated in these values tended to focus on 

difference and superiority/subjugation and to approach research with Indigenous peoples with 

those attitudes. This was very disrespectful and inappropriate, yet we must remember that 

Europeans did not understand that there were other cultural frameworks. The Eurocentric 

framework at the time of colonization was the only one they knew and thought it was the only 

one in existence, right? If this was THE worldview, then, this was THE worldview. As a cultural 

framework it seemed to be conceptually invisible because people lived in it and by its values. 

The powerful were surrounded by it, and so were those who were non-dominant and 

marginalized, who were (and are) the peoples who suffer because of it. 

As I explained, the dominant cultures of the world did not notice any other ways of 

“being-in-the-world.” If there was another way, well, it was just wrong, plain, and simple. Once 

an idea is accepted by the society one is in, such as “the world is flat,” that is what “everyone” 

knows, and anyone who thinks differently was disregarded, at least for a long, long, time!  

Western researchers often misappropriated the knowings of Indigenous peoples and did 

not see them as equal partners in research. This created a lack of trust among Indigenous peoples 

regarding research. Early academic research involving first inhabitants historically emerged 
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through a Euro/Western worldview on land ownership. This is in opposition to Indigenous 

knowledge systems which are relational and view the well-being of the land as interconnected 

with the well-being of the people.  

Euro/Western place-consciousness emerges from a philosophy incorporating ownership 

and domination over places and nature. So, the powerful societal structure perceived newly 

“discovered,” lands/ waters, and unique land/seascapes and their “resources,” including peoples 

inhabiting them, and the cultural study of them as belonging to themselves, the “discoverers.” 

This type of research generally had little regard for the ecocultural relations preexisting among 

peoples within the landscapes/waterscapes in which they lived.  

Carried out “upon” peoples of various cultures, rather than “with” them or “within” 

landscapes meaningful to them, research was traditionally guided by researchers’ choices and 

goals.  On page 1 of her 1999 introduction to her seminal book Decolonizing Methodologies: 

Research and Indigenous Peoples, Linda Tuhiwai Smith192  wrote that “‘Research’ is probably 

one of the dirtiest words in the indigenous world’s vocabulary.” I have seen her sentence 

repeated umpteen times in journal articles and other texts, in the context of developing the 

ethical, scholarly, and practical necessity to decolonize research.  

I agree with Carla Wilsoni that Smith’s book provides a valuable reminder of the: 

 need to reflect on, and be critical of, one’s own culture, values, assumptions and 
beliefs and to 117hrough117117 these are not the ‘norm.’  

 

Carla Wilson also states that Smith:  

reminds researchers to consider whose stories are being privileged and whose 
stories are being 117hrough117117al117 in any representations of the Other.” 
 

                                                 
192 Smith, Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples." (1999)., 1. 
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At the core of Indigenous methodology are self-determination and social justice.  Self-

determination, in this case, is not affiliated with seeking dominion over territory or others, as 

might be assumed by some of us in Euro/Western cultures.   Rather, self-determination is about 

demanding a voice and influencing the purposes of research, education, health, cultural 

revitalization and sustainability, and ecocultural justice and social justice to provide 

opportunities for agency. These opportunities should actively and respectfully reinvigorate and 

sustain traditional cultures. They should support the ecological well-being of place and people, 

worldviews, languages, and self-determination within a collaborative social network.  

Self-determination in research or education works toward improving the situations of 

people who have been disenfranchised. These include children, native peoples, peoples of color, 

women, the elderly, the disabled, and many more marginalized groups.  Bishop, 193 in his 

research with Māori youth, articulates this: “…being self-determining is possible if the relations 

in which peoples and individuals stand to each other are non-dominating.” This is often a 

challenge in the field of education because those who are facilitating learning sometimes forget 

that is what they are doing. They may think that is what they are demonstrating as teachers or 

researchers, yet often, they may be just enacting their own unrecognized need for power. 

Children and youth are particularly vulnerable to these behaviors, enacted by adults who are 

supposed to be facilitating education and/or research with respect, care, and concern and 

reciprocity. 

Critical indigenous research approaches are applied in integrated and holistic ways across 

contexts named in Euro/Western dominant fields such as health, education, environmental 

studies (i.e., including conservation and natural resource management, environmental justice, 

                                                 
193 Russell Bishop, “GPILSEO: A Model for Sustainable Educational Reform,” New Zealand Journal of Education Studies, Vol. 43, 

No. 2, 2008 43, no. 2 (2008): 51. 
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ecocultural studies, socio-ecological disciplines, environmental health, environmental 

economics, geomorphology…). Sociology, anthropology, indigenous study programs, and 

posthumanist studies, among others also depend upon CIMs. The researchers using these critical 

and respectful indigenous methodologies may be indigenous communities and their allies, 

educational and social science practitioners, scientists, and scholars.  

I think that authentic and caring relationships are also necessary for respectful listening, 

learning, positive, non-dominating, humble interactions. Critical indigenous methodologies have 

transformed historic imbalances by equally shifting power among all collaborators.  Kaupapa 

Māori194  and Pūrākau195 (story) are used in education, natural resource management, and other 

research projects within Māori ecocultural places across Aotearoa NZ. Their principles may also 

be applied among different cultures. Kaupapa Māori is very similar to Participatory Action 

Research while also different in that it is culturally informed and trusted by Māori communities. 

It is a Māori way of doing things. We apply both Kaupapa Māori and Pūrākau in our 

collaborative and exploratory digital landscape lore intercultural learning project.  

Fortunately, today, there are such critical research methodologies such as narrative 

research and participatory action research (PAR). Action research (AR) is often emphasized in 

educational studies, by educators in their classrooms, so care and concern for students as 

participants are primary considerations. AR is also participatory, yet because that participation is 

embraced within the teaching and learning going on in the classroom anyway, “participatory” is 

                                                 
194 Russell Bishop, “Changing Power Relations in Education: Kaupapa Ma¥ Ori Messages for’mainstream’education in 

Aotearoa/New Zealand [1],” Comparative Education 39, no. 2 (2003): 221–38, http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/03050060302555; 
Graham Smith, “Kaupapa Māori Theory: Theorizing Indigenous Transformation of Education & Schooling” (Paper, ‘Kaupapa Māori 
Symposium’ NZARE / AARE Joint Conferen, Hyatt Hotel, Auckland, New Zealand, December 2003); Shayne Walker, Anaru Eketone, and Anita 
Gibbs, “An Exploration of Kaupapa Māori Research, Its Principles, Processes and Applications,” International Journal of Social Research 
Methodology 9, no. 4 (2006): 331–44, https://doi.org/10.1080/13645570600916049; Te Kawehau Hoskins and Alison Jones, eds., Critical 
Conversations in Kaupapa Māori (Wellington, Aoetearoa New Zealand: Huia Publishers, 2017). 

195 Jenny Lee, “Ako: Pūrākau of Māori Teachers’ Work in Secondary Schools. (Unpublished PhD Thesis)” (Auckland, University of 
Auckland, 2008); Heramaahina Eketone, Jesse-James Pickery, and Emma Wyeth, “Te Pūrākau Tutahi? (The Whole Story?),” Junctures: The 
Journal for Thematic Dialogue 0, no. 18 (November 30, 2017), https://junctures.org/junctures/index.php/junctures/article/view/259. 
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not included in its name. I think it should just be called PAR so that participation is emphasized 

for a new researcher and there is no confusion in its application. Narrative, PAR, and AR will all  

sync with Indigenous ways of doing things,196 as long as the facilitating researcher understands 

Indigenous cultural frameworks. They do emerge from Western research traditions, yet are based 

on collaborative, relational values of care, concern, trust, and respect, which are also Indigenous 

values.  

Initiating Western researchers must maintain humility, authentic caring and trust, and a 

willingness to listen and respond to needs of the community. This is how to enact authentic 

relational behaviors and sincerity, and facetime is very important for establishing trust. If there is 

a trusted intermediary between any collaborative researcher and an Indigenous community, this 

is a great way to begin to establish a relationship of trust.  

All Indigenous research, the studies and projects put into action should be for the benefit 

of the community and flexibility must be key. For example, in our research, I had planned to 

share transcripts with educators and children, as I had read this is the way Kaupapa Māori 

research is done. The school could not spare any more time beyond the lessons we had with the 

children, and the time for the creation and sharing of their digital stories. Nor did the teachers 

want to deal with reading transcripts or do anything more because they had other curricula they 

had to get to. Then I realized that we had done our collaborative research “in the moment.”  

We did show our digital stories to each other, chatted about our stories, asked 
questions of each other, and had a brief 120120120 chat via Skype with the other 
school. Then a thunderstorm threw the entire process off, and we could not schedule 
another spiral-discourse experience. That was the first year. During the 2nd year, 
                                                 
196 Cindy Peltier, “An Application of Two-Eyed Seeing: Indigenous Research Methods With Participatory 

Action Research,” International Journal of Qualitative Methods 17, no. 1 (December 2018): 160940691881234, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/1609406918812346; Maenette K. P. Benham, “Mo’ōlelo: On Culturally Relevant Story 
Making from an Indigenous Perspective,” in Handbook of Narrative Inquiry: Mapping a Methodology (Thousand 
Oaks, Calif.: SAGE, 2007), 512–34, http://dx.doi.org/10.4135/9781452226552; Marie Battiste, “Handbook of 
Critical Indigenous Methodologies,” in Handbook of Critical Indigenous Methodologies (Los Angeles, London, 
New Delhi, Singapore: SAGE Publications, Inc., 2008), 497–509. 
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we were able to work with only a few of the students in NH for an Interglobal chat. 
This experience taught us that we just could not sync our time zones between 
N’dakinna/NH and Aotearoa NZ, even though we all tried to find a way to make it 
happen, so that we could have that cross-global experience during both of our 
school days.  Many of the children participated in sports after school so bringing 
enough co-researching children in to have a more complete conversation was not 
manageable. We always learn in the moment, and then apply our learning to new 
experiences. This is common in learning in a Māori way, and so, a Kaupapa Māori 
research experience as well. It is common, in general, to an indigenous way of 
learning.197 Try things, and if they do not work, work together to think of another 
way to do it better next time, and then apply that new learning.  
 
Here is an application of this flexible way of learning in a research study. I will hazard a 

guess and suggest that this is a style of trial and error or experimentation that we all do every day 

in most cultures! All we need to do is think about the process of cooking and creating or adapting 

recipe. We try a bit of this and a little of that, and depending upon how much experience we 

have, the outcome may or may not be tasty. However, it is not applied as a pedagogical option as 

often in teaching and learning as teacher-centered auditory-sequential (or what I call the “sit and 

listen and remember”) modes. Kawagley et al.198 describes it through an experiment that Yupiaq 

children did in trying to determine the best way to remove hair from caribou skin. The teacher 

and other adults involved provided a “nonjudgmental facilitative learning environment that 

allowed the children the freedom to learn on their own by experimentation.”  

Writing that section inspired a new idea I could suggest for how we could handle talking 

among global classrooms in the future. Children could jot down questions about of the other 

school’s digital landscape-lore they were curious about. Perhaps their teachers could record their 

questions during class time. Then classrooms could exchange video, and we could record 

responses in the same way. This solution demonstrates one aspect of how working within 

                                                 
197 Barnhardt, Ray and Kawagley, Angayuqaq Oscar, “Indigenous Knowledge Systems and Aaska Native 

Ways of Knowing.” 
198 Kawagley, “The Indigenous Worldview of Yupiaq Culture: Its Scientific Nature and Relevance to the 

Practice and Teaching of Science.” 
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Indigenous research methods may be less formal, and more relaxed than when working with 

some Western research methods.  

I know as a teacher that there is no way to plan every aspect of a lesson or experience 

down to the nittiest grittiest details. A great deal of teaching is about using our common sense 

and thinking about what is best for everyone in response to the moments in which we are 

learning together. This is the same in CIM research. One might try to plan for one lesson and end 

up teaching another as an element of the research when using CIMs because the priority is the 

community’s needs in the here and now, rather than what we have written on a piece of paper, 

may see on a computer screen, or carry around in a our “researcher’s” head.  

One wonderful aspect of CIM as a way of doing research is that because it developed 

from within Indigenous peoples’ needs and worldviews, it is particularly appropriate for working 

within any marginalized group. Marginalized groups, such as children, should aways feel 

respected for their agency and self-determination. Critically conscious awareness of their unique 

encounters with discrimination and “othering” at the hands of a more dominant and powerful 

society is a responsibility of a CIM approach. Their perspectives, experiences and needs take 

precedent in CIMs as critical research methodologies. If CIMs involve teaching, critical 

pedagogy should be used as a method. 

Indigenist/Indigenous methodologies are relational, collective, and collaborative. When 

working with Indigenous peoples in the ecocultural lands they inhabit(ed), I think it is most 

appropriate and respectful to use CIMs because they emerge from within Indigenous peoples’ 

own research traditions now that these methodologies exist. CIMs consider the human rights 

violations and marginalization experienced by Indigenous peoples or by marginalized people of 

any group(s).  
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Any research project occurring in lands and waterways that have been colonized at one 

time, is influenced by the repercussions of colonization. This is because the process of 

colonization ripples into contemporary relations and moments in place. Colonial transformations 

in ecocultural landscapes influences the theories, processes, ethical relations, and outcomes of all 

research projects occurring there. In the next paragraph, I list many of the methods that are often 

applied within a CIM framework. Acknowledging colonized landscapes is vital when using any 

of these methods because somehow, in some way, a story, or a photo, a piece of music, or digital 

landscape-lore may explicitly or implicitly refer to colonization or its repercussions.  

As educators/researchers/storytellers/health practitioners/counselors and other folks who 

train to accept responsibility and the obligations that come along with working with people, it is 

crucial to know what has gone before within the ecocultural landscape in which they live(d) and 

work(ed). It is important to learn about any ecocultural landscape where people we work with 

live(d). If I begin working with refugees from Ukraine at any point, I will have to study and learn 

its history and the processes of ecocultural place and people there before I do. Only then could I 

have at least a beginning understanding of people’s ecocultural backgrounds.  

Landscapes that have been colonized will always be coping with the consequences, and 

the settler colonialism that exists today and going forward. These processes of place are not over 

and are specific to ecocultural place and people. To work with people well, we need to show 

care, concern, and that we will earn their trust. This requires cultural responsiveness. 

A variety of methods are used within CIMs. Storywork,199 a term that demonstrates the 

serious nature of Indigenous oral tradition and narrative experience, may also be called 

                                                 
199 Archibald, Santolo, and Lee-Morgan, Indigenous Storywork: Educating the Heart, Mind, Body, and Spirit  (2008).; Jo-ann 

Archibald – Q’um Q’um Xiiem, “Indigenous Storywork as a Basis for Curricula That Educate the Heart, Mind, Body, and Spirit,” in Oxford 
Research Encyclopedia of Education, by Jo-ann Archibald – Q’um Q’um Xiiem (Oxford University Press, 2021), 
https://doi.org/10.1093/acrefore/9780190264093.013.1175; Jo-ann Archibald Q’um Q’um Xiiem, “Raven’s Story About Indigenous Teacher 
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storytelling, if the process is respected for its validity. I coined “landscape-lore” as stories that 

emerge from lived experience within significant ecocultural landscapes and waterscapes and may 

be spoken stories or digital landscape-lore, or any form of relational place expression. Some 

other methods might be photovoice, digital storytelling, student-centered teaching, arts methods, 

including visual arts, dramatic arts, musical arts, photography, poetry, creative nonfiction, 

creative writing, creative analytic practice, the conversation method as described by Kovach,200 

“walking and talking” methods, assisting more-than-human narrators in research, such as in 

Bawaka,201 and RiverofLife202 through a method of attending. This is based upon Indigenous 

cultural frameworks and is reiterative, and circular, based upon centering the ecocultural 

landscape/waterscape, decentering the human, and investigating local, national, transnational 

transdisciplinary knowings, discovering a variety of evidence, teaching, examining, expanding, 

and listening with humility to the more-than-human for what they need to express. Martuwarra203   

speaks: 

The methodology recognizes that research must be underpinned by an 
acknowledgement of the interdependence of all beings. Humans come into being 
through their relationships with each other and with Country. Humans, and by 
extension researchers, are therefore co-constituted with Country. The 
methodology emphasizes becoming ‘sensitive, communicative and alive within a 
more-than-human, co-constitutive world’ 
 

Relational rhizomatic research, is in keeping within CIM values as are the other tools in 

our CIM toolkit. Rhizome-analagous tools are imbued with metaphor, an effective Indigenous 

teaching and learning strategy. Metaphor may be incorporated into a narrative or story, for the 

                                                 
Education,” in Handbook of Indigenous Education, ed. Elizabeth Ann McKinley and Linda Tuhiwai Smith (Singapore: Springer Singapore, 
2019), 1113–35, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-981-10-3899-0_1. 

200 Margaret Kovach, “Conversation Method in Indigenous Research,” First Peoples Child & Family Review 5, no. 1 (2010): 40–48, 
http://journals.sfu.ca/fpcfr/index.php/FPCFR/article/view/172; Margaret Kovach, Indigenous Methodologies: Characteristics, Conversations, 
and Contexts; Kovach, “Treaties, Truths and Transgressive Pedagogies.” 

201 Bawaka Country et al., “Co-Becoming Bawaka: Towards a Relational Understanding of Place/Space,” Progress in Human 
Geography 40, no. 4 (August 2016): 455–75, https://doi.org/10.1177/0309132515589437; Wright et al., “Telling Stories in, through and with 
Country”; Martuwarra RiverOfLife et al., “Recognizing the Martuwarra’s First Law Right to Life as a Living Ancestral Being,” Transnational 
Environmental Law 9, no. 3 (November 2020): 541–68, https://doi.org/10.1017/S2047102520000163. 

202 RiverOfLife et al., “Recognizing the Martuwarra’s First Law Right to Life as a Living Ancestral Being.” 
203 RiverOfLife et al., “Recognizing the Martuwarra’s First Law Right to Life as a Living Ancestral Being,” 545. 
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purpose of sharing understandings within Indigenous worldviews. Rhizome-analogous strategies 

are metaphorically connected to plants, in relation within ecocultural landscapes.  Landscapes, in 

which Indigenous knowledge systems exist in co-constitutive relation, contain many metaphors 

for teaching and learning.   

Based upon the metaphor of plants’ rhizomes, and their tendencies to grow by veering off 

flexibly and adaptively as they secure a plant’s growth with new stems, shoots, and roots, 

rhizome-analogous research tools are nimble and responsive to new understandings as they 

emerge. Just as a plant’s rhizome remains interconnected within a botanical system, so do 

rhizome-analogous research tools adjust in relation to new understandings as they occur. 
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Kaupapa Māori: Collaborative Communities in Relation  

For our collaborative and exploratory curriculum project, I suggested a relational 

collaborative participatory research framework based upon Kaupapa Māori methodology,204 in 

which children and teachers (including me) behaved as co-researchers and communicated 

frequently, if not daily. Kaupapa Māori philosophy and relational methodology provided an 

appropriate culturally responsive and culturally sustainable way to best meet the needs of the 

communities, students, teachers, and schools, ethically, with care and respect. Margaret Kovach 

that Kaupapa Māori is Māori-centric, and working with the methodology is about 

conscientization, rather than colonization. It is based within Māori worldview, and collaborative 

relationships among all participants are vital in the research project. This includes the initiating 

researcher who collaborates and facilitates with an intention of humility and respect, and 

working toward equalizing power imbalances among all involved, including herself.  

Cent 

Kaupapa Māori is based within the holistic contextual perspective of Mātaraunga Māori  

and was appropriate to our entire learning project, including our work in Moultonborough, NH. 

As another colonized land-/waterscape, originally the homeland of the Western Aln8bak, 

Moultonborough is within a settler-colonial region in NH, once N’dakinna. As a method 

emerging from an Indigenous worldview, Kaupapa Māori is based in critical theory, emphasizing 

inclusivity, collaboration, storywork, and dialogue. Kaupapa Māori addresses power imbalances 

in education, increasing our conscientization, as expressed by Graham Hingaroa Smith.205 

                                                 
204 Margaret Kovach, Indigenous Methodologies: Characteristics, Conversations, and Contexts, 91; Georgina Stewart, “Kaupapa 

Māori, Philosophy and Schools,” Educational Philosophy and Theory 46, no. 11 (September 19, 2014): 1270–75, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/00131857.2013.771448; Berryman, Egan, and Ford, “Examining the Potential of Critical and Kaupapa Māori 
Approaches to Leading Education Reform in New Zealand’s English-Medium Secondary Schools.” 

205 Margaret Kovach, Indigenous Methodologies: Characteristics, Conversations, and Contexts, 91; Graham Hingangaroa Smith, 
“The development of kaupapa Maori: theory and praxix,” The University of Auckland: Libraries and Learning Services/Te Tumu Herenga, 1997, 
https://researchspace.auckland.ac.nz/handle/2292/623.  
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Conscientization focuses upon the students and the significant land-/waterscapes as holistically 

ecocultural, and this includes an honest awareness, and hopefully, when agreed upon within the 

community being served, critical conversations, about the history of the locations they live, 

appropriate to students’ readiness. 

A primary emphasis on learning about and respecting Māori 127hrough127nal 

worldview, culture, and principles, and incorporating them into our work provided a specific 

context for our local and global ecocultural situations. Principles of respect for people living in 

distinct ecocultural places, such as Waitomo Caves, New Zealand and Moultonborough, NH, in 

our case, are extremely important. All places have myriad prior histories and prehistories, and 

these influence place-based projects, and a facilitating researcher should be familiar with these. 

Methods that exist within the cultural ways of peoples involved, such as storytelling, are 

comfortable and familiar.  Storywork or storytelling (127hroug) is one of many methods 

emphasized in Kaupapa Māori methodologies, and is beneficial for most cultures, because 

human beings think and communicate through story. 

 A facilitating researcher demonstrates authentic humility and considers oneself to be an 

equal partner and learner in Kaupapa Māori methodology. This is a very similar concept to 

teachers working to build culturally responsive and culturally sustaining206 pedagogies in their 

classrooms. When educators work to promote caring relations and positive transactions207 as 

equal learning partners with students in classrooms, everyone benefits. Collaborating with 

                                                 
206 D. Paris, “Culturally Sustaining Pedagogy: A Needed Change in Stance, Terminology, and Practice,” Educational Researcher 41, 

no. 3 (April 1, 2012): 93–97, https://doi.org/10.3102/0013189X12441244; Christine Sleeter, ed., Professional Development for Culturally 
Responsive and Relationshipbased Pedagogy (New York: Peater Lang Publishing, 2011); Teresa McCarty and Tiffany Lee, “Critical Culturally 
Sustaining/Revitalizing Pedagogy and Indigenous Education Sovereignty,” Harvard Educational Review 84, no. 1 (2014): 101–24, 
http://www.hepgjournals.org/doi/abs/10.17763/haer.84.1.q83746nl5pj34216.  

207 Anthony Owusu-Ansah and Lydia Kyei-Blankson, “Going Back to the Basics: Demonstrating Care, Connectedness, and a 
Pedagogy of Relationship in Education,” World Journal of Education 6, no. 3 (May 9, 2016): p1, https://doi.org/10.5430/wje.v6n3p1.  
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students and listening to their unique points of view assists educators in meeting their needs with 

learning experiences that are relevant to their lives and intrinsically engaging.208  

All peoples involved in a project, whether it be learning together or carrying out an 

inquiry, are co-researchers when applying Kaupapa Māori methodologies. Therefore, cultivating 

active relationships among all learners in classrooms is an ethical and effective practice. This 

applies not only in English medium schools in Aotearoa NZ, but also in all classrooms and in 

learning endeavors outside of school.209  

Benefits of Critical Indigenous Education and Research Methods 

Critical Indigenous methodologies are broad and flexible enough to respectfully 

incorporate the distinctly holistic and relational worldview tendencies of first peoples. They are 

beneficial for planetary well-being because first peoples, or Indigenous peoples, were the first to 

be ecoculturally connected, acting with reciprocity for and within a specific geography. For the 

most part, Indigenous peoples understood their interdependence with(in) their habitats.  

The emphasis in graduate level research and teaching curriculum that explores and 

emphasizes relational methodologies, beyond the familiar collaborative participatory action 

research methodologies is vital. 1. It is vital for those developing an awareness of what it truly 

means for researchers to work with respect for community members as equally knowledgeable 

partners, even if their worldviews differ from that of the researcher. 2. Developing researchers 

who embrace an awareness and appreciation for ecocultural worldmindedness, and flexible 

worldview perspectives may begin to understand in depth what is needed for ecocultural 

planetary well-being. 3. Increased knowledge and respect for the tendencies of relational 

                                                 
208 Bishop and Berryman, Culture Speaks; Catharine F. Bishop, Michael I. Caston, and Cheryl A. King, “Learner-Centered 

Environments: Creating Effective Strategies Based on Student Attitudes and Faculty Reflection,” Journal of the Scholarship of Teaching and 
Learning 14, no. 3 (May 22, 2014): 46, https://doi.org/10.14434/josotl.v14i3.5065. 

209 Bishop, Caston, and King, “Learner-Centered Environments”; Owusu-Ansah and Kyei-Blankson, “Going Back to the Basics.”  
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worldviews and reciprocities among human-nature relations as modeled by many Indigenous 

peoples could assist in establishing an outlook and action for planetary sustainability. 

Generally, critical, and relational Indigenous research methodologies are not introduced 

in mainstream graduate level research programs. Exceptions are those programs that are offered 

in institutions of higher educational (IHE) that are in proximity with Indigenous peoples, many 

of whom are members of the student body. Examples of such educational programs exist at the 

University of Alaska,210 the University of Saskatchewan,211 the “Five Colleges (FCI)”212 in 

western Massachusetts, York University213 in Toronto, the University of Auckland214 and 

University of Waikato215 in Aotearoa NZ, among others.  

In my estimation, a relational Indigenist perspective could be helpful for creating closer 

learning relations and developing classroom community connections. Educators with an 

Indigenist perspective may be more likely to genuinely consider and relate to children’s (and all 

students’) questions and observations. If they perceived these as clues to learners’ interests and 

identities, they would be better able to support their learning. Rollo May, 216 an American 

psychologist, expressed how communication can promote relational collaboration: 

“Communication leads to community, that is, to understanding intimacy and mutual valuing.” 

Storyworking Landscape-Lore: Paddling Between Islands and Tellings in Time 

                                                 
210 “Ph.D., Indigenous Studies < University of Alaska Fairbanks,” accessed March 19, 2022, 

https://catalog.uaf.edu/graduate/graduate-degree-programs/indigenous-studies/phd/.  
211 “Graduate Courses - Department of Indigenous Studies - Arts and Science - University of Saskatchewan,” accessed March 19, 

2022, https://artsandscience.usask.ca/indigenousstudies/graduates/g_courses.php.  
212 “Native American and Indigenous Studies | FCI,” accessed March 19, 2022, https://www.fivecolleges.edu/academics/native-

american-and-indigenous-studies.  
213 “Indigenous Studies (INDG) Courses,” Department of Humanities (blog), accessed March 19, 2022, 

https://www.yorku.ca/laps/huma/indg/courses/.  
214 “INDIGEN 710 | Indigenous Methodologies - The University of Auckland | Faculty of Arts Courses | The University of Auckland,” 

accessed March 19, 2022, https://artsfaculty.auckland.ac.nz/courses/?Subject=INDIGEN&Number=710&Year=2022.  
215 “Māori and Indigenous Studies: University of Waikato,” accessed March 21, 2022, 

https://www.waikato.ac.nz/study/subjects/maori-and-indigenous-studies.  
216 Terrill Pollman, “Joe Williams and Discourse Communities-The Journal of Legal Writing Institute and Community Service,” n.d., 2. 
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Storytelling can encourage place-consciousness, sustainable action and reciprocity within 

the land-/waterscapes we inhabit. In 2010 I wrote an article titled Storytelling for 

Sustainability,217  in which I emphasized the use of storytelling to encourage sustainable action 

in education. I stand by the words I wrote at that time: 

Storytelling may provide a bridge between “once upon a time” and today, 
somewhere else, and right here, as well as traditional and Western scientific 
knowledge.  As an educational method, it is rooted in the deep past, and 
continues to prove its effectiveness today as a sustainable educational practice. 
 

I know that stories retain their originally intended meanings, while remaining open to 

new interpretations, and storywork and landscape-lore transform in the same ways as the times 

and places in which those stories are set, environmentally and culturally. 

Transmitting/comprehending the intended meaning of a story is the main goal of any 

teller/listener, or writer/reader. It requires that we sustain respectful relationships with people 

who created the story originally “in the first place.” We show respect and continue relationships 

by remembering those first storytellers and the places from where their stories emerged. The first 

place connects directly to the original tellers’ own times and locations in their landscapes.  

To begin to solve the mystery of stories’ original and significant meanings, we could ask 

many questions: “From where in the world did this story emerge?” “Why did the teller create this 

tale?” “What was or is the everyday situation experienced by the creator of this story?” “How 

might the creator(s) represent a particular time and place in this story?” “Are there patterns 

among these stories?” How is this story or these stories significant? 

There are many ways of knowing and understanding the world, including expressing 

meaning through storytelling. It can be tempting to simplify ways of knowing by dividing them 

                                                 
217 Maria Hofman-Bergholm, “Storytelling: The Ancient Tool of Using Stories to Communicate Knowledge for a Sustainable Future,” 

in Integrated Education and Learning, ed. Nima Rezaei, vol. 13, Integrated Science (Cham: Springer International Publishing, 2022), 246, 
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-031-15963-3_14; Meredith Bird Miller, “Storytelling for Sustainability,” Ometeca Annual 2010 (January 1, 
2010): 320–42, link.gale.com/apps/doc/A293351695/AONE?u=anon~a70220ea&sid=googleScholar&xid=792bb638. 
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superficially and simplistically into binary and contrasting “Indigenous” and “Euro/Western 

ways of knowing. However, many factors complicate our understandings of these distinct ways 

of experiencing the world. Dynamic ecocultural processes in places through time(s) are 

experienced by us all, regardless of culture. Because of our prior experiences and our 

worldviews, we perceive meaning differently,  

Stewart-Harwawira218 Mason Durie,219 and Thomas Wickman,220 among other scholars, 

argue that the colonization, subjugation, and the separation of tribal peoples from ancestral lands 

and resources influence(d) their well-being and ecocultural identities. Durie221  argues that 

“Alienation of people from their environment—from the natural world—may be as closely 

linked to the host of health problems that beset indigenous peoples as the more familiar life-style 

risks of modern living.” The Doctrine of Discovery “legalized” the taking of “new” lands by 

dominant powers. We know those landscapes were already well-known and interconnected to the 

inhabitants who had been living within them for hundreds and thousands of years.  

Indigenous ways of knowing the world have long-established tendencies to incorporate 

myth, metaphor, spirituality, familiar environment and habitats, and traditional oral storytelling, 

as well as embodied hands-on active experience. Their knowledge systems were and continue to 

be holistic, contextual, and situated within ancestral lands and waters, unless they have been 

totally separated from their ecocultural landscapes and/or their people who hold those landscapes 

deeply within themselves.  

                                                 
218 M. Stewart-Harawira, “Re-Singing the World Indigenous Pedagogies and Global Crisis during Conflicted Times I,” in 

Globalization and “Minority” Cultures (Brill Nijhoff, 2019), 163–64. 
219 M. Durie, “Realising Māori Potential.”  
220 Thomas Wickman, “‘Winters Embittered with Hardships’: Severe Cold, Wabanaki Power, and English Adjustments, 1690–1710,” 

The William and Mary Quarterly 72, no. 1 (2015): 90, https://doi.org/10.5309/willmaryquar.72.1.0057.  
221 M. Durie, “Understanding Health and Illness: Research at the Interface between Science and Indigenous Knowledge,” 

International Journal of Epidemiology 33, no. 5 (May 27, 2004): 1139, https://doi.org/10.1093/ije/dyh250.  
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Baker222 argues that “modern western education systems” emerged from Europe “within 

a historical/ theoretical framework known as the ‘modern/colonial world system’” in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. People use some of the following terms for the concept of a 

Eurocentric worldview: “Euro/Western,” “Western,” and/or American.  

Historically those with a Eurocentric worldview seemed to tend to establish knowledge as 

fact gathering. Fact sharing provides information to learn with. Historically, the ability to state 

discrete facts did not tend to demonstrate any relationships among those facts. Today, a speaker 

may not comprehend the contextual or valuable implications of facts in isolation. The reader of a 

report may not know enough context to understand the broad meaning of the facts. The ability to 

state facts does not necessarily represent learning.   

Many scientists have come to understand that tying facts and concepts together with 

narrative supports the public in making meaning. Climate change and global warming scientists, 

as well as many others affiliated with them think it is vital to communicate with more people 

than has traditionally happened in the sciences. More researchers feel that it is urgent to share 

timely and relevant information with as many people as possible.  

Euro/Western-trained educational psychologist Jerome Bruner,223 suggested in 1986 that 

there are two types of knowledge: logico-scientific and narrative. He described these as follows: 

Logico-scientific knowledge is established through formalized logical discourse: 
(it) attempts to fulfill the ideal of a formal, mathematical system of description 
and explanation…Its language is regulated by requirements of consistency and 
noncontradiction.  Narrative knowledge is imaginative:  It leads to good stories, 
gripping drama, believable (though not necessarily “true”) historical accounts.  
It strives to put its timeless miracles into the particulars of experience, and to 
locate the experience in time and place.  
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223 Bruner, Jerome, Actual Minds, Possible Worlds (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1986), 11–13. 
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Bruner perceived these two modes of knowing as belonging to people in general, rather 

than specifically to those in Euro/Western cultures. He suggests that they are based upon 

“emotion” and “cognition.”  Emotion plays a crucial role in the expression of narrative 

knowledge, and cognition may be perceived to play more of a role in “rational” logico-scientific 

knowledge.224  Bruner warns of the temptation to think of cognitive and emotional processes as 

compartmentalized. He perceives of emotion, cognition, and action as knowledge-making 

processes belonging to a unified whole,225 just as worldviews of Indigenous peoples tend to be 

holistic as well.226  

I had a history professor once who asked us to read from a text that presented a story, or 

narrative, at the beginning of each “chapter” in history. Then he helped us understand how the 

facts connected to and interacted within the story. He used storytelling to do this. Realizing that 

history was relevant in the lives of real people in real places in real times, rather than just a 

collection of discrete facts, engaged my interest. I started to enjoy history for the first time and 

perceived it in relation to my own life. I began to care about it and value it. 

The133hroughs of telling a story is embodied, experiential, interactive, situational, and it 

may also be spiritual, depending on the culture of the storyteller, and their worldview. We 

depend upon our senses when telling and listening to a tale. If we are communicating a story 

visually, we depend upon our senses to “draw or paint,” or to create visual mental images 

through spoken words. Sometimes we create physical pictures to represent the story’s meaning.  

Stories nurture imagination by connecting prior experience to possibilities. Stories 

connect the experiential to new learning. Storytelling is an effective educational strategy that 
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promotes the development of new knowledge because it is natural to human thought,227 and 

involves learners emotionally, physically, socially, and cognitively.  

Storywork or storytelling is a practice that is appropriate for learners of all ages,228 and 

may be adapted to many topics. For example, Sean Carroll, 229  a university biology professor, 

uses storytelling with his students because narratives support recall, understanding, and 

encourage motivation and long-term memory acquisition.  

  In kindergarten, educators tell stories to support vocabulary acquisition,230 build social 

skills, and to explore literacy and mathematics. At the elementary and middle school levels there 

are many applications; among these are new uses of storytelling to encourage involvement in 

collaborative computer engineering makerspaces.231 Digital storytelling practices have really 

blossomed over the last few decades,232 and are integrated across a variety of content areas at all 

learning levels. Intergenerational storytelling is receiving more attention and encourages 
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emotional support and wellbeing among the elderly and their adult children.233  Telling stories is 

a familiar form of sharing information across cultures; it is the primary way we think and 

communicate.  Donald Polkinghorne234 explains that thinking itself is narrative in form and that: 

thinking is noting relationships among items. Instead of experience consisting of 
simply the appearance of one thing after another, thinking enhances what 
appears by presenting items as related. 
 

Psychology researcher Tom Billington235 describes narrative’s connection to 

neuroscience (connected in education fields to “brain-based learning,” “brain-based teaching,” 

brain-based pedagogy” and “brain-based research”).236 Billington237 emphasizes the relationship 

among our senses and the stories we create by quoting Linden:238 

our senses are not built to give us an accurate picture of the external world . . . 
our brains blend [the] sensory stew together with emotion to create a seamless 
ongoing story of experience that makes sense… 
 

Basically, “meaning-making,”239 is claimed by many, including Bruner,240 

Polkinghorne,241 Haidt,242 and Davies et al.243 to be a story-making, or a narrative process. To 
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make meaning and understand, one must find some connections, or coherence, to perceive 

context through interrelationships, and learn through those contextualized interrelationships.  

Jag Bhalia 244 reminds us by quoting Jonathan Haidt, that the “human mind is a story 

processor, not a logic processor.” We naturally frame logic into stories, even when we do not 

realize that is what we are doing. 

Neuroscience researchers, such as Baldassano et al.,245 have found that when we listen, 

read, or view stories, our brains are experiencing them as if we are live actors “in the story.”  We 

can typically relate past experiences with plots, events, and people presented as narratives. We 

unconsciously link our own emotions to those characters and this ability is intersubjectivity, one 

of the ways we build empathy.246  

Landrum et al.247 examined several cognitive and neuroscientific studies that explain how 

storytelling helps people learn. Stories are memorable and build relationships with both people 

and occurrences both long-ago and far-away, and right-now and right-here. According to the 

studies Landrum et al.248 examined, we have a “human capacity for intersubjectivity.” Landrum 

et al.249 explain that virtually experiencing the story causes our brains to perceive place/time and 

event as if we are a true character with feelings in an authentic situation. 

So, stories assist us in perceiving and constructing coherence and meaning from 

seemingly distinct events. Landrum et al.250 describe: 
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Indeed, human brains have evolved to process lived experiences sequentially in 
scripts, much like the narrative of a story (Hazel, 2008). Story gives us a way to 
organize and make sense of our memories that fits this sequential structure. 
 

Stories, or narratives, help us learn from each other culturally. 
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Language and Place  

Western researchers must remember too that most Indigenous peoples, even if many may 

live among each other collectively, also live within a Western culture and worldview, and have, 

ever since colonization. They all know Euro/Western ways of being, and sometimes a 

Euro/Western worldview is the only worldview they know. Many Indigenous peoples often 

perceive the world from both their own culturally Indigenous worldview and a Western 

worldview, and this is how it has been ever since colonization. Indigenous peoples live in both 

worlds, which is never easy.   

We also must remember that Indigenous peoples are not a homogeneous group. 

According to UNESCO, there are 5000 cultures among them, and 7000 languages spread all 

around the globe.251 As the first inhabitants in landscapes/waterscapes, they tend to perceive the 

world holistically and this includes collaborative and collective efforts in research with a 

community of practice. Within holistic knowledge systems, values are entirely relational and 

include spiritual and emotional connections, which is not a tendency for Euro/Western 

researchers. 

Most indigenous peoples prefer to refer to their band affiliations, such as: Cherokee, 

Ojibway, Maliseet, Penobscot, Western Abenaki, Nulhegan, and so on.252 It is important to 

remember that many of the names indigenous peoples are now called by were given to them by 

colonial powers, and they often based these upon locations. This was the case with the Aln8bak 

as discussed earlier.253 The Aboriginal tribes of Australia, First Nations peoples of Canada, 

Māori iwi of New Zealand and the American Indian or Native American tribes of the United 
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States have developed storywork as a research method. I use both “American Indian” and 

“Native American” to provide for two of the general broad ways some peoples who originally 

inhabited the landscapes and waterscapes of what is now called “America” identify themselves.  

 
Storied Sense of Place 

Stories have settings, and stories of our experiences in familiar settings are integrally 

related within our sense of place.254 In Jennifer Adams et al.’s255 piece “Sense of Place,” she and 

Mitchell Thomashow, David Greenwood, and others summarize their definition of this concept: 

  …sense of place is the lens through which people experience and make meaning 
of their experiences in and with place.” Given that we create meaning through 
storying our embodied experiences, for me it follows that this sense of place 
“lens” is a story created “in and with place 
 

I mentioned earlier that geographer Doreen Massey theorized that space or time cannot 

exist in isolation. She defines place as “space-time” because space and time are integral to one 

another. Massey described how one cannot be in one place within space without also being in a 

moment in time. Space and time are in intertwined relationships, so that when one of them 

changes, the other one also transforms, in myriad ways. These are relationships in which there is 

continuous reciprocity. 

Storytelling upholds critical pedagogy.256 Acting for conscientization is appropriate 

within and for lands and waters that were and are the ecocultural places of colonized peoples, 

whether they are inhabiting those places now or their ancestors were inhabiting them in the past. 
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Storytelling has been used effectively with many marginalized peoples, including LGBTQ, the 

unhoused, children, youth, refugees, and many more people who have been sex-trafficked, 

people experiencing conflict and experiencing any form of injustice.257 

Storytellers of all cultures and all ages embody meaning through large movements such 

as dance, small movements such as gesture, and tiny movements as in facial expressions. 

Storytelling and CIM are exploratory and embodied in that we experiment with ways of doing 

things together collaboratively, and when we experience our landscapes, we move our bodies in 

response to them. We can twirl like leaves, somersault like great waves, move up and down 

rattling our homemade rain rattles or rainsticks (oh yes, I have some!) to imagine the pelting of 

precipitation. Once we create our auditory precipitation,  we might bang on drums or shake a 

sheet of metal, so we “hear” the thunder together.  When we do these things we do them 

simultaneously someplace at sometime. 

Purposefully selecting active learning opportunities and sharing our memories of world-

knowing through story, are appropriate not only because they are effective and trusted teaching 

strategies in Indigenous knowledge systems, but also because they are teaching strategies that 

have shown that they help people to learn both locally and globally in many cultures.  Using 

educational methods involving storywork and landscape-lore is respectful of all co-researchers’ 

cultural worldview(s). They are also directly relevant to the lives of co-researchers because 

student co-researchers are telling stories they’ve experienced in the natural world as it is in their 
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lives today. Both Indigenist methods are viewed as reliable and valid choices for teaching and 

sharing knowledge.   

Margaret Kovach explains:258 

If you want to do Indigenous methodologies right, uphold tribal knowledge and 
honor the Indigenous laws of love, respect, kindness, honesty, generosity, 
reciprocity, and caring in your research. If you do this, you will be doing 
Indigenous methodologies right. 
 

I think if I replaced the word “research” with “teaching” in Margaret Kovach’s 

description above, the laws of love, respect, kindness, and so on could refer just as well to 

helping people learn.  

These knowledge systems were originally shared, and often still are, represented orally, 

often through storytelling, or other forms of oratory, rather than “written down.” Peoples name 

their own ecocultural systems of knowledge. Colonial powers and western knowledge systems 

have often defined Indigenous ways of knowing as prehistoric or preliterate, because their 

knowing was not printed in text, as Euro/American knowledges have been. If Indigenous 

wisdom systems were written, the stories were scribed by missionaries and other colonial groups. 

Often, these tales were altered in ways that diminished their meanings. Because of the different 

cultural norms and frameworks, and languages among Indigenous peoples and the colonial or 

imperial scribes, many tales may have been easily misinterpreted.  

The rationale for scribing the cultural tales of Indigenous peoples developed at the point 

in European history, when “knowledge” became equated with “written text.” The term “history” 

has evolved to define how we remember events.  The dominant “norm” in Euro/Western cultures 

is one in which only written records259 are accepted as valid history. Observations emerging in 
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oracy, or spoken word, have been handed down through the generations over great spans of time. 

They may represent meaning in the form of Indigenous arts, such as weaving or painting, as well 

as narratives, anecdotes, songs, and/or stories. And as Lisa Brooks260 argues, images on 

birchbark scrolls, pottery and petroglyphs, do represent N’dakinna forms of writing. Yet, because 

they were not originally “written” in the Euro/Western sense, with an alphabet, or words, their 

diverse forms of expression have generally been discounted and given little or no credence.261 

As described earlier, the Te Reo word for the islands in which Māori live is Aotearoa, 

which means “Land of the Long White Cloud.” Many of the descendants of these first 

inhabitants live around the globe, in cities, often in locations far away from their ancestral 

genealogical whakapapa* homelands. Wehi et al. explain that:  

*A focus on relationships in Māori environmental philosophy grounds the 
significance of whakapapa (meaning to place in layers, and indicating 
connection, lineage and genealogy between people, ecosystems, and all living 
and non-living things). Just as whakapapa can map the navigational lines 
connecting the peoples of the Pacific, so it can map the connections between 
Pacific landscapes and oceans, and the vast knowledge embedded within them. 
Within a whakapapa framework, knowledge is mapped in both descent (linear) 
and kinship (lateral) layers, providing both deep and broad insights, while also 
acknowledging the entanglement of people, places and practices…Whakapapa is 
the foundation of Māori philosophy, encompassing social, cultural, 
environmental and ecological knowledge, the systems used to generate 
knowledge, and the basic assumptions that ground it. In Aotearoa NZ, this is 
collectively referred to as mātauranga and is a philosophical tradition in its own 
right.  
 

According to Wehi et al.262 and Ryks,263 80% of Māori now live in cities rather than in 

rural landscapes. Understanding that the relationship among Māori and the landscapes/seascapes 
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they inhabit is genealogical is important to truly respect the ecocultural vitalities within the 

ancestral interdependence shared among peoples and place.  

Aln8bak (Abenaki) do live and have lived for over 13,000 years in N’dakinna, the 

Dawnland, colonized as “New England.” Aln8bak are one of five tribes of the Wabanaki 

confederacy, also including Mi’kmaq, Wolastoqiyik, Penobscot, and Passamaquoddy.264 

Geographical places within the landscape and waterscapes originally known as N’dakinna, prior 

to colonization, continue to be known as N’dakinna by the descendants of the first peoples 

inhabiting these homelands. The Wabanaki are made up of two groups of Aln8bak: the Western 

Aln8bak and the Eastern Aln8bak. NH is a north-central state in what is now called “New 

England.” The Pennacook-Cowasuck peoples265 are those Western Aln8bak who originally 

inhabited the forests, rivers, lakes, mountains, of N’dakinna in what is now called New 

Hampshire, and they declare: 

We were not all killed off by disease or warfare and did not disappear with the 
colonization of this country… Many of us became the individual fibers of the 
weave that made the cloth of the United States and Canada. We are among you, 
working beside you in all walks of life. Unless we told you who we were, you 
would probably never know us. 
 

Why is it necessary to bring so much background regarding Aln8bak peoples into this 

dissertation? After all, none of the children in the Moultonborough classrooms seemed to 

identify as Aln8bak or as a member of any other tribe of Native Americans. It’s obvious that 

working within ecocultural place in Aotearoa ethically and sincerely required developing 

authentic trusting relationships with all the children and their families, and the community. 

Tamariki (Māori children) are most of the student population in Waitomo Caves school.  

                                                 
264 “About the Collection - First Nation Resources NB,” Wabanaki Collection (blog), accessed April 23, 2023, 

https://www.wabanakicollection.com/about/. 
265 “Cowasuck Band of the Pennacook-Aln8bak People,” accessed November 14, 2020, http://www.cowasuck.org/  
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Any educator working with a particular culture should acquaint themselves well with that 

culture and that culture’s worldview. It is respectful and vital. It is vital because people’s cultural 

backgrounds influence their perceptions of the world. When learners feel that their school 

experiences are personally interesting and relevant to their lives, they are more motivated to 

learn.266 It is caring and best practice for a teacher to ask, “Are the pedagogical teaching choices 

I make relevant for all these learners? How can I make them more relevant? Do I know enough 

about the cultures of the children in my classroom to do this? How might their culture influence 

their interests? Do I know enough about the personal interests of each of my students to create 

lessons that relate to their lives? What are some of the different strategies I can use encourage the 

students’ participation? Do they have something they want to share with the other kids?” 

Knowing the answers to these questions will help students to succeed and give them a sense of 

belonging. Educators need to be prepared to work with a culturally responsive and cultury 

sustainable caring, mindset. 

This is crucial, because, according to U.S. Dept. of Education Statistics267 determined 

that as of 2021 more than half of the children attending school in the United States were children 

of minority cultures. This fraction of children will continue to increase, which means that the 

children attending school in the U.S. who are in the majority culture now will continue to 

decrease. This decrease is due to a natural population shift because fewer children are being born 

into the non-Hispanic white population, because the majority white population of baby boomers 

are aging rapidly. By 2034, according to the U.S. Census Bureau’s Demographic Turning 

Points,268 aging Americans will outnumber children in the U.S. for the first time in history.  

                                                 
266 Darling-Hammond et al., “Implications for Educational Practice of the Science of Learning and Development,” April 2, 2020. 
267 {Citation} 
268 Jonathan Vespa, Lauren Medina, and David M Armstrong, “Population Estimates and Projections,” n.d. 
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A teacher/researcher needs to understand that learners’ ecological habitats are made up of 

interlocking synergies among biogeographical pasts, presents, and futures.  Learners’ ecocultural 

places hold a deep relational origin for their perceptions and perspectives. I mention this again 

because by the year “Ecocultural” as a concept includes the ecological relations among all lives 

and entities within place, including cultures and cultural perceptions, and the physical ecological 

aspects of place. The word “ecocultural” embraces these interrelationships. Ecocultural place is 

where learning begins. 

This is why we are obligated to recognize all the relations in an ecocultural place. 

Leaving out either the landscapes/waterscapes in which and through which the first inhabitants 

participated in that place, surviving for so long, ecologically and culturally, restricts deep 

learning and understanding of the fullness of place. As Wehi explained, in Mātāraunga Māori, 

the vertical lines represent descent within a whakapapa framework. The lateral lines represent 

kinship. If we wipe out the vertical line of landscapes and waterscapes ecocultural relation back 

through that dimension of all time, what do we gain? What do we lose? Or who?  We know now 

that we lose 13,000 years. Something must have happened in all that time. Is our interest in what 

happened? Or is our interest in the relational complexities that create patterns that are only 

slightly visible, and perhaps could become more visible if we build those relational patterns 

among the kin among us? Would anything more become visible then? I think it is all dependent 

upon what we are willing to see. 

We are only skimming along the surface of what we can possibly learn and know about 

how to live in any ecocultural landscape and waterscape if we leave out the vertical dimension of 

time in place, or place in time, depending upon how you look at it. Without understanding the 

full learning, knowing, and possibility of this place, once known completely as N’dakinna, as 
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experienced by the first inhabitants who lived here for so long, how can those of us whose 

ancestors only arrived here up to 400 years ago ever live in full interdependence within it? 

Doesn’t our line of descent into this landscape and waterscape evaporate too? I don’t believe that 

it is mathematically possible to have one line of descent without the other. I believe we could call 

that magical thinking. 

I strongly believe that first, as previously mentioned, we must understand that knowing 

cannot be possessed. It is constantly emerging and combining with what was known before and 

becomes more deeply understood. How can we meet the challenges ahead of us, including global 

warming and climate change, unless we can, with respect and reciprocity, be willing to learn 

what has and hasn’t worked in the past?  Learning with the peoples who lived in this ecocultural 

place long before those of us who came into this landscape means that we need to be willing to 

listen and learn in willing relation and connection to our elders, those elders being those whose 

ancestors lived here in N’dakinna so many thousands of years ago. Thousands of years definitely 

trumps 400 years in my opinion! Interdependence means we respectfully agree to make meaning 

and understanding together as equal partners within ecocultural place with our elders. If we are 

willing to become within ecocultural place, we need to be willing to become whole.  

The Aln8bak are here, and we, as settlers’ or immigrants’ descendants, might learn 

together with them if we embrace humility for what we can’t know experientially.  The ancestral 

understandings that permeate the Aln8bak peoples’ ancestral, ecocultural knowing of this place 

have been gathered and transformed over hundreds of generations that the Aln8bak peoples lived 

in this region colonization.  That knowing is held within their language and their stories. 

Respectfully listening to those stories that emerged from ecocultural landscapes/waterscapes 
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within N’dakinna could inform our awareness of transformations that occurred so long ago in 

places we inhabit.  

If we as colonial descendants or other immigrants are permitted to tell some of these tales 

created by the peoples who first transmitted them, we can share what we learn with more people 

inhabiting the ecocultural places from where the stories emerge. Naming the Aln8bak and any 

other people as the creators of those stories of N’dakinna and/or other landscapes is an ethical 

value that must be heeded. In addition, continuing to develop and express new landscape-lore of 

our own lived experiences within ecocultural place could add more to the record of ecocultural 

transformation over time. All landscape-lore contain information gleaned from living within 

place269 and that knowing may contribute to respectfully solving sustainability and climate 

change challenges we face within those places.270  

After visiting Aotearoa New Zealand, I began to realize the depth of ecocultural loss in 

our communities in New Hampshire. I imagined what it could be like if Aln8bak peoples had 

been able to continue living in the New Hampshire landscape as an obvious presence as 

Māoripeoples do in many rural landscapes in Aotearoa New Zealand. How much we could learn 

together about the ecocultural places in which we live! The connections among ecological places 

and cultures, might be more intact. Here, in the region eventually colonized as New England, we 

are all missing so much by not being able to share our cultures and ecological places as true 

pluralistic communities, as is more the case in Waitomo Caves, Aotearoa.  

                                                 
269 Piccardi, L. and Masse, W. B., Piccardi, L. & Masse, W. B. (Eds.). 2007.   Myth and Geology.  London Geological Society:  

London; Pd Nunn, “Responding to the Challenges of Climate Change in the Pacific Islands: Management and Technological Imperatives,” 
Climate Research 40 (December 10, 2009): 211–31, https://doi.org/10.3354/cr00806; Patrick D. Nunn, “In Anticipation of ExtirpationHow 
Ancient Peoples Rationalized and Responded to Postglacial Sea Level Rise,” Environmental Humanities 12, no. 1 (May 1, 2020): 113–31, 
https://doi.org/10.1215/22011919-8142231. 

270 Jan Petzold et al., “Indigenous Knowledge on Climate Change Adaptation: A Global Evidence Map of Academic Literature,” 
Environmental Research Letters 15, no. 11 (November 1, 2020): 113007, https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-9326/abb330; Gary J. Brierley et al., 
“Reanimating the Strangled Rivers of Aotearoa New Zealand,” Wiley Interdisciplinary Reviews: Water 10, no. 2 (2023): e1624; Wehi et al., 
“Tradition and Change”; Craig L. Stevens, Kura Paul-Burke (Ngāti AwaNgāti Whakahem, and Peter Russell (Ngāpuhi), “Pūtahitanga: The 
Intersection of Western Science and Mātauranga Māori in the Context of Aotearoa New Zealand’s Physical Oceanography,” New Zealand 
Journal of Marine and Freshwater Research, January 20, 2020, 1–15, https://doi.org/10.1080/00288330.2019.1698621. 
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Relation: Families, Communities, Classrooms and Schools 

Here, I describe how our collaborative project came to be explored in the classrooms in 

informal conversations with friends and family involved as educators and trustees in public 

schools in Moultonborough, NH and in Waitomo Caves, Aotearoa NZ. I discovered that folks 

were interested in the project I was thinking about through “thinking out loud” in conversation.  

One initiating co-researcher taught in Moultonborough, NH at the fifth and sixth grade 

levels.  Dan is a great friend to my brother’s family and had taught my brother’s children at the 

ages of 10-12, in the last years of middle childhood. Over time he became a great friend of my 

own family too. My husband and I had been working on a community project with him and other 

folks, and mutual trust and friendship had been well-established. That trust is vital in any 

cooperative endeavor, including teaching, and collaborative research.  

As a student-researcher and experienced educator, I shared my research vision with him. 

Dan was extremely interested, supportive and enthusiastic about bringing our participatory 

exploration into his students’ writing curriculum. He suggested that this research project might 

be a good way to integrate ecology and earth science into his students’ writing workshops. He is 

fascinated by geology and can’t really fit it into his teaching anymore due to local and state 

standards. Using these storytelling activities within writing lessons sounded like a good bet for 

sharing NH geology, about which he had created an entire web site, with his learners. Dan also 

thought that asking students to tell stories about their own experiences in the natural world would 

be relevant to their lives, 

Our other initiating co-researcher happened to be my mom’s cousin, who is a trusted 

community member, in Waitomo Caves in Aotearoa NZ. She was a school trustee of Waitomo 

Caves School at the time. She has lived in Waitomo Caves for about forty years, had raised her 
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children in the community and they had attended the Waitomo Caves School. My cousin had 

worked as the educator for the local ecocultural/geophysical/historical interdisciplinary museum, 

next to the Discovery Centre271 for fifteen years.  

We were at an extended family reunion and somehow, as doesn’t often happen for a first-

time meeting, we got to talking in depth. She really understands me and my interests, and 

seriously, when I am speaking with her I kind of feel like I am talking to myself! It must be the 

family gene pool! I told her what I hoped to do with children in “a” storytelling project. She 

seemed authentically interested and asked me questions that I did not have all the answers to yet. 

I did not have any specific locations finalized yet, although I was sure we could carry out the 

collaborative project in Moultonborough, NH with the fifth graders, if the principal gave us 

permission. 

My cousin suggested that their school in Waitomo Caves might be interested.  We began 

to brainstorm how there might be a way for the two classrooms to engage with each other despite 

the distance and the very different ecocultural places they inhabited. She said that she would run 

it by the elder of the local hapū to see if it would be permissible. My cousin told me, “This is 

how things are done there.” I learned later that my cousin is a trusted “auntie” in the community, 

which is dominantly Māori. Māori community members perceive any trusted elder who is a 

woman as “auntie.” Martha had a conversation with the leading Māori elder, the school board, 

and the school principal.  

Informal conversation is how things are decided in the Māori community. The elder of 

the community welcomed me and the exploration in landscape-lore  with the children into the 

school. My cousin, as a “trustee,” or member of the school board, and some of the other 

                                                 
271 “Waitomo Education Centre | Waitomo Caves Discovery Centre,” June 28, 2012, https://www.waitomocaves.com/education-

centre/. 
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members were related within the local Māori community with the community elder. My cousin 

ran the idea by the principal and she though it sounded like a great project. The school board 

agreed. The teaching principal discussed the possibility with the other two teachers, and they 

thought our landscape-lore learning exploration might promote writing and technology use for 

many of their students, so they were very enthusiastic about participating.  

Trust and mutual respect opened the door for our collaboration in the Waitomo Caves 

School. The elder of the hapū trusted my cousin and therefore accepted me and the exploratory 

and collaborative effort with trust. Again, I am very grateful to the community elder and my 

cousin for the kind welcome, confidence, and collaboration.  

For the end of the 2010 school year leading up to our exploration, beginning in April 

2011, the Waitomo Caves School examined aboriginal Australian storytelling and art with the 

students in preparation for our project. They were fortunate to have a traveling storyteller share 

their talents with the Waitomo Caves School during this time. The school year begins annually 

every February, which is late summer in Aotearoa New Zealand. When I arrived in Aotearoa 

NZ’s fall, the learning community was primed! 

Knowing people who knew me personally was very important to establishing trust among 

all collaborators. Academic research was once typically based upon, and directed by, a leading 

researcher’s choices and goals with Māori, or other indigenous peoples, and marginalized 

groups. Children are also members of a marginalized group who have most often been 

considered as unable to participate in a collaborative manner with educators and researchers. 

Working with the children as respected co-researchers established a group energy for the 

learning project that would not have been possible otherwise.    
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During the second year of the project, in January through May 2012, we continued in the 

Moultonborough Central School with sixth graders in three classrooms, and I visited about once 

a week. Dan, the first teacher to collaborate in the project, had moved on to teaching the sixth 

grade and his two co-teachers wanted their classrooms to experience the project too. Waitomo 

Caves School also continued the project, which allowed us all to bring the project full circle by 

providing time for the students in both locations to comment upon each other’s stories.  

Also in 2012, a teacher in the Piripiri School, who was also a parent of two of the 

students in Waitomo Caves and familiar with the project, invited me to bring digital stories into 

her classroom, with permission of her principal. The principal of the school approved the project 

as a component of the curriculum, so the teacher and I brought the project there too. It seemed as 

if doing so was the only ethical choice, and I am grateful to have had the privilege to learn from 

Bex and her students. Bex worked with me to experiment with a new storytelling software. She 

also told a story about learning to rappel into a cave which was very popular with the children. 

Geographically, Piripiri School is about 20km from the west coast of the North Island, 

which is bordered by the Tasman Sea. We did share some stories, and a few of the children at 

Piripiri School created digital landscape-lore using Voicethread, an online software for this 

purpose. 272 However, they are not included here because there was not time to request family 

permission beyond school permission.  

The children there also collaborated by viewing digital stories created by their peers in 

Waitomo Caves and Moultonborough and chatting about them. I volunteered my time and shared 

the strategies for telling stories with them. A few of the children created their own digital 

outdoor experience stories. Those stories were for the use of their classroom as we were not 

                                                 
272 “VoiceThread,” accessed October 15, 2022, https://voicethread.com/myvoice/browse/threadbox/117. 
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conducting collaborative research there. However, I do refer to Piripiri School to illustrate 

certain aspects of Māori culture, worldview, and ecocultural place.  

So, in all, three schools were involved at different scales: one school in a rural area of 

what is now called New Hampshire (NH), in N’dakinna “Dawnland,” the Aln8bak word for the 

landscape of the entire area of what is now eastern Vermont, NH, western Maine, very northern 

Massachusetts and the region directly north of these in what is now Quebec, Canada. The second 

school in rural Aotearoa NZ in the west/central area of what is now called the North Island in 

“King Country” very close to Moana, or what is now called the Tasman Sea. “Land of the Long 

White Cloud,” again, the meaning of Aotearoa, developed when Māori travelers, who first 

arrived in Aotearoa NZ in seven waka (seafaring “canoes, bringing seven ancestors and their 

whakapapa, or family) from a land they call Hawaiki (not Hawaii).  From an ocean perspective, 

when one is on a boat, a long white cloud hovers above the landscapes/waterscapes of Aotearoa, 

covering it.  

The third school, in Piripiri, which had a partial involvement in the project, yet was very 

much part of how we committed to Māori ethical research methods and learning together, was 

even closer to the Tasman Sea than the other school in Aotearoa NZ. The children and their 

teacher were all so giving and generous with their ideas and questions. 

 Over the two years of the learning experience, children of middle childhood, 

approximately ages 7or 8-11 or 12, were the primary co-researchers collaborating in our digital 

landscape-lore activities. However, when I was in Aotearoa NZ in 2011, the teacher working 

with the younger group, asked if I could teach a few children from the 5-7-year-old group (the 

juniors) in Waitomo Caves School, who required additional challenge. So they also participated 

in a variety of ways. The entire school had received the informational agreement (less formal 
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than individual permissions, which they felt were unnecessary, and an appropriate process within 

Māori culture). 

Waitomo Caves School is a much smaller, community-based school in contrast to 

Moultonborough Central School which generally had two to three classrooms per grade level. In 

Waitomo groups of children of all ages gather daily to share and support each other’s learning. 

The older children look out somewhat for the younger children, and there is truly a family 

atmosphere. On many Fridays, families and community members are welcomed to the school for 

a presentation of the week’s learning by the children. 

Two-thirds of the students in these Aotearoa NZ primary schools at the time of our 

collaboration were Māori, or “tangata whenua” (people of the land). Most of the children were 

descendants of the ancestral first peoples in their landscapes. These schools continue to serve a 

majority of tangata whenua today. The children in Waitomo Caves (and Piripiri) know these 

familial landscapes well, as indicated in the landscape-lore about the Glowworm Cave in 

Waitomo, coming up in Chapter 1 (it you want to look ahead!). The rest of the students are 

“Pākehā.” Both terms, “Māori,” and “Pākehā,” are used informally and frequently in daily 

contexts throughout Aotearoa NZ.  

All students in the Aotearoa NZ schools speak British English, as New Zealand was 

colonized by the British Crown, which was the eventually first “official” language as determined 

by the Pākehā government of Aotearoa New Zealand, as claimed by “the Crown.” This occurred 

as Pākehā settlers began to outnumber Māori and became the majority population. However, te 

reo words are sprinkled through most conversations because they refer to what were originally 

Māori landscapes, culture, and actions. 
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Although colonized by Great Britain, settlers arrived from many different locations. 

Many people from Scotland also emigrated to Aotearoa NZ and I worked directly with one child 

of Scottish heritage. Scottish heritage was obvious to me throughout Aotearoa New Zealand as I 

met folks descended from Scottish settlers and studied the research of others.273 Has always been 

informally bicultural274 because since colonization, Māori have continued to live in all regions of 

Aotearoa NZ, a small island nation.  

Aotearoa New Zealand became more formally and legally bicultural again throughout the 

“Māori Rennaissance” of the 1970s and 1980s275 when a Māori uprising demanded that the 

Treaty of Waitangi be upheld. Both Te Reo Māori and English became the official bicultural 

languages in 1987.276 In the schools where I participated, a very few of the students’ 

grandparents could speak fluent Te Reo. All students and educators, Māori and Pākehā, 

interjected Te Reo words into most of their conversations. The proportion of Māori and Pākehā 

student populations have remained the same in Waitomo Caves and Piripiri since our 

collaboration, last including the year, 2021. 

The children collaborating in our project all spoke some Te Reo because of its prevalence 

in Aotearoa NZ and/or their experience as Māori. It is very difficult to find teachers to teach Te 

Reo Māori in the schools, because there are very few Te Reo Māori educators, particularly those 

who speak fluently. The Ministry of Education expects each school to have a teacher who can 

teach the Māori language. As I was leaving Waitomo Caves School in 2012, Helen, who taught 

the “Juniors,” ages 5 until 8 years of age, was planning to begin teaching Te Reo to all the 

                                                 
273 Macfarlane et al., “Wetekia Kia Rere”; Tara G McAllister et al., “Kua Takoto Te Mānuka: Mātauranga Māori in New Zealand 

Ecology,” New Zealand Journal of Ecology 43, no. 3 (2019): 7; Bridie McGreavy and David Hart, “Sustainability Science and Climate Change 
Communication,” Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Climate Science, May 24, 2017, https://doi.org/10.1093/acrefore/9780190228620.013.563. 

274 Georgina Marjorie Stewart, “Rebooting Biculturalism in Education in Aotearoa-New Zealand,” Teachers’ Work 15, no. 1 (August 
9, 2018): 20–23, https://doi.org/10.24135/teacherswork.v15i1.242. 

275 Janine Hayward, “Story: Biculturalism,” Educational, Te Ara: The Encyclopedia of New Zealand, June 20, 2012, 
https://teara.govt.nz/en/biculturalism. 
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children, because they could not find a Te Reo educator. Helen was of Pākehā descent and had a 

great deal of care and concern for the success of all the children, and the cultural sustainability of 

Māori students.  

Everyone at Waitomo Caves School continue to want their students to be able to move 

into secondary education and adulthood, and tertiary education if they so desire with a solid 

educational background. Waitomo Caves School is a very small rural school, and the entire 

community in Waitomo Caves pitch in to do their best by all tamariki (and in this instance I 

mean all the students, regardless of their heritage).  
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After the Treaty of Waitangi was signed in 1840 by the Crown and Māori elders, who 

were misled as to its intentions, the Crown attempted to create a monocultural country, giving 

preferential treatment to Pākehā, and working to assimilate the tangata whenua into Pākehā 

culture.  The Pākehā schools, which tended to be Catholic schools, worked to bring children into 

a Eurocentric worldview by preventing them from speaking their native language and dialects, 

and from participating in hapū traditions. Māori place names were changed to new English 

names. Similar strategies were applied by colonial rule in many landscapes around the world. 

Fewer western Aln8bak descendants remain throughout N’dakinna, or regionally, in NH, 

than the Māori descendants currently living in Aotearoa NZ. No students identified as Aln8bak 

in the school in Moultonborough, which is one of the communities bordering the largest lake in 

NH, Lake Winnipesaukee. The western Aln8bak language is critically endangered, as listed in 

the UNESCO World Atlas of Languages.277 

Originally spelled and called “Winnipeseog,” or “Winepisaukee” by first colonists and 

then the Aln8bak chief and scholar Henry Lorne Masta, 278 colonists spelled the word in many 

ways.279 The NH Indian Collective280 use “Wiwinebesaki” as the Aln8bak spelling. During the 

colonial era, most of the Western Aln8bak peoples in N’dakinna from the regions that are now 

colonized and known as western Maine, all of NH, and eastern Vermont, northern Massachusetts 

as well as regions in what are now known as southern Quebec, and over to Nova Scotia and New 

Brunswick, Canada, were repeatedly decimated by disease, wars, ethnocide, and genocide.281  

                                                 
277 UNESCO, “UNESCO World Atlas of Languages (WAL).” 
278 Henry Lorne Masta, Aln8bak Indian Legends, Grammar and Place-Names, 2nd ed. (United States: Global Language Press, 2008), 
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In what is now NH, in N’dakinna, a few groups, including the Cowasuck band, now 

recognized by the state of Vermont, were able to defend themselves from regions in their 

homelands.282 Some peoples of other Western Aln8bak tribes hid in and fought from the deeply 

forested and mountainous foothill areas of what are now called the White Mountains and other 

locations. The terrain made it more difficult for colonizing forces to find them and to fight them. 

The Cowasuck band remained in areas in the northern Connecticut River valley while many of 

the Pennacook, originally inhabiting the region of Concord, NH and other areas along the 

Merrimack River valley, moved east. 283 

Relying upon “kinship and traditional cultural relations,” most of the Pennacook, as 

described by David Stewart-Smith,284 shifted toward eastern Aln8bak homelands to the Saco and 

Androscoggin Rivers, where they grouped themselves with other bands, eventually identifying as 

the Pigwacket peoples of the Wabanaki. This is confirmed by Jean L. Manore285 who explained 

that those smaller bands of remaining people who had fled eastern Vermont, central and northern 

New Hampshire, and western Maine after the last war as described above, became joined as a 

remaining tribal people, grouping themselves as Wabanaki.286  

Many others who originally inhabited lands/waters south of Quebec, relocated there to 

what is now Canada. Four-hundred years ago, the mission at St. Francis, called Odanak, was 

established by the Catholic church. Many Western Aln8bak survived by relocating to and 

participating in the community. Today there are three thousand Western Aln8bak on the Odanak 
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rolls, some of them living in NH, Vermont, and Maine. They are known to be Aln8bak because 

their ancestry has been recorded in the written rolls there. They are recognized as a First People 

by the Canadian government.  

The peoples of Odanak question the genealogical ancestry of those who claim Aln8bak 

identity south of the Canadian border, who do not have an entire written record of genealogical 

lineage. Those Western Aln8bak who have been recognized by the state of Vermont287 are 

particularly under question by the peoples of Odanak.  Those peoples who did not go to Odanak 

were not recorded as Aln8bak of course, in the lands colonized as New England. Those who 

stayed behind explain that they know their heritage through familial and relational oral tradition. 

At least two of them have Algonquin ancestry. The Western Aln8bak in New England often kept 

their Aln8bak ancestry private, due to assimilationist policies. Western Aln8bak are not 

recognized federally by the United States. Eastern Aln8bak of the Penobscot band in coastal 

Maine have different ancestry than the Western Aln8bak. The Penobscot are recognized 

federally by the United States. I include this contemporary dispute among peoples as another 

example of how ecocultural lands and waters undergo transformation.  

  

                                                 
287 https://www.nhpr.org/people/julia-furukawa, “Review of Genealogies, Other Records Fails to Support Local Leaders’ Claims of 

Abenaki Ancestry,” New Hampshire Public Radio, May 22, 2023, https://www.nhpr.org/nh-news/2023-05-22/review-of-genealogies-other-
records-fails-to-support-local-leaders-claims-of-abenaki-ancestry. 
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Relational Processes in our Landscape-Lore Project 

Processes in any research endeavor must be supported and elucidated. This is a relational 

concept, and with respect for readers, I am explaining these in two ways. One form in in a linear 

list, and the second form is intertwined within the text that follows in the next chapter. Critical 

Indigenous Methodologies support a storywork format, which I prefer, because it provides a 

qualitative way of contextualizing the meaning. I think this provides more necessary information 

than a linear list. I think this because this is the way I learn and communicate as well. I have this 

in common with indigenous thought. Readers may also think in linear ways, and their learning 

styles should also be respected. This is an ethical choice. 

1. Critical Indigenous Methodologies (CIMs) are relational and intertwined with 
landscapes/waterscapes of inhabitance over deep time. They incorporate worldviews, 
cosmologies, and research processes emerging from within the ecocultural needs and wishes 
of the peoples they serve. Worldviews are described in the Preface. CIMs are described in the 
Introduction and throughout the dissertation. I attend to all this throughout the entire research 
process. 
 

2. The selection of schools and locations emerged in a CIM process of emergence, two-eyed 
seeing, and braided river approach to CIM research, incorporating rhizomatic research 
concepts, which emphasize emergence and unpredictability.  

 

A. I describe how the collaborating students and schools were selected in an 
emergent and unpredictable process of learning within ecocultural place. This is 
related to an explanation of Yupik learning process and Western process of 
experimentation working together. This represents a two-eyed seeing approach. I 
include Yupiaq scholar Angayuqaq Oscar Kawagley’s description of this in this 
dissertation. Simply put, it is a process in which there is a bit of trying this and 
trying that. It is emergent because one never knows what will emerge. Learning is 
unpredictable, and we can count on that. Therefore, what is unpredictable is 
predictable! Experimentation is a way of learning, so often has unpredictable 
outcomes. 

B. Two-eyed seeing and braided river approaches and two-hulled waka are CIMs 
and are similar concepts. In these methodologies, two distinct worldviews, 
Indigenous and Western, respectfully join to work on a research problem. 
Researchers rely upon an approach incorporating values, ethics, and a non-
dominating stance. They select best methods from their independent yet combined 
worldviews. Agency and self-determination are primary. 

C. Rhizomatic Research is described by Adams, a teacher educator as follows: 
“Unlike a tree growing upwards and outwards in a consistent, reproductive way, 
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a rhizome is ‘a messy, de-centered network that grows horizontally in all 
directions’  

a. Rhizomes are in keeping with CIMs. The idea of rhizomes (literally a 
pattern of growth for some plants) are used as a metaphor here, which is 
very much a way of making meaning in Indigenous worldviews, 
cosmologies, and pedagogies. Rhizomes are more-than-human, and in this 
way have a life-force of their own and this is a value within Indigenous 
cosmologies. 

 
3. Ethics: Trust, ethic of care, putting the welfare of the co-researching students and educators 

first, authentic representation of processes. Authentic representation means not holding 
anything back and includes stating any factors that may be considered a conflict. For example, 
I explained that my cousin is a trusted auntie in the Waitomo Caves community, and that she 
is also a school trustee who thought our project would benefit their school’s students. I tried to 
maintain a neutral stance with her in relation to our study.  

a.  My cousin was my contact within the ecocultural context of our study and did help 
me understand whakapapa and other Māori worldview principles and values, which I 
then would go research. Her input regarding the school board’s hopes was very much 
in keeping with Māori values and worldview and she represented the board. She also 
represented the local hapū and elder’s communications. As a point of information, I 
include here that her family are treated as kin in the local hapū. When her teenage 
daughter was in a car accident and died, the local hapū invited Martha and John to 
hold a tangihanga288 for her in the local marae. Their daughter is also buried with 
other members of the hapū. All who have passed through are part of the whakapapa.   

 
4. What many in Western research might call analysis/synthesis or process of interpretation: 

Relational Respect is the primary ethical value, along with trust and care. In Indigenous 
methodology, the work is not primarily interpretation of landscape-lore in this collaborative 
project. It is really making meaning in a holistic and cyclical process of attending. Attending 
to ecocultural landscapes/waterscapes, peoples and their worldviews, relational pattern-
awareness through immersion in the ecocultural digital landscape-lore, spiral discourse 
“chats,” reflection, and gathering, which some might call synthesis. It is very similar to the 
literacy process we all use when making meaning with any multimodal text.  

a. Making meaning is loosely based upon this literacy metacognitive process of relating 
the familiar, the unfamiliar, and the meaning that comes from within and from outside 
oneself. I cannot describe the process as one that is completely known to me. In this 
way it is an indigenous spiritual process. When I tell stories, I often feel that the 
meaning of the story comes through me. I have a similar feeling about what has 
happened during this research. Making meaning is a relational process and is always 
becoming known. Knowledge is not something I can hold. Knowing is something that 
is always in process, as is meaning making. 

b. I worked to sustain a respectful relationality as if I was a character or beyond-human 
entity in each story.  

c. Meaning occurs through relating my “landscape-lore walking”289 and metacognitive 
thinking (intentionally focusing upon my thoughts in relation with the landscape-lore) 

                                                 
288 Erin Adams, “Being before: Three Deleuzian Becomings in Teacher Education,” Professional Development in Education 47, no. 

2–3 (May 27, 2021): 392–405, https://doi.org/10.1080/19415257.2021.1891954.  
289 A. Jonathan Eakle, “Literacy Spaces of a Christian Faith-Based School,” Reading Research Quarterly 42, no. 4 (October 12, 

2007): 483, https://doi.org/10.1598/RRQ.42.4.3; Kathryn J. Strom and Adrian D. Martin, “Rhizomatic Inquiry,” in Becoming-Teacher, 
IMAGINATION AND PRAXIS: CRITICALITY AND CREATIVITY IN EDUCATION AND EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 12 (Rotterdam, 
Netherlands: Sense Publishers, 2017), 36, https://link-springer-com.antioch.idm.oclc.org/chapter/10.1007/978-94-6300-872-3_3#Abs3. 
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into reflective “comprehension” and beginning understandings. This is only my own 
interpretation. It is based upon past experiences and the way I perceive the world. 

 
Landscape-lore walking is based upon Eakle’s “data-walking”290 process in which we 

explore all our information as if I am walking through a new habitat with an open sense of 

awareness, paying attention to sights and sounds without any expectations. In qualitative 

research it is a way of making meaning without any codes in mind.291 It is making sense of the 

landscape-lore, combined with related chats, blog posts, general observations, and more.  

  

                                                 
290 Eakle, “Literacy Spaces of a Christian Faith-Based School.” 
291 Strom and Martin, “Rhizomatic Inquiry,” 36; Eakle, “Literacy Spaces of a Christian Faith-Based School,” 483. 
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CHAPTER 1: Voicing Landscape Lore in Ecocultural Place 
 

The personality of a place is an expression of what it has to teach, and also of 
how it teaches. To understand a place’s personality is to understand its story and 
the lessons it has to teach.292 

 

Living in Relation in Contexts of Colonized Landscapes 

This chapter directly links how we make meaning to the ecocultural background 

understandings educators need to best support their students in a landscape-lore project such as 

ours. I have learned in the process of research that centering ecocultural land-/waterscapes/place 

is of primary importance. Some of the research processes in keeping with CIMs that are 

undertaken in this project are described in this chapter. Education programs often introduce 

student teachers to multicultural education to prepare them for working in a classroom. I realize 

now that the way we teach multicultural education as a topic is often superficial. Multicultural 

education courses infrequently address distinct worldview perspectives and the meanings 

inherent in the diverse land-/waterscapes of our students.  

I share background knowledge here about the ecocultural places where the collaborating 

children who are participating in our exploratory landscape-lore learning project live. I know 

readers are enthusiastic about interacting with students’ landscape-lore, and in this chapter, I 

include two that were created by students ages 11 and 12 years old at the time. I include more of 

the co-researching children’s landscape-lore throughout upcoming chapters of the dissertation. 

Following are descriptions centering the land-/waterscapes of our place-conscious landscape-

lore. 

                                                 
292 Soren C. Larsen and Jay T. Johnson, “The Agency of Place: Toward a Beyond-the-human Geographical Self,” GeoHumanities 2, 

no. 1 (January 2, 2016): 158, https://doi.org/10.1080/2373566X.2016.1157003.  
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Our lives are intertwined within what I am going to call “the whole of what is.” This idea 

is sometimes called a worldview, and at other times a “cosmology,” of which spiritual belief is a 

part.  The tendencies of indigenous worldviews is one of empathic relation and determined and 

responsible stewardship for and with(in) ancestral lands/waters.  Rau and Ritichie293 define 

Māori cosmology, emphasizing its relationality: 

…deriving our cosmological beliefs recorded in ancient mo ̄teatea (traditional 
Ma  ̄ori song poetry) describing us as ‘‘direct descendants of the heavens’’ 
(Mead, 2003, p. 210). Ma ̄ori reality embodies ng ̄ a Atua as critical to a Ma  ̄ori 
holistic worldview that interconnects the spiritual, the human element, and the 
environment in ways that articulate the intimate relationships existing among 
tangata (people), the environment, hap  ̄ u, iwi, and wairua (spiritual 
interconnectedness). 
 

The terrain and waterscapes of Aotearoa NZ landscape-lore have very different relational 

bio-geophysical, historical, and significant ecocultural values for Māori than lands and waters do 

in a typical Euro/Western worldview. A settler-colonial perspective is one in which separation 

and ownership are assumed. Māori are in relation with(in) lands/waters they inhabit(ed) and 

these are not only Māori values. They are indigenous values, inherent within the ancestral 

landscapes/waterscapes in which they emerged.  

Indigenous worldview/cosmologies incorporate vital values, buoying reciprocity, and 

interdependence among all relations.  The vital values of interdependence and reciprocity are 

compatible with the understanding that humans are one tiny aspect with(in) the natural world. 

This fact is interwoven within our life experiences and experiential landscape-lore, even if we 

perceive ourselves as superior to nature. Those of us who understand ecological relationships 

realize that Indigenous worldview perceptions are quite accurate.  

                                                 
293 Cheryl Rau and Jenny Ritchie, “Ahakoa He Iti: Early Childhood Pedagogies Affirming of Māori Children’s Rights to Their 

Culture,” Early Education & Development 22, no. 5 (September 2011): 803, https://doi.org/10.1080/10409289.2011.596459. 
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If one needs convincing that we, as human beings live in interdependence with(in) the 

natural world, all one needs to do is observe the influence of the natural world with(in) our lives. 

The vegetables and fruits in gardens, the high winds of hurricanes and tornadoes, the heat waves, 

and droughts that diminish gardens’ productivity, all directly influence the quality of life for all 

beings.  

As referred to In the cosmology of the indigenous Salish peoples in the Pacific 

Northwest, “the more than human beings, within the cosmology of a sacred territory,” 294  and 

the educators, the students, and their families, of the local and the global are all co-researchers in 

our learning project.  

Our stories, our landscape-lore, our work, emerge from within land-/waterscapes 

significant to us. Land-/waterscapes are central and speak before we do. Our landscape-lore and 

our voices are secondary. Our voices act as intermediaries speaking for and within the 

landscapes significant to us.  Our landscape-lore fosters our capacities for being open to 

respecting and appreciating landscapes and all within them. Being able to communicate with 

animals, plants, rocks, and waters etc. required using our senses to cultivate our human powers 

of observation within local landscapes. Listening for calls, looking for visual cues, touching, 

catching the scents of fresh or briny water, and tasting it bring us into relation within our natural 

surroundings. 

Our digital landscape lore incorporates many meanings that join streams of local and 

global understandings. These streams of understanding are collectively swirling into eddies, 

eventually flowing together into one common pool. This in no way implies that all who interact 

                                                 
294 Michael Marker, “There Is No Place of Nature; There Is Only the Nature of Place: Animate Landscapes as Methodology for 

Inquiry in the Coast Salish Territory,” International Journal of Qualitative Studies in Education 31, no. 6 (July 3, 2018): 218, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/09518398.2018.1430391.  
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with these stories and each other will create the same meaning from these interrelated streams, or 

that they will generate the meaning they make in the same way. There are multicultural and 

possibly intercultural variables, and diverse worldview backgrounds of personal experience that 

influence meaning-making.  

The ways we perceive and connect what is new to the familiar will always be distinct. 

Meaning making may be more similar among those sharing ecocultural landscapes and 

waterscapes and perhaps other qualities of life. Worldview perspectives and childhoods lived in 

places that are unique to our experience create myriad possibilities that influence how any of us 

interacts within land-waterscapes, landscape-lore, and how we create meaning from it. 

As a learner, an educator, and a researcher in the context of our project, I know that 

demonstrating sincere respect and ethical values are of primary importance to me. One way of 

doing this is by educating myself about the backgrounds of our co-researching students. These 

backgrounds include the ecocultural places they inhabit. Learning about the backgrounds of the 

students in our classrooms has been emphasized as vital for all educators. Traditionally the 

emphasis has been, and often still is, upon learning only about the cultural and socio-economic 

backgrounds of students.  The ecological places they have inhabited or do inhabit seldom come 

to our attention in a deep way.  

We might find out about where they are from, but we have not typically learned that 

cultures and ecological places and communities, in which cultures are nested, are deeply 

entangled. The holistic nesting and interdependent interrelationships within ecocultural places 

may create concepts in keeping within an indigenous worldview, and ecological studies, where 

habitats, culture and human society mingle.  
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I believe that when educators and researchers are aware of the situated ecocultural 

contexts of their students’ lives, they will be more likely to create healthy relationships with 

them. These choices are more likely to engage and motivate their students in learning.295 

Exploring a place-conscious digital storytelling curriculum together requires that all teachers 

have at least an adequate background knowledge of the ecocultural places involved.  

 

Relational Significances of Ecocultural Place in our Digital Landscape-Lore Project 

By selecting certain photos for our digital landscape-lore, and by choosing to tell our 

unique landscape-lore, we may have conveyed something about places’ significance for us.  Our 

diverse and local wild natural places may be more consequential for us since we connected 

with(in) them through our landscape-lore. Our stories of these places may indicate their valuable 

meaning in our lives. They may have become more significant for us through our expression and 

performance of them as digital landscape-lore. They may be even more meaningful for us 

because we shared them with listeners and audiences talked about them with the folks who 

received them. Our purposes, intentions and actions were personal as demonstrated through our 

story choices and our experiential voices. Our purposes, intentions and actions became collective 

as we shared our stories, interacting in and across our groups.  

Some of us participated as audiences, interested community members and families, 

and/or community guides in relation with co-researching students. We created these landscape-

lore digital stories to be shared both locally and globally in our mutual exploration. For this 

document, I share some co-researchers’ stories through transcription and select a few of their 

representative landscape-lore photos. I make observations about some of the ideas that came to 

                                                 
295 Linda Darling-Hammond et al., “Implications for Educational Practice of the Science of Learning and Development,” Applied 

Developmental Science 24, no. 2 (April 2, 2020): 122–23, https://doi.org/10.1080/10888691.2018.1537791. 
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me in relation with those stories. They are only my own observations, interpretations, and 

suggestions in relation to meaning making. Other folks with different relational life experiences 

will come away from this document with their own unique interpretations. This is how learning 

evolves socially. 

On the next page, I include the landscape-lore process model so that readers can interact 

with the cycle of recurring steps we took as we created our stories and digital stories. 
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Landscape-Lore Storytelling Process Model 

Landscape and Habitat Storytelling:  Telling, Creating, Writing, and “Going Digital!” 

 

Figure 9: Landscape-lore storytelling process model example  

Listen to Modeled Landscape Tales and 
Myths.

Discussion of Mental Imagery

Story Concept Map, List, Storyboard, or 
Outline

Practice telling story (start with 
Beginnings and Endings)  Modeling by 
teachers is helpful to students.

Ask landscape story questions of partners 
to generate students' own story ideas.  
Take notes for partner.

Tell  your own landscape story to 
partner.  Retell, Listen and Respond. 
Coach with Care and Encouragement!

Story Concept Map, List, Storyboard, or 
Outline of student landscape story.

Write Story and continue to practice telling 
it.  What does it need to make it come alive 
for listeners?

Create digital story.  Some students may 
rewrite story after this process.

Students will go back and forth between 
these steps as works best for them as 
distinct learners.  Some may rework their 
storyboards
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Landscape-Lore Chapters! 

In this Chapter 1, as described, two 11-12 yr. old co-researching children tell their 

landscape-lore. They are whole, in their contextual entirety, in keeping with respectful and 

relational processes of reciprocity, general tenets of Mātauranga Māori as well as most 

indigenous knowledge systems. I have included photos that are similar to the photos the students 

used in their digital landscape-lore, which could not be included due to copyright restrictions. In 

Chapter 2, I describe the gifts I brought with me, and the tale I told as a model for the students to 

give them an idea of how they might go at telling their landscape-lore. I also participated in a 

community discussion about the story and its significance as a probable record of entities of 

place.  In Chapter 3, many collaborative learners’ landscape-lore are included. I listened to and 

transcribed the tales of the children’s digital landscape-lore thematically and explain this in more 

detail in that chapter’s opening sections. In Chapter 4, two of the children from our collaborative 

project, one from NH, and one from Aotearoa NZ, describe how they each feel about the places 

in which they have spent their childhoods, and now their teenage years, and for one of them, 

young adulthood. In Chapter 5, three to five of the children in Aotearoa NZ who participated in 

the “Junior class” (ages 5 – 8) share their fantasy landscape lore regarding the origin of red and 

white polka-dotted mushrooms, as requested by their teacher.  

 

 He Kōrero Tuatahi: A First Story 

Mātauranga Māori concepts of time and place will be introduced following the first story 

from Aotearoa NZ. The second story will appear after that introduction, which will also explain 

how our collaborating classrooms agreed to participate in our exploratory and collaborative 

landscape-lore digital storytelling project. 
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The following landscape-lore stories express the significance of ecocultural knowledge. 

They depict its continuous transformation in relation to colonized landscapes. The first 

landscape-lore shared here is a 170hroug, pūrākau, or pakiwaitara, all words meaning “story” in 

te reo. This landscape-lore was created by two “senior” primary students in Waitomo. They were 

about 12 years old at the time. Ecocultural identities are important, and all unique cultural 

worldview philosophies deserve recognition and respect.   

These children selected images that are copyright protected, so they are not publishable.  

This also occurred in some of the landscape-lore in Moultonborough. We will discuss this further 

in the chapter following the Out and About section in Chapter 3. I had not considered the 

possibility that the children might look for photos through the internet, nor had their classroom 

teachers. I had anticipated that the children would use their own photos because that is what we 

spoke about as we discussed “finding their own” photos. I never said, “Do not use photos you 

find on the internet.” This was a great lesson for me because it reminded me to think about how 

the children might interpret a process so that I frame it from their experiential perspective. They 

relate what facilitators say directly to their common experience and this determines the choices 

they make! As Oscar Kawagle296y taught us, let the learners’ experiment, and try things. If the 

processes and outcomes are unexpected and unpredictable, this is how we learn. We’ll do it 

differently next time. This is a learner-centered principle of the Yupiaq people. I think this is 

such a healthy learning experience because we do not focus on “mistakes” and deficit thinking. 

We emphasize the “process of learning” and this is also directly related to how we learn to live 

and gather wisdom as we come to understand patterns of relationship in our lives.. 

                                                 
296 Kawagley, “The Indigenous Worldview of Yupiaq Culture: Its Scientific Nature and Relevance to the Practice and Teaching of 

Science.” 
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I have included a photo from Creative Commons to replace a photo used by the students 

in their story. Creative Commons provides for non-commercial, educational use. Enjoy these 

students’ landscape-lore stories! 

By Shaun Jeffers 
[2ilOrg](https://www.flickr.com/photos/78134895@N03/12851496045)– 

[license](https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/) 
 

LANDSCAPE-LORE: Waitomo Glowworm Cave 

Aotearoa NZ Students: Back in 1887, two men were the first to explore the Waitomo 
Glowworm Caverns. They entered through the Glowworm Grotto. These two men were 
Taane Tinorau, the local Māori chief, and English surveyor, Fred Mace.  
 
Entering the cave would be a hard thing to do, so they decided to go in on a raft. As they 
entered the cave, they were mesmerized by what they were seeing. They saw thousands of 
glowworms lighting up the ceiling of the cave and so they named this “The Glowworm 
Grotto.” They floated through and then they pushed the raft up against a bank. Taane 
and Fred then decided to explore the upper levels of the cavern.  
 
A couple of months later, Taane Tinorau, Fred Mace, and Huti Whariki, Taane’s wife, 
started taking guided tours through the caves. Business was booming, and that’s when 
the Crown took it off them. Many years later, the cave was returned to the descendants of 
Taane Tinorau and Huti Whariki.  
    
 ~By two descendants of Taane Tinorau and Huti Whariki.  

Figure 10: Glowworms in Glowworm Cave, Waitomo, New Zealand 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
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In the following section, I describe my perspective and knowing regarding the holistic 

complexities of meaning contained within the students’ landscape-lore, Waitomo Glowworm 

Caves. It is important, respectful and necessary to provide this description because all the stories 

held within these landscapes are those of the kind, generous hapu who welcomed me with 

genuine trust, knowing that I would fully take on my responsibility as a member of our whanau. 

The landscape-lore above is an example of a creative retelling of a very well-known 

pūrākau often referred to in Waitomo Caves, Aotearoa New Zealand. It is an event that occurred 

about 130 years ago. As a story, it is significant to the holistic relationship among the tangata 

whenua, (“people belonging within the land” in Te Reo) and the ecological whenua (meaning 

“land”) of Waitomo Caves. Tourism is vitally important to the financial well-being of tangata 

whenua, who care for the territory they inhabit.297 Business is still “booming.” When visitors 

take the Glowworm Grotto boat tour, which leaves its starting point several times a day, this 

pūrākau is told as part of the tour.  

This pūrākau is also displayed publicly next to the photos of Taane Tinorau and Huti 

Whariki in the Waitomo Discovery Centre. These photos are also found in the local marae, 

which is the ancestral gathering place/spiritual/community center of many people of local Māori 

descent. Many of their ancestors are buried there on a steep and grassy hillside behind the marae. 

Ancestors’ photographs are honored on walls within te marae. The local tangata whenua permit 

the display of these photographs of Taane Tinorau and Huti Whariki in the Discovery Centre 

which is the small educational museum about the ecocultural history of the area. The museum is 

very popular with both the local school and visitors. Portraying the geological, ecological, and 

                                                 
297 Mei TE WERAWERA TE REOKAHA COOPER, “Investment in Authentic Sustainable Cultural Tourism: Planning for the Future 

Benefit of Waikato-Tainui along the Waikato River, Case Studies at Tūrangawaewae and Te Awamārahi Marae” (PhD, Hamilton, Aotearoa New 
Zealand, University of Waikato, 2018), https://researchcommons.waikato.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10289/11694/thesis.pdf?sequence=4. 
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cultural entanglements within the local whenua, it is right next door to the school, and children 

from the school visit it as a component of their curriculum. This small museum is also found 

around the corner from both the Discovery Centre.  

There is another way that children of Māori descent in Waitomo Caves learn this story, 

beyond these two local, obvious educational opportunities. They also typically learn this story at 

a younger age from their families and in their local marae because this story relates directly to 

their whakapapa (ancestry). It is culturally, historically, and economically significant to their 

hapū as well as being politically vital and decolonizing.  

This pūrākau, retold by these two student authors describes some of the struggles and 

accomplishments of their ancestors. It also directly addresses the loss of their hapū’s territory to 

the Crown, despite the written and signed Treaty of Waitangi of 1840, in which it was agreed 

that ancestral lands would remain with their caring hapū and iwi.  Te Ara, the Encyclopedia of 

New Zealand298 states that “Governments breached the Treaty of Waitangi almost from the time 

it was signed in 1840.” Land was taken from Māori by confiscation or bought by the Crown 

through inequitably low purchase prices.299  

Traditionally, the placenta (whenua) of every member of the hapū is buried within the 

whenua (land) at the time of their birth. The hapū is reciprocally tied within the lands and waters 

they inhabit and all that exists, including lands and waters, are considered as kin. The 

interdependent relations within those lands and waters is understood as a responsibility requiring 

guardianship, or kaitiakitanga. The burying of the whenua represents this genuine interdependent 

and relational belonging of people within ancestral place. The hapū is responsible for the health 

                                                 
298 New Zealand Ministry for Culture and Heritage Te Manatu Taonga, “Ngā Whakataunga Tiriti – Treaty of Waitangi Settlement 

Process – Te Ara Encyclopedia of New Zealand,” Web page, accessed October 18, 2019, https://teara.govt.nz/en/nga-whakataunga-tiriti-treaty-
of-waitangi-settlement-process. 

299 Taonga, “Ngā Whakataunga Tiriti – Treaty of Waitangi Settlement Process – Te Ara Encyclopedia of New Zealand.” 
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and welfare of its ancestral whenua (landscape) and recognizes that the whenua (land) cares for 

them in return. Mānuka Hēnare300 of the University of Auckland describes the words of his 

ancestor, Sir James Henare, a respected tribal elder of Northland hapū, military officer, and 

member of Parliament. Sir James Henare explains: 

The Māori word ‘whenua’—land, is the term used for both the land and the 
placenta or afterbirth, therefore, the land for Māori people has the same deep 
significance as the placenta, which surrounds the embryo. Giving it warmth and 
security, a mauri, a life force that relates to and interacts with Mother Earth’s 
forces. 
 

The Crown (meaning the UK) and Māori participated in a process of reparations, known 

as The Waitangi Tribunal. 301 The Waitangi Tribunal heard claims regarding losses for iwi and 

hapū, resulting from the broken treaty, beginning in 1975. However, only claims challenging 

current governmental action could be brought. This changed in 1985, when the tribunal began 

hearing claims back to 1840.302 The tribunal have conducted remediation inquiries on these 

“historical claims,” have created recommendations and reports and have assisted Māori 

claimants in settlement negotiations with Te Arawhiti: the Office for Māori Crown Relations.303  

The Waitangi Tribunal is still on-going in many ways to this day. In Waitomo Caves, the 

historical Crown-held lands were returned to the local hapū in 2008304.  

These two children who authored “Waitomo Glowworm Cave,” knew about the loss of 

the whenua of their hapū at the will of the Crown. They also knew about how their local hapū 

successfully brought their case of land loss before the Waitangi Tribunal, and how some of their 

                                                 
300 Manuka Henare, “Henare, M. (2001).Tapu, Mauri, Hau, Wairua: A Maori Philosophy of Vitalism and Cosmos. Indigenous 

Traditions and Ecology: The Interbeing of Cosmology and Community,” June (2001): 206, 
https://www.academia.edu/download/32588902/Manuka_Henare_Maori_Philosophy_Vitalism_Harvard_2001.pdf. 

301 “Past, Present & Future of the Waitangi Tribunal | Waitangi Tribunal,” accessed October 20, 2019, 
https://waitangitribunal.govt.nz/about-waitangi-tribunal/past-present-future-of-waitangi-tribunal/. 

302 “Past, Present & Future of the Waitangi Tribunal | Waitangi Tribunal.” 
303 “After the Hearing | Waitangi Tribunal,” accessed April 30, 2023, https://waitangitribunal.govt.nz/claims-process/after-hearing/. 
304 Waitangi Tribunal, “Historical Claims | Waitangi Tribunal,” Legal, 2023, https://waitangitribunal.govt.nz/inquiries/historical-

claims/. 
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ancestral landscapes were returned to the hapū in 1989 with stipulations.305  These students knew 

their ancestral story well, as te tuhanga (the descendants) of Taane Tinorau and Huti Whariki, 

who are included in their digital story. They also seemed very aware of the injustice of their 

hapū’s losses and understood the significance of the return of their ancestral territories to their 

hapū well enough to mention it, and their relationship to their ancestors.  

I find this digital story is valuable on many levels, including its relationship to place and 

literacy as events. These children are members of the same whakapapa (lineage) and have close 

whānau (family) ties. They were also extremely familiar with the story as learners and 

community members because it is incorporated into interdisciplinary school curriculum as local 

knowledge, national history, and science. A strong sense of kaitiakitanga is emphasized among 

active members of the hapū, and these children both have family who volunteer for the hapū’s 

trust, and elders who speak fluent Te Reo and hold generational memory of Te whenua and wai 

(waters) over deep time. 

One of these children was not excited about telling a tale and creating a digital story. Her 

teacher told her it was school-work, and she was expected to try. When the other story creator, 

who is a relative and friend, offered to work with her, she agreed she would participate. 

It would not have been appropriate for me, as the initial facilitator of the project, to tell 

the student she must tell a story. Ethically, this collaborative research project follows principles 

of critical research, among them her right of choice as a co-researcher.  However, the community 

and educators had integrated this project into their school curriculum, and student participation in 

school projects was expected by elders and teachers.  

                                                 
305 New Zealand Ministry for Culture and Heritage Te Manatu Taonga, “3. – Ngā Whakataunga Tiriti – Treaty of Waitangi Settlement 

Process – Te Ara Encyclopedia of New Zealand,” Web page, accessed October 18, 2019, https://teara.govt.nz/en/nga-whakataunga-tiriti-treaty-
of-waitangi-settlement-process/page-3. 
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The elder who had permitted the research project, and the teachers who supported it at the 

school, expected students to undertake the storytelling as an element of their writing and 

technology experiences in school. This was also understood by parents. The teacher’s choice also 

required respect, and I thought the teacher handled this situation very well by trying to find a 

way to encourage the student’s participation. Again, this is a great example of how a 

collaborative critical project may be unpredictable, and how ethical conflicts might arise among 

roles, even within a collaborative effort.  

These students decided together to create a digital story about their hapū knowledge. It 

seems to me that this decision shows interest in adapting this significant pūrākau for this project. 

I cannot assume why these children selected this story. Perhaps the story is meaningful to them, 

as descendants of Taane Tinourou and Huti Whariki because it explains their own relationship 

within Waitomo. Perhaps it was so well-known to them, it seemed to be a simple choice. They 

did not need to create this landscape-lore since it is a pre-existing bit of oral and written history. 

Since one of the students didn’t really want to complete the project, maybe this seemed to be a 

good way to go because it seemed as if less effort would be needed.  

It could be that this history was suggested to them by a family member. In any case, by 

creating their own original digital version of this story, which is so important to their hapū and 

their own lives as descendants, and by using their own speaking, found illustrations and photos, 

and writing styles to communicate it, these children demonstrate engagement in the process. By 

digitally telling this landscape-lore anew, these students made the story their own. 

These digital authors incorporated a sense of adventure in their story, by including the 

description of how Taane Tinorau and Fred Mace went into unknown subterranean spaces, 

unsure of where they would lead. Their discovery of twinkling glowworms in the darkness 
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created the draw for the on-going discovery-tourism business that the hapū is involved with 

today.  There are currently about 300 mapped caves within Waitomo Caves, many of them on 

private property. This original business, developed by Taane Tinorau, and Fred Mace, led to the 

pursuit of many small family cave-tour operations existing today throughout Waitomo.  

 
Wa (time) in ancestral Whenua/Wai (lands/waters) 

Relating directly to the pūrākau told by these children, who are familiar with their 

cultural heritage, whenua, and knowledge system, are the following ideas about the concept of 

time. These learners may not explicitly articulate time in the Māori way. In matauranga Māori, 

time is perceived differently than in the linear model of colonial Eurocentric cultures. These 

children have lived their entire lives within the Eurocentric linear temporal framework in the 

dominant culture. All aspects of their lives: school, sports, and other pursuits, are lived within 

Eurocentric understandings of time. Their identities are well established in intersecting ways 

among Māori and Eurocentric heritage so they understand the Eurocentric sense of time very 

well. It has been imposed on Māori since colonial settlement in the mid nineteenth century. 

Māori were living in Aotearoa NZ about 1000 years before colonization, and their 

distinct iwi cultures emerged from many similar Polynesian cultures across the south Pacific 

islands. Māori never perceived themselves as a unified indigenous group because different 

groups arrived in their waka at different times before colonization. Nevertheless, they are all 

descended from Polynesian peoples and their cultural frameworks are very much the same, or 

very close. 

In Euro/American cultures, we perceive the past to be behind us, and the future in front of 

us, as a straight line that flows in a sequential chronology like a ruler might measure space in 

sequential millimeters and inches. 
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The Māori perception of time is cyclical and spirals like a fern frond, specifically the koru. 

The ancient symbol of the double spiral (koru) represents the interrelationships 
of these three temporalities and their connections to time and space, spirit and 
matter. Each circumambulation of the spiral incorporates the past into present 
and future, and in so doing reconstitutes both. 
 

The portrayal reminds me of the toy called the “Slinky,” because when it is not 

expanded  

 

Figure 11: Koru (Fern) Unfurling. Photo by Jon Radoff.  
This file is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 2.5 Generic license. 

 

…into distinct springy spirals, it is multi-layered into one apparent shape. However, the 

Slinky is only a toy and is expendable. It can be lost, whereas the continuity of deep and 

spiraling ecocultural place and time cannot be misplaced because they exist as one and this is 

communicated in the records the Māori pūrākau hold. I read the above description by 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Creative_Commons
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/deed.en
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Simmonds306, in King et al.’s307 2022 article ‘Never-ending beginnings’: a qualitative literature 

review of Māori temporal ontologies: 

Through the land that time (and the spiral) collapses in on itself as we place our 
feet on the same lands where our ancestors have walked, and our descendants 
will walk. The land then becomes the holder of knowledge, a conduit of memory, 
teacher and student, and perhaps land itself remembers what we may have 
forgotten.  
 

Mātauranga Māori, which I described in the preface is very complex, and this relational 

understanding of time is relational, sociocentric, and circular, and moves in layered spirals. Lo 

and Houkamau308 explain: 

Māori tend to see past, recent, and future events as being inherently linked and 
therefore, difficult to conceptualize as being separate points in time (Mead, 
2003). In this way, perhaps it is more appropriate to characterize the Māori view 
of time as circular to reflect the notion of the past, present, and future being 
inextricably intertwined. 
 

In Mātauranga Māori, time is relationally meaningful because Māori are familiar with 

what has happened before through oral tradition or experience, so the past is known and in front 

of them. It influences how life is experienced now, in the present, and these times are connected 

to each other. They are related through ecocultural place and time, rather than separated and held 

apart by time. Māori who are familiar with Mātauranga Māori can understand that previous 

events are extremely meaningful within their genealogical whakapapa in relation with time and 

place and kin.  

                                                 
306 Leonie Pihama et al., eds., “Simmonds N. 2019. Never-Ending Beginnings: The Circularity of Mana Wāhine. In: L. Pihama, L. 

Tuhiwai Smith, N. Simmonds, J. Seed-Pihama, K. Gabel, Editors.  Hamilton: , The University of Waikato; p. 155–164.,” in Mana Wāhine 
Reader: A Collection of Writings 1999–2019 Volume II., vol. II (Hamilton, Aotearoa New Zealand: Te Kotahi Research Institute; The University 
of Waikato, 2019), 161, 
https://ndhadeliver.natlib.govt.nz/delivery/StreamGate?is_mobile=false&metadata=xsl&is_rtl=false&dps_dvs=1669143635104~332&dps_pid=
FL50988634. 

307 Paula Toko King et al., “‘Never-Ending Beginnings’: A Qualitative Literature Review of Māori Temporal Ontologies,” Kōtuitui: 
New Zealand Journal of Social Sciences Online, November 11, 2022, 1–16, https://doi.org/10.1080/1177083X.2022.2138467. 

308 Kevin D. Lo and Carla A Houkamau, “Lo, Kevin D., and Carla Houkamau. ‘Exploring the Cultural Origins of Differences in Time 
Orientation between European New Zealanders and Māori.’ (2012).,” NZJHRM 12, no. 3 (2012): 117, 
https://repository.usfca.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1009&context=olc. 
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Māori position themselves in time and space by identifying themselves with an 
ancestor, locating that ancestor in time (by their deeds and events) and then 
linking themselves to that ancestor.309 
 

The future cannot be seen and is behind Māori because they do not know what will 

happen next. The future is influenced by what is happening now in the present and what has 

happened in the past before the present time.  Therefore, the present is where we are now, and is 

so closely intertwined among the past and the future in mātauranga Māori that they become 

layered as one and the same. Lo and Houkamau310 point out that kinship relations are entangled 

within the natural world, which includes temporal relationships:  

Whiteford and Barns (2002) note that Māori perceptions of time from a Māori 
ecology (prior to first contact with Pākehā) reflected a Māori view of the cosmos. 
From this view all of nature is seen as interconnected and interrelated with all 
natural beings tracing their origins back to a single pair, the Sky Father and the 
Earth Mother. From this primal pair, all life emerged and all was seen as 
interconnected and related within a kinship network... 
 

Just as these two students demonstrate, events become tales that people keep and repeat 

through the generations, by telling them to and listening to each other perennially. They have 

also been written down, read, or viewed since colonization when Māori began to read and write 

for their own purposes after attending government operated schools that imposed Eurocentric 

ways of doing things. However, Māori not only wrote government sanctioned English, they 

began to write in te reo, the Māori language and even began to publish and distribute their own 

newspapers. In mātauranga Māori, so many events have occurred since the great splitting of the 

Sky Father and Earth Mother. Rewa Anna Paewai311 expresses her perspective about the 

importance of events to the nature of time for Māori in her master’s thesis: 

…time for Māori is relative to a creative event and, because time is defined by 
the nature of that event, time is also qualitative. I would venture to add that 

                                                 
309  “Lo, Kevin D., and Carla Houkamau. ‘Exploring the Cultural Origins of Differences in Time Orientation between European New 

Zealanders and Māori.’ (2012).,” NZJHRM 12, no. 3 (2012): 116, https://repository.usfca.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1009&context=olc.  
310 Lo and Houkamau, “Lo, Kevin D., and Carla Houkamau. ‘Exploring the Cultural Origins of Differences in Time Orientation 

between European New Zealanders and Māori.’ (2012).,” 116. 
311 Rewa Anna Paewai, “The Education Goal of Māori Succeeding ‘as Māori’: The Case of Time” (M.Ed., Auckland, Aotearoa New 

Zealand, The Uniiversity of Auckland, 2013), 15, https://researchspace.auckland.ac.nz/handle/2292/20617. 
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where there is no creative event, there is no time, that is, a state of timelessness 
exists.  
 

I think these students reached forward into ancestral days that are known in their 

whakapapa and to their broader community. The pūrākau they chose to create as digital 

landscape-lore is known from days in their ancestral past because it folds in upon the present as 

an important event in the life of the children’s whakapapa. These digital authors selected it for 

interpretation in their digital landscape-lore because it is so meaningful. They very effectively 

brought the event into the present in a new way. They showed valuable ecocultural reasons for 

why the Glowworm Grotto remains a significant place within the landscape their whakapapa 

cares for and protects through kiatiakitanga (responsible reciprocity of care and guardianship). 

Their story would not have been complete without mention of twinkling glowworms that have 

continued, over many generations, to fascinate so many. 

Collaborative Whānau: Extended Family in Relational Landscapes  

The concept of “whānau” (pronounced “far-nar-oo”) in the Māori language (te reo), 

approximately translates to “family” in English.  The concept has shifted to also include 

collaborative Māori research, in which all co-researchers demonstrate care, concern, and respect 

for one another. In a research situation, the word “whānau” is similar in meaning to a 

“community of practice,” yet the relationships and trust among participants and co-researchers 

contains a depth of care that is more authentically familial. There is a similar relationship within 

the school communities involved in our collaborative project. As a sincere member of our 

collaborative whānau I needed to learn a great deal culturally so I could collaborate relationally 

with growing holistic understanding. 

I mentioned “holistic places.” By “holistic places,” I mean that places are imbued with 

many interconnecting characteristics. Places are interdependent systems comprised of many 
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interconnected ecological, cultural, historical, and biophysical webs. These are relational 

connections, and we can imagine these webs or nets. They are interconnected by landscapes, the 

foods we eat, cultures, and animals, among many other features. Those features represent the 

knots in the net and hold that whole (holistic) net together. All these knots are interconnected 

within a holistic system in this metaphorical net that includes the animate (as in biological 

beings) and the inanimate (as in geologic, atmospheric, aquatic entities…). In some cultures, this 

relational system includes the spiritual and metaphysical. 312 Understanding this fully requires 

that we accept that peoples of many cultures in many places perceive these distinctions in 

different ways. For example, some cultures consider all animate and inanimate aspects of the 

natural world to contain a life force.313  

Daniel Hikuroa314 points out that: 

In practice, however, it is not unusual for scientists or indigenous peoples to live 
comfortably with the contradictions of different bodies of knowledge. Many 
scientists subscribe to religious beliefs that cannot be explained by science, and 
many indigenous people use scientific principles and methods in everyday life 
while at the same time holding fast to indigenous values. 
 

Peoples of many diverse cultures have and continue to emerge in a continuum of 

traditional and new ways of being, through shifting times in shifting places. This may seem 

                                                 
312 Dolores Calderon, “Indigenous Metaphysics: Challenging Western Knowledge Organization in Social Studies Curriculum” 

(Ph.D., United States -- California, University of California, Los Angeles, 2008), https://search-proquest-
com.antioch.idm.oclc.org/docview/304654538/abstract/2B61040127284727PQ/17; Carl Mika and Kim Southey, “Exploring Whakaaro: A Way 
of Responsive Thinking in Maori Research,” Educational Philosophy and Theory 50, no. 8 (July 3, 2018): 795–803, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/00131857.2016.1204905; Jeff Corntassel and Tiffanie Hardbarger, “Educate to Perpetuate: Land-Based Pedagogies and 
Community Resurgence,” International Review of Education 65, no. 1 (February 2019): 93, https://doi.org/10.1007/s11159-018-9759-1; Dan 
Hikuroa, Kepa Morgan, Mason Durie, Manuka Henare, et al., “Integration of Indigenous Knowledge and Science,” International Journal of 
Science in Society 2, no. 2 (April 2011): 108–9, 112, https://doi.org/10.18848/1836-6236/CGP/v02i02/51224. 

313 Clare Wilkinson et al., “M&amp;#257;Tauranga M&amp;#257;Ori in Geomorphology: Existing Frameworks, Case Studies and 
Recommendations for Earth Scientists,” preprint (Physical: Geomorphology (including all aspects of fluvial, coastal, aeolian, hillslope and 
glacial geomorphology), February 12, 2020), 16–17, https://doi.org/10.5194/esurf-2020-5; Manuel Arias-Maldonado, “The Socionatural 
Entanglement,” in Environment and Society, by Manuel Arias-Maldonado (Cham: Springer International Publishing, 2015), 55–71, 
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-15952-2_4; Ministry for the Environment Manatū Mō Te Taiao, “Arotakenga Huringa Āhuarangi: A 
Framework for the National Climate Change Risk Assessment for Aotearoa New Zealand.,” Environmental (Wellington, New Zealand: New 
Zealand Government, 2019), 10–17, https://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/climate-change/arotakenga-huringa-%C4%81huarangi-framework-
national-climate-change-risk; Dan Hikuroa et al., “Severed at the Head: Towards Revitalising the Mauri of Te Awa o Te Atua,” New Zealand 
Journal of Marine and Freshwater Research 52, no. 4 (October 2, 2018): 643–56, https://doi.org/10.1080/00288330.2018.1532913. 

314 Dan Hikuroa, Kepa Morgan, Mason Durie, and Manuka Henare, “Integration of Indigenous Knowledge and Science,” THE 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SCIENCE IN SOCIETY, n.d., 108. 
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purely poetic yet is quite transdisciplinary, and yes, scientific. Earth systems’ sciences and 

geographies, indigenous sciences, social sciences and biological sciences, educational sciences, 

and economic sciences, among others, observe, gather information, and examine change to 

understand phenomena. In our exploratory curricular project, all co-researchers did this. We did 

this by exchanging, participating in, and chatting about our stories together, across cultures, in 

places in times. 

Understanding phenomena in new ways contributes to creating solutions to complex 

challenges. Change may be very simple, or very complex. In any case, it is important that we 

understand change as best as we possibly can. Sometimes it can take only one change to 

influence overarching ecological systems with(in) which we and all beings in our ecosystem are 

interdependent. Our living conditions and life systems can transform in a multitude of ways as 

the result of one (or more) changes. floods, tornadoes, or extreme drought are a few examples of 

the type of occurrences that could change living conditions and ecological systems rapidly. 

Sometimes one person in a community may observe a change and by articulating that 

observation they may help protect others in the community or prepare the community to adapt 

and prepare for the consequences of the observed change together. Any one of the children’s 

digital landscape-lore may include such an observation. By sharing our observations, we are all 

citizen scientists. 

Many peoples are working collaboratively among many sciences and ways of knowing 

the world to mitigate, or ease, such challenges. For example, geologists are working to 

understand change with geographers and ecologists. This is an example of interdisciplinary 

collaboration among folks working within the field of science. Historians, anthropologists, earth 

systems scientists, artists, educators, and climatologists may work in transdisciplinary ways 
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across sciences and humanities. Possibilities for meeting and mitigating current scientific climate 

change challenges, could help minimize ecojustice disparities. Many people of many specialized 

fields may achieve equity goals, such as creating healthy food security and water supplies. They 

may reach a goal such as this more rapidly by working collaboratively among specialized 

disciplines.  Issues related to global warming are quite deep and complex and require many ways 

of thinking about how ecocultural places in the world relate. 

  Sustaining planetary ecosystems and increasing opportunities for well-being will require 

the ability to work with those who may think very differently from the way we do. Place-based 

challenges such as food insecurity, hazard mitigation, drought resilience, rainforest conservation, 

wildfire prevention, and biological diversity are several of the many interdependent ecocultural 

difficulties confronting the world.  Remembering that peoples live in dynamic ecocultural places 

in time may help us all understand and respect the complex development of distinct worldviews 

among diverse peoples.  Respecting each other’s worldviews supports efforts to work 

collaboratively to address climate change and other global environmental and cultural challenges 

of place. 
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Moultonborough, New Hampshire 

LANDSCAPE-LORE: BIG FISH 

 

Attribution: Sasha Pshenkov315 

NH Girl: When I say BIG FISH, you hold your hands up to show just how big the fish is. 
As the story progresses your fish will get bigger and bigger.  One warm winter day in 
February I went fishing with my dad Brian on Squam Lake in Moultonborough Bay.  Red 
Hill, East Rattlesnake and West Rattlesnake are just a few of the mountains that tower 
over the lake. These mountains are part of the White Mountains which are a part of the 
Appalachian Mountain chain. Appalachian Mountains formed millions of years ago when 
the African plate collided with the North American plate. The lake and mountains were 
covered with white fluffy snow the color of milk and the ice was about a foot thick and 
black but see-through. The sun glinting off the snow made us squint even with sunglasses. 
We saw two seagulls fly above us and the weather was perfect. There was no wind, no 
rain... it was bright, warm and it was the perfect weather to catch a BIG FISH! 
 
My Dad and I got our snow gear and then he took me out to our usual spot in the middle 
of the cove with the jet sled tied to the back of the snowmobile. In the jet sled we had an 
                                                 
315 Sasha Pshenkov, “Ice Fishing Small Mouth Bass” (Pexels, n.d.), pexels-sasha-pshenkov-10474421(1).jpg. 

https://help.pexels.com/hc/en-us/articles/360042295174-What-is-the-license-of-the-photos-and-videos-on-Pexels- 

Figure 12: Ice fishing small mouth bass. Photo by Sasha Pshenkov, Pexels License.  
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auger, two chairs, six tip-ups, three fishing rods, two scoops, a shovel, and my dad’s 
tacklebox. An auger is a large screw that cuts through the ice and makes a hole. Tip ups 
are fishing rods that have four legs and sit over the hole. When there is a BIG FISH on 
the line, it’s flag springs up. My Dad drilled four holes using the hand auger. He rested 
the auger blade on the ground and started turning the handle and made the blade cut 
through the ice. As he drilled, the ice chunks flew up and out of the way of the auger. The 
ones that didn’t fly up were piled up around the hole making big mountains of ice. On He 
drilled the holes in places I thought would be good for catching a BIG FISH. 
 
My Dad set up one tip up about ten feet from us, and one more the other way.  He only 
set up two because we only had two lines each and we both wanted to jig. Next my Dad 
set me up with a jig rod. He got bait in the bucket and hooked it on. He used a small fish 
called a shiner. It is a small minnow that is fast and attracts BIG FISH that are hungry. I 
sunk my shiner down into the water.  I put it on the bottom and then pulled it up so that it 
wouldn’t get caught on any of the slime covered rocks that glaciers left in the water 
thousands of years ago. I jigged for a few minutes and my dad set up his own fishing rod. 
My Dad put a lure on his line. A lure is a fake fish that has a hook on it. It is sometimes 
used instead of bait because it is reusable. He also put some salmon eggs in the hole 
because they help attract BIG FISH as well. 
 
We sat in chairs and talked about the annual Fishing Derby and how beautiful the day 
was. We weren’t paying any attention when suddenly my Dad got a bite! I placed my pole 
in the snow by my hole and ran over to see! I was so excited to finally catch my BIG 
FISH. He gave me the pole told me to yank it to make sure it was attached to the fish. I 
yanked it and felt my BIG FISH on the line. The cold water splashed off the line as I 
pulled it up. After 10 minutes of trying to get off it came up through the hole and I held it 
up. The fish I caught was a small mouth bass. It was brown with little wormlike marks all 
over it. It had eight fins and four gills. It weighed 2 pounds and was about 20 inches. I 
put it down on the ice and it flopped around.  We decided to put it back but not before my 
Dad took pictures of me holding it up.  
 
I was proud of what I caught. By the end of the day, I had caught the BIG FISH. 
 
I included this NH student’s story here because the children in Aotearoa NZ were very 

curious about ice fishing after they viewed and interacted with this experiential tale. I will 

include a few of their inquiries here.  Then I will share more depth of detail about their 

observations and questions in the upcoming chapter where I include and discuss most of the 

examples of the 7 – 12- year- old’s’ landscape lore. It is important that these stories are 

considered within the context of most of the included stories to depict findings most 

meaningfully. 
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Collaborating students expressed their curiosity in a few different ways. In Waitomo, 

they asked questions and their teacher jotted those down for them. At Piripiri School in 2012, 

two children asked questions related to the ice fishing story in a group chat: “In the ice fishing 

story, why did you have to put the fish back into the water?” and “How cold was it when you 

were fishing?” are two examples of these. 

We explored these inquiries through dialogue and responses with collaborating 

classrooms. Such questions could eventually lead to a deeper exploration of “holistic 

conservation practices.”316 Finding out more about how such apparently simple choices might 

best foster sustainability, like catching and releasing fish, or choosing fishing for a food resource, 

as one Māori iwi did in the past could be extremely helpful for food security. Dialoguing about 

students’ life experience landscape-lore and connecting real choices for place-conscious well-

being could make the topic of conservation practice relevant for students. Holistic conservation 

practices are principles upheld and enacted by many Indigenous peoples prior to and continuing 

since colonization. These practices emerged from the ecoculturally relational worldviews and 

knowledge systems of landscapes’ first inhabitants, and they endure today, not only for 

Indigenous peoples who use and/or have opportunities to learn traditional methods for creating 

and sustaining food security. By learning these strategies from Indigenous peoples, they have 

also been applied by many who are culturally immersed within a Eurocentric worldview. 

                                                 
316 R. Eric Landrum, Karen Brakke, and Maureen A. McCarthy, “The Pedagogical Power of Storytelling.,” Scholarship of Teaching 

and Learning in Psychology 5, no. 3 (September 2019): 248, https://doi.org/10.1037/stl0000152.  
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For example, the NH Fish & Game Department317 and the National Park Service318 

educates “anglers” (fishers) about catch and release of fish, a holistic conservation practice that 

is important for ecocultural health in ecosystems: 

Native fish contribute to nutrient recycling and help maintain natural ecosystem 
processes when they live out their entire life cycle, from spawning to death, in the 
aquatic system. Catch and release fishing improves native fish populations by 
allowing more fish to remain and reproduce in the ecosystem. 
 

  Place-conscious sustainability319 and land education320 are ecoculturally informed and 

require a sense of self-in-relation within place. Self-in-relation with place becomes more 

conscious when we attend to and talk about the experiences we’ve had as participants in place. A 

sense of self-in-relation has been shown to cultivate care, concern, and ecojustice, both locally 

and globally.321  

At a very basic level of human survival, holistic conservation, and sustainability 

practices, including an awareness of and action for mitigating climate change, are vital. They are 

vital for nurturing healthy water, healthy wildlife, agricultural practices, and sustainable tourism. 

These all contribute not only to human survival; they also contribute to planetary survival today. 

A framework supported by a holistic sense of reciprocity with the environment was once, and 

has been, vital for the continued survival of Indigenous peoples over millennia. Producing and 

                                                 
317 NH Fish and Game Department, “Salmon Anglers Pledge | Fishing | New Hampshire Fish and Game Department,” accessed 

August 5, 2021, https://www.wildlife.state.nh.us/fishing/salmon-pledge.html. 
318 “Catch and Release Fishing (U.S. National Park Service),” accessed August 5, 2021, https://www.nps.gov/articles/catch-and-

release-fishing.htm. 
319 Margaret Edith Forster, Farah Palmer, and Shirley Barnett, “Karanga Mai Ra: Stories of Māori Women as Leaders,” Leadership 

12, no. 3 (July 1, 2016): 324–45, https://doi.org/10.1177/1742715015608681; Cajete, “TEDxABQSalon”; Monica Green, “‘If There’s No 
Sustainability Our Future Will Get Wrecked’: Exploring Children’s Perspectives of Sustainability,” Childhood 24, no. 2 (May 2017): 151–67, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0907568216649672; Green and Somerville, “Sustainability Education”; A New Vision of Sustainability, 700 Years Old | 
Mananui Ramsden | TEDxChristchurch, Video Recording, TEDx Talks (Christchurch, Aotearoa New Zealand, 2019), 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=acmT21524rQ; Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), “Summary for Policymakers — Special 
Report on Climate Change and Land,” International Science Policy, Ipcc (blog), 2020, https://www.ipcc.ch/srccl/chapter/summary-for-
policymakers/. 

320 Meyer, “Hoea Ea”; Sean Blenkinsop and Mark Fettes, “Land, Language and Listening: The Transformations That Can Flow from 
Acknowledging Indigenous Land,” Journal of Philosophy of Education 54, no. 4 (August 2020): 1033–46, https://doi.org/10.1111/1467-
9752.12470; Corntassel and Hardbarger, “Educate to Perpetuate.” 

321 Chawla, “Children’s Concern for the Natural Environment. Children’s Environments Quarterly, 13-20.”; Cajete, “Children, Myth 
and Storytelling”; Jenny Ritchie, “Fostering Eco-Cultural Literacies for Social, Cultural and Ecological Justice: A Perspective From Aotearoa 
(New Zealand),” International Journal of Early Childhood 49, no. 3 (December 2017): 287–302, https://doi.org/10.1007/s13158-017-0198-0. 
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conserving resources within the places we all inhabit, are necessary for maintaining an 

ecologically interdependent balance.  

In Chapter 2, I describe the introductory landscape-lore process, in which I model how I 

tell a story. I explain how I learn and practice a story I want to tell. Then, I will share the rest of 

the middle-childhood students’ digital landscape-lore in Chapter 3.  I should tell you a bit more 

about the ecocultural context of our exploratory digital storytelling curriculum project, and the 

research methodologies and methods involved. This may help answer questions you might have 

about how and why certain research methods and teaching/learning strategies seemed most 

appropriate. 

Relational Meaning-Making in a Landscape-Lore Collaborative Learning Exploration 

I hoped this place-conscious learning project would be cognitively engaging, meaningful, 

and relevant to students’ lives, and provide intrinsic motivation, a sense of autonomy and self-

determination322 for both teachers and learners. Wright323 explains that cognitive engagement 

sets the state of motivation in learning and that “Intrinsic motivation involves people doing an 

activity because they find it interesting and derive spontaneous satisfaction from the activity 

itself.” 

I knew we would need to collaborate to provide the appropriate social environment to 

foster these aspirations and we would need to be open-ended enough to support teachers if they 

needed to bring other curricular content into the project to meet their teaching responsibilities. I 

also hoped that teachers could support students’ curiosity if they became enthusiastic about a 

                                                 
322 Alex C. Garn and Jennifer L. Jolly, “High Ability Students’ Voice on Learning Motivation,” Journal of Advanced Academics 25, 

no. 1 (February 2014): 7–24, https://doi.org/10.1177/1932202X13513262; Shawn Danyelle Wright, “The Relationship between Learning Styles 
Strategies and Self-Determination” (Ed.D., United States -- Delaware, Wilmington University (Delaware), 2016), 
http://search.proquest.com/pqdtglobal/docview/1751060136/abstract/92325EBB3312480BPQ/1; Johnmarshall Reeve and Woogul Lee, 
“Students’ Classroom Engagement Produces Longitudinal Changes in Classroom Motivation,” Journal of Educational Psychology 106, no. 2 
(2014): 527–40, https://doi.org/10.1037/a0034934. 

323 Wright, “The Relationship between Learning Styles Strategies and Self-Determination,” 2–4. 
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topic emerging from someone’s landscape lore. So, those of us involved in this landscape-lore 

learning project would need to be co-researchers. As co-researchers we could share observations 

and ideas freely and try out new activities we generated. Our study incorporated the following 

components that motivate learners and contribute to the development of self-determination, 

which also contribute to academic success.  

Social environments that satisfy feelings of (1) self-endorsed actions (i.e., 
autonomy), (2) personal capacity for achievement and success (i.e., competence), 
and (3) reciprocal care for and with others (i.e., relatedness) produce high levels 
of self-determination. 
  

I had several flexible goals in mind when planning for exploring these landscape-lore 

activities collaboratively. If outdoor visits were constrained or very limited, I thought that 

sharing landscape-lore might move us further toward encouraging engaging and joyful 

interactions with(in) the natural world in classrooms. Even if teachers could bring their students 

outside, this might help them bring the outside in so there could be even further exposure to the 

natural world. If they were limited from bringing children out, I hoped joyful interactions could 

be fostered by revisiting ecological places through creating our experiential stories.  

Then, by sharing and talking about our landscape-lore with each other as co-researchers 

and storytellers, we could explore our stories from our audience’s perspectives. I anticipated that 

youngsters at the approximate stage of middle childhood could participate. Research has 

suggested middle childhood as a prime developmental stage for experiencing social and place-

based learning.324 Exploring these educational strategies with these learners would give us a 

sense of how an adaptable curriculum might follow. 

Eddying Estuaries: Cycles of Pattern Awareness in a Grassy Marsh 

                                                 
324 Briggs, Stedman, and Krasny, “Photo-Elicitation Methods in Studies of Children’s Sense of Place,” 156; David Sobel, Childhood 

and Nature: Design Principles for Educators (Portland, Maine: Stenhouse Publishers, 2008); Sobel, Children’s Special Places : Exploring the 
Role of Forts, Dens, and Bush Houses in Middle Childhood. 
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Many qualitative research studies would identify this section as a description of the 

analytic process undertaken to make meaning from the “data.” This is not appropriate in our 

collaborative study because it is situated in context, in a holistic and relational worldview.  I 

absorbed and reflected upon the landscape-lore through an open-ended holistic and cyclical 

process of narrative relational-attending, or landscape-lore walking, pattern-awareness, meaning-

making, reflection, and reiteration. It is a combination of heuristic, rhizomatic and 

crystallization, all holistic ways of gathering meaning from multifaceted ways of knowing. This 

process is like the literacy process we use to aid comprehension when we are learning to speak, 

read and write.  

That process reminds me of the situated ways of a naturalist who repeatedly covers the 

same ground or waters, observing something new about those habitats, their bio-diversities, and 

their transformations every time. Walking through a land-/waterscape, outside in the breeze, 

curiosity, and sense of wonder in play, taking in sensory sights, sounds, and scents, and 

descriptively sharing my new realizations with friends reminds me of making meaning with 

landscape-lore.  Walking through landscape-lore and our related processes of social meaning 

making require all those “naturalistic” sensory skills that I just described, even if I am applying 

them virtually.  

Making meaning is a social process and I think of this active involvement as eddying 

waters. These eddying waters are swirling into, around, and among very green salt marsh 

grasses, all tall yet of varying heights, then gradually seeping out at low tide. New realizations 

may appear when deep and saturated dark brown peat is uncovered. Briny waters forcefully 

swish back through again and become higher when the tide is moving in strong currents back up 
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the river. The process repeats, and if we pay attention, or attend, we will become aware of 

repeated patterns, although always slightly different from one another.  

Perceiving meaning requires conscious listening, actively observing and participating in 

the process. As we chatted socially in our community of practice about our landscape-lore, co-

researchers’ questions and observations influenced my thinking and meaning-making.  In this 

way my process of meaning-making is relational.  My social interactions and meaning making 

influenced my independent metacognitive processing as I connected the familiar with the 

unfamiliar.  

I want to emphasize that when I experienced a collaborative co-researcher’s landscape-

lore, I often felt as if I was participating in respectful relation. I was in respectful relation as if I 

was a character or beyond-human entity in each story. Many of us know the saying, “if I could 

have only been a fly on the wall,” meaning that we wish we could have been in the same location 

as an event occurred, usually referring to a social event among people. In relation within the 

landscape-lore I experienced by listening and viewing, sometimes I might imagine clinging to a 

cave wall or a mountain. Sometimes I might be standing on ice or seeing a moose standing over 

a stone wall. Being able to use my “thinking about thinking,” or metacognitive effort helps me to 

intentionally focus upon remembering how I experienced the landscape-lore through my 

imagined perceptions, and what I thought and felt in relation with it. Listening and viewing it 

repeatedly brought that imagery to the fore. Holistic and contextual understanding occurs 

through relating my sensory awareness with my intentional metacognitive thinking and then 

reflectively and reflexively “comprehending” and realizing relational patterns in context.  

We know that we can listen to or read a piece of literature frequently and construct new 

meanings from it. Sometimes we change the understandings we came away with the first or 
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second time we experienced it. The meaning we make can be multifaceted, and we build upon 

our first awareness with new realizations. The meaning we make is not linear because there are 

surprising relational twists and turns that influence the meaning we construct. This is very 

significant because our diverse meanings produce new transformations as well as realizations. 

Meaning-making is learning.  In any case, the meaning I make or how I comprehend and express 

it is my own interpretation. It is my own understanding even when I have participated in a social 

process that produced new realizations that I could consider and combine with those I first 

developed on my own.  

My meaning-making remains unique to me and does not belong to anyone else.  This is 

an ethical principle and intention. When we make meaning, we come into the interaction 

between ourselves, and a story, landscape-lore or poem, or piece of music and so on, with our 

own background of experience, which influences the meanings we make.  This is also something 

to think about in the creation of quantitative data, because even though quantifiable data seems 

objective, we are still imbuing it with our own meaning making strategies, biases, and 

perceptions. We may try to not to let our experiential backgrounds influence our representation 

of data, yet how do we really prevent it when our experiences shape so much of what we know 

and who we are becoming? I hope this explanation simplifies this project’s qualitative process of 

interpretation. Somewhat. Again, it is very similar to how we create meaning in literacy as 

listeners, tellers, readers, and writers, and as naturalists and ecologists out in the field. 
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CHAPTER 2: Gifts of Gratitude  
Landscape-lore May Encode Indigenous Knowledge Systems 

 

One story holds many opportunities for learning. These opportunities may be created 

through direct and formal educational planning, or they may occur through indirect, informal, 

and spontaneous interactions. This chapter explains some connections to our learning 

opportunities, such as choice, and layered ecocultural meanings that emerge in our landscape-

lore.  In the section titled Changes at a Glacial Pace, I discuss the learner-centered educational 

changes that have been emphasized for many years to prepare students to think critically.  

Learner-centered education is also urgently needed for sustainable behaviors and resiliency to 

hazardous events in relation to global environmental change in response to global warming.   

A story may attempt to answer the questions Who? What? Where? When? Why? And 

How? It is helpful to remember that all the answers to those questions in any story that is told are 

likely to be more complex than they seem. The answers to these questions are situated in 

simultaneous layers of time, space, and culture.  

Earlier transformations in those layers of time, space, and culture are ecocultural 

transformations. Time and space (or lands/waters) interdependently influence our ecological 

Giving Gifts of Gratitude, Listening to LANDSCAPE-LORE 
and

Myths

Spiral Discourse: Discussing our "Wonderings" and mental Imagery 
Based upon landscape-lore as told                                  

Figure 13: Gifts of gratitude, landscape-lore, myths, and 
spiral discourse 
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habitats, as do our cultures. In turn these earlier ecocultural transformations shape the landscape-

lore we tell today. Our landscape-lore may contain significant information that has gone 

unnoticed otherwise and may be useful in the future. For instance, the island of Kadavu in South 

Fiji was not perceived to be at risk from a volcanic eruption as none had occurred since the 

arrival of westerners upon the island. Scientists therefore assumed that such a volcanic hazard 

would be low, despite prevalent oral forms of IEK.  

Cronin et al.325 undertook new geological field studies, not long after Nunn326 postulated 

in 1999 that there had been cataclysmic eruptions before and since people occupied the island 

prior to western settlement. Nunn based his findings upon the many repeated ancestral oral 

traditions of peoples living in villages close to the mountain Nabukelevu, a volcano. Cronin et al. 

reported that pottery shards and human remains were found in “Scoriaceous pyrochlastic flows” 

and that hazardous eruptions took place up to 2000 years before present (BP), and perhaps as 

recently as 1680 AD and: 

The correspondence of many elements in a local oral tradition from Nabukelevu 
with geological evidence is striking, with both lines of evidence pointing toward 
a locally important late Holocene eruption and related debris avalanche. Such 
legends when combined with geological evidence can be an important tool for 
interpreting palaeohazard records in the Southwest Pacific. 
 

The oral forms of lived knowing had been passed from generation to generation in the 

communities bordering Nabukelevu on Kadavu for thousands of years, until the information 

gleaned from long ago experience and repeated generation to generation could be acted upon. 

Those oral traditions raised concerns and caused some geoscientists to take a second look 

because they knew that these kinds of stories are not typically entirely fictitious. They may 

                                                 
325 Shane J Cronin, Marie A Ferland, and James P Terry, “Nabukelevu Volcano (Mt. Washington), Kadavu – a Source of Hitherto 

Unknown Volcanic Hazard in Fiji,” Journal of Volcanology and Geothermal Research 131, no. 3–4 (March 2004): 371–96, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/S0377-0273(03)00414-1. 

326 Patrick D. Nunn, “Early Human Settlement and the Possibility of Contemporaneous Volcanism, Western Kadavu, Fiji,” 
Domodomo (Scholarly Journal of the Fiji Museum) 12 (1999): 36–49, https://repository.usp.ac.fj/6928/. 
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contain fictitious elements to make the stories memorable so that they could continue to be 

recited century upon century, or even millennia to millennia in some locations. In this case, 

serious planning resulted for volcanic hazard mitigation that could potentially save many lives, 

rather than ignoring the oral data surrounding the volcano. Any one of our digital landscape-lore 

may contain unnoticed environmental detail that could clarify future ecological transformations. 

Humility is a vital disposition. We need to remember that even if we hold our own knowing in 

extremely high regard, there is no way that we know everything there is to know, especially 

about lands and waters in which we have lived for such short times, in contrast with peoples who 

have lived there for centuries, millennia, and eons. 

Koha are Gifts of Relational Reciprocity 

The following anecdotes describe how I brought gifts with me to all the classrooms, and 

how the gifts were significant to the first story I told and modeled. This is an ethical choice when 

incorporating CIMs and demonstrates appreciation. I wanted to thank the communities for 

welcoming me and collaborating in the research. I brought maple candies to the classrooms in 

New Hampshire. In New Zealand I brought the maple syrup I had carried in my suitcase from 

New Hampshire. 

Manaakitanga. In Aotearoa New Zealand, recognizing cultural ways when undertaking 

working in relationship with the Māori community is an important demonstration of respect. 

Koha are gifts, and the collaborating students, families, teachers, and broader community were 

sharing the gift of their knowing with me and with those who read this dissertation. The first 

story I planned to tell was an Anishinaabe/Ojibway/Chippewa dibaajimowin (story), Manabozho 

and the Maple Trees.327  

                                                 
327 Michael J. Caduto, Joseph Bruchac, and Anishinabe Tribe, “Manabozho and the Maple Trees,” in Keepers of the Earth, Third 

(Golden, Colorado: Fulcrum, 1988), 145. 
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Figure 14: Fall sugar maples (Photo by Meredith Bird Miller) 

In Aotearoa, they cannot make maple syrup from the few maple trees that have been 

introduced from other places in the world. This is due to Aotearoa’s much warmer nights and 

days, occurring for weeks at a time. Kristin Giesting,328 of the USDA Northern Forests Climate 

Hub, explains that New England, north-central Great Lakes’ states of the U.S., and Canada 

require consecutive days of freezing cold nights interspersed with warmer above freezing days to 

promote the flow of slightly sweet and watery maple sap into buckets or tubes for collection. 

After such a “freeze-thaw event,” sap may flow from 30 until 72 hours. Boiling 40 gallons of sap 

down is required to produce 1gallon of thick, very sweet, maple syrup. 

 In Aotearoa people generally use golden syrup, which is also a product of the United 

Kingdom. It is made from beet sugar or sugar cane that is caramelized into a syrup. For a gift 

that would be relevant to our first morning’s story, I had brought a quart of maple syrup from 

NH. I made some pancakes before school to share with children and teachers at break-time. To 

help folks get to know me better when I arrived in the classrooms, in both New Hampshire and 

Aotearoa New Zealand, I told a Native American myth. This story depicted maple trees, which 

are native to North America and New Hampshire. 

                                                 
328 K. Giesting, “Maple Syrup,” Educational: Forestry, USDA Forest Service Climate Change Resource Center (blog), 2020, 

www.fs.usda.gov/ccrc/topics/maple-syrup. 
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A BEGINNING: Landscape-Lore and Modeling a Telling 

My goals for the lesson were to show how I go about telling a story, and to let the story 

demonstrate how ancient myths may possibly contain important information about the place in 

which they originated. I explained that the story was told for thousands of years before it was 

ever written down. 

Sharing the story also provided one storytelling model for the children. They would be 

playing with stories as tellers soon. The educators in both New Hampshire and New Zealand had 

decided that our collaborative research exploration of place-based digital storytelling would be 

included in their school curricula.  

For both classrooms in Aotearoa NZ and NH, I presented a large map of North America 

before telling the story to help “the audience” see the Great Lakes region of North America 

where the Anishinabe/Ojibway/Chippewa peoples, who created the tale of Manabozho and the 

Maple Trees, produced and do produce maple syrup from the many maple trees in their local 

environments. I originally found the story in the first Keepers of the Earth series by Joseph 

Bruchac and Michael Caduto329 when I was teaching elementary school.  

Manabozho and the Maple Trees contains clues to the idea that working together is 

important and necessary to achieving a goal. Many implicit messages were included within it. It 

tells us indirectly that maple trees were vibrant and healthy in this territory near the Great Lakes 

of North America prior to the arrival of European settlers. We talked about how we learned 

natural resource information from this tale, including how to work together to make maple syrup 

from sap collected from the maple trees. I had also created a digital story for them about one way 

                                                 
329 Caduto, Bruchac, and Anishinabe Tribe, “Manabozho and the Maple Trees.” 
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of gathering sap and making syrup today, with my nephew and my sons. We had animated 

conversations about both stories.  

In New Hampshire, Dan had created a brief movie with his young son to show his 

students how they tapped their trees to make syrup. His movie, and the Manabozho story, and the 

digital story I showed, engaged his students. Many of them told anecdotal stories about making 

maple syrup near their homes in Moultonborough. We talked about how we need to collect and 

cook down 40 gallons of sap to make one gallon of syrup.   

In Aotearoa New Zealand, the families of the students had been invited to our first 

gathering, when I told the story of Manabozho and the Maple Trees. One of the community 

members, a grandmother of two of the students, asked about whether they could produce maple 

syrup from maple trees growing there. It was fall in Aotearoa NZ at this time, and I had been 

surprised by the glowing purples, oranges, and reds of the maple trees, because I hadn’t realized 

there were maple trees there. I was stymied by the occurrence of maple trees in the Southern 

Hemisphere! We all had a great discussion about how the trees had been introduced to New 

Zealand so they were not native, although this was not the reason the sap would not run. It was 

because the climate was so mild on the North Island. We ended up having quite the discussion 

about how different the climates are in Aotearoa NZ and NH! 

This experience naturally encouraged us to chat about seasons in New Hampshire and 

how they occurred in opposition to the seasons in Aotearoa New Zealand! In our conversation, I 

shared that at Christmas time in New Hampshire we could often have a great deal of snow, and 

they told me about it being summertime at the same time of year there. I asked them if they ever 

had snow, and the children told me about how they would go skiing in July at Mt. Ruapehu and 

that it snowed up in the high elevations of the Southern Alps on the South Island, where there are 
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glaciers (which have melted drastically since I visited). There were so many more directions we 

could have gone in exploring these ideas.  

We were all involved and demonstrated our curiosity by engaging in natural 

conversation. The community of families in attendance initiated many of the questions. I learned 

things I didn’t know about Aotearoa NZ, and I hoped the community did too. I was so glad that 

the community was engaged and participating naturally in our talk. I had hoped this would 

happen because ethically, I did not want to be considered as “an expert” or as “the one” everyone 

would look to for direction just because I was the initiating researcher/facilitator/teacher.  

This has been a collaborative endeavor, and it has been important that the balance of 

power in the project be equitable rather than hierarchal. Besides that, none of us are experts 

because we all learn as we go along, and we all bring something unique to any effort. Arrogance 

is a behavior that may be used as an expression of power and condescension. It is a behavior that 

is divisive rather than inclusive. All of us can always learn from each other’s different 

experiences and perspectives, and a collaborative effort bolsters that choice. 

We had already chatted about how we would create and share stories about our 

experiences outdoors, so after talking about the information contained in Manabozho and the 

Maple Trees, we talked about how our stories may also provide people with information. We 

talked about the possibility that the students’ stories could be important for trying to solve future 

questions. People in the future may be researching information such as what types of plants and 

animals have been living in our local habitats or perhaps, they’ll need to know what the weather 

was like there at the time of the story, to discern changes over time in place. 

Relational Knowings in Ancient Indigenous Stories 
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Manabozho and the Maple Trees also depicts the original process the tribes used for 

boiling maple sap down to make maple syrup. In this story, syrup pours right out of the twigs 

when broken. Here is a brief description of the story:  

Manabozho, who is responsible for checking on the welfare of the people for the Great 
Spirit finds them laying under the trees with their mouths wide open (this part of the story 
is GREATLY appreciated by the audience, because I make a silly open-mouthed face and 
act as if I’m drinking the syrup). He observes that no one is hunting, or fishing or 
gardening, or tanning hides, or sewing, or doing any work at all. Manabozho thinks about 
this, climbs all the maple trees with a birch basket full of water to dilute the syrup that is 
spilling from the trees, so that it becomes sap that is “barely sweet in taste.” In this way 
he encourages the people to work to collect sap and boil it down, rather than to lay about 
lazily drinking syrup pouring naturally thick and sweet out of those broken maple twigs. 
He announces that the sap will only run in the trees in the early spring, so the rest of the 
year, the people will need to do other work.  
 
Surprise, special powers, and humor bring this story alive, and make it memorable.  

 

Figure 15: Here I am telling “Manabozho and the Maple Trees” 330 as written by Bruchac and 
Caduto from the oral tradition of the Anishinaabeg. I am using my arms to suggest a birch bark 
basket for collecting water or sap. This is a story full of wonder. This story is the group at the 

Waitomo Caves School in 2011. Photo “Meredith Tells Story, WCS” Photo by Martha Ash. See 
Appendix 2 for Permission granted for Inclusion 

 

These kinds of memory prompts are important because not only may an ancient story 

contain guidelines for behavior, but it may also include data that is disguised, or encoded. 

                                                 
330 Caduto, Bruchac, and Anishinabe Tribe, “Manabozho and the Maple Trees.” 
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Disguised in story, the information becomes memorable through the oral tradition331 and may 

promote survival. For example, Julian Sayarer332 described how one such oral tradition was 

memorable and the metaphorical exaggeration in the ancestral tale saved Moken people from 

destruction in 2004:  

Immediately before the Boxing Day tsunami of 2004, the Moken noticed a sudden 
and dramatic decline in the tide. Traditional stories had told of a laboon, a ‘wave 
that consumes people’, that was to be expected when the sea started to retreat in 
such a way. Through their stories, the Moken had preserved the ability 
accurately to predict a tsunami. Just as fishermen in the Indian Ocean reported 
dolphins swimming out to sea, and elephants were said to have hurried from the 
coast, likewise the Moken of Surin made for higher ground: there was only one 
fatality in a village of 200 inhabitants when the wave destroyed their entire 
beachside village. 
 

Some of these ancient tales containing hazard mitigation warnings and clues to 

environmental change over time as described in my earlier example on Kadavu. These elements 

would be fascinating to explore with learners, given more time. We enjoyed our brief 

conversation about Manabozho and the Maple Trees and I showed the students on a map of 

North America the location of Anishinabe lands. We talked about how the story informs us that 

maple trees grew in that landscape long ago, when the story was first told, and how they still 

grow there today. An interdisciplinary science emphasis would be to chat about how 

dendrochronologists confirm information about trees’ ages and distribution. Another science 

emphasis would be to consider how warmer temperatures resulting from climate change may 

influence the current distribution of maple trees. This was not our goal, so we moved on to 

telling our own landscape-lore. Our own stories hold much information that may be useful for 

future generations, just as ancient myths hold data that is useful now. 

Relational Ecocultural Worldviews Nurture Relational Landscape-Lore 

                                                 
331 Wilkinson et al., “Mātauranga Māori in Geomorphology,” 597; Hikuroa, “Mātauranga Māori—the Ūkaipō of Knowledge in New 

Zealand.” 
332 “Julian Sayarer – The Moken,” Aeon Magazine, accessed August 2, 2013, http://www.aeonmagazine.com/world-views/julian-

sayarer-the-moken/. 
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I mentioned that I do read traditional tales. The tales I enjoy the most are those of 

indigenous cultures, particularly those that originated in the culture of the Aln8bak peoples of 

Dawnland, which is now called New England, and the Maritimes in Canada. They engage me 

because they teach me. I read them to learn them to tell them if it is appropriate to tell them. 

These tales often emerged thousands of years ago, through the voices of cultural tellers who 

understood these tales’ deeper significances. They told these stories orally and passed them down 

through the generations. Storytelling through oracy, or spoken word, has been the primary mode 

of literacy for much longer than writing.  

Tales of Indigenous cultures were first written down in English, French, Spanish, and 

other languages by colonial missionaries and others. As colonizers listened to and wrote these 

tales down, they often did so without a complete understanding of the ecocultural worldviews of 

the peoples in places from whom and where the tales emerged. We cannot be sure that these 

stories are written as they were told unless there are instances of generational transmission, and 

we are able to compare written and spoken versions of the same tales. Even though I cannot 

possibly know the storytellers personally, I connect to their representations of events in the 

places where their tales occurred.  

I connect with these ancient tales as someone who appreciates representations of 

landscapes and the more-than-human in culturally diverse visual, musical, literary, or dramatic 

artistic formats. I try to keep the concept of worldviews in mind as I interact with them. My 

appreciation is limited because I am primarily interacting with stories created within worldviews 

that are different from my own.  

I have a more complete understanding of tales told from a Euro/Western/Euro-American 

perspective and worldview. I have been enculturated in this worldview since my birth. However 
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even when tales emerge from within my own cultural worldview, I interact with them from the 

vantage point of another place in time. I cannot go back in time to visit the stories’ locations or 

settings, as they appeared then. Yet, as a storyteller I can imagine myself in those places and use 

the words in the story to help me communicate how I imagine a place to be. I do this by 

emphasizing a point there and pausing … here… and using gestures to animate them. This helps 

listeners to use their own imaginations to visualize places and to realize the potential of stories’ 

intended meanings. Peoples in long-ago places in time reach out to me and I interact with them 

relationally by receiving and sharing their stories. 

Reciprocities: Participating in Active Places in Landscape-Lore 

It is still so amazing to me that we can help students to share information digitally. I grew 

up in the days of pen pals! I still do like to write a letter, and I’ve read that it’s great to do this 

“old snail mail” way of contacting people too, because we aren’t going to have much in the way 

of historical records go if we lose things that are digitized. That is just another reminder to back 

things up in more ways than one!  

During our collaborative project, students were developing skills in literacy, including 

speaking, listening, writing, reading, and technology skills. Children thought about memorable 

moments with(in) the natural world in familiar places and then informally shared brief stories of 

those experiences with classroom partners after practicing traditional storytelling strategies.  First 

sharing them by telling stories in their own local schools and communities, children then adapted 

them into digital stories with photographs and/or images and accompanying audio. These visual 

and auditory modes of communication enhanced their virtual narratives of experiences with(in) 

familiar natural landscapes. They then shared their landscape-lore with the collaborating 

classroom on the opposite side of the planet!  
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In places of learning, or anywhere, whether formally or informally, when students of any 

age are talking, they share clues. Young students share clues when they talk about their 

experiences, feelings, and knowledges with others, including their teachers and the other adults 

in their lives.333 They share clues if they create digital literacies, comic books, songs, writings, 

illustrations, and publish them for audiences. The clues in classroom literacies could encourage 

us, as educators, to create learning activities and curricula, with student input, that serve purposes 

beyond being relevant and motivating. If these curricula and activities intentionally support 

affection and connection with(in) wild places, we know that such feelings promote our students’ 

well-being. 334 These feelings of meaningful attachment with(in) natural places are very likely to 

continue to evolve into ecological concern.335 

When adults genuinely value learners’ contributions as necessary and welcome, and are 

interested in what they have to say, students’ sense of engagement, investment and responsibility 

in their own learning is more likely to occur.336 Also, when children are involved in sharing the 

places in their lives, they may become authentically engaged in learning more about those places, 

and about the places their group members share.337 When group members express how they feel 

about experiences in places through story, and an expectation for a respectful exchange of 

listening is set, people in the group may attend more consciously to those places. New 

discoveries may occur by listening to and exchanging ideas about each other’s stories. 
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Playful Childhood Imaginations: Embodied Sensations in Ecocultural Places 

The autoethnography that follows describes my meaning-making in relationship to my 

place-conscious childhood play. Describing my outdoor play helped me to create new 

realizations about equity, history, race, and privilege.  

A perspective from one childhood  

At the beginning of the Preface in this dissertation I experienced the playful 
moments I describe in Rage is not Enough as a young child, approximately 8 years 
of age, developmentally experiencing middle-childhood, the developmental stage 
of most of the children collaborating in this exploratory curriculum project. I was 
old enough to remember embodied sensations, place, and purpose. Those 
purposeful moments contributed to my sister’s and my own well-being and 
meaningful appreciation for the natural world. These moments involved relational 
knowing between my sister, who was my stalwart and younger playmate, and me 
and our dwelling places.  
 
Those playful moments involved an awareness of connected times and places, or 
history. They included our unconscious perceptions of peoples, and biophysical 
sensations within our ecocultural landscape. We felt the rushing movements of 
water, breezes strong enough to sway pine branches, bright sunshine, and gray 
shadows of evening. We knew the seasons and when it was time to collect rocks to 
wash in the stream. All of this was contextualized in our experience in our 
landscape, in which very cold hands and persistent activity created our story.  
We were committed and resolved, and we tenaciously persevered despite physical 
discomfort and exhaustion because we “had a job to do.” We both continue to be 
hard workers to this very day, more than fifty years later, in new places and new 
times. Yet, that place and time in which we washed and baked those rock potatoes 
survives vividly within our stories, stored imaginatively within our memories, as 
active landscape literacies tend to be.  
 
As a child, I experienced an imaginative, and embodied closeness within the natural 
places surrounding me. That closeness included an imaginative yearning for 
knowing and experiencing the world as an Aln8bak child.  My sister and I didn’t 
know we could possibly still meet someone who is Aln8bak. As far as we knew, the 
Aln8bak had been in the place we lived in, a long time ago, and they just didn’t live 
there anymore, and that was the information we had been taught. We never came 
up with the question, “Well, what happened to them?” My sister and I could only 
experience being Aln8bak children in an inventive way. We did know the Aln8bak 
had not had books or television as we did. We knew they lived outside. I am not 
sure how we knew these things. I know that we engaged in this play before I did a 
third-grade research project upon the Aln8bak people. I think. Or perhaps I had 
done the project and it inspired our play. In any case, it was play about people of 
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our imaginations. We didn’t know Aln8bak were living and breathing and walking 
among us. We never learned that in school! 
 
Thinking about our past play of half a century ago has now created new meaning 
for me. The reality that real children have lived and continue to live in different 
ecocultural places in different times influences how I think about equity. The 
affordances, or availability of safe and healthy resources and situations in 
children’s lives vary.  Ecocultural places continue to influence their outdoor play 
and real-life survival. Whether or not those resources are accessible and/or 
convenient is a matter of ecojustice.  
 
 Ecocultural justice338 influences our opportunities for play and our potential for 

experiences in the natural world. “Ecocultural justice” is a broad enough term and concept to 

include “environmental justice,” and combines it with “culture.” Since “culture” occurs within 

social groups, “ecocultural justice” provides a context that is expansive and deep, combining the 

ideas of environmental justice, cultural justice, and social justice into one concept.339  

Chen et al.340 remind us that “race and ethnicity have been established as a significant 

predictor of environmental discrimination, along with elitism and economic disparities.” 

Therefore, ecocultural injustices often marginalize communities of color, immigrant and 

indigenous communities, and folks at the lower end of the economic scale, among others. 

Children are often the most vulnerable because they count on adults to keep them safe and to 

provide for their well-being, and nourishment. Children must trust adults to have the best 

chances to survive to be healthy both physically and emotionally when they reach adulthood. 

The ways children play and/or engage with(in) the natural world, and use their 

imaginations, are unique to children within ecocultural places. Middle-childhood is most often 
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agreed to be the span of ages between 7 – 11 or 12.341 Sachs explains that children at this age 

have been described by Piaget342 to be in a developmental stage of concrete operations in which 

they think more logically than they did when younger.343 They also begin to analyze and 

remember patterns and details regarding their surroundings, and to determine how they belong 

and identify themselves within them.344 Research has demonstrated that important aspects of 

play for this age group are the development of relations with place, identity, and physical 

activity,345 and “social relations, cultural understandings, as well as children’s sense of 

citizenship.”346  Vygotsky347 emphasized that human development is based primarily on social 

and cultural factors, which indicates the value of play. Play and playfulness foster learning 

through social interaction across cultures, outside in natural and constructed environments, in 

rural and urban areas, beyond the school day and within it.348   

There seem to be similar patterns in children’s social play during middle-childhood in 

different parts of the world. As a result of visits to Devon, England and the Caribbean, David 
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Sobel349 demonstrated that children in both places enjoyed hunting and gathering, creating forts, 

and small worlds. Yet there is great diversity in the experiences of children in middle-childhood, 

individually, culturally, and ecologically/geographically.  They experience play differently due 

to all those distinctions, their prior experiential interactions (or lack of) within their ecocultural 

places, and the affordances350 provided by their interactions with local resources.  
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Ecocultural Privilege: Playing Beneath Pine Boughs Sharply Bright 

My sister and I were fortunate and privileged to live in a natural landscape in 1965 where 

we could imaginatively enact our movements as described in our story “Rage is not Enough,” the 

introductory autoethnography in this document. The ecological place we lived nurtured our 

creativity, and in that way, I think we were provided with these tremendous ecocultural gifts for 

developing our imaginations.  

Ecoculturally, we were two little white girls living in a beautiful rural landscape in 

central New Hampshire. We lived with our grandparents and parents who had time to spend with 

us and nurtured our play and experiences with humor and creativity in that natural landscape. We 

were loved, encouraged, well cared for, and fed. We experienced challenges regarding our social 

economic status during our childhoods, but we didn’t realize that then. We lived in safety, 

security, and reassurance in a time and place where we could freely dance and sing under the 

pines. We had rocks to climb on and blueberries and beans to pick.  

Finding and learning more over the years about how many children in our country and 

around the world do not have such safe, secure, reassuring, and playful opportunities has been 

difficult for me. Their realities for immersing themselves within their naturally wild dwelling 

places are few. This has given me a new awareness about infrequently some children experience 

outdoor play and a healthy exposure to the physical ecocultural world. As local and global 

citizens, and as educators, we must remember and recognize that play and free time in natural 

landscapes means many things. Outdoor experiences are as unique as the unique peoples living 

in diverse circumstances in diverse ecocultural places.351 We need to remember that the events of 
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the ecocultural places we have experienced in our lifetimes may be very different from those of 

the students we care for and learn with.  

By learning with our young early childhood, elementary and primary school students, in a 

community of practice and exploration, and modeling enthusiasm for watching the tiniest ant or 

the noisiest crows, (who are some of my favorite “people”) we may be able to help them feel 

appreciation for nature. Even when we are only able to experience the natural world during 

outdoor recess on the edges of pavement with our students, we can still show our own 

fascination and “sense of wonder.” We can start small gardens, share binoculars to watch birds, 

and look carefully at leaves or acorns. Even when we are only able to look out windows, we can 

watch clouds, birds, insects, and use the same windows for light for growing vegetables. 

Teachers, adults, and caregivers can bring a sense of care, appreciation, and relational belonging 

with(in) the natural environment, no matter where we are, into our students’ lives. 
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Figure 16: Franz Josef Glacier, Aotearoa New Zealand in May 2011  
(Photo by Meredith Bird Miller) 

“In short, the glaciers are melting faster than education is changing, and we 
need a new story.” ~ David A. Greenwood352 
 

Changes at a “Glacial Pace” 

What is the purpose of education? Is it to nurture a “passion for learning and developing 

the mind?”353 Is it the “pursuit of well-being?”354 Is the purpose of education to prepare people 

for the work force? Is it to develop an ethical value system, and to contribute our talents for the 

benefit of society? What is not mentioned? Has something been forgotten?  

Here is my “what could it be?” riddle:  

What is a mountain, a river, and the sea all at the same time? Clues: We depend 
greatly upon it yet often forget about it. Some of us have become distant from it. It 
is the foundation upon which our lives stand. It is vital to the lives of us all, human, 
and beyond-the-human alike. Many seldom think about it and many often take it for 
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granted. A clue: What we do as learners and teachers always happens in it. What 
could this vital feature of our lives be? 
 
Researcher Heather Lake,355 explains her perspective upon this feature that is so 

necessary to our lives: 

Is [the purpose of education] to help students graduate so that they can get a job 
and move on doing whatever our global economy is doing? Then maybe I 
wouldn’t choose this path of education. But I actually view education as teaching 
citizenship. To be socially and ecologically just. So if I think that that’s what 
education’s for, then the best approach is place-based education. 
 

Any one of us is only able to physically be “here.” In one place. At one time. Land. 

Water. Place. We stand, run, walk, swim, float, descend escalators, touch, and smell flowers, 

drive trucks, pat dogs, and horses within place. We are astounded by the sight of a towering 

mountain or skyscraper or hearing and sometimes recognizing the flute-like melodies and cawing 

of birds. The burbling of brooks, the howls of coyotes, the high-pitched screech of peregrine 

falcons diving for pigeons from the top of a skyscraper, and the rumbling roars of subways all 

sound within lands and waters, within place. We live within place. Do we realize place is alive 

within us too?  

Gregory Cajete,356 Tewa, Santa Clara Pueblo, and a professor of Indigenous Education in 

New Mexico, learned about place from his grandmother: 

One of the most important lessons I learned from my grandmother was the 
significance of community and family. Community and family were not just 
relationships to other people, but a relationship to the place we lived and we live. 
In this case, the relationship to the land itself, the relationship to caring for the 
land. A kind of mutual, reciprocal kind of relationship that allowed for the land 
to prosper and to regenerate itself, while at the same time providing food and 
sustenance. 
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Many Indigenous peoples integrate their sacred beliefs with their knowledge systems. 

Australian Aborigines believe that “place was first” and in the Te Ao Māori world as well as the  

 

 

Aln8bak in American Indian thought:357 

Place, in other words, is the first being to step out of the night regions of the void 
and is consequently the source of all things in Te Ao, the world of light: the 
deities, space and time, the seas and forests, and finally, all the human and 
nonhuman ancestors. This ontology establishes the sacredness of place as the 
firstborn in a cosmic genealogy, making our relationship to the universe 
simultaneously personal, relational, and spiritual. 
  

Because place, whether it is water, land, or air, appeared first, it makes sense to me that 

everything else is an extension of place and that place acts on humans as well as the beyond-the-

human. In this way place encourages a reaction. The reaction is based upon whether people are 

truly able to listen to place, or whether people would rather listen to themselves. When people do 

                                                 
357 Soren C. Larsen and Jay T. Johnson, “The Agency of Place: Toward a Beyond-the-human Geographical Self,” GeoHumanities 2, 
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Figure 17: "Aotearoa NZ Fr.Josef glacier - Ka Roimata o Hinehukatere" by Jim 
Davies is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0. June 2015. By comparing this photo, 

taken in 2015, with the photo of the same glacier, taken in 2011 you can see the ice 
that has melted behind the natural dam in the last four years. Do you think this  

glacier changing quickly or slowly? 
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not understand their reciprocal relational becoming or dependence within place “the first 

ancestor.” 

David A. Greenwood358 reminds us in the quote at the beginning of this chapter that 

educational and ecocultural forces are inextricably entwined in places. Education needs to evolve 

expediently to support people’s abilities to adapt and innovate in caring relationship with(in) the 

ecological world. As we all rapidly fluctuate in reaction within the ecocultural local and global 

responses to global warming and its consequences we need to adapt, mitigate, and live 

sustainably.  

Changing the teacher-centered, banking model of education is urgent and essential for 

many reasons. Fostering flexible collaborative responsiveness to rapid planetary transformations 

to global warming and climate change is also necessary and may be accomplished within a 

learner-centered critical pedagogy that emerges from within children’s lived experiences. 

Children may be gently introduced to learning about climate change and sustainability through 

their landscape-lore. Asking questions about living beings in their stories and helping them to 

think about biodiversity and phenology within the ecocultural changes they might observe could 

open the door to the topic and help to bring it closer and make it more relevant to their lives.  

Educators, teacher educators, and educational policy makers must be informed about the 

science and ramifications of global climate change. Facilitating students’ environmental care and 

concern, understanding, positive environmental attitudes and agency, has been and continues to 

be vital. We know that immersive experiences in lands and waters, and sensory awareness, a 

sense of wonder, and a sense of emotional closeness within the natural environment supports 
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pro-environmental behaviors, it’s up to us as education professionals to provide creative 

opportunities for encouraging all of these. Supporting learners’ confidence in and encouraging 

enthusiasm in confronting the challenges359 of global warming, and related sustainability efforts 

are essential. 

An Educator’s Story of Climate Change Awareness 

 Staying informed and sharing what I learn is my obligation, to and within all 
my relations.  Learning that transformations to the earth’s systems have always 
occurred, yet never as precipitously as in the past fifty years renewed my concern 
over ten years ago. Prior to that, I was raising very young children, one of whom 
had medical conditions that required additional focus. I was also teaching full-
time. My interest in natural history had led me into environmental studies a few 
years before I became a mother, and even with that focus, it took me two decades 
to really become aware of the ramifications of climate change on a local and global 
scale.  
 Because of my experiences, I understand that folks must juggle many 
responsibilities in their lives or are still in more egocentric phases of development. 
Yet now in 2022, the outcry for local and international governmental and personal 
change is much louder, more pervasive, and obvious, and perhaps more difficult 
for as many people to ignore, as they might have in the past.360   
 
 Observing changes in the onset of blooming in lilacs over many years was 
my first physical clue to how climate change was influencing the ecocultural 
landscape surrounding me. Then it was realizing that the swallowtail butterflies, 
were still arriving to feed on the lilac flowers (Syringa vulgaris) at the same time, 
right around the end of May, but now the blossoms had already gone by before they 
arrived. So now they feed on honeysuckles (Lonicera japonica), and fortunately 
they are blossoming. This is one possible example of a biophysical modification 
due to climate change. Global climate change is causing swift bio geophysical and 
ecocultural transformations, transformations that are integrally entangled in local 
and global places through those intricate ecocultural forces recognized by 
Greenwood.361 
   
 I advocate for increasing awareness that climate change is the primary 
determining factor in an on-going process of designing and adopting successful 
sustainability practices. As an educator, a family member, and a citizen of local 
and global communities, I know it is my responsibility. I think there has been more 
discussion about sustainability education than climate change education in our 
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school systems and universities,362 and we need to increase people’s knowledge 
about climate change and its relationship to sustainability. As more people learn 
about climate change, maybe more of us will work harder to develop climate 
change reduction and mitigation, in addition to related and effective sustainability 
practices.  
 
 Finding meaning, and emotional, affective attachments with(in) the places 
we love may help us to support each other’s resilience through ecocultural 
transformations with compassion and empathy. Meaning-making and inspirational 
connections within the wild natural world may encourage us to care about our 
ecocultural relations. Perhaps we will care enough to become more informed and 
energized to influence governmental climate change policies. Supporting each 
other as we exchange new scientific and practical survival information through 
both informal and formal learning is necessary. It is necessary for the health of 
ecocultural systems of which we are a tiny part. 
  
Ecocultural systems in which we live are experiencing, and will continue to experience, 

unusual transformations due to rapid climate change.  Many global climate scientists and 

environmentalists have been alerting the world to the probable repercussions for years. However, 

for many people, climate change may seem to be a newly realized phenomenon. Promoting 

effective problem-solving and furthering ecocultural resilience to such unpredictable shifts 

requires collaborative efforts among all of us enculturated in differing worldviews. All these 

interdependent active efforts will help us strengthen community relationships. Our 

interdependent relationships are vital to our continuing survival as a species, not only with other 

human beings, but with all entities animate and inanimate within our local and global ecological 

systems. 

  As educators we need to further our understanding of the scientific, social, and cultural 

evidence that helps us to meet the needs of our students in a new geological era of 

transformation. We are all confronting ecocultural changes together. 

  

                                                 
362 Henderson et al., “Expanding the Foundation,” 419. 
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Landscape-Lore: Emotional Connections Within Wild Natural Places 

For education to change in ways that will support this interdependent ecocultural system, 

teachers need innovative curriculum that is meaningful within all the communities in which it is 

practiced.  For it to benefit all students, it must be relevant to their lives, engage their 

imaginations, and motivate their participation. As educators, we need curriculum that fosters 

classroom community and collaboration among all our students, all our communities, and 

ourselves. Such curriculum must meet all our students’ needs for local learning experiences that 

bolster their relational connections with(in) the wild natural ecocultural world. Research has 

demonstrated repeatedly that caring connections within the natural world emerge from 

meaningful local land-based nature experiences.363 When students authentically care about the 

places in their lives, they often develop the willingness to act to protect them.  

Because emotional connections within wild natural places are very likely to foster caring, 

concern, and appreciation for the ecocultural world, they provide a direct contrast to those 

opportunities isolated from students’ interests and needs.364 Students’ participation and 

involvement within their ecocultural landscapes are more likely when the learning context is 

relevant to their lives. When people feel they have a relationship within the ecological world they 

are more likely to take actions to sustain it.365 
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Learning opportunities that contribute to developing emotional attachments within a local 

sense of place, is essential. Such experiences should provide a variety of ways for promoting 

collaboration and communication skills, both locally and globally, which is what we attempted 

to do in our exploration. However, the potential for observing similar or distinct patterns is made 

more possible through a concerned exchange of land education and place-conscious ideas among 

international ecocultural landscapes. Greenwood366 explains that:  

This does not mean that a global perspective is more important than local 
perspectives, but that the scale of anthropogenic impact transcends and connects 
local, regional, and continental boundaries. 

  
Concern for the natural world may be expressed through collaborative communication 

skills. Communicating effectively with people locally and globally may help students and 

educators meet interrelated place-based sustainability challenges by solving problems in 

collaboration with diverse people living in many places. 

Therefore, educators need to find, or be taught ways to access, the relevance of the local 

and the global in their students’ lives.367 Educators need to care and encourage caring for their 

local places within the interconnected socio-ecological system in which they perform a vital 

interdependent role.  

I suggest that incorporating land-conscious and place-conscious pedagogies,368 that 

integrating ecocultural local and global interactions, may encourage the evolution of emotional 

caring and concern for the natural world, and as a result, may possibly result in behaviors that 

support ecocultural sustainability. Gruenwald369(Greenwood) emphasizes that place-conscious 
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education creates opportunities to attend to place, in all its multiplicities, including through our 

own many diverse feelings of belonging in place: 

Learning to listen to what places are telling us—and to respond as informed, 
engaged citizens—this is the pedagogical challenge of place-conscious 
education. Places are fundamentally pedagogical because they are contexts for 
human perception and for participation with the phenomenal, ecological, and 
cultural world. What we know is, in large part, shaped by the kinds of places we 
experience and the quality of attention we give them. 

 

Feelings of emotional affiliation within a landscape have been shown to be significant 

influences upon environmental behaviors, 370 and have sometimes resulted from the application 

of school curriculum that fosters emotional attachment to place. Such caring is promoted by a 

sense of connection, including a consciousness of nature within place; and these feelings of 

connection may be embraced within one’s “sense of place.”371 This sense of place relates to our 

sense of self, or our identity, and is likely to foster the motivation to behave in ways that support 

pro-environmental behaviors.  

The likelihood that realizing relationships and connections with natural places often leads 

to environmental concern, is buttressed repeatedly by such educational researchers and 

practitioners as: Gregory Cajete, Louise Chawla, Barbara Comber, Monica Green, Brad 

Harasymchuk, Manulani Aluli Meyer, Rebecca Martusewicz, Jenny Ritchie, David Sobel, 

                                                 
370 Chawla, “Children’s Concern for the Natural Environment. Children’s Environments Quarterly, 13-20.”; Chawla, Learning to 
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Margaret Somerville, and Affrica Taylor, among many more.372 Otto and Pensini,373 for 

example, found a strong empirical association showing that: 

In addition to fostering environmental knowledge, nature-based environmental 
education’s fostering of connectedness to nature provides intrinsic motivation to 
behave ecologically. Local ecological systems are accessible to children inside 
and outside of local schools. 
 

Beckett374 suggests that there is also a relationship among social values, both personal 

and cultural, and place: 

Place is our surroundings infused with the values, meanings, and significance 
that we’ve ascribed to them as individuals and communities over generations. 
Developing an awareness of this—a sense of place—is about recognizing our 
relationship with place as a feedback loop: our natural and cultural landscape 
shapes our values as much as our values shape the character of our landscape. 
 

To promote educational change that supports ecocultural relations and systems, teacher 

education professor Barbara Comber 375 focuses on critical literacy and place-conscious 

education in her work. She positions active geography as a primary agent for influencing 

educational outcomes:    

A number of years ago now, in my inquiries into schools located in high poverty 
locations, I realized that geography—the social, economic, demographic, 
environmental, and political aspects of place—was integrally related to how 
education played out for different groups of students. 
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What does Comber mean by “geography?” She explains geography as socio-ecological 

dimensions of place, as described above. What does she mean by “place?” Comber376 refers to 

Doreen Massey’s definition, and expands upon it: 

Social geographer Doreen Massey (2005) argues that when we think of places, 
“There can be no assumption of pre-given coherence, or a community or 
collective identity”; rather, place demands “negotiation” and “invention” (141). 
School and classroom spaces, as a microcosm of the wider society, are 
increasingly heterogeneous, where different people are “thrown together” and 
where power relations and a sense of belonging must be constantly negotiated. 
 

Erik Fraser377 suggests that interaction with place contributes to our sense of place:  

Place is the emotional and personal reflections and meaning imposed on space; 
it varies from person to person and from location to location. Everybody has a 
sense of place, wherever they are, be it in their hometown, a school, church, or 
living room. However, people may develop a stronger sense of place by 
interacting with and learning about the space around them. 
 

David A. Greenwood378 articulates a variety of ideas to describe the meaning of “place.” 

He perceives a multiplicity of significances; place provides a context for how local people live 

their lives. He also sees place as paradoxical in that places contribute to the well-being of people, 

and people in turn, contribute to the well-being (or not) of the places in which we live, play, and 

work. The intertwining of local places and people continues in holistic reciprocity just as they 

always have, yet due to contemporary economic globalization, complex entanglements among 

the local and the global have increased.    

 Greenwood (as Gruenwald),379 mentions David Abram’s380 and Merleau Ponty’s381 

phenomenological observations based upon embodied and sensory perceptions of place. The 
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essence of their phenomenology is that place is where we experience the world, and our 

relationship with(in) place occurs through our embodied senses.  This seems obvious, yet 

because of the way we speak about ourselves as separate from the natural world in Eurocentric-

based languages, such as English, we may struggle to remember we have an implicit 

interrelationship and interdependence with(in) place.  

Land and water and place include the ecologically “wilder” world emerging in nature. I 

want to remember that “wild nature” is a landscape or waterscape, inhabited by “kin” in 

Indigenous cultural frameworks, or the more-than-human, each being expressing the energy of 

their own life force. This perception is one that resonates with me, not only as an idea, but as 

embodied sensation when I am out and about within the ecocultural landscape/waterscape. I 

think that it is a useful idea. It could be useful for those of us who are trying to engage people 

with(in) a sense of relation within the ecocultural lands/waters in which they live. We could 

share with our students, whether children or adults, that Indigenous peoples tend to perceive 

insects, rocks, leaves, waters, fish, and all “bodies and forms,” as ecocultural beings who have 

their own life force. We could share that this evokes a “sense of wonder” for us when we think 

about this. We could help our students perceive the relationality among all of “us” inhabiting an 

ecoculture together by talking about how we and the more-than-human act upon each other.  

We could begin to share encounters. “A huge tree was hit by lightning not far from my 

house, and I’ve never heard such a crash or seen such an explosion of light before!” or “A sand 

dollar came up out of the sand between my toes when I was standing at the edge of the ocean.” 

Maybe this idea that everything has a life force could help people to develop another reason for 

growing their sense of affiliation within the natural world.  Maybe, and maybe not, yet if they do, 

it’s all for the better in my opinion. 
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 Greenwood (as Gruenwald)382 expressed his awareness of embodiment in place as “a 

description of places as an ecology of reciprocal, interdependent relationships between bodies 

and forms.” I think of experiential interrelationships among places as an ecologically integrated 

system that joins the social, the cultural, and the environmental from place to place to place to 

place, and so on.  

For places to demonstrate reciprocal, interdependent relationships with active bodies and 

forms, we cannot perceive them as objects, or as if they have only one dimension. Places must be 

animated and alive to reciprocate. Places have things to teach us.383 The following example is a 

simple one I created here to illustrate how place, as an active agent in a complex interrelated 

system, may teach us. Our local knowledges emerge from place: 

We know that when there is heavy rain, some areas, in the places surrounding some 
beings, are prone to flooding. Place has taught us this through experience. We also 
know that when soil becomes saturated, and rocks displaced, they are often unable 
to continue to hold tree roots in the ground. The weight of the trees sometimes pulls 
the roots right out of the soil, and the tree topples, often falling on wires providing 
electricity to homes. When the wires are live and dangling in the rain and wind, 
places situated around the wires become dangerous and are full of energetic 
potential.  Breathing beings may be killed by such energy. Wires separating from 
their hubs also disconnect the flow of electricity into homes. We humans might say, 
“Oh the electricity is out again!” as if the electricity is one isolated entity affecting 
our lives in that moment. Yet, place influences that electricity, acting upon it as an 
agent through myriad ecological, technical, economic, and political 
interrelationships, all linked through place.  
 
All happenings in the narrative description above are interconnections in space/time, and, 

as Doreen Massey384 describes them, “event(s) of place.” Place is active and alive, and 

continuously transforms all relations as rain falls and trees topple. Our own connections with(in) 

place reverberate in response. Place, as an agent of change, is anything but static. 
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Land Education385 Emerges from Indigenous Ecological Knowledge Systems 

I have briefly introduced land education as a concept. Land education emerges from 

Indigenous relational knowing within local and ancestral landscapes. On the other hand, place-

based education has emerged in the last half-century from within a cultural Eurocentric/Western 

settler-colonial form of knowing the world, often through environmental education.  This is a 

very different way of knowing the lands-waterscapes from within a relational fabric of ancestral 

knowledge. These ancestral indigenous knowings have survived many transformations occurring 

within space and time over many more centuries and millennia.  

Vital survival information and observations of environmental changes have been encoded 

in story and have contributed to the well-being of people and place for generations. Agricultural 

choices, awareness of animals and food sources, techniques for fishing and hunting in ways 

appropriate to a given landscape, knowing a landscape’s interconnecting routes and pathways, as 

well as its meaningful place names, as well as spiritual tales that provide a foundation for 

meaning, belonging, and well-being in a landscape, are all examples of the influence of 

storytelling and participatory learning in ecocultural knowings. 

Indigenous Ecological Knowledge Systems have informed values of conscious respect 

and reciprocity with place for all participants dwelling within and exploring beyond their 

ecological habitats for millennia.  Educators and schools bear an ethical responsibility to teach 

accurate interdisciplinary history and prehistory in ways that are significant by connecting 

directly to students’ lives.  

Promoting the explicit use of critical thinking and learning, and ecocultural awareness, 

while encouraging positive and collaborative attitudes is vital.  Educational action for 
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sustainability are necessary for students’ and all community members’ well-being now, and in 

the future. Such skills are necessary because their application may increase an interdependent 

consciousness, responsiveness, and mindfulness that encourages reciprocity within the 

landscapes we all inhabit. When we develop emotional connections with(in) the natural world, 

we, our students, and all community members are more likely to solve problems in ways that 

meet more needs.  

Meeting needs of diverse peoples and places while recognizing their special qualities may 

contribute to long-lasting solutions. Acting with relational reciprocity, realizing that all 

biophysical entities on our planet are interconnected is vital for mutual survival.  Students rely 

upon those who care for them and teach them to help them understand these relationships and 

concepts. 

Revitalizing the well-being of planet, land/waterscapes, and beings within, relies upon 

more successful application of ecocultural justice, notably climate justice. Sharing experiential 

stories and knowledges of our landscapes through oral transmission and digital storytelling, 

provides opportunities for exploring relationships among time and place.  

Investigating past and present place-conscious experiences through story may contribute 

to building understandings regarding climate change and biophysical transformations.  

Increasing our understanding, and that of our students could contribute to how we all might be 

able to collaborate in promoting well-being despite increasing ecocultural challenges.  
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Standardizing Diverse Ecocultural Places and all their Relations? 

Being a classroom teacher and teacher-educator, I know that it is often difficult for 

teachers who have little experience in environmental or place-based strategies, and related 

background content, to integrate place-conscious exploration into their lessons. Sometimes they 

are prevented from doing so by local curricular interpretations of standardized criteria,386 and 

sometimes they are not aware of the values and necessity of place-conscious education. Even 

more experienced educators may feel as if their hands are tied by an overwhelming curriculum 

that they are already expected to teach. Greenwood387 affirmed my experiential understanding of 

this, arguing that:  

Such standardization in turn narrows the curriculum to what can be most easily 
measured, while reducing the capacity for creative work on the part of 
administrators, teachers, and students. Ironically, as the future of people, place, 
and planet becomes more uncertain, our educational leaders and policymakers 
appear more and more certain about the logic of educational standardization. 

 

Professional training may be limited, so content and pedagogical knowledge may be 

lacking for preparing students for current and forthcoming climate changes and sustainability 

practices. Educators may not know that an activity as simple as planting bean seeds in a pot, or 

planting a small outdoor garden at school, or putting in a birdfeeder could give their students 

some opportunities to connect with nature. Sometimes it may seem like “one more thing.” I 

discussed this in the Preface. 

Understanding that place-conscious education is culturally responsive, and culturally 
sustaining is not only useful for educators because it is inclusive. It is useful for educators to 
understand that there are ways to teach that provide opportunities for creating caring 
relationships within a classroom community.388 One of the ways educators learn and become 
advocates for a teaching practice is by participating in collaborative learning themselves and 
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reflecting upon their experience. Then when they find out that similar experiences could translate 
into improved achievement scores for their students, they may feel even more willing to give an 
idea such as digital landscape-lore a try. After all, improved achievement scores are what their 
administrators and school boards want, right?389 Well, as referred to by Chawla,390 just as it is 
with children’s definitions of nature, definitions of achievement depend on where one is from, 
and the relational ecoculture of that place as conveyed by Carpena‐Méndez et al. 391 

 
The learning experiences of Indigenous children are shaped by a pedagogy of 
sensing, observing, and accompanying that does not seek mastery of specific 
knowledge or skills but instead flexible approaches that adapt to shifting 
circumstances and tasks for which no previous training has been received (see 
e.g. Chamoux 1991; Flores et al. 2015; Ortiz Báez 2013, Rogoff et al. 2014). 
 

Carpena‐Méndez et al.392 also emphasize that teachers “support these processes by cultivating 

relational learning through new sensory, perceptive, and affective capacities throughout life.” 

Lifelong learning is the goal, rather than higher scores on achievement exams. 

Place-conscious education is a beneficial and an effective strategy for helping students to 

adjust to new situations and to develop a sense of belonging within a classroom, school, and 

local community. It is beneficial for any educator who practices care and concern in a culturally 

responsive classroom, and who realizes that curriculum that is relevant to the lives, hearts and 

minds of students is effective for both community building and learning within the classroom. 

Refugees, immigrants, or students393 who have just relocated from another area of the town, 

state, or country, or who have learning challenges, and all students in a classroom may benefit 

from place-conscious education because it is organically relevant and meaningful within the 

context of their day-to-day lives.  
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Dhillon et al.394 describe how the natural world can bring a sense of well-being and 

familiarity into refugee children’s lives, which is such a necessary aspect of settling into a new 

community successfully. Finding something familiar to hang on to, as well as the benefits of the 

natural world for promoting resilience and health, can be very positive, especially in the case of 

children who have experienced trauma.  

The natural world is the one common factor that is familiar to newcomers. This 
is because features in the natural world such as, climbing steep terrains, 
climbing trees, walking, jogging, playing football or ‘soccer’, and swimming in a 
body of water, captures both familiarity in activity and the natural world.  
 

For newcomers to feel embraced by their new learning community in a new place, they 

need to feel that they have something to offer their community. Place-conscious education may 

provide a way for them to share the knowledge and skills they have developed in the previous 

place(s) they have lived. These students have experienced another place in the world and could 

be encouraged to share these places and skilled actions related to them (if this is appropriate for 

their well-being, depending upon circumstances). 

 
Even when they have the freedom to bring their classes outside, sometimes educators do 

not know that human attachment with/in the natural world is a holistic concept. We have been 

taught to think of the environment as “it” and we, as humans, are separate from “it.” If we take a 

walk on a beautiful fall day in the crisp air, or catch the scent of ozone before it rains, we often 

feel as if we are “in” the natural environment and logically, if we are in it, we are part of it. This 

almost seems to be a mathematical principle as in a + b= c! Because as human beings we live as 
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parts of the environment, we need to feel our relation within it.  Research demonstrates that our 

connection with nature is vital for mutual well-being.395  

Sometimes the idea of managing their class(es) outdoors seems daunting, 396 to educators, 

so some avoid taking advantage of spaces immediately available outside of the school. They may 

feel more confident about maintaining control when in the classroom. Classroom management is 

also very important to school administrators and individuals have different expectations for 

behavior whether students are inside or outside the classroom.397 

In addition, parents, school boards, administrators, and educators may need to be 

introduced to evidence that demonstrates that providing place-conscious education transfers to 

further achievement on standardized tests.398 This is because generally, standardized assessment 

is most often the required criteria for demonstrating educational accountability. 

The study of isolated subjects is a historic educational tradition that has often established 

the same expectation for how students should be taught today. School board members without 

educational training, and other participants in regional educational agencies, and governing 

bodies representing the “will of the people,” may have experienced this type of isolated learning. 

Therefore, they may assume that these instructional strategies are the best way to help students 

learn and achieve today.  

These historic learning patterns in which students study each discipline in an isolated way 

have continued to become normative and conventional over time. Policymakers may anticipate 
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that educators will teach each discipline separately with methods like those their own teachers 

used, because those are the teaching strategies and proscribed curricula they understand. Perhaps 

those instructional conventions seemed to work for them. The tricky thing is, we only know what 

we know. We don’t know what we haven’t learned.  

If the people participating on these boards and agencies are not familiar with new 

knowledge in the science of learning, they may not realize that there are now more effective and 

meaningful instructional pedagogies for meeting local, state, and national standards. As a result, 

even though the teachers they hire are trained in the science of learning, they may be treated as 

semi-professionals399 who are often expected to meet content standards through dictated policies. 

They and their administrators may be expected to use curricula and textbooks imposed by public 

school districts and governments, or private school entities. These curricula may or may not meet 

the needs of students and has often resulted in the lack of teachers’ professional autonomy. This 

may continue to result in good teachers leaving the profession.400  
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Relational Learning: Making Sense, or Stop Making Sense? 

You’re Just Talking Silly Talk!401 

 

Often, academic achievement has been and continues to be the primary goal that school 

districts emphasize. That makes sense when best teaching and learning practices are 

implemented. Achievement in the U.S and many nations is often measured by local, state, 402  

national,403 or international standardized assessments (such as the international PISA).404 These 

measurements compare students to others, and often determine teacher effectiveness by their 

students’ increasing success or diminishing progress.405  

These policies have been emphasized at state, national and international levels. Chiappe 

et al.406 quoting Evans407 and Sir Ken Robinson and Lou Aronica,408 explain how standardization 

is based upon the industrial era and how it lacks the capacity for differences and diversity in 

learners: 

There is a general perception that education is somehow lagging behind the 
information economy because it relies on a “factory model” of the “industrial 
era” This model has been developed based on standardization, where individuals 
with different talents are received and taught and assessed in the same way, 
considering that everyone should learn the same, at the same time…  
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Unfortunately, some school districts have selected narrow curricula that bears no 

emotional significance409 or meaningful relationship to students’ lives. This kind of irrelevant 

instruction stopped making sense long ago, as research demonstrates.410 Many of these curricular 

choices have not been representative of best teaching practices. Preventing teachers, by policy or 

lack of educational supports, from designing curriculum and instruction that is relevant to their 

students’ interests and needs, has inhibited learning.411  

When we are encouraged to explore topics that are significant to us, in ways that are 

meaningful to our lives, we are more motivated to learn and will be more likely to be more 

successful in making continuous progress412 as learners. This goes for students of any age group.  

 I remember walking into a first-grade classroom in New Hampshire as a 
supervising professor, looking for a student teacher. No one was in the classroom, and I 
noticed that upon each of the twenty-plus desks of the six-year-old students in the class, 
was a little photocopied reading book. I looked at the little books and noticed that they 
were all the same. So, each child in this first-grade classroom was expected to read the 
same book! Right away I felt a sinking in the pit of my stomach and thought “uh oh.”  
 
 At the front of the classroom where I had observed my student leading the class in 
the past, I saw a curriculum book open. I realized right away that this was a scripted 
literacy curriculum. This educator was not permitted to vary from the script (nor could she 
group the children into literature circles or encourage them to play-act their text as 
reader’s theater). Then, with some shock, I realized that my student teacher was expected 
to use this curriculum, because this was what the cooperating classroom- teacher was 
expected to use. 
 
 This method of introducing children to literacy does NOT encourage their 
emergence as readers. It directly contrasted with everything, everything I had been 
teaching the education students in the literacy ed courses I taught! I was the primary 
literacy education professor in our teaching program, so the best practices I taught were 
the ones the student teachers were familiar with. There was no sign of reading or writing 
that would be relevant to the children’s own life experiences. None. We had some creative 
discussions about what a new teacher could do when confronted with the expectation to 
use a scripted reading program. 
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It is very possible to help children and young adults to reach accountability standards in 

creative and collaborative ways that are significant to their life experiences. However, if meeting 

the standards by achieving high scores on required state assessments is interpreted as the primary 

goal in a school or school district, rather than emphasizing best practices for supporting 

children’s learning,413 and well-being as whole people, then the outcomes will likely be just the 

opposite of what they are hoping for. Administrators will be surprised by the results if they think 

this type of curriculum will raise reading scores. Sometimes school boards who very often do not 

have any training in education and learning, dictate curriculum to be used, and an administrator 

must go along with that board or resign (which I think is the best option, but most principals are 

not in a financial position to make that choice, and neither are educators). Often it has seemed 

that rather than prioritizing learning by encouraging children to think critically, to question, and 

to creatively apply their skills in the process of developing new understandings, districts have 

made ineffective choices that impede student learning. 

David Greenwood414 points out that a narrow focus on standardization has evolved 

because, at the broader bureaucratic levels, approaches to education are often not supported by 

thoughtful decision-making that considers the reality that education occurs in ecocultural places 

that are continuously transforming. Kassam et al.415 argue that “Common Core Learning 

Standards (CCLS) in the United States may amount to an assimilationist education policy not 

unlike the historical treatment of Indigenous communities in North America.”  
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If educators do not have the freedom to help children meet standards or competencies in 

creative relational ways that are significant to students’ lives, research has suggested that 

students may be less likely to engage and make continuous progress as learners. On the other 

hand, when educators are encouraged to teach in ways that are culturally and experientially 

relevant to students’ lives, so that students and their families feel that their teachers care, then 

student engagement and persistence in learning is much more likely to occur.416 When the 

unique learning styles, development, and ecocultural backgrounds of all students are addressed in 

responsive curricula that is relevant to their lives, most students succeed.417 

Many places are currently threatened by changing global climates, and a (hopefully 

unintended) “pedagogy of erasure”418 may occur when children’s experiential place-based 

knowledges are excluded and overlooked in school curricula and instruction. When children 

become detached from place, and place-conscious experiences or pedagogies are not available to 

encourage deeper belonging and knowing in place, knowing place and culture may be erased. 

Belonging in and knowing place involves our ecocultures intimately. Engaging in place, 

where we find ourselves in relation emotionally, physically, ecologically, culturally, and socially 

is significant. Engaging in place is significant because we are then able to encircle knowing the 

familiar here and now right where we are.  Then we are likely to become ready to reach out 

beyond those understandings into a new spiral of knowing. We may discover more reasons to 

reach into the past to examine the transformations that occurred before in our ecocultural places. 
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Knowing ecocultural place both now and then is vital for the innovative and critical thinking 

needed for generating sustainable adaptations and solutions to new challenges in places.  

From the perspective of Indigenous pedagogies and place-conscious education, the idiom 

“knowing one’s place” signifies something completely different from its traditional meaning.  

“Knowing one’s place” as an idiom typically means that one recognizes where one belongs and 

how one is expected to behave in a social hierarchy.419 Knowing one’s place in a place-conscious 

way could mean knowing the ecocultural relations of a place, including the animate, and 

inanimate. Knowing rocks, birds, fish, atmosphere, people living within their cultures, trees, 

soils, terrain, or sweep of sea, in relation with(in) physical location, is to begin to know one’s 

place in a place-conscious sense.  

When we have understandings of our significant lands, waters, and places, and become 

more conscious of them, we are then more likely to begin to think about place holistically and 

realize ecocultural connections over time within that place. We begin to recognize our relational 

belonging within place. We may begin to recognize our interdependent relations with other 

creatures, plants, and seasons.  

Adaptations and solutions regarding global climate change and hazard mitigation are 

dependent upon place-conscious belonging. Meeting the challenges of unprecedented ecocultural 

transformations may be supported by creative place-conscious education. This may occur both 

inside and outside of school, socially with other people, or “by ourselves” as we engage within 

ecocultural place. 
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Greenwood420 articulates associations linking powerful sectors of society such as politics, 

economics, and education. Understanding these connections is necessary to confront educational 

approaches that continue to support ecocultural and social disparities while limiting critical 

thinking and creative problem-solving: 

From a wider cultural studies perspective, other guiding metaphors that find 
expression in education include patriarchy, Whiteness, mechanism, colonization, 
and other terms describing patterns of domination and control that privilege 
some social groups at the expense of others and that privilege humans at the 
expense of habitat. All of these metaphors converge and find expression in the 
universal call for “economic development…a cultural studies approach to 
education that is responsive to the Anthropocene, that recovers a sense of the 
relationship between economics and ecological impact, and that interrupts the 
colonial mindset, is an approach that will seek to decolonize and reinhabit self, 
relationship, place, and planet. 
 
 

Understanding Responsibilities and Gratitude within Relational Ecocultural Places  

Greg Cajete,421 embraces the following purpose of education: 

The ultimate aim [of Indigenous education] is not explaining an objectified 
universe, but rather learning about and understanding responsibilities and 
relationships and celebrating those that humans establish with the world. 
 

Ah! Becoming responsible in all our relationships within the world, and being grateful for 

those relationships and celebrating them, both the human and the beyond-the-human, is the 

primary purpose of education in an Indigenous sense. Every aspect of our lives is relational, and 

those relationships occur in place. Our relational lives are interconnected in a holistic, systemic 

web of relations. These relationships incorporate all relationships that are simultaneously 

ecocultural, and socio-ecological. Some also use the term eco-social or social-environmental as 

terms. I appreciate “ecocultural,” because “eco” refers to ecological, and “cultural” refers to 

culture, and if we add the word “place” as in “ecocultural place” we are relating the connections 
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among the ecological world and the culture of people belonging in that ecological place. For me, 

using the term “socio-environmental,” or other “socio” words leaves out one of the most 

important, if not THE most important elements that transform places over time.These are  the 

cultural worldviews of the peoples inhabiting those places and surviving by using the resources 

available to them in those places. 

In any case, all of us require opportunities that will nurture our responsible 

interrelationships within this ecocultural web for our own wellbeing and for the wellbeing of all 

upon this ecological planet we inhabit. Indigenous peoples’ worldviews tend to embrace this 

sense of reciprocity and interdependence within the ecological places they live(d). Providing 

opportunites to nurture students’ ecocultural attachment is a tall educational order for classroom 

teachers. It seems to me, as an educator and learner, that the most meaningful way to tackle our 

ecocultural awareness and responsibility is to explore these relational interconnections with(in) 

place. We can directly influence our local places because we live in them, and they affect us and 

we affect them. We are relationally interdependent. Or perhaps I should say that our places act 

upon us and inspire us to act in whatever way we deem fit.422  

Relationships exist among all entities. If I learn about one entity in isolation, I only know 

a little about one thing. If I discover more about how that entity influences and is influenced by 

many of its participating relationships, I know more about more-than-one-thing. How could I 

ever learn what I need to know and be able to do to contribute to collaborative problem-solving 

in this era of rapid change? If I am only experiencing one detached concept or idea at a time, 

rather than uncovering its relational meaning it is going to be a… V-E-R-Y… S-L-O-W… 
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process. How would the K-Adult students I have worked with in the past ever realize the 

existence of our relational interdependencies? How would preservice teachers recognize these if 

they were taught isolated concepts in disciplinary silos when they were “taught-to” individual 

standards in their elementary, middle, and high school years? If they do not realize these 

interrelationships among concepts and ideas among different content areas, how could they 

possibly introduce them to their students?   

Relationships are active, rather than static, so they are open to hopeful changes, changes 

that may create transformative opportunities. These opportunities for change influence the entire 

ecocultural web, including educational systems. Education is constantly transforming, and every 

educator must become ready for what is to come. Being prepared to lead, teach, and learn in 

collaboration within our ecocultural landscapes is essential. It is essential for the well-being of 

the complex local and global ecocultural system in which learners (and teachers) play a vital 

role. 

Playful Affordances 

Affordance theory emerges from Gibson423 and ecological psychology. As Gibson 

explained, “Affordances are the possibilities for use afforded to us by diverse features in our 

surroundings.” However, defining affordances as “relations between the abilities to perceive and 

act and features of the environment” emphasizes that affordances contain potential attributes for 

activity in the ecosystem, rather than passive features. Affordance theory “studies the dynamical 

and coupled systems relations between human actors and their (physical and sociocultural) 

environment…”424 “hence through and through systemic and ecological.425 
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As described in my autoethnographic story Rage is not Enough found at the beginning of 

this dissertation, affordances weren’t just the rocks in our surroundings that my sister and I baked 

as potatoes. The affordances were the interaction between our abilities to engage in telling a 

story we dramatized, related to rocks as affordances within our surroundings. The affordance 

was offered by the potential the rocks supplied for us perceptually as potato-props. By washing 

our rock “potatoes” in a cold stream, we acted upon a potential affordance we perceived in the 

rocks.  Other children might relate with potential affordances the rocks provide much differently 

than we did. They might use them as representations of treasure in a dragon’s lair, or eggs in a 

bird’s nest, for example. In whatever way children relate, create and act upon affordances in 

features of their surroundings, the actions must produce “immediate pleasurable experiential 

feedback about the effects of their actions”426 for children to stay involved in the activity. 

Kytta427 explains that “Context, social and cultural factors also control children’s perception and 

their actualization of affordances.” He adds that a child’s stage of development also influences 

their actions upon affordances of the environment. 

Local land-based and place-conscious experiences that bolster children’s relational 

connections with(in) the ecocultural world foster meaning-making, a sense of self-in-relation428 

and identity. These experiences429 provide a relevant context for learning.  They are based upon 
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the children’s own experiential background knowledge while promoting caring connections 

within the natural world.430 They are also based upon what children learn ecologically, socially, 

and culturally in their lives. They learn socially and culturally about what behaviors are 

appropriate and what understandings are important, expected, or necessary in specific ecological 

places, all of which are nested among even more places within the larger ecosystem. Heft 

clarifies that: 

Whereas places for all terrestrial animals might be locations where particular 
affordances are regularly found, and even are the result of alterations of surfaces 
(e.g., digging burrows), in human societies places are meaningful as well in the 
context of social practices. 
 

Great diversities and transformations occur in and among ecocultural places over time. 

Children’s place-based experiences are influenced by the shifting and emerging of local 

resources in response to the many seen and unseen forces and biophysical changes developing 

over millennia. The natural resources available to children may often contribute to their well-

being. However, many children the world over experience landscapes and resources that 

evidence ecological degradation and devastation, naturally occurring, created by humankind, or 

sometimes both.  

Children in these locations often suffer ecological injustice(s). In efforts to meet the 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) established and agreed upon internationally in 2015, a 

WHO-UNICEF-Lancet Commission431 paper, published in 2020, explain the necessity of 

centering children in policy development:  

In many ways, now is the best time for children to be alive, but economic 
inequalities mean benefits are not shared by all, and all children face an 
uncertain future. Climate disruption is creating extreme risks from rising sea 
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levels, extreme weather events, water and food insecurity, heat stress, emerging 
infectious diseases, and largescale population migration. 
 

Industrial nations have caused climate change, and its repercussions may often appear to 

be “naturally-occurring” in the form of hurricanes, floods, sea-level rise, and wildfires among 

other seemingly natural events. They are natural events progressing in response to the 

unprecedented rapid increase of global temperatures caused by the decisions made by some 

privileged human beings who have not considered the ramifications of their choices, nor the 

well-being and fragile interdependence of all the beyond-the-human and humans, less-privileged 

than they, the decision-makers, are. The interdependence and well-being of all biogeophysical 

entities inhabiting this one planet Earth support the one holistic and relational system that 

provides for the continued survival of all. 
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INTERLUDE 
 

Our exploratory, collaborative, place-conscious learning investigation took place within 

ecocultural processes of place. If we think of ecocultural places as relational processes where 

many ecocultural moments reverberate, there seems to be great potential for “learning in 

relation.” By “learning in relation” I mean that we could arrive at new realizations by learning 

with(in) all ecocultural relations, both the animate, and what some of us perceive to be 

inanimate, in processes of place. The animate and inanimate beings in place have voices in this 

written representation through co-researchers’ stories and descriptions.  

An epistemology is a term often used in academic research and basically means “a way 

of knowing.” A relational epistemology is a relational way of knowing and understanding the 

world. For example, ancestral beings in Māori kinship who are “beyond-the-human,”432  such as 

the Whanganui River,433 are now protected by legal personhood434 in Aotearoa/New Zealand.   

As co-researching students, and a few younger students, their families, and educators, 

including me, worked together, exploring a potential digital storytelling curriculum, possibilities 

for learning emerged more fully as we collaborated. Our investigation emerged interculturally 

within and among unique processes of place. Relational ways of knowing the world, including 

decolonizing methodologies and approaches, were and continue to be emphasized during our 

exploratory process and this written representation.  
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River Res Applic., 2018, 1–12, https://doi.org/10.1002/rra.3343. 
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This project draws upon many relationally oriented fields, among them Indigenous 

Studies, incorporating Kaupapa Māori as methodologies. Spiral discourse, pūrakau and kōrero 

(both examples of Māori storywork),435 writing, research, narrative inquiry, photography, and 

audio recording digital storytelling are all methods that contribute to creative multimodal 

expression. Disciplines framing our work involved critical place-conscious studies, specifically 

Māori whenua (land) conscious, environmental psychology, and place-based learning. These 

disciplines are nested within critical education studies, critical curriculum studies and children’s 

critical geography and sustainability studies. 

All the above-mentioned disciplines created opportunities for a relational and holistic 

approach to learning. These fields support a Māori, Western Aln8bak and indigenous approach 

for creating understanding. Creative multimodal expression, including my own reflective 

autoethnographies, supported these collaborative investigations and provide reflective models for 

practicing and preservice educators. Our collaborative classrooms and communities worked to 

maintain our increasingly vital intercultural relational respect, reciprocity, caring, and 

responsibility as we learned together. 

A collaborative Māori “braided rivers,”436 and “two eyed seeing”437 style of learning and 

researching, founded in Māori and indigenous worldviews, helped us to be conscious of and 

bridge some of the distinctions among our different ways of perceiving the world. Our project 

worked toward inspiring and sustaining a search for understanding, creating local and global 

connections, and meaningful communication among co-researchers.   

                                                 
435 Jenny Bol Jun Lee-Morgan, “Indigenous Storywork in Aotearoa New Zealand,” in Decolonizing Research: Indigenous Storywork 

as Methodology (London, UK: Zed Books, 2019), 89–93. 
436 Martel, Shepherd, and Goodyear-Smith, “He Awa Whiria —A ‘Braided River.’” 
437 Bartlett, Marshall, and Marshall, “Two-Eyed Seeing and Other Lessons Learned within a Co-Learning Journey of Bringing 

Together Indigenous and Mainstream Knowledges and Ways of Knowing”; Martel, Shepherd, and Goodyear-Smith, “He Awa Whiria —A 
‘Braided River.’” 
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By dialoguing, chatting, and exchanging among our intercultural classrooms, we 

experienced “social learning – a phenomenon that promotes constructive learning and 

community-building,” as defined by Jurow,438 while wondering and learning together about our 

place-conscious spoken and digital landscape-lore. We learned together in and among our 

distinct bio-geographies as well. Much evidence of our learning is on display throughout this 

written representation, particularly in all the chapters depicting our experiential place-conscious 

landscape-lore. 

It makes sense that we learn from each other and together because over time, research has 

repeatedly revealed that we human beings are social learners.439 We help each other understand. 

I think of us as “relational learners,” rather than solely social learners, because not only do we 

learn in relation with each other, we also learn in relation within the ecocultural places we and 

our ancestors inhabit(ed). I could say we learn “from” our places, yet it takes a relational 

resonance to create new understandings, and we bring our own prior experiences into our 

learning. When you think about it, you may realize that the landscapes and waterscapes we live 

in teach us new things, with our input, every day. We could say that we learn socially with(in) 

our landscapes/waterscapes. We could think of them as social learners too because our actions 

reverberate in the lands and waters we inhabit and that we interact with as degraded and healthy 

ecosystems. 

For example, today is September 10, 2021, in central New Hampshire. I just saw a female 

hummingbird at the feeder. I’ve been watching the hummingbirds all summer in this place I live, 

                                                 
438 Kate Jurow, “Making Meaning Together: The Role of Interpretation during a Short-Term Nature Excursion” (Keene, NH, Antioch 

University New England, 2016), 157. 
439 Couros and Hildebrandt, “Designing for Open and Social Learning 143 Alec Couros and Katia Hildebrandt,” 146; Kimberly A. 

Schonert-Reichl, M. Jennifer Kitil, and Jennifer Hanson-Peterson, “To Reach the Students, Teach the Teachers: A National Scan of Teacher 
Preparation and Social & Emotional Learning. A Report Prepared for CASEL” (Vancouver, BC: CASEL: Collaborative for Acacemic, Social 
and Emotional Learning, 2017), https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED582029.pdf. 
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as I do every year. As Fall arrives, the time is coming for them to leave and begin their long 

journey south across the Gulf of Mexico. I don’t see them as often at the feeder anymore, and I 

don’t see them together as I used to in the summer. I only see one hummingbird at a time. So, I 

don’t even know how many hummingbirds are still here. We had three, and most recently two. 

It’s always a pleasant surprise to see one at all, especially now that it is becoming rarer. 

The male ruby-throated hummingbird has not shown up for three weeks now, so I 
think he started migrating south. I know from years of watching and learning that 
females and juveniles leave later than the males. Now I have a new question. Have 
the females been here this late in previous seasons? It is getting cooler every day, 
and the sun rises later and sets earlier than it does at midsummer. Now I’ll have to 
go back to the citizen science website where I record my observations and compare 
this year to those past. I’ll let you know what I find out. I am learning anew within 
this ecocultural place in which I live, where people put out hummingbird feeders 
for the ruby throated. Those ruby throated hummingbirds flit back and forth like 
sparkling specks of sunlight. Suddenly, those sparkling feathers disappear as those 
hummingbirds zip, just as quickly as they flit, into the safe and shadowy canopies 
of green leaves. Shielding and camouflaging those tiny bodies of iridescent green, 
the emerald leaves glint and wink in sunlight. I squint again into the emerald over 
my head, seeking hummingbirds and their nests. Seeing a hummingbird in a leafy 
tree or shrub is rare for me. I still remember seeing two among the apple blossoms 
thirty years ago in another place I lived in. How could I know that was a once in a 
lifetime moment? So special, so fleeting…what did this ecocultural place teach me 
today? 
 
It can be helpful to rephrase questions because there are nuances, and we could miss them 

by thinking about them in a uniform way throughout a project. This project considers the 

questions: “How do these children in middle childhood (ages 7-12) demonstrate engagement 

with(in) the natural world in the experiential territory-based and place-conscious stories they tell 

and portray?” and “How might an educator reflect and learn upon new ecocultural backgrounds 

and pedagogical knowledges in the process of creating an exploratory and collaborative 

worldminded curriculum?” By bringing together processes used in ancient indigenous storywork 

and contemporary multiliteracies and technology in local and global landscapes, we explored a 
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diverse array of literacy and technological skills in combination with territory-conscious and 

place-conscious education. 

Recognizing the interdependence of ecocultural places and ecocultural peoples, is a vital 

understanding. Both the places and the peoples who first inhabited and may still inhabit those 

places contain tracings, etchings, inscriptions, and knowings. These tracings, etchings, 

inscriptions, and knowings hold clues to the memories of how they have survived and 

transformed together over great spans of time.  
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CHAPTER 3: Relational Landscape-Lore Collaborations 
 

Children’s Intercultural Expressions of People and Places 

 

Here, I explain significant aspects of our landscape-lore process that influence how 

children tell their complete landscape-lore. These are important to understand before dipping into 

their stories. Readers are welcome to jump ahead, as described in the Rhizomatic Reading 

section in the Preface, if immediately interacting with the landscape-lore is of primary interest.    

Children’s and teachers’ independent responses to some of our co-researchers’ landscape-lore 

are included through our spiral discourse chats in this chapter.  

Responses to our research questions about how students are engaged in their ecocultural 

landscapes are incorporated within their landscape-lore. We also see how our landscape-lore 

project contributes to ecocultural and social learning. By creating opportunities for personally 

relevant content directly connected to our lives while encouraging curiosity, interest and learning with(in) 

the natural world, landscape-lore and spiral discourse chats can be intrinsically motivating for a classroom 

community. We learn about the process of spiral discourse, originally based upon a Kaupapa Māori 

method by Bishop.440 Both classroom communities’ landscape-lore and “thinking-out-loud” chats 

demonstrate how we create meaning as learners. We learn independently and in tandem within 

our ecocultural communities of practice, both locally and globally. Children’s equal human 

rights are respected. Their voices are their own.   

I have learned that our digital landscape-lore project is defined as “intercultural” rather 

than “cross-cultural.” Bramwell and Irvin441 suggest that: 

                                                 
440 Bishop, “Changing Power Relations in Education.” 
441 Bramwell Osula and Steve M Irvin, “Cultural Awareness in Intercultural Mentoring: A Model for Enhancing Mentoring 

Relationships” 5 (2009): 38. 
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The terms cross-cultural and intercultural are often used interchangeably… 
cross-cultural is defined as the “comparison of cultural differences or situations 
in which such differences exist” (Stewart & Bennett, 1991, p. xii). The term 
intercultural is used to describe the “actual interaction between people of 
different cultures”  
 

If our project were just cross-cultural, we would have focused primarily upon distinctions 

among cultures, rather than upon the broader context of how children seemed to connect and 

engage with each other within local and global ecocultural landscapes as told through their 

landscape-lore. In other words, these were cross-cultural groups of children interacting with each 

other interculturally through their stories and their communications about them. 

We explore our relationships and engagements with our “senses of place” and landscape-

lore through traditional and digital forms of storytelling and intercultural communication. 

Students in all classrooms told stories of their experiences in their local ecocultural landscapes 

and shared them collaboratively. They incorporated their cultures organically within the contexts 

of their stories, as they told and created them, and as they listened to and asked questions about 

their co-researchers’ stories.     

Through active trial and error, our exploration mapped a way for learners, including 

teachers and children, to explore our own and others’ natural landscapes. In the Introduction to 

this dissertation is a section titled “Relation: Families, Communities, Classrooms and Schools.” 

This describes the classrooms and locations of co-researching participating communities.    

 
Spiraling Talk: Active Relational and Respectful Collaboration 

Our methods include goals and pedagogies that all collaborating educators hoped would 

nurture their students’ writing and technological skills.  The primary method for accomplishing 

these objectives while learning about children’s agency in the natural world was to begin to 

foster and listen to their landscape-lore. The children discovered on their own as they began to 
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record the audio for their digital landscape-lore, that they wanted to write their stories down. 

They felt more confident about reading their stories out loud rather than telling them in what is 

often called the oral tradition.   

I did share strategies for learning stories with students and teachers. There are various 

methods that provide some different processes for learning a story. Ultimately, the only way to 

master telling a story is to practice telling it until as the storyteller, one feels they can do it 

automatically. With middle-childhood children I will use the analogy of riding a bike to help 

them realize what it feels like to tell a story automatically. With student teachers, I use the 

analogy of driving a car, and both analogies seem to really help them get to a point where they 

feel comfortable telling their stories in a spoken format.  

Reading a story and telling a story sound very different to listeners.  When we are ready 

to tell a story in a natural way, we speak fluently, and with many different intonations that might 

provide emphasis, surprise, or even a quiet pause. It is possible to read in this way as well, and a 

reading must also be rehearsed repeatedly, and it doesn’t allow for error, as telling a story does. 

When telling a story, if I make a mistake, I can rectify it by weaving necessary relevant shifts 

into my telling so that the story makes sense and maintains its intended meaning. If I make a 

mistake when reading a story out loud to an audience, I might have to turn back a page or two to 

find the location where my error occurred, and this breaks the story’s flow, and disrupts 

meaning. 

The teachers were not able to provide the time for storytelling practice because they 

needed to simultaneously continue their general curricula. Young students are not prepared to 

rehearse their stories on their own. In my experience, once they have practiced some in school, 

and when they know we will be telling them to their larger community, they often feel personally 
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invested in the process.  We did have a few students in Waitomo Caves School who learned 

existing indigenous stories from North America and told these to their peers, teachers, and 

families before creating their own landscape-lore. They didn’t master learning their own 

landscape-lore for telling them naturally and then recording them. They were very enthusiastic 

about creating their digital landscape-lore, and in the process of creating these, they discovered 

they wanted to write down their stories and read them out loud. 

This process of attending to each other’s orally told tales (most often referred to as 

“traditional” stories) and digital landscape-lore required authentic listening by educators and 

students, and all community members. Listening in this way demonstrated caring relationships 

and is one of the ways our exploration also emphasized social skills, social learning and 

supporting an Indigenous worldview. In the process we discovered how various stories create 

curiosity and questions, and we investigated topics of interest, such as animals, earth sciences, 

seasons, time zones, distances, and place names. Because the digital stories reached partner 

groups on the other side of the world, and their stories were shared with us, we became interested 

in the features of their environments. We also became interested in our partner groups and how 

they lived their lives.  

The principal in Waitomo invited community members to come in and tell their own 

landscape-lore. The manager of the Ruapuhu-Uekaha Trust’s caving and tourism business came 

in to tell a riveting story about how he had to swim deep in the river in the cave to manage one 

trip, and how he “came face to face with the largest tuna (eel) he had ever seen! It was as big 

around as a punga (a large trunked fern tree)!” His story was greatly appreciated by all who 

participated. Some educators in Aotearoa NZ chose to tell experiential stories, in the manner of 

the oral tradition. Dan in Moultonborough, NH also told a digital story that included images of 
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his son making collecting maple sap. I told a digital story about a different kind of maple sap 

collection and maple syrup production, as well as telling tales in the oral tradition.  

A vital piece of our project was chatting about our experiences, and asking and 

responding to questions about our stories, as co-researching students, and educators alike. I 

introduced this form of conversation, or “spiral discourse” earlier. Russell Bishop,442 an 

educational researcher in Aotearoa NZ recognized this form of dialogue and its spiraling manner 

naming it in a way that describes the process. Professor Bishop works to promote success for all 

children, finding that the strategies that worked for Māori children and those who are historically 

marginalized work well for all children.  

The concept of “spiral discourse” emerges from Māori rituals such as a hui, a 

participatory ceremonial and procedural meeting, “in which the flow of talk may seem 

circuitous, opinions may vary and waver, but the seeking of a collaboratively constructed story is 

central.”443 Of course, there are many ways diverse peoples may interpret a story, because their 

interpretations are based upon their own prior experiences of cultural worldview in time and 

place. In other words, many meaningful understandings may emerge in the process of spiral 

discourse. Many different and distinct voices participate in spiral discourse, and every voice has 

an equal right to speak. A respectful reciprocity of speaking and listening is expected in the 

process.  

As each person listens to a speaker, responding to what the speaker has said opens a new 

pathway of thought. Then another person may wish to add a new point or reflect upon the 

pathway that has been established.  Another voice may wish to return to a previous idea. As 

                                                 
442 Bishop, “Freeing Ourselves from Neo-Colonial Domination in Research,” 16. 
443 Russell Bishop, “GPILSEO: A Model for Sustainable Educational Reform,” New Zealand Journal of Education Studies, Vol. 43, 

No. 2, 2008 43, no. 2 (2008): 51. 
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voices build upon voices, they follow one another up a trail, a switchback that spirals into new 

understandings as they meander along. I also think of it as “piggybacking” upon another 

speaker’s thoughts.  

I would say there are as many ways to appear, to behave, and to view, to experience and 

understand the world as there are stars in the sky. I reason that this is because over time, the 

small changes experienced by the human, beyond-the-human,444 and the places we inhabit 

should gradually and continuously increase our ecocultural diversities, although so many 

distinctions would be very unlikely to occur simultaneously. Ecocultural diversities will increase 

if we are able to listen to one another, collaborate, dialogue, and participate interdependently in 

sustaining the diversity of life on the earth, while respecting how we are different from one 

another.  

I discovered the following quote well after I wrote metaphorically about stars in the sky. 

It is by philosopher Alexander Sidorkin,445 who is “discussing Bakhtin’s notion of polyphonic 

truths (sic),” as cited by Mayer et al.446 in their article on democratic discourse.  

The distinctive voices of the polyphonic truth do not merge and do not come to 
consensus. Yet, they are organized around each other, as double stars circle an 
empty center. In less metaphorical terms, it means that the voices must achieve a 
state when they are truly and fully addressed to each other.  
 

Mayer et al.447 explain that Bakhtin “believed diverse perspectives as essential to the 

emergence of all meaning…and that only multiple distinct perspectives, joined in authentic 

dialogic relation, could represent truth and bring new understandings into the world.” This also 

                                                 
444 Sanders, “‘Beyond Human Ownership’?” 
445 Alexander M. Sidorkin, Beyond Discourse: Education, the Self, and Dialogue (SUNY Press, 1999), 30. 
446 S.J. Mayer, C. O’Connor, and A. Lefstein, . “. Distinctively Democratic Discourse in Classrooms. In The Routledge International 

Handbook of Research on Dialogic Education (Pp. 196-209). Routledge.,” in The Routledge International Handbook of Research on Dialogic 
Education (London ; New York: Routledge, 2019), 201, https://www-taylorfrancis-
com.antioch.idm.oclc.org/chapters/edit/10.4324/9780429441677-17/distinctively-democratic-discourse-classrooms-susan-jean-mayer-
catherine-connor-adam-lefstein. 

447 Mayer, O’Connor, and Lefstein, . “. Distinctively Democratic Discourse in Classrooms. In The Routledge International Handbook of 
Research on Dialogic Education (Pp. 196-209). Routledge.,” 200. 
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describes the process of spiral discourse and the diversity of meanings evolving as we shared our 

experiential landscape-lore. Spiral discourse and “polyphonic encounters”448 are forms of 

dialogue. Mercer and Littleton,449 cited by Mayer et al.450 explain that dialogic teaching provides 

ways for “both teachers and pupils to make significant contributions and through which 

children’s thinking on a given idea is helped to move forward.”  

I am including the Landscape-Lore Processing Model again on the next page in Figure 3, 

as I did in Chapter 1, so that readers may refer to it as they experience the children’s landscape-

                                                 
448 Mayer, O’Connor, and Lefstein, . “. Distinctively Democratic Discourse in Classrooms. In The Routledge International Handbook of 

Research on Dialogic Education (Pp. 196-209). Routledge.,” 200. 
449 N. Mercer and K. Littleton, Dialogue and the Development of Children’s Thinking: A Sociocultural Approach. (London: Routledge, 

2007), 41, https://doi-org.antioch.idm.oclc.org/10.4324/9780203946657. 
450 Mayer, O’Connor, and Lefstein, . “. Distinctively Democratic Discourse in Classrooms. In The Routledge International Handbook of 

Research on Dialogic Education (Pp. 196-209). Routledge.,” 202. 

Figure 18: Solar eclipse, November 7, 2022 (Photo by Meredith Bird Miller) 
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lore, and my multifaceted response. I am not calling my response an interpretation or analysis, 

because I want to respect the meaning the children make in the holistic context of their situated 

landscape-lore and emphasize that my experience of their landscape-lore is unique to me and the 

ways I learn, through metacognitive meaning-making.  
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Landscape-Lore Process Model 

Landscape and Habitat Storytelling:  Telling, Creating, Writing, and “Going Digital!” 

 
Figure 19: Landscape-Lore and storytelling process model example (reprise)  

Listen to Landscape Tales and Myths.

Discussion of Mental Imagery

Story Concept Map, List, Storyboard, or 
Outline

Practice telling story (start with 
Beginnings and Endings)  Modeling by 
teachers is helpful to students.

Ask landscape story questions of partners 
to generate students' own story ideas.  
Take notes for partner.

Tell  your own landscape story to 
partner.  Retell, Listen and Respond. 
Coach with Care and Encouragement!

Story Concept Map, List, Storyboard, or 
Outline of student landscape story.

Write Story and continue to practice telling 
it.  What does it need to make it come alive 
for listeners?

Create digital story.  Some students may 
rewrite story after this process.

Students will go back and forth between 
these steps as works best for them as 
distinct learners.  Some may rework their 
storyboards
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Middle Childhoods Telling and Talking: Relational Experiences Out and About 

Relational Entanglements within the Natural World 

Strong, caring, community relationships made the exploration of our emergent, place-

conscious, storytelling experiment possible. These relationships were boosted even more as 

children shared and investigated experiences with “landscape lore.”  

Entanglements in Landscape Lore 

The stories that follow are created by the children of Moultonborough, NH. & Waitomo 

Caves, Aotearoa New Zealand. This digital landscape lore represents several of the 

approximately 50 stories told and created by these children using multimodal451 literacies. The 

children participating in our collaborative project as co-researchers, were predominantly in the 

“middle childhood” age range at the approximate ages of 8 to12. I say “approximate,” because all 

children develop at their own rate, some more quickly, and others more slowly. What we call 

“middle childhood” tends to embrace the ages of 6 or 7 to 11 or 12. The recognition of this 

developmental phase of middle childhood has been designated by child psychologists and 

educators, beginning with Piaget.452  

I include some of the general characteristics of middle childhood, observed by multiple 

researchers on the following page: 

 

 

  

                                                 
451 Peck and Cretelle, “Place-Based Learning and Participatory Literacies”; Nathaniel I Cōrdova, “Invention, Ethos, and New Media 

in the Rhetoric Classroom The Storyboard as Exemplary Genre,” in Multimodal Literacies and Emerging Genres (Pittsburgh, PA, USA: 
University of Pittsburgh Press, 2013), http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.2307/j.ctt6wrbkn. 

452 Sachs et al., “The Potential Correlation Between Nature Engagement in Middle Childhood Years and College Undergraduates’ 
Nature Engagement, Proenvironmental Attitudes, and Stress,” 2. 
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Middle Childhood Development 

 

Middle Childhood Age Range Generally, ages 7 - 12453 

Piaget: Developmental Stage & Description Concrete Operations: Children at this stage begin 
to think more logically than they did when thery 
were younger. They develop more ability to 
analyze and remember patterns and details 
regarding surroundings.This helps them determine 
their sense of belonging and identification within 
place.454 

Important aspects of play Embodied activity and development of relations 
with place encourage “ social relations, cultural 
understandings, and  citizenship.455 

Comparing Cultural Characteristics of Play Similar modes of play in middle childhood such 
as fort building, bush houses, small worlds in 
which children use small objects to represent 
fantasy or “real” place, and hunting and gathering, 
or treasure seeking. Even activities such as 
collecting natural objects as in shells, acorns, nuts, 
feathers and rocks are treasure hunting behaviors. 
Children use different resources as available in 
their distinct bio-geographies.456 

 

The children collaborating in our experimental curriculum in the classroom in 2011 and 

2012 in Aotearoa New Zealand were students in the Senior class, ages 8-12.  The students in 

Moultonborough, New Hampshire, USA were in Grade 5 in the year 2011, or approximately 

ages 10-11, and in Grade 6 in the year 2012, or approximately ages 11-12. We worked together 

                                                 
453 Sachs et al., “The Potential Correlation Between Nature Engagement in Middle Childhood Years and College Undergraduates’ 

Nature Engagement, Proenvironmental Attitudes, and Stress”; CUNNINGHAM (AUSTRALIA), “THE EXPANDING WORLDS OF MIDDLE 
CHILDHOOD”; Sobel, Children’s Special Places : Exploring the Role of Forts, Dens, and Bush Houses in Middle Childhood; Howard et al., 
“Play in Middle Childhood.” 

454 Sachs et al., “The Potential Correlation Between Nature Engagement in Middle Childhood Years and College Undergraduates’ 
Nature Engagement, Proenvironmental Attitudes, and Stress,” 2.  

455 Howard et al., “Play in Middle Childhood,” 379.  
456 Sobel, Children’s Special Places : Exploring the Role of Forts, Dens, and Bush Houses in Middle Childhood; Sobel, Childhood and 

Nature: Design Principles for Educators. 
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with their teachers, collaborating among cross-global, intercultural classrooms among two 

distinct bio-geographies. 

A review of our digital landscape lore process is presented briefly on the next few pages. 

I had modeled how I tell and learn stories prior to this experience when I told Manabozho and 

the Maple Trees, which I introduced in Chapter 2.  All students first shared an experiential 

landscape-lore story with each other by telling their them in small groups in their own classes. 

This was a very informal introduction to our project. Most of the students were engaged and 

animated while sharing their stories. The room was filled with voices as small groups worked 

together, most of the co-researching students standing as they told their stories. There were a few 

who chose not to tell a story, and that was fine. 

1. They then began the process of developing these experiential narratives into digital 
stories. First, they collected existing photos, and/or took new ones, or combined these 
photos with drawings to illustrate their stories. These co-researchers sometimes needed to 
seek assistance from family members, and teachers, to find photos, take photos, and/or 
choose photos. 
 

2. The students began to construct their visual frames for their digital stories, using software 
available in their classrooms. These were iMovie457 in the Moultonborough classrooms, 
and   PowerPoint458 in the Waitomo Caves classrooms. The students who participated in 
Piripiri used the cloud-based digital-storytelling platform VoiceThread.459 Technology 
changes so quickly, there are many more software options for digital storytelling 
available now, and I will include these in our Appendix.  

 
3. Children explored the software if unfamiliar with it, with the support of classmates and 

teachers. They problem-solved until they could get the results they felt satisfied with. Their 
teachers supported their work and goals. 
 

4. For recording, the original suggestion was for the children to tell their stories and record 
them. In the next step students used the photos to illustrate their stories as they intended. 
If we had had more time to practice our tellings, children may have been more 
comfortable with using oral storytelling as an option. Instead, the students discovered on 
their own that they wanted to write their oral language stories down so they could feel 
confident when recording them. They felt that by reading them orally they could create 
the audio accurately for their digital stories. 
 

                                                 
457 “IMovie,” Apple, accessed February 20, 2022, https://www.apple.com/imovie/. 
458 Microsoft, “Microsoft PowerPoint Slide Presentation Software | Microsoft 365,” accessed February 20, 2022, 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/powerpoint. 
459 “VoiceThread.” 
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5. Choosing to read or remember their story seemed to influence how fluently some 
children could speak while recording. Their tellings seemed effortless when they first told 
them naturally to each other as oral storytellers before recording. When students 
depended heavily upon their written stories, their tellings could often sound choppy, as if 
they were having difficulty reading. This may have been a function of the comfort level 
students had in reading aloud expressively and fluently. I would have enjoyed coaching 
them in telling their stories fluently. Teachers were limited with time, so this was a good 
pilot project for the children. The community of practice and whanau really appreciated 
both group’s stories. 
 

6. Having more time to work with students to learn their written stories as oral-stories-to-
tell might help. There are memory strategies I shared with them earlier. Spending more 
time with them on those techniques might lead to more self-assured tellings. Emphasizing 
the process of learning a story until they knew they felt ready to tell it may promote 
further confidence. Limited time was a function of this project being exploratory. 
Determining the time it really takes to accomplish the necessary activities was part of the 
process as well. Also, educators in each school needed to continue current curricula, and 
move on to new curricula.  
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Co-Researching Relationally Place-Conscious Children’s Digital Landscape Lore  

Entangling Multimodal Literacies within Ecocultural Place 

Matthews460  suggests: 

Rather than assuming children know less than adults, children may know 
something else  

 
This photo is one that has been shared through a Creative Commons license.461 

 
 

LANDSCAPE LORE: The Cave with lots of Wetas, a Long Crack, and a Hole 

NZ Student:  A few weeks ago, we went in a cave, and it had lots of wetas and we went 
along right to the end. At the end there was this little hole in the wall, and we couldn’t get 
through it ‘cause we didn’t know if there was a hole underneath it or not. And then we went out 
and we went into a piece that was just made and it had this long crack in it and it was about 30 
meters deep and we weren’t allowed to go any further cause otherwise we might fall. Yeah, it 
was quite fun.462 

 

                                                 
460 Hugh Matthews, “The Geography of Children: Some Ethical and Methodological Considerations for Project and Dissertation 

Work,” Journal of Geography in Higher Education 22, no. 3 (November 1998): 313, https://doi.org/10.1080/03098269885723. 
461 “New Zealand: Box Canyon Cave Spider Cricket (Weta)” by eliduke is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0. To view a copy of this 

license, visit https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/?ref=openverse. C, “New Zealand: Box Canyon Cave Spider Cricket (Weta),” 
Creative Commons, accessed August 9, 2023, https://openverse.org/image/e78a9e6e-80e0-45ea-bb88-645944cda5ac. 

462 New Zealand and New Hampshire Co-Researchers, Oovoo Talk 2012, Audio/Transcript (Waitomo Caves School, New Zealand, 
2012), 1:16 or one hour and sixteen min., 
https://www.dropbox.com/home/dissertation%202018/data%20organization%2018/chats%20to%20consider/Chats%20to%20sort/Skype%20Aud
io%202012?d=1. 

Figure 6: Cave Wētā by Eli Duke CC BY SA 2.0 
1 

Figure 20: Cave Wētā by Eli Duke CC BY SA 2.0 
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I included this student’s story to show typical exploratory play outside that is common for 

many of the children in Waitomo Caves. There are 300 caves beneath the surface of the hilly 

landscape, and more form frequently as water drips and carves through the soft limestone 

substrate. So, children often discover new cave openings. I didn’t hear one story about a local 

child who had fallen into a shaft (a “tomo”) while exploring. They understand their landscape 

and know how to explore it safely. This is something local children know, and adults from 

vicinities outside the area may not.  

I did hear a story from my cousin about children from Auckland who were staying at the 

local marae as part of a local educational experience. She was the Waitomo Caves Discovery 

Centre educator for fifteen years and led some programs for this group at the time. Her husband 

is a well-known local caver and owned a caving business then. All the cavers know each other, 

and often hang out together. Her husband was with a few of the other cavers at the caving shack 

in Waitomo Caves at the time this local experiential story happened. My cousin was personally 

familiar with it for this reason and told it to the schoolchildren while I was there. This is a 

retelling of community story, now an oral tradition. A retelling means that after a story is heard, 

the listener tells it again, and as the result of that repetition, there will be changes to the story, yet 

the meaning is intact. What follows is the gist of the story, much simplified. And in this case, 

shorter: 

Well, a few of the children from Auckland went off on their own one evening to 
explore without telling their chaperones. Some of them ended up FALLING INTO 
A TOMO! A tomo is an opening in the ground. It may be an opening to a deep 
shaft, or it could lead to a cave. One child returned to alert their teachers, who 
followed the child to the tomo. After seeing the children had fallen in, the local 
caving rescuers were called. One child had broken his leg. No one else was hurt, 
but they were plenty scared, and it was a memorable event for the whole 
community.  
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The following possibilities are the result of my own brainstorming as an educator who 

wants to prevent similar occurrences from happening again. Perhaps the adults traveling with the 

children had not been explicit in describing how they could get injured in this landscape with 

300+ caves underground. They were told not to go off alone, because they could be hurt. I am 

not certain of the specific language used with the children before they decided to leave on their 

own to explore at dusk. However, children are told frequently to be careful because they might 

get hurt, so they may not take those words seriously. 

In any case, when a child knows and participates in their landscape, they build skills and 

understandings463 regarding its unique qualities. They are more likely to learn how to interact 

safely in their environment and are more likely to be prepared for the dangers they might 

encounter there. Children from a very different environment will be familiar with dangers at 

home but will be unfamiliar with risks in a new location. However, usually they have not had 

many experiences exploring unique places. After all, if they are in the years of middle-childhood, 

they have only lived 7 to 12 years! This is not a great deal of time. This type of risky experience 

is common in the lives of children who are confident and independent (and often impulsive!). 

 

Figure 21: New Zealand cave weta Pachyrhamma waitomoensis in Mangahopue cave, 
Waitomo, Aotearoa New Zealand. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pachyrhamma_waitomoensis.jpg” by Mfea015, June 
8, 2016 is licensed under CC BY-SA4.0 

                                                 
463 Janet Loebach et al., “Paving the Way for Outdoor Play: Examining Socio-Environmental Barriers to Community-Based Outdoor 

Play,” International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health 18, no. 7 (March 31, 2021): 1–2 & 19, 
https://doi.org/10.3390/ijerph18073617; Mariana Brussoni et al., “A Qualitative Investigation of Unsupervised Outdoor Activities for 10- to 13-
Year-Old Children: ‘I like Adventuring but I Don’t like Adventuring without Being Careful,’” Journal of Environmental Psychology 70 (August 
2020): 7–8, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jenvp.2020.101460. 
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Ways of Making Meaning Together 

EE Big Fish (NH.): “The ice was about a foot thick and black but see through. The sun 
reflecting off the snow made us squint even with sunglasses. We saw two seagulls fly 
above us. The weather was perfect. There was no wind, no rain, it was bright, warm, and 
it was in the mid-40s. It was the perfect weather to catch a “BIG FISH.” My Dad and I 
got our snow gear on and then he took me out to our usual spot in the middle of the cove 
with the jet sled tied to the back of the snowmobile. In the jet sled we had an auger, two 
chairs, six tip-ups, 3 fishing rods, 2 scoops, a shovel, and my Dad’s tackle box. An auger 
is a large screw that cuts through the ice to make a hole. A tip up is a fishing rod with 
four legs that sits over the hole. When there is a “BIG FISH” on the line, its flag springs 
up.”  

 

I included this NH. student’s story again because this student included details that 

inspired curiosity for the children in New Zealand when they viewed it. They had never 

experienced the idea of fishing through ice before. They expressed this curiosity in a few 

different ways. In Waitomo, they asked questions and their teacher jotted those down for them. 

At Piripiri School in late May 2012, after seeing this author’s digital story, two children asked 

questions related to it in a group chat: “In the ice fishing story, why did you have to put the fish 

back into the water?” and “How cold was it when you were fishing?” 

 

"Kingfish" by Nholtzha is licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0.  
Yellowtail Kingfish caught (and released) in the Hauraki Gulf close to Auckland, New Zealand. This fish is below legal size in New Zealand 

 

The Principal/Senior Teacher at Waitomo Caves School brought me into a group chat 

upon my arrival in the NZ fall of May 2012 (while it was spring for the children in NH.). These 

are Waitomo Caves’ children’s responses to this story as they chatted about it. The children 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=9760668
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:Nholtzha&action=edit&redlink=1
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/?ref=openverse
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asked questions about ice, types of fish, and the snowmobile in the NH. Ice fishing story. The 

letter S refers to students, and M refers to my name, Meredith. My thoughts are in italics. 

Teacher: We watched EE’s ice fishing story. 

Teacher: “Did anything surprise you about the movie?  I was surprised about all the equipment.” 

S1: “That would be the size of a kingy (kingfish) maybe.  A couple of metres.” 

Teacher: “So you thought it was going to be about 3 feet, 4 feet?” 

S1: “Big kingies” 

(M: The children are wondering about the size of fish in New Hampshire.  They don’t really know 
much about fish living in lakes here in Waitomo, which makes sense because there are no lakes nearby.  
They have pond fish, and the anadromous eels that live in ponds and the river. They are also 
wondering about types of fish and which ones are native.  They are wondering about the rainbow trout 
too.). 

Teacher: “What do you use for bait?” 

S1: “We use a kahawai.” 

S2: “I was surprised there were so many fins.” 

S3: “I was surprised they used the snow ski.  I thought they would walk.” 

(M: They haven’t watched the snowmobiling story yet, but they really aren’t familiar with snowmobiles 
at all.  Talking about snowmobiling safety with them might be interesting.  They all ride 4 wheelers on 
the farms here.  They call them 4 X 4s. They were surprised about the thickness of the ice.).  

Children: “How thick does the ice need to be?” 

S1: “I was surprised they couldn’t just see how deep the ice was.” 

Teacher: “Why was it that she put it back?  We put our fish back if it is undersized or too small.  It 
looked as if it might have been quite a substantial meal.” 

S1: “It might be a breeder.” 

Teacher: “When we released Wally (an eel) – if Wally had had a tag, maybe that would have stopped 
someone from killing him.  Do you think the fish that was put back could have been tagged so she 
couldn’t keep it?” 

“There were eels about 30 centimetres in diameter…almost 10 inches I would say.” 

My reflection after reading this interchange later: (So there are different kinds of eels. We’ll have to 
listen for information like this in future in new projects and expand on them. We did this with many 
ideas as we discussed the stories, but we did not go any deeper with this one. We could have talked 
about eels in N.H. too”). 

Teacher: “So when you catch your first eel or fish, you put it back and it is a gift to the           
god of the sea.  It is kind of in appreciation.” 
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M: (This is a Māori tradition and signifies the acceptance and upholding of the Māori worldview 
among all the children, whether Māori or Pākehā.). 
 

In the following figures I describe some of the elements I observed after interacting 

with many of the students’ digital stories. I applied them specifically to the Big Fish story 

here, as a reference point. As you peruse the landscape lore that will follow in the section 

following this one on meaning-making, you might want to consider whether the same elements 

are incorporated. 
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I feel very familiar with this Big Fish digital story because the response to it was unique 

and so enthusiastic. The children in New Zealand were very animated as we chatted about this 

NH student’s landscape lore. They were so keen on the topic it made a strong impression upon 

me. 

 

Interacting in Wild Natural Places 

Landscape 

In Big Fish, this 6th grade student from Moultonborough, NH. described the process of ice-
fishing with her Dad. In the beginning of this story she included a great deal of information 
about the geography of Lake Winnipesaukee and its surrounding mountains, in the past and 
present. She seems very confident in her knowledge of place and very experienced about the 
specifics of ice fishing. She didn’t say “The ice is safe,” yet we know it is anyway because 
she said it was a foot deep, and was black and clear! 

Animals 

I know her teacher, Mr. Reidy, had encouraged all the students to include detail about the 
settings in their stories, so that they would give the New Zealand students more of a 
physical sense about this region of New Hampshire. This student’s story focuses on 
activities involving animals, namely “fish.” She also mentions sea gulls in setting the 
scenery for her story and doesn’t mention them again.  

Social Involvement within Place and with People 

The ice fishing author depicts the embodied sensations she experienced in this day’s 
particular weather and ice conditions by specifically describing temperature and light and 
more. She said there was “no wind, no rain, it was bright, warm, and it was in the mid-40s.” 
Her Dad is central to her story and she obviously has learned a great deal about ice-fishing 
from him, and it seems to be an activity they really enjoy doing together. There are many, 
many more interesting aspects to this story, so visiting and experiencing the digital story 
yourself will provide you with a great deal of information about ice fishing, and some 
excitement too. Just hold control and tap the link provided under digital storytelling 
photographs included within this document’s text to go to the story in its entirety. 
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Landscape Lore Literacy through Storytelling 

 
Storytelling Techniques to Encourage Meaning-Making 

Anticipation: Repeating Embodied Movements, Phrases, and Pauses 
 
This student from Moultonborough uses the storytelling technique of pausing 
and emphasizing the same words repeatedly throughout her digital story, as she 
incorporates a physical gesture of holding her hands apart to represent the size 
of a BIG FISH to illustrate those same words. She does this right at the beginning 
of her digital movie, preparing her audience for participation. This helps them 
listen in anticipation for the story’s repeated phrase and focuses attention. I had 
originally revealed this storytelling strategy and its purpose to the students by 
discussing it after telling them a spontaneous story about red maples and my 
dog, in which they were able to participate by stamping their feet, when they 
heard the repeated phrase “wet feet.”  

She varied the gesture from the stamping feet she had seen me use as a model. 
She adapted and applied a modeled strategy as a learned literacy skill! The 
students had seemed to enjoy participating in the story I told them and stamping 
their feet gave them a moment to expend some physical energy, and helped to 
focus their listening because they wanted to be ready to stamp! Perhaps this 
student thought she would include participation to make her digital story fun and 
engaging for her audience(s). If she enjoyed stamping her feet in the 
participation story I shared, this would make sense. It would have been great to 
have the time in our project to discuss each story with each author. That will fit 
into recommendations for future research. 

Ecocultural Place and Social Learning Continues through Time 

Her story shows that she is learning socially with her father on the ice, fishing 
for the “BIG FISH.” She and I were learning together with her classmates in her 
classroom, another social learning situation (which was kind of neat for me to 
experience!). I also learned a great deal from social situations as we chatted 
about her story in the classrooms in New Zealand. Now you are interacting with 
her landscape lore, and so the ecocultural and social learning continues to 
reverberate through time. 
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As previously described, many of the New Zealand children were engaged in this story 

about THE BIG FISH! We also chatted a great deal about fishing in general during our 2012 

videoconference.  The topic of a type of fish popularly called whitebait came up in Waitomo 

Caves, in relationship to this BIG FISH story. According to the Department of Conservation in 

New Zealand, these are migratory fish: “Whitebait are the juveniles of five species of fish: giant 

kōkopu, banded kōkopu, shortjaw kōkopu, inanga, and kōaro. They are part of a group called 

galaxiids.” 464 Fishing for whitebait is a social activity and may only take place where water 

levels in rivers are influenced by the tides.  

The topic of whitebait fishing had also emerged in previous discussions, and the New 

Zealand children were extremely enthusiastic about eating whitebait in fritters! I asked if I could 

try one, and the children and teachers told me it was the wrong time of year. I will just have to 

return in springtime, specifically in Sept./Oct. in Aotearoa to try to try a whitebait fritter! There 

used to be a month or so longer whitebait season; consultation about changing the fishing policy 

to sustain the species began in 2018. Many parties, including mana whenua continue to be 

involved in the process. The regulations changed in 2021, and have been adjusted again for 2022, 

and will be shifted once more in 2023, and constantly reevaluated.465  

                                                 
464 New Zealand Ministry for Culture and Heritage Te Manatu Taonga, “1. – Whitebait and Whitebaiting – Te Ara Encyclopedia of 

New Zealand,” Web page, accessed May 27, 2015, http://www.teara.govt.nz/en/whitebait-and-whitebaiting/page-1; “Summary of Whitebait 
Fishing Regulations,” accessed February 13, 2022, https://www.doc.govt.nz/parks-and-recreation/things-to-do/fishing/whitebaiting/; “How to 
Catch Whitebait – An Easy Beginner’s Guide with Allan Burgess – Video,” Fishingmag.co.nz, July 16, 2018, 
https://fishingmag.co.nz/whitebaiting/how-to-catch-whitebait-an-easy-beginners-guide-with-allan-burgess. 

465 “Whitebait Regulations Consultation,” accessed February 13, 2022, https://www.doc.govt.nz/parks-and-recreation/things-to-
do/fishing/whitebaiting/whitebait-regulations-consultation/. 
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"Whitebait Patties Curly Tree Whitebait Company New Zealand" by amanderson2 is 
licensed under CC BY 2.0.  

I introduced the topic of whitebait into our videoconference in 2012 so the children in NZ 

could share that information with the students in Moultonborough. I experienced the conference 

physically in New Zealand with the seniors and their teacher, at the Waitomo Caves School. 

Simultaneously, all of us there participated virtually with the Piripiri School, and their teacher, 

Mrs. Stubbs (Bex). Both NZ schools were able to interact with the few children who returned to 

school to participate in the evening in Moultonborough, NH. with Mr. Reidy. Most of the 

children in NH were involved with sports in the evening and were unable to participate in the 

video conference. By the way, the concept of “time zones” became very concrete during this 

experience because it was 9 a.m. in New Zealand, and 5 p.m. in New Hampshire “at the time” 

we met!  

Entangling Whitebait, Mental Representations, and Literacy: Learning the World 

As I looked over the digital stories from New Zealand again, I was certain there was one 

there about catching “whitebait,” so vivid were the images in my mind! Then I found the 

references I remembered! They were recorded in the audio chat with the juniors, and in a video 

conference with the seniors in Waitomo Caves, Piripiri School, and Moultonborough, NH. from 

2012!  I now think that the New Zealand children’s enthusiasm (or even “fervor!”) for whitebait, 

gave me information causing me to imagine the visual images about the fishing process. I found 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/49399018@N00/18448807559
https://www.flickr.com/photos/49399018@N00
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/?ref=openverse
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an image of seashore included in a digital story that had nothing to do with whitebait. This is a 

perfect example of why researchers, educators, and all learners need to check and re-check our 

clues/data/information! Obviously, we should not rely only upon our memories! 

This experience does remind me as an educator about how comprehension works. I need 

to remember this so that I understand how to best support student understanding in relationship 

to listening, viewing, and reading. Not only does comprehension relate to literacy. It is also 

related to developing new experiential understandings about the real world. For understanding, 

or comprehension to occur, we apply our familiar personal experiences to what is unfamiliar and 

when we do that, new meanings emerge. We apply this process as we work to comprehend all 

interactions associated with communication and our experiences in the real world. Our prior 

experiences influence all our evolving understandings, whether in literacy, or in life.  

Multiliteracies include multimodal texts that may diverge in style. They may be receptive 

(i.e., listening), expressive (i.e., speaking), or a combination of the two forms of using 

communication. When the mode of communication is receptive, we might listen to music, 

speech, bird calls, or podcasts. We might read, view habitats in a multitude of landscapes, 

whether they be “wild,” rural, suburban, and urban. We might interact with plants, animals, 

buildings, traffic, movements, facial expressions, art, photography, and movies, etc. When a 

mode of communication is expressive, we might write, speak, or create artistic or functional 

forms, or do all three simultaneously, as we did in our digital storytelling project. We might sing, 

dance, create poetry, or visual art. We might perform dramatically or comedically. We might 

mimic bird calls or use camouflage to conceal ourselves. To receive and express information 

about the world, we make connections to prior embodied experiences.  Our skills in 

comprehending major points, and our abilities in understanding inferences, all contribute to the 
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ease with which we learn new things. Multimodal texts represent a variety of ways for 

ecocultural and social contact, and largely contribute to how we learn with one another.  

The capacity to create mental representations, or mental images as we read is a 

foundational comprehension skill. Some new/and/or struggling readers, including adults, have 

difficulty in visually imagining meaningful scenes, characters, and events as they read and/or 

“take in” the environment surrounding them.466 

Comprehension literacy skills are important to our study because: 

• the collaborating educators in our place-conscious storytelling schools were very 
interested in the students having a variety of opportunities for writing and literacy 
skill development. The teachers hoped to meet literacy standards related to both 
traditional and technological modes of literacy, across content areas.  
 

• creating engaging and meaningfully relevant curricula encourages learning. To 
create such curricula teachers must become aware of experiences in learners’ lives 
for meaningful and effective learning and teaching experiences to take place. 
  

On the next page, you will find a two-column table. It is the portion of our 

videoconference in 2012 in which we discussed fishing in general and white-bait fishing 

specifically. This is in the left column. The right column includes my observations of this part of 

the conversation. 

                                                 
466 “From Reading–Writing Research to Practice,” Wiley Online Library, 2, accessed September 20, 2019, 

https://doi.org/10.1002/9781119610793. 
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Dan (NH Teacher): Ah…um. We have a story for 
you.  

NZ Student: Yay! 

NH. Student (girl): There was this one time, I was 
with my dad and we were fishing, and I caught a 
lake trout and it was like 15 inches long, about and 
I think the biggest we found was 17 inches.  

Dan: 17 inches almost 45 cm.  

NZ Student: Woah that’s a big trout.  

Bex: And how do you cook the fish? 

Dan: I like to bake my fish with breadcrumbs, 
lemon and butter. 

Mere: We have a recipe for you about whitebait…. 

Dan: Can I… 

NZ Student: Soak right into it and feast… 
(Children’s hands in the air in NZ)) 

Mere: Moultonborough? 

Dan: Yes? 

Mere: The kids here want to tell you about a fish 
called whitebait and a recipe and then it can go 
back to you again 

Dan: Ok 

Mere: Ok someone here want to talk about 
whitebait fishing, Waitomo Caves? Or should we 
give it to Piripiri? Can one of you talk about white 
bait fishing? Come on up. Tell them what it tastes 
like and how you cook it. You have to talk loud. 

NZ Student: Um……White Bait aren’t that big 
and…white bait goes in the water and… oh yeah 
and you can cook it with egg, and it taste alright.  

Mrs. Dimond: Do they taste good? 

NZ Students (all): Yeah, they do! 

 

 

So, back to whitebait! The children 
exclaimed in unison and articulated that 
yes, whitebait is tasty! Here is an example 
of how well spiral discourse in informal 
chats can work to help us understand 
what topics engage children. Not only did 
they share information about whitebait, 
but they also articulated an emotionally 
charged social agreement that these are 
tasty little fish! They communicated rich 
relationships related to the process of 
catching these juvenile fish and preparing 
them to eat. This example shows how, our 
emotional and embodied relationships to 
topics influences how we communicate. 
The children’s jumping, exclaiming, 
shouting, wide eyes, and nodding heads 
resonated with me on an emotional level, 
and may have caused me to remember 
images of families fishing for whitebait 
and eating fritters! These are images that 
were never there in a digital story!!!  How 
ideas are communicated, and how we 
receive those communications influence 
how we build meaning. The children used 
multimodal expression to describe their 
enthusiasm. They used animated speech, 
facial expressions, and body language. 
We probably could have begun an entire 
interdisciplinary unit about whitebait 
next! They were INTO it!!! 

 

 

Figure p. 251 Talking about whitebait. 
Video Conference 2012. 
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One student was very precise in his descriptions about how to go about fishing for 

whitebait during our 2012 videoconferencing:  

Once I went with my dad and friend to Cutacuta and I went to get whitebait and I 
grabbed the little line and it had a little hook about that big. And I put a little worm bait 
on it and I put it in the water and I saw these fish about that big come up for air from, in 
the water and all you have to do is wait for them to nibble on it and then yank on it hard 
and then you chuck it on the bank. And then you put it in a little freshwater bucket and 
then you eat them. 
 
Meredith: I noticed something new about my own comprehension as I reread this 
detailed description again. While reading, I found myself wondering about what 
the line for catching whitebait is like. I had never asked that question. As I 
wondered, I found myself creating a mental image of a little line and nibbling fish 
and “chucking ‘it’ on the bank.” In my own experience, I had only seen fish at least 
6 inches or more brought in on a line, and then tossed into a bucket of water.  So 
that was my first mental image. Then I adjusted my image after reading this 
student’s description again. I thought, “I bet he meant that there were little hooks 
on the line that caught more than one tiny fish at a time, and then the entire “little 
line” that had caught all the tiny fish was put into ‘a little freshwater bucket.’”  
 Here I am, an adult with much listening and reading experience. Many times, 
I must think hard to sort out what someone means. This kind of experience is very 
useful for educators. It can teach us how children who are just beginning to apply 
comprehension skills might struggle with creating likely meanings. I realized that 
I used embodied representational imagery about how one would move a fishing line 
and how one would place fish in a bucket. I “saw” what that would look like. Now, 
I realize more fully how all our senses are involved in how we make meaning. As a 
reading teacher educator, I had learned that a person’s ability to visualize images 
illustrating what is happening in a text is the primary skill required for 
comprehension. 
  
As a storyteller, I know children create mental images when I tell a story. I know this 

because I ask them when the story is over “Did you imagine anything and “see” anything as you 

listened to the story?” They always eagerly contribute their imaginative descriptions of different 

characters, actions, and settings in the stories I tell. Now I understand more about how the 

research on the creation of mental imagery has expanded beyond visualization. It has been 

demonstrated through studies in embodied cognition that we imagine situations and even ways of 

doing things and solving problems by using all our senses. We live our experience through our 
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bodies, through our senses and we apply these embodied experiences to the unfamiliar, and this 

nurtures how we understand and learn. 

 

LANDSCAPE LORE: Caves and Pigs 

NZ Boy: “At my old place we had a farm. That farm was full of caves. There was one 
cave that I liked the most. It was humongous. At the start of it there was a creek going down. It 
was a long way down to the bottom of the cave. When we got half-way in, we saw glow worms. 
Where the glow worms were, there was a big pond. The glow worms made the pond shine. It was 
beautiful. I liked it very much. The next day, our worker’s son wanted to go see them. This time 
we went in a different way. It was tricky because I hadn’t gone this way. It took a long time, but 
we got there. In the end, well it was getting dark, so we headed back to the truck, but we got lost 
on our way to the truck. We had to go through little holes and then had to go under this pond. 
We had to go under. It was very deep and slippery and squishy. When we got out, we saw pigs. 
Those pigs were eating on our grass. We went back to the truck, and they dropped me off and 
they went home.” 

"Waitomo Glowworm Cave Entrance" by Jacques Marier is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0. 
 

In my view, this boy’s story is full of adventure and appreciation, and the possibility of 

imminent danger.  It provides qualities of apprehension, trepidation, and a final sense of comic 

relief. This is a place-conscious drama that provides the audience with indications, through 

photos and storytelling, of everyday wonders existing within the Waitomo landscape. For this 

student, these wonders may be lovely and exciting yet not unexpected. For the students and 

Figure 22: "Waitomo Glowworm Cave Entrance" by 
Jacques Marier. 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/73299395@N00/4472059741
https://www.flickr.com/photos/73299395@N00
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/?ref=openverse
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educators from NH, including me, the beauty of the shining pond, and the experience of getting 

lost and going “under this pond”, made his story astonishing. How does one go “under a pond?” 

Did he mean they had to swim through it? The descriptive adjectives this author used provided 

tactile and visual clues to the formation of the caves in Waitomo and the experience of exploring 

of the “one cave I liked the most.” By concluding the story with “when we got out, we saw pigs,” 

he indicates how his experience may have been just an indication of a typical day for him, back 

when he lived on the farm. 

 

LANDSCAPE LORE: Moose Encounter 

NH. Boy: “One day my brother and I decided to go outside and go mountain biking in the  

back yard of our house in Moultonborough, NH. We went to our sheds that has our bikes 
in it. Our shed is tan with a cupola on top. We got our bikes. We started biking. We were biking 
around in our yard when all of a sudden, a moose climbed over our rock wall. We got off our 
bikes, we did not move a muscle. It was huge! It just stood there and stared at us. We stared 
back. We did not do anything or say anything. I told my brother stay where he is and don’t move. 
I ran inside and told my parents that a moose was outside. My parents and I ran outside. My 
brother was still there and so was the moose. My parents…”  

Figure 23: Moose by natalielucier is licensed under CC BY 2.0. 
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This student’s story drops off!!! This is an example of a glitch with the data I received, 

and, just as in living our lives, this shows how research expectations cannot always met! Even 

so, this unpredictable event helped us learn, and provides further depth in the study. In our case, 

this causes us to consider how we might suggest to educators trying our curriculum, that there is 

always the potential for this kind of unforeseen circumstance. This way, we can help future 

students and teachers avoid the same situation! I think this occurred because there was a very 

large group of students (sixty sixth graders) participating in Moultonborough in 2012, the year 

this student told this story. All educators and children participated as co-researchers during the 

first period of the day. Then they moved right into their next class, so there was little time to 

devote to all the details of involved in the project.  

Checking and double-checking every single student’s story for successful recording was 

not possible, given the teachers’ responsibilities and schedules. All these stories were completed 

after I left for the classrooms in New Zealand, so I couldn’t follow up. Even though we don’t  

have this student’s WHOLE story, we can still learn a great deal from it, and children were very 

engaged with this student’s landscape lore because of that MOOSE, which is why I am including 

it! I do know that this student’s brother remained healthy and undamaged! 

In New Zealand, Tamae recorded four students who had questions about this story, 

Moose Encounter. The questions were: “Were you scared when you saw the moose?”; “Was 

your brother scared when he had to stay with the moose?”; “How old is your brother?”; “How 

many points did it have, and how tall was it?” I think these questions are interesting because the 

climax of the story seems to occur when the story’s narrator leaves his brother alone with the 

moose! I felt concerned for his brother, and apparently two of these children did as well, since 
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they asked questions about the brother’s age and whether he was scared. It also makes me 

wonder whether the author was scared and is that why he/she went in the house to get their 

parents, leaving the brother alone with the moose?!!! The student who asked the question about 

the height of the animal and the points on its rack is a hunter of deer in Aotearoa NZ (there are 

seven species, and they are invasive, as all mammals are there, except for bats), so it was 

informative to observe how his identity as a hunter is integrated into his question about the 

moose.  

In Moultonborough, one of the children asked about whether there were moose in New 

Zealand.467 I wrote about this in our Landscape Stories blog: 

  

                                                 
467 “Moose,” Informational, Wikipedia, accessed April 8, 2012, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moose; James F Ward, “Current Status 

of Moose in Fiordland, New Zealand,” n.d.; Stu Oldham, “‘Hairs Move NZ Moose out of Realm of Nessie’.,” Otago Times & NZ Herald, 
October 5, 2005, https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/hairs-move-nz-moose-out-of-realm-of-nessie/ZLR2BGOTHEB4OW7I4OXDT4HEOA/; A. David 
M. Latham, M. Cecilia Latham, and Bruce Warburton, “Current and Predicted Future Distributions of Wallabies in Mainland New Zealand,” 
New Zealand Journal of Zoology 46, no. 1 (January 2, 2019): 31–47, https://doi.org/10.1080/03014223.2018.1470540. 

Our Landscape Stories Blog: Still Wondering 

https://meredithbirdmiller.edublogs.org/still-wondering/ 

8/April/2012 (as dates are written in New Zealand) 

“Oh! …and the largest moose (deer family) in the world is in Alaska! What 
type of deer were introduced in New Zealand and from where? Folks in New 
Hampshire…do we have any animals in New England that have been introduced from 
other areas of the world? What kinds of things happen when we introduce animals to 
places where they are not native? We talked about the words “endemic,” “native,” 
“introduced,” and “invasive” the other day. I think we all have something in common 
in both New Hampshire and New Zealand when we talk about those words! Any 
thoughts anyone? Any “wonderings?” 

Wow! A question came up at home about moose in New Zealand. I said “No 
way!!!” Well, then I went to Wikipedia and found information about how they were 
introduced to Fiordland on the South Island! Wow! Fascinating. It says they are 
presumed extinct! 

Here’s the site: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moose 

https://meredithbirdmiller.edublogs.org/still-wondering/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moose
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I was so surprised when I discovered that folks had introduced moose to Fiordland468 

https://meredithbirdmiller.edublogs.org/still-wondering/  on the western side of the South Island of 

Aotearoa NZ, which is mountainous (these mountains are fondly called “the Southern Alps in 

Aotearoa NZ”), forested in the foothills, and closest to Antarctica, so the western side of the 

South Island is much colder than the North Island. As described above, I used Wikipedia469 to 

locate information about this. I used Wikipedia because it was familiar with the children, and I 

knew they would also be able to access the information. 

This story contains details it would be easy to take for granted, for instance, the stone 

wall. This is a place-based detail that confirms yet again, the significance of stone walls to NH.’s 

history. In Aotearoa New Zealand, farm fields are divided by borders of evergreen trees, and 

other types of trees surround tomos, often with fencing. In New Hampshire, stone walls 

historically separated fields and roads and still do, although now some fencing supplements 

them. These ideas could possibly promote engagement, conversation, and critical thinking if a 

teacher or children wanted to pursue them.  

These types of details help to indicate some of the ways New Hampshire and Aotearoa 

New Zealand are different from each other. If time could be set aside for exploring and learning 

about these kinds of features in a story, some children might be inspired to find out how they 

might add detail about a landscape feature to their story. Investigating and researching the why’s 

and how’s of such distinctions could lead into interdisciplinary inquiries based on ecological and 

geological themes. Teachers might ask questions such as “Why do you think they use trees 

instead of stones to create borders in Aotearoa New Zealand?” This might lead the class to a 

                                                 
468 “Moose,” Informational, Wikipedia, accessed April 8, 2012, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moose.  
469 Timothy J. Smyser et al., “Mixed Ancestry from Wild and Domestic Lineages Contributes to the Rapid Expansion of Invasive Feral 

Swine,” Molecular Ecology 29, no. 6 (March 2020): 1103–19, https://doi.org/10.1111/mec.15392; National Invasive Species Information Center, 
“International Invasive Species,” Informational, NC Wildlife, Quarter 2019, https://www.invasivespeciesinfo.gov/international. 

https://meredithbirdmiller.edublogs.org/still-wondering/
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discussion about our glacial NH. landscapes, and the newer volcanic landscapes of Aotearoa 

New Zealand. There would be opportunities to create math connections comparing Aotearoa 

NZ’s and NH’s land/waterscapes. 

We could suspect that the location of this child’s home might previously have been 

farmland, and we don’t really know if it could be farmland right now. The land of many large 

and historic family farms has been divided up in New Hampshire. They’ve often been sold to 

developers and realtors for new homes or subdivided to provide income to cover taxes for the 

rest of the farm that the family might be trying to maintain. These ideas could also be integrated 

into interdisciplinary math as well as social studies lessons on history and economics. Learners 

(including educators and researchers!) could compare how these historic NH farms and farms in 

Waitomo Caves and surrounding areas compare historically and ecoculturally. 

The digital storytelling aspect of this landscape lore integrates well with language arts 

and technology skills too. I am including these ideas because they emerged for me as an educator 

when I considered this child’s story a second time. This description of how these ideas emerged 

for me could be helpful to educators who are trying to base curriculum upon children’s 

experiences. Because these ideas emerge from a student’s story, they create relevancy in the lives 

of students who interact with it.  

If educators are having difficulty coming up with related interdisciplinary or 
transdisciplinary lessons for their students in relationship to landscape/waterscape 
lore, chatting with their students may help. Simply asking them, “Does this story 
remind you of anything, or anything more?” Telling students, “Say I wonder…” to 
yourselves and think about the story. I’m going to jot down things you wonder about 
and then I’ll tell you what I wonder about. I bet you’ll come up with all the ideas I 
think of!” Telling the story briefly to their families, and other educators, and folks 
in the community may assist teachers because they’ll learn to count on the 
community if they don’t know how to do this already. Thinking, “Does the story 
resonate with them in any way that could help me meet curriculum goals?” Many 
ideas might inspire the spark that begins the process of curricular connection and 
motivating learners! 
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I am envisioning the moose stepping out of the woods and over the stone wall into the 

yard. However, that may or may not be the case, because this student did not tell us where the 

moose came from before stepping over the stone wall. This would be a great example to use 

when teaching writing to help students think about what other descriptive narrative elements are 

needed to fulfill their story’s potential.  

If I were teaching writing, I might encourage the students to write their own 
conclusions. I have found that the elementary students I have taught found this type 
of activity to be engaging. Even students who often did not enjoy writing would 
participate. Many students liked sharing their conclusions with the rest of the class. 

 

LANDSCAPE LORE: Farm Story 

NZ Girl: “Me and my Mum began walking up the farm. We hadn’t gone very far when we  
something black and white in the distance. It was our cat, Ryan. There were two rocks  

leaning against each other, and Ryan went inside them. He chased out a GINORMOUS 
RAT! It was Disgusting! Mum screamed and leapt up onto the rock. I just leapt up onto 
the rock. I didn’t scream because I wasn’t too scared.” 

I laughed out loud when I experienced this child’s digital story. The expressive and 

animated way she spoke convinced me that this rat, chased out of the rocks by her cat, really did 

disgust her. I visualized the entire event easily and enjoyed her telling. It is a brief story yet full 

of action and movement. At first, I wondered what they were looking at “in the distance,” even 

though I found out right away. I could envision this black and white object and had not expected 

Figure 24: Farm cat (Photo by Meredith Bird Miller 
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it to be a pet cat. When the cat went into the rocks, I anticipated that they would have a difficult 

time coaxing him out and home again (and for all I know, the cat may have been a full-time 

outdoor cat).  

One of the most interesting details about this story is the fact that rats are invasive in New 

Zealand, and carbon dating has shown, in more than 90% of cases, that the kiore, or Pacific rats, 

arrived with the Māori in their canoes in the 13th and 14th centuries from their ancestral land, 

Hawaiki.470 A few cases of rat bones have been dated to anywhere from 50 to 150 CE, however 

there is controversy regarding these results. The Norway rat arrived with Europeans in the 18th 

century and the ship rat arrived in New Zealand in the 19th century.471 Once I learned about these 

three types of rats in New Zealand, I became curious about which type of rat was in the rocks on 

her farm. Many of the small kiore, or Pacific rats, have been removed, so I imagine the rat in the 

story must have been a Norway or Ship rat. I did not research the rats on New Zealand until 

much later, so I did not have the opportunity to ask her. She did give us a clue. She described the 

rat as GINORMOUS! Since she used this adjective, the rat she saw was probably not the small 

kiore. It could have been the invasive Norway rat. 

Originally, New Zealand had only two mammals: a lesser short-tailed bat and a long-

tailed bat, and both these species could be found spending their daytime hours in hollow trees, 

the caves in Waitomo as well as in other caves on the islands.  Te reo for the word “bat” is 

“pekapeka.” This sounds like “paykapayka.” It reminds me of the sound of bats’ wings flapping. 

                                                 
470 Haami Bradford, “Kiore – Pacific Rats - Arrival and Life in New Zealand,” in Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand 

(Wellington, Aoetearoa New ZealandWelling: Research & Publishing Group at Manatū Taonga Ministry for Culture and Heritage, 2008), 
http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/kiore-pacific-rats/page-1. 

471 Bradford, “Kiore – Pacific Rats - Arrival and Life in New Zealand.” 
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Both bat species are at risk due to human activity and the Department of Conservation is 

protecting them. 472  

This child’s story would lend well to a discussion of invasive species in both NH 
and Aotearoa NZ and chatting about the differences between the types and numbers 
of invasive species in island nations and continental mainland nations. Stories 
involving Australian possums, feral goats, feral deer, feral pigs, and other species 
not native to Aotearoa New Zealand, as well as the well-being of those that are 
native, such as flightless birds like kiwis and the two native bat species could be 
fascinating. One teenager I met while in Waitomo Caves hunted for feral goats and 
would then eat the meat. After reading the article on consumption of the wild meats 
and one on the many diseases many of the animals carry, as they are so numerous, 
such as trichinosis, I feel much more aware of some of the risks. 
 
Feral pigs or swine are invasive in both Aotearoa NZ473 and NH.474 In the case of feral 

pigs, since both countries have the same type of invasive species, questions about this could 

stimulate further inquiry and research for the students. How did this happen? Could we consider 

human beings as invasive? This question emerged organically for me, and I’ve realized it might 

be one that could stimulate critical thinking. 

 

LANDSCAPE LORE: The Big Rock 

NZ Girl: Not last summer, but the summer before, two friends of mine and I were in a 
pantomime. They came up to my house for five days to practice. My friends K and P started 
fighting over little things like being tidy and running, not walking. I decided we all needed some 
fresh air. K didn’t object, but P did. I overruled her objection and set out with a big backpack 
and some snacks. It was a slow walk, down our limestone driveway, through the dog kennels, 
paddock, past the lake, walked across the lizard rock (but really it looks like a crocodile), 
through the moldy old sheep yards, trudged across the lush green paddocks, and finally down to 
a sandy track. Next to the fence I stopped. “THIS?!!! This is what we lagged ourselves out here 
for?!!!,” K snapped. “NO. Follow ME,” I said in an icy voice.  Next to the sandy track was a 

                                                 
472 Veronika Meduna, “Bats,” in Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand (Wellington, Aotearoa New Zealand: Research & 

Publishing Group at Manatū Taonga Ministry for Culture and Heritage, 2007), http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/bats. 
473 Department of Conservation, PO Box 743, Invercargill 9840, New Zealand, Finlay Cox, and Norm Macdonald, “Use of Automatic 

Feeders to Attract Feral Pigs on Auckland Island,” New Zealand Journal of Ecology, November 28, 2022, 
https://doi.org/10.20417/nzjecol.46.3491; Eric J. Buenz, Gareth J. Parry, and Matthew Peacey, “Consumption of Wild-Harvested Meat from 
New Zealand Feral Animals Provides a Unique Opportunity to Study the Health Effects of Lead Exposure in Hunters,” Ambio 45, no. 5 
(September 2016): 629–31, https://doi.org/10.1007/s13280-016-0798-1. 

474 Smyser et al., “Mixed Ancestry from Wild and Domestic Lineages Contributes to the Rapid Expansion of Invasive Feral Swine”; 
Feral Swine Federal Task Force, “Feral-Swine-Federal-Task-Force-News-2019-4Quarter.Pdf,” Education, Quarter 2019, 
https://www.ncwildlife.org/Portals/0/Learning/documents/Profiles/Mammals/Feral-Swine-Federal-Task-Force-News-2019-4Quarter.pdf. 
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sharp barbed- wire fence. I climbed over it. K and P followed. It was pretty slippery on the way 
down. All the top soil was wet leaf. K slipped. I grabbed her and said, “Lean into the bank.” 
Then, I slid on my bum down and stopped by the stream. We splashed over it. The water was 
clear and FREEEEZING COLD!!! The girls and I climbed up. Suddenly there was brown hard 
dirt beneath our feet. We looked up. There was a massive rock, looking like it was on a lean! I 
walked around to the side. There was lots of dirt on the side of the rock, forming a slope so we 
could climb up. Up on top we were SO high, right up in the treetops. Birds twittered, sung, and 
chirped. A kereru and tui flew by. It’s really lovely because feral cats kill lots of our birds. I sat 
down. As soon as I sat down, I regretted it. I had SAT in POSSUM POO! Possum poo is not 
sloppy and gross. They are like little round black balls. But nobody likes sitting in poo! I laid out 
a blanket and got out a book. My friends and I rested, read, and relaxed for about two hours and 
then explored. I told the girls they were not allowed to go more than a metre close to the edge. 
The last thing we needed was an injury! We climbed trees, sang songs, found tracks, all on ONE 
BIG ROCK! 

 

"Up in the Clouds" by Jocey K is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0. 

In the story above, children climb so they can sit upon the top of a huge boulder. They are 

interacting socially and are experiencing the natural world together. I wonder, is learning 

occurring? Learning about anything depends upon interactions among meanings we create and 

those we will develop, and many of those meanings are shared and created socially. When we 

interact within the natural ecological landscapes of our dwelling places, we nurture new 

understandings in the natural world. The children are interacting with the boulder, so it seems to 

me that they are also learning with the boulder socially. Maybe they are learning how to set their 

Figure 25: "Up in the Clouds" by Jocey K. 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/48627921@N05/13503354884
https://www.flickr.com/photos/48627921@N05
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/?ref=openverse
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feet or look for handholds. Once they reach the top of the rock, they are viewing the place around 

the boulder from a new vantage point.  

I wonder if they may be learning with the beings in this place who also have a similar 

vantage point. Are they learning with birds? trees? sky? ferns? the possum who had been there? 

Might the children begin to perceive the way the world seems to be experienced by these entities 

in their natural surroundings? Do they imagine what it might be like to be a bird? The rock? If 

the children do not already perceive these attributes of their ecological places as beyond-the-

human entities, does this perceptual experience expand their perspectives toward those 

nonhuman entities with whom they share their dwelling places? In a curriculum project such as 

ours, given enough time, ideas around different worldview perspectives could be explored. 

Based upon questions like those I just suggested, chatting about characters’ perceptions in a story 

such as The Big Rock could be a great introduction and engage students in considering these 

questions. Any piece of landscape lore that includes close proximity with different entities in any 

number of habitats could be used as a starting point to engage critical thinking about worldview 

distinctions. Encouraging students to consider how they feel about these different points of view 

is important. Asking the question, “So which worldview is “right?” and “Do either of these 

worldviews have to be right or wrong?” These are big questions and can be presented simply  for 

the purpose of encouraging students to begin to think about their role in contributing to a more 

sustainable way of life. 

I am reminded of reading Dan Hikuroa’s475 description of the origin (ukaipo) of 

knowledge in Māori ways of thinking and being. Dan is a member of Ngati Maniopoto iwi, as 

are the members of the Ruapuha- Uekaha Trust, the trust of the four hāpū in the territory 

                                                 
475 Hikuroa, “Mātauranga Māori—the Ūkaipō of Knowledge in New Zealand.” 
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surrounding Waitomo Caves. Therefore, Dan has a strong, caring relationship with the Waitomo 

territory and people who are also members of his iwi. Ngati Maniopoto iwi descends from the 

waka (canoe) of Tainui.  This is an important point, because genealogy, the whakapapa, is the 

vital web of interconnection among all entities, including people, birds, rocks, and rivers. All are 

descended from Ranginui and Papatūānuku, and are therefore ancestors generating their own life 

force, who are deserving of respect and care.476 Dan is a western-trained scientist and can 

simultaneously work with two worldviews. He has two ways of seeing the world. 

Posthumanism, is a Western theoretical stance; we touched on it, and its precursors in 

Indigenous worldviews in Chapter 1. You can find it in the section titled Critical 

Indigenous/Indigenist Methodologies Tangling with Multimodal Literacies. Somerville and 

Powell,477 authors of Thinking Posthuman with Mud: And Children of the Anthropocene, are 

experienced educational researchers in Australia. Over the years they have worked closely with 

aboriginal Australian children in schools and with aboriginal Australian adults as teachers-in-

training. They are familiar with Aboriginal worldview, including interrelationships with place, or 

territory. They explain posthumanism to be: “‘thinking-with’ other beings, animate and 

inanimate. Everything, especially the very mundane and every day, is regarded as fascinating and 

thought provoking.” Even New Zealand possum poo that “is not sloppy and gross. They are like 

little round black balls.”478 

  

                                                 
476 Dan Hikuroa, “Hikuroa, D. (2017). Mātauranga Māori—the Ūkaipō of Knowledge in New Zealand,” Journal of the Royal Society 

of New Zealand 47, no. 1 (2017): 5–10; Mere Roberts, “Ways of Seeing: Whakapapa,” Sites: A Journal of Social Anthropology and Cultural 
Studies 10, no. 1 (2013): 93–120, https://doi.org/10.11157/sites-vol10iss1id236. 

477 Margaret Somerville and Sarah J. Powell, “Thinking Posthuman with Mud: And Children of the Anthropocene,” Educational 
Philosophy and Theory 51, no. 8 (July 3, 2019): 829, https://doi.org/10.1080/00131857.2018.1516138. 

478 NZ Girl, “The Big Rock.” 
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LANDSCAPE LORE: Mt. Monroe’s Avalanche Adventure 

NH. Boy: On this hot and sticky summer day, I went hiking with my aunt and my older 
brother on Mt. Monroe, one of the Presidential Mountains. I could smell the fresh air of the 
sunny morning. I could hear the river’s voice splashing through rocks. It was a perfect day to go 
on a hike. The wind was whispering to the oak, birch, and evergreen trees like the wind was 
telling a secret. I saw a huge tree bent over and dead. Many of the other trees were like that. I 
was wondering what had happened to cause the destruction of tall trees. Now they were toppled 
over each other like they were wrestling, with NO reason! I saw a sign that said there was an 
avalanche here that carried through the river. I was nervous though excited to see the rest of the 
avalanche’s bold damage. There were pools of water big and small that people jumped in from 
rocks. I dipped my head in a small pool of water because I was hot. I felt something squirming in 
my hair when I dipped my hair in the water. It was a blue-spotted salamander. I saw the small 
creature with a glimpse of my eye. At first, I was scared because I didn’t know what it was! The 
beautiful salamander dove back into the cool water. I was hoping to see the salamander later on 
my way down from the mountain.  

Once I saw the hut I said to my brother, “First one to the top wins!” D. my brother was pushing 
and shoving. While we were racing, we jumped over rocks and roots to get to the hut and to the 
grand view. We finally got to Lake in the Clouds Hut. They call it Lake in the Clouds Hut 
because there are two lakes on top of the mountain. It is unusual to have a lake on top of a 
mountain, but it is possible because there’s a name for it. It’s called a tarn. A tarn is a small 
mountain lake. No trees near the hut because the hut was very close to the top. There was no tree 
line at the top whatsoever. The inside of the hut looked really old. The entire hut was made out of 
wood. I sat down and I had fruit and water to snack on. We then went back outside into the chilly 
atmosphere to finish the hike.  

The rocks were big and sturdy on the way to the top. We weren’t at the top yet. We still had five 
minutes of huge, smooth, and rough rock to climb. The top was bright and rocky. The views 
surrounding us was GREAT! I could see Mt. Washington, the tallest mountain in New England! 
Mt. Washington has an elevation of 6, 288 feet! Just a little more than Mt. Monroe.  My brother 
and I were trying to find the highest point on Mt. Monroe. I stood on the highest point, and I 
looked at the beautiful views of Mother Nature. I even saw the Mt. Washington train that can 
bring you up and down the mountain. I don’t like to ride on a tram, or a train, because I like to 
see the awesome nature, and I like to get exercise. On the way down I went to the same spot 
where the salamander was and I saw three more salamanders marching to the shade of the 
beautiful day! One by one the salamanders faded away like they were soldiers. It was too dark to 
take a picture, but I kept that image in my mind to tell the rest of my family about it. From 
thereon, I always wanted to go on the same hike! 
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This student brought elements of nature alive for me in this story in which the river has a 

voice, the wind whispers secrets, trees wrestled, and salamanders march like soldiers. As a 

viewer and listener of his digital landscape lore, and as a reader of the story’s transcript, relating 

to the river, the wind, and the salamanders is possible because this author gives them human, or 

anthropocentric, qualities. I almost feel as if I am hiking with him and hope he felt a sense of 

oneness with these “beings,” because his story causes me to feel this way, and it is a joyful 

feeling. As a receiver of this landscape lore, I feel in sync with the storyteller. It occurs to me 

that when another person’s experiential story resonates with a listener, viewer, or reader, a social 

bond is created with the author, and new understandings and/or realizations emerge as a result. 

The ideas I am speaking about in response to Mt. Monroe, are newly realized for me. They may 

have been introduced to me elsewhere, and this storyteller’s tale reinforces them for me as a 

learner.   

In this story, nature is active, and the student-teller is active too, seeming to be in the 

natural world interacting with all the other entities within the space surrounding him. For me, his 

story communicates being IN the habitat rather than being separate from it, showing a sense of 

belonging with the mountain and all its inhabitants. This activity of and within landscape is 

represented by verbs and these verbs convey many involvements, or events of place, and place-

Figure 26: "mt. monroe, looking at washington and her lakes" by wesleymiles 

"mt monroe, looking at washington and her lakes" by wesleymiles is licensed under CC BY 2.0. 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/38895395@N05/14724292711
https://www.flickr.com/photos/38895395@N05
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/?ref=openverse
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as-events. He dips his head into the water of the pool and shoves, pushes, wonders, races, smells, 

sees, hikes, climbs, and looks. The avalanche carried and trees were toppled! He was a little 

scared. The first salamander dove! “Then one by one the salamanders faded away, like they were 

soldiers.”  

The use of the word “soldiers” demonstrates how important it is to keep our descriptions 

and interactions in context, and to think holistically. This is also important to understand for 

teachers of literacy so they can be prepared for this possibility as their students begin to perceive 

inferences. Helping their students to learn how to comprehend inferences in context is important 

to understanding as they read and write. Learning to create inferences requires connecting clues 

in the holistic context that one hears or reads. This is not just a challenge for children. Beginning 

readers of any age struggle with inferences. Experienced readers may as well. Many of the 

undergraduate students I taught struggled with this skill, and it often made learning difficult for 

them. I had to teach them how to “read between the lines.” I can imagine a reader who has 

difficulty with inference or analogy and metaphor, losing track of the meaning of that sentence 

with the word “soldiers,” because they are comprehending literally. 

This child’s story is full of joyful exuberance and promise (he wants to always hike this 

mountain because he had such a great time on the trail this first time). This is a perfect example 

of why it is vital to maintain the situated context of words within a story in critical research. We 

want to show the children’s thinking, the students’ own words in landscape lore that is 

meaningful to them in just the way they tell it, write it, and communicate it in their original 

digital stories. As a qualitative place-conscious educational researcher, I suspect that this story’s 

significance emerges out of a place that is meaningful to this student.  
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I am thinking about space-time-matter, and all the possibilities for inter- and intra- 

actions the “characters” his landscape lore provided. Mt. Monroe, as a beyond-the-human 

character, provides a foundation for all entities and their accompanying possibilities: the 

avalanche, the trees, the pool, the spotted salamander(s), the huge rock, the view, the Lakes-in-

the-Clouds hut, the tarns, Mt. Washington, and the light turning to darkness. As a character, Mt. 

Monroe supports this storyteller, his family, and other people jumping into and scooping up 

water from a natural pool. All these beyond-the-human characters provide possibilities that seem 

animated and energetic! Because of this, I am left thinking about what else has happened and 

happens on Mt. Monroe.  

This student’s story makes me wonder what occurs when nobody is there to observe the 

interactions. I can imagine the salamanders climbing the mountain and marching to the tarns. I 

wonder if there are salamanders living in the tarns anyway. This story feels as if it has a life of its 

own. Of course, stories, whether told and/or written/and or illustrated, do emerge from physical 

or imagined events. Sometimes there is a convergence of fact and fiction, yet this does not 

necessarily make a story less authentic, “truth-full,” or credible. Jerome Bruner479 claims that 

stories hold “verisimilitude,” or a genuine believability. It seems to me, that these landscape tales 

are a form of creative nonfiction. In relationship with the use of creative nonfiction in qualitative 

research, Caulley480 quotes Burroway, who considers “truth in words”: 

It’s impossible to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth in 
words, because words are of a different form than experience, and their choice is 
determined by the vast array of cultural and personal influences. Writers learn 
very quickly that a thing is not necessarily credible because it “really happened” 
and that saying so is no defence of the unconvincing. When you write about an 
experience, you cast it in a new form and therefore furnish it with a new purpose.  

  

                                                 
479 Bruner, Jerome, Actual Minds, Possible Worlds, 11. 
480 Darrel N. Caulley, “Making Qualitative Research Reports Less Boring: The Techniques of Writing Creative Nonfiction,” 

Qualitative Inquiry 14, no. 3 (April 2008): 447, https://doi.org/10.1177/1077800407311961. 
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Relational Findings and Discussion 

New Purposes: Local and Global Ecocultural Relations 

This landscape-lore was first told orally. These digital stories were created from tales 

“meant to be told.” Each classroom used software available to them and learners combined their 

lore with photos and illustrations depicting elements of related landscapes/waterscapes. This is 

how the digital stories developed.   

Findings demonstrate that children know many things about the places they live and 

those they visit frequently. Learning through adventure, social learning, mentors, exploration, 

and information sources, they develop their own experiential and local environmental 

knowledge. They learn about how the world works through their embodied experiences in their 

local surroundings and perhaps from ecocultural anecdotes and stories they have heard that have 

been meaningful to them. 

Children’s stories describe social participation and various levels of social learning 

through experiential exploration and adventures with friends, family, beyond-the-human kin, and 

whakapapa, and with whanau and receptive adults who generally mentor them in school, sports, 

and life. Interacting with biophysical entities within their land/waterscapes holds diverse 

meanings for children, depending upon their ecocultural worldview philosophies, which some 

scholars might call ecosophies.  

In our exploratory curriculum project, children demonstrated that they are savvy, digital 

citizens who educate their teachers and their classmates about their bioregions and the use of 

technologies. Both “in person” and technological social moments often generated new 

associations and realizations about shared local and global land/waterscapes. 
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In both New Hampshire and Aotearoa New Zealand, in an integrated holistic way, most 

of the children’s experiential digital landscape lore stories involved: 

• A sense of self-in-relation481 to ecocultural place, and ecocultural identity482 

• Recognition and involvement with biophysical entities of place: mountains, caves, 
rivers, lakes, trees 
 

• Place-consciousness 

• Adventure 

• Independent agency and personal responsibility  

•  Local Animal encounters: cave wētā, pigs, a rat, fish, whitebait, moose, 
salamander,   
 

• Spontaneous Embodied experiences  

• Embodied experiences as mobility: hiking, biking, wading, hunting, fishing, 
snowmobiling 
 

• Shared social moments in the outdoors with family and friends and beyond-the-
human entities.  
 

• Multiliteracies: Creative use of illustration and photographs 

• Multiliteracies: Oral tellings of life experience stories, digital storytelling, writing 
various genre, reading, listening, questioning, wondering, revising, editing, etc. 
 

Significantly, most of the children’s stories, from both bio-geographies of N’dakina/New 

Hampshire, and Aotearoa New Zealand, emphasized local animals living in the wild. This is 

despite many international research studies483 demonstrating children’s tendencies to prefer 

                                                 
481Brunette-Debassige, “From Subjugation to Embodied Self-in-Relation.” 
482 Ben Knight and University of New South Wales, “What Is an Ecocultural Identity?,” accessed August 2, 2022, 

https://phys.org/news/2020-06-ecocultural-identity.html; Shannon Audley, Ninian R. Stein, and Julia L. Ginsburg, “Fostering Children’s 
Ecocultural Identities within Ecoresiliency,” in Routledge Handbook of Ecocultural Identity, ed. Tema Milstein and José Castro-Sotomayor, 1st 
ed. (Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge, 2020. |: Routledge, 2020), 445–60, https://doi.org/10.4324/9781351068840-27.  

483 Jean-Marie Ballouard, François Brischoux, and Xavier Bonnet, “Children Prioritize Virtual Exotic Biodiversity over Local 
Biodiversity,” ed. Michael Somers, PLoS ONE 6, no. 8 (August 4, 2011): e23152, https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0023152. 
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charismatic megafauna,484 otherwise known as exotic wildlife.485 Ranked in popularity, 

charismatic wildlife, such as tigers, lions, elephants, giraffes, and leopards486 are often 

introduced in environmental curricula in elementary classrooms in the United States and primary 

classrooms elsewhere. As I became acquainted with the stories of the children, ages 7-12, I 

realized that most of them included local animals that were not anthropomorphized. This means 

that the animals were not depicted as having human qualities. Children younger than seven years 

of age often personify animals in their stories,487 which some of the “juniors” in Waitomo Caves 

do in an upcoming chapter.   

The animals included in the older children’s experiential landscape lore were depicted as 

main or complementary beyond-the-human entities. The animals behaved with their own agency 

and self-determination as the beyond-the-human creatures they are. This helped to demonstrate 

that the children were able to tell their experiential landscape lore as creative non-fiction, and 

that they had enough interest in and recognition of local animals living in the wild to include 

them in their landscape lore. 

Research examining children’s awareness of local biodiversity in different parts of the 

world has repeatedly demonstrated that, in general, they lack knowledge of or interest in local 

flora and fauna.488   Research upon Western societies, particularly Western Europe, where 

                                                 
484 Frédéric Ducarme, Gloria M Luque, and Franck Courchamp, “What Are ‘Charismatic Species’ for Conservation Biologists?,” 

2013, 9. 
485 Ducarme, Luque, and Courchamp, “What Are ‘Charismatic Species’ for Conservation Biologists?”; Ballouard, Brischoux, and 

Bonnet, “Children Prioritize Virtual Exotic Biodiversity over Local Biodiversity.” 
486 Céline Albert, Gloria M. Luque, and Franck Courchamp, “The Twenty Most Charismatic Species,” ed. Jesus E. Maldonado, PLOS 

ONE 13, no. 7 (July 9, 2018): e0199149, https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199149. 
487 Karen Washinawatok et al., “Children’s Play with a Forest Diorama as a Window into Ecological Cognition,” Journal of 

Cognition and Development 18, no. 5 (October 20, 2017): 617–32, https://doi.org/10.1080/15248372.2017.1392306. 
488 Audrey C. Rule and Ksenia S. Zhabanova, “Guardians of the Earth: Teaching Children to Care for All Living Things,” in 

Teaching Compassion: Humane Education in Early Childhood (Dordrecht: Springer Netherlands, 2014), 197–213, 
http://link.springer.com/10.1007/978-94-007-6922-9; Michiel J. D. Hooykaas et al., “Identification Skills in Biodiversity Professionals and 
Laypeople: A Gap in Species Literacy,” Biological Conservation 238 (October 1, 2019): 108202, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biocon.2019.108202; 
Michiel J. D. Hooykaas et al., “Children’s Species Literacy as Estimated and Desired by Biodiversity Communicators: A Mismatch with the 
Actual Level,” preprint (Scientific Communication and Education, November 11, 2021), https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.11.10.466733; Rachel L. 
White, Katie Eberstein, and Dawn M. Scott, “Birds in the Playground: Evaluating the Effectiveness of an Urban Environmental Education 
Project in Enhancing School Children’s Awareness, Knowledge and Attitudes towards Local Wildlife,” PLOS ONE 13, no. 3 (March 6, 2018): 
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conservation research funding is often obtained, shows that those civilizations tend to think of 

animals that are “virtual and exotic”489 as more important than their own local species. Children 

are often exposed more frequently to far-away charismatic animals and to cool stories about 

distant plants and habitats in educational lessons and through a variety of media than to local 

biodiversity.  

In our collaborative study, children’s experiential landscape lore stories described, in 

context, some of the local biodiversity surrounding them in the environments they inhabit. This 

bodes well for the potential of such a curriculum, whether applied in or out of school, to increase 

an awareness for local flora and fauna. In our digital storytelling project, shared among 

classrooms in N’dakinna/NH and Aotearoa NZ, students fielded the curious questions about 

experiential landscape lore from the distant students. Answering their questions and explaining 

details may have encouraged a closer look and a pride in the biodiversity of the explainers’ home 

places. When children develop an appreciation and consciousness for their local ecocultural 

places, studies show that they will tend to develop environmental concern and awareness.  

In stark contrast with children internationally, (REF) it is important to mention that 

children in Aotearoa New Zealand experience complicated messages throughout their schooling 

and childhood years regarding some of the animals and plants they might encounter regularly. 

Many of the animals they meet and plants they interact with have been introduced to the island 

nation by humans and are invasive species that are detrimental to the unique ecologies of 

Aotearoa NZ.  Children are encouraged and taught how to eradicate animals considered to be 

“pests.” For instance, the Australian brushtail possum has proliferated.  The animal was brought 

                                                 
e0193993, https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0193993; Stephanie G. Schuttler et al., “Children’s Attitudes towards Animals Are Similar 
across Suburban, Exurban, and Rural Areas,” PeerJ 7 (July 23, 2019): e7328, https://doi.org/10.7717/peerj.7328.  

489 Ballouard, Brischoux, and Bonnet, “Children Prioritize Virtual Exotic Biodiversity over Local Biodiversity.”  
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into Aotearoa NZ for the fur trade in the nineteenth century and they are an extreme threat to bird 

eggs and young chicks as well as much native plant life. Many of Aotearoa NZ’s native birds are 

flightless and are endangered. They do not exist anywhere else in the world.  

The brushtail possum has no natural predators in Aotearoa NZ as the animal does in 

Australia. I never heard the children discuss them. There was no mention of brushtail possums in 

any of the Aotearoa NZ children’s landscape-lore. It almost seemed as if they didn’t exist. I had 

been prepared for talk regarding the brushtail possum because I had heard adults remarking and 

cheering on running adults and babies over with their cars and trapping them, and other means of 

eradication. I wondered what kind of influence this kind of conservation strategy might have 

upon the children in Aotearoa NZ and their attitudes toward invasive species and animals in 

general. 

Beyond the significance of the local wildlife involvement in the students’ landscape lore, 

I knew implicitly all along that each landscape-lore story represents an event of place. However, 

only now am I beginning to grapple with its significance. Each story illustrates encounters, 

instances, moments, and flashes of embodied observation through physical sensations. Each 

story represents tellers’ relational attachments within place(s), and it is through these connections 

that shared meanings have been created. Sometimes these relationships with place are just 

forming and sometimes they are well established. Each story represents reciprocal, interactive 

relationships among living beings’ experience of place.  

Each story contains these many qualities, and still, each story only represents momentary 

glimpses of children’s lives, experienced within their ecocultural relationships. These children’s 

relationships within the landscapes/waterscapes that are/were meaningful to them in specific 

places, at specific points in time, are alluded to in each story. Selecting the story to tell, out of the 
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many stories they could have told, is indicative of a personally memorable and often significant 

event of place that these children wanted to share.  

Yet, all these moments are integrated into landscapes that hold a wealth of ecological, 

experiential, and cultural knowledge and transformation throughout great spans of time reaching 

into the past well before these children were exploring the outdoor world beyond the safety of 

their homes. This dynamic ecocultural wealth represents information, available through events 

occurring over spatiotemporal scales. Within landscapes, within larger ecosystems, stories 

emerge, and they are as many and as various as there are moments in place that people 

experience.  

Two people might be together in one place in one time, and still, they each live a distinct 

experience. Worldviews and physical sensations influence the place-based encounters they may 

choose to share. For example, when my extended family visited the beach in Cape Cod when I 

was a child, my cousin would sit in the sand. I would be in the water with her sister and my own 

sister, bodysurfing and jumping over the waves. My cousin on the beach really enjoyed 

swimming in clear pools, and disliked swimming in any body of water where she could not see 

all the way to the bottom. We were in the same place, yet we had very different experiences. 

A person’s discrete experiences, within place and time, are specifically related to prior 

happenings and ecocultural contexts in that person’s life. There are also many collective stories 

within many socio-ecological situations. A story for one person may be more meaningful when 

related to collective, animated, and active knowing. When I use the term “socio-ecological,” I am 

also including geological time scales, incorporating myriad ecological systems, including earth 

systems. However, once shared as stories and images, these encounters (or events of place) 

within time scales and known landscapes enter a realm of social learning and (social) 
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communication. Social learning and communication begin within cultures within ecological 

place, or ecocultural place. We engaged in social learning and practiced multimodal 

literacy/communication skills as we listened and responded to each other’s stories. 

In social learning, which includes social cognitive theory and social constructivism, 

people learn by observing and interacting with others.490 “Instructional curriculum models 

influenced by social constructivist perspectives highlight the importance of collaboration among 

learners and practitioners in educational environments.”491 As discussed in Chapter 1 of this 

document, in the section titled Many Relations: Critical Indigenist Ways of Being and Knowing, 

spiral discourse is one educational strategy that supports social learning within a Kaupapa Māori 

methodology. Our ethical use of Kaupapa Māori as a methodological and theoretical guide led us 

into critical and collaborative relationships. These relationships emerged for each of us as we 

listened, shared, and talked about our digital landscape lore. 

Communicating with each other as individuals and as groups was fostered by the 

conversational aspect of spiral discourse. Listening to each other and taking turns to share our 

ideas observations, and questions verbally, promoted our relationships and our social learning. 

Without communicating, this project could not have occurred. We relied upon our relational 

capacities to develop our collaboration among our ecocultural communities.  

  

                                                 
490 Couros and Hildebrandt, “Designing for Open and Social Learning 143 Alec Couros and Katia Hildebrandt,” 146. 
491 Couros and Hildebrandt, “Designing for Open and Social Learning 143 Alec Couros and Katia Hildebrandt,” 146.  
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Pedagogical Learning 

There are many lessons I have learned as an educator and a researcher from this 

experience.  

Plagiarism. I never asked the teachers if they had ever introduced plagiarism to their 

students!  Most educators don’t at the primary or elementary level. It seems so obvious now that 

I should have thought of this! I had visited third grades as a traveling “critical thinking” educator 

and had taught them about plagiarism and we practiced skills on a small project together. So of 

course, I should have expected that the students would look for photos on the web because it is 

something they were all accustomed to doing. Even some of the much older college students I 

worked with did this in some of the teaching preparation classes I taught until I educated them 

about it, because they had done this previously in high school. 

 Many of the student stories in Aotearoa New Zealand were completed with their teachers 

after I had returned to the New Hampshire in the summer of 2011 (which was the beginning of 

the Aotearoa NZ winter). Students in New Hampshire were working on stories when I was in 

Aotearoa NZ. So, this probability of locating photos using the internet was not on my radar, 

because I did not see the entire process of digital story creation. This is an explanation, not an 

excuse for my blindness in this department. In our “teacher chats,” both in Aotearoa NZ and NH 

we had discussed using photos that the children had available to them at home. I explain this in 

detail so that if any readers decide to try our digital storytelling process, they will be better 

prepared! 

Now I realize that “your own photos” could be interpreted by students as “find and use 

your own photos from anywhere” or “take your own photos.” We never defined what “yours” 
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means. I take a lesson from this as a reminder for me as an educator/researcher to think more 

specifically about how the learners I work with might interpret the words I use.  

Including an introduction about why we would want to use our own photos if they are 

available to us is important. If the children do not have photos that they feel are adequate to 

illustrate their story, introducing the students (and educators) to the resources that creators have 

made copyright available through the creative commons, which I learned about in the process of 

writing this document, is incredibly useful. A simple lesson on plagiarism would be appropriate 

as well, and I know of a great resource for one that is appropriate for K-12492 and include it in 

the footnote below. 

Discovering what is unanticipated is one of the benefits of working through an 

exploratory curriculum together. It helps us all learn about details we need to incorporate into our 

lesson planning for the benefit of our students. This was a useful bit of information that provided 

an unexpected formative assessment. We all learned that some students knew how to research 

using the world-wide web very well. I also learned that I should have suggested a lesson on 

“finding or taking photos” and an age-appropriate one on plagiarism. I could have easily done 

this through telling stories.  

  

                                                 
492 Cindy Nottage and Virginia Morse, Independent Investigation Method Teaching Research Skills in Grades K-12 Revised for 2012: 

College and Career Readiness Skills Aligned with CCSS and TEKS, 1st ed. (New York: Routledge, 2021), 
https://doi.org/10.4324/9781003264798. 
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CHAPTER 4: Landscape-lore Participating in Ecocultural Multiliteracies:  
Worldminded Storytelling, Listening, Writing, and Reading 

Merry Merryfield493 explains that: 

Worldmindedness often begins as global awareness and grows as individuals 
begin to appreciate the viewpoints, experiences and worldviews of others, 
especially those quite different from themselves. 
 

In our project, children as school students, their teachers, and more members of their 

wider communities, are all co-researchers who shared experiential landscape-lore from their 

independent excursions outside in their “natural” local rural landscapes and beyond. By viewing 

landscape-lore that emerges from within global and local landscapes, we create room for 

transdisciplinary learning. Working in a variety of disciplines, such as literacy, science, social 

studies, etc. and doing so across virtual borders and hemispheres by using digital technology, we 

are creating something new, which is how worldminded transdisciplinary efforts work.  These 

ecocultural locations in which our tales emerged provide relational grounding in our landscape-

lore. I am ethically and relationally bound as a worldminded person, in my many roles, to 

recognize the ecocultural pasts of these places. The past has ramifications for the ways these 

ecocultural landscapes have changed over time. These transformations influence the stories co-

researchers tell, and how, as storytellers, they tell them. 

We are all in relation with(in) ecocultural place(s) throughout this process of 

collaborative research through our shared literacy experiences. We do this every day of our lives, 

even when we are not collaborating in a research experience. As beings within the processes 

occurring with(in) the entirety of the ecocultural world, we all collaborate in place daily.  We do 

this whether we are aware of our relational connections with(in) place or not. Wherever we live 

in the world, nothing ever happens in time without us being “in” ecocultural place, and not just 

                                                 
493 Merryfield, Merry M. et al., “Worldmindedness: Taking off the Blinders,” Journal of Curriculum and Instruction 2, no. 1 (January 

2008): 7, https://doi.org/10.3776/joci.2008.v2n1p6-20. 
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in any place. We are physically embodied in ecocultural place in the present, while we are 

remembering our experiences in the ecocultural places of our past in the places within our 

imaginations.  

Worldminded Stories in Places in Time 

In addition to her description of worldmindedness as “global awareness” above, Merry 

Merryfield describes that being worldminded494 is to be globally and culturally responsive.  To 

be locally and globally responsive and sustaining, to think ecoculturally, and to do so 

competently495  are relational ideas across the socio-ecological interdisciplinary spectrum, 

including the field of education. These concepts embrace the cultivation of respectful relations 

among peoples and places.  

Worldminded people cultivate relationships and respect the various points of view and 

cultures of others. Valuing all human and beyond-the-human beings in relational reciprocity 

(with)in local and global ecosystems is a worldminded disposition. It respects the holistic 

relations in the many distinct ecocultural worldview perspectives of diverse peoples. 

Respectfully knowing each other and each group as equal partners creates openings for sharing 

ideas and creating more sustainable ecocultural living situations. The idea of valuing all human 

beings and the natural world in a relational and collaborative sense of union can manifest 

support, belonging, resilience and safety. 

We may realize some of our landscapes’ similarities and differences if I am introduced to 

ways that you experience your landscape, and you are introduced to ways that I experience my 

own. Chatting about our interactions within these ecocultural places, in an open dialogical 

                                                 
494 Merryfield, Merry M. et al., “Worldmindedness: Taking off the Blinders”; Merry M. Merryfield, “Crossing Cultures and Global 

Interconnectedness,” in Leaders in Social Education (Springer, 2014), 111–22, http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-94-6209-665-3_10. 
495 Veronica Boix Mansila and Anthony Jackson, “Educating for Global Competence: Learning Redefined for an Interconnected 

World,” in Mastering Global Literacy, Contemporary Perspectives (New York, NY, USA: Solution Tree, 2013); Merryfield, “Crossing Cultures 
and Global Interconnectedness.”  
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exchange provides even more information about our landscapes. Such interchanges may have the 

potential to develop possibilities for learning and solving local and global sustainability 

challenges together.  

Our depth of understanding regarding the complexities of our landscapes, through time 

and space, may help us achieve mutually desirable outcomes. Sharing our digital landscape-lore 

in this project is intended to help all collaborative learners and researchers, to find out more 

about how children of middle childhood in our collaborative groups, engage with(in) the natural 

world. 

Building collaborations among ecocultural places by creating relationships among 

peoples of different worldviews is vital for moderating continuing colonial repercussions 

including global warming and climate change. To meet the needs of pluricultural student 

populations, in diverse places, Darling-Hammond496 maintains that “educational leadership 

preparation programs must include research focused on international contexts.” She points out 

that this type of work is globally necessary:  

The teaching challenges posed by higher expectations for learning and greater 
diversity of learners around the globe will likely be better met if nations can 
learn from each other about what matters and what works in different 
contexts.497 
 

Our landscape-lore project is an example of how learners in different nations might 

“learn from each other about what matters and what works in different contexts.” When I think 

about “international contexts” I think about ecocultural place. Diversity emerges in ecocultural 

landscapes and waterscapes and moves among cultural worldviews through time. As an educator, 

I’ve listened to many children’s stories of their experiences, yet I’ve not previously thought 

                                                 
496 Brooks and Jean-Marie, “The Challenges to and the Need for International Research in Educational Leadership,” 882. 
497 Darling-Hammond, “Teacher Education around the World,” 307. 
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about how those stories emerge in places until suggesting our intercultural and collaborative, 

digital storytelling curriculum exploration. 

The ecocultural places we inhabit or have inhabited help to define who we are as peoples. 

We identify with these places when we’ve formed meaningful attachments with them, and many 

of us feel as if they are a part of us.  
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Creating Relational Meaning in Shifting Places in Shifting Times 

Just as this written representation is meant to be relational and respectful, so should our 

interactions with each other, as students and teachers in collaborative classrooms, be relational 

and respectful. I would prefer to say, “just as all classrooms are relational and respectful,” but 

that would not be honest, because many classrooms and schools continue to struggle toward 

ecocultural equity. 

Representing our exploratory, digital landscape-lore research project here continues 

relational reciprocities. I use “you” to indicate our close collaboration in interdependent 

meaning-making. We may not be fully aware of this, but you and I, as reader and author, are 

working toward becoming more relational, collaborative, and respectful. I write, review, read, 

and rewrite, and you read and make meaning with what I have written. We are working toward 

moving this project’s efforts toward becoming relational and respectful together. Imagine that 

one of us is a classroom educator, and one of us is a child who is continuing to build their 

multiliteracies.  

I give you words to represent meanings. You read those words and connect your own 

experiences and ideas with them.  We are creating new meaning together, because I bring 

meanings to you through writing, and you bring meanings to the writing by reading it and 

thinking about it. Neither of us can do this alone. We need each other and are interdependent. We 

are collaborating within myriad relational reciprocities. We both give and receive. I create my 

meanings from my own experiences within a relational perspective, by participating in a 

landscape-based collaborative digital landscape-lore project.  

By listening, dialoguing, reading, and learning with and from many relations, I am 

always in a process of creating new understandings. Writing from an awareness of holistic 
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ecocultural lands-/waterscapes, experiences, interconnected theories, and critical indigenous 

methodologies, I try to explain. I try to explain more about project participants, how we went 

about our project, its meaning, and its relevance. By actively participating together we all 

contribute our energies toward creating respectful bonds with each other and into a broader 

relational realm of meaning. We are doing this when we express ourselves, seeking to 

communicate, whether we are aware of it or not. 

Children Become Young Adults: Significances Inhabiting one Ecocultural Place 

In general, sense of place describes our relationships with(in) places, expressed through 

different dimensions: our emotions, our narrative and factual biographies, imaginative tales, and 

personal experiences stories (Basso, 1996). Are there significant meanings one finds when  

inhabiting one location from childhood to young adulthood? This section is briefly narrative and 

interpretive, based on two of the children who had participated in our project in 2011 and 2012. 

Both of these young people work on their family’s farm, and J also lives on the farm. 

J (2017) Aotearoa New Zealand 

“I love living on the farm. Here I feel free. I can ride my dirt bike and do whatever I 
want. I like it in Waitomo. My mum’s family are from here and we live on her Dad's family’s 
farm. My mates come from here and they are also my cousins. 

I don't really think about it much but where we live has been in my family a long time. I 
might not live here forever but it will always be special because I come from here and I am 
happy about that.” 

I met J when he was ten years old. He collaborated within this class storytelling research 

project during 2011. At the time, I was also there as a collaborator in J’s close-knit community. 

This community included J’s school, his schoolmates, teachers, and local families. He is 

nineteen, but he shared his comments above through email, he was sixteen. I asked his mum, D, 

if she would be comfortable telling me about how she feels about the place she lives, which is in 

a rural area of Waitomo Caves. The immediate region surrounding Waitomo Caves is steep and 
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hilly farmland and caves and river and “bush” (what we in NH. would call a “forest”), so truly, 

just about everyone in this community lives “in the country.” She said, “Happy to contribute!” D 

and I were friends and have been Facebook Messaging off and on for several years. When I think 

about J, I think about him energetically riding his bike and observing the landscape, because that 

is what he was doing in the story he created in 2011. I remember cascading ripples of long green 

field grasses slipping horizontally in long rumples, like in a bedcover, sliding down along the 

smooth limestone substrate. In my imagined image, J is riding his bike while wearing a white 

bike helmet! (I don’t even know if he wears a helmet!). I think lots of kids out in the country 

don’t, and now I am wondering why I envisioned that? A new research question, perhaps? 

Now ten years later, after having visited Waitomo Caves during 2011-2012, I 
consider my description of J’s bike-riding landscape. Why did I work so hard to 
express the “cascading ripples” and “long rumples” of grass “slipping down 
along the smooth limestone substrate?” Why did I bother?  
My longing for this place is now apparent to me. I think my attempt to actively 
describe a memorable physical image of landscape there helps me feel close to this 
meaningful place in my life. Waitomo Caves became significant to me through 
family, the startling landscape, and my new friends and colleagues, including our 
whānau of interest. J is one of the schoolchildren of our Waitomo Caves whānau of 
interest. He is also a member of a familial whānau who have deep ancestral roots 
in the very depths of this beautiful spot. 
  
J. belongs to his familial whānau, his friendship whānau, and his Waitomo Caves School 

whānau. Using the word to represent a sense of community relation within collaborative 

relationships beyond those that are familial is a contemporary change in the meaning of whānau. 

In Māori research, “whānau” represents one of the tenets of Māori epistemology and it assists the 

co-researchers in organizing, communicating through the voices of the members of the research 

community, reporting back to all involved, completing tasks, and disseminating results as agreed 
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upon by the community.498 Together, through our project, we belong to our interdependent, 

caring, whānau of interest. 

I preface the following thoughts, in which I speak about J’s story, as my own 

interpretation. These are connections I alone have made when thinking about his words. In no 

way do they represent his thinking or intend to change his message. They are possibilities for 

consideration only. His words are his own and were shared freely and kindly with me.  

J said “I love living on the farm. Here I feel free. I can ride my dirt bike and do whatever 

I want.” Freedom. It sounds to me as if J treasured his freedom to explore on his own, or with his 

friends, who are his cousins….no one to tell him what to do and what not to do. He could be 

independent. His mother is involved with him; I know that for a fact. She is very busy running 

the farm. It is obvious that J identifies with this place, “the farm,” and he told us why.  

Again, together in our collaborative project, in our whānau of interest in J’s school and 

community, we actively explored a trial storytelling curriculum for many reasons. Among these 

was a hope that we might learn something more about how the children collaborating in 

Waitomo Caves and Moultonborough engage with nature, in our whānau of interest. How is the 

natural world relevant in their lives? If it is, what is it about the natural world that seems 

significant enough to talk about for them?  

B (2021) Moultonborough, NH 

B. participated in our collaborative digital storytelling project in 2012 in one of the three 

participating classrooms in Moultonborough, NH. I’ve known B. since he was an infant. He and 

I have “the Farm” in common. We are family, and B. is my nephew. I asked him the following 

                                                 
498 Smith, Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples." (1999)., 187.  
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question by text on August 13, 2021, which was nine years after our collaborative project took 

place. B was 12 at the time of our project and is now 21 years old. 

M: “So, the question is do you feel connected to the place you live and work and is it 
important to you and why?” 

B: “I do feel connected to the place I live and the place I work. Being raised in the 
Ossipee Mountains and working at as well as being raised up at the Farm (Picnic Rock Farms) 
had given me a great appreciation for wildlife, nature, outdoor activity as well as conservation 
and our food system. 

It’s important to me to remember where I was raised and where I work because I feel it 
was a unique upbringing as well as a rewarding upbringing. All and all I feel connected as well 
as grateful.” 

B. responds to the question, describing the location of his home as the Ossipee Mountains 

(in Moultonborough, NH) and being “raised up” at the Farm and working there. He explains that 

he feels connected to these places and that his upbringing is unique and special. He describes his 

affiliation for wildlife, nature, being active outside, and an appreciation for conservation and 

food systems as directly related to his connections to place. He speaks of feeling grateful for all 

of this. 

Just as J. and I belong to a whanau of interest, or family of interest in Aotearoa NZ 

through our collaborative project, B. and I also belong to our collaborative project’s local digital 

storytelling whanau of interest in NH. We also belong within our extended whanau of interest 

with J. and our collaborative colleagues, the students, educators, and community members in 

Aotearoa NZ. And B. and I are ancestral kin, in relation within an ancestral landscape. 

I will not try to interpret B.’s words. Again, just as I did with J., I can only speak to 

connections I made as I read his response. B. and I also share many of the same family interests, 

perhaps because we are both descendants of “the Farm.” I can say that I feel a strong 

appreciation for “the Farm” also, and I speak about this in more depth in another chapter. I know 

that my connection to “the Farm,” brought me to NH from the suburbs of Boston, Massachusetts. 
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Moving to NH gave me the chance to feel a sense of belonging within this place of my ancestors 

and to the mountains, lakes, and seacoast of our region. I remember thanking my mother for 

moving us here with my dad, to be closer to his ancestral place, because it brought me closer to 

nature. Within this landscape B. and I continue to share this ancestral connection.  

I know I care greatly about our extended family of 40+ folks, most of whom live near 

“the Farm.” I have clues that this is the case for B. just as it is for me because he attends every 

family event, and so do I. B. responded to my text message immediately and responds to any I 

send in a timely way. He makes me feel that he cares about me. He is in his early 20s and sends 

me birthday texts, which tells me he thinks I am worth taking some time for in his day. I always 

call him on his birthday and sing to him with his uncle and our dog, doing the “Family Birthday 

Howl.” It also seems that we treasure our moments within our extended family when we can get 

together.  

Perhaps B.’s upbringing is special, and unique. What is most important is that he feels it 

is! My 30-year-old son been through twelve years of higher ed. in Boston, Ma., and Santa 

Barbara, Ca. and is now in Berkeley, Ca. and he has met many colleagues and friends from 

across the United States and the world. He has told me that he has not met one other person in all 

that time who has the close extended family and place-conscious network connections he has. 

Now that is an extremely tiny sample, so I would never conclude on that basis that it is true that 

people in general are less connected to place and family today. People are diverse and live in 

many distinct places, and their ecocultural histories vary greatly. We live in a large and diverse 

pluricultural world of many geographies. However, his observation does speak to the closeness 

we feel toward our local ecocultural ancestral home. 

J. relayed that “where we live has been in my family a long time. I might not live here 
forever but it will always be special because I come from here and I am happy about that.” 
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B. texted that “It’s important to me to remember where I was raised and where I work 
because I feel it was a unique upbringing as well as a rewarding upbringing. All and all I feel 
connected as well as grateful.” 

It seems to me that both J. and B. share a sense of belonging and self-in-relation to these 

places of their upbringing, and they are both glad about this. I know that both are in embodied 

closeness within these landscapes, working with soil, harvesting, riding bikes over pastures and 

on dirt roads, driving tractors, and walking. When they were younger they both played and 

explored in these places. I wonder if their embodied closeness within their landscapes has 

encouraged their senses of connection. 

As intercultural collaborative groups in both Aotearoa New Zealand and New Hampshire, 

United States of America, we did this work together. Our shared project process, stories, and 

explorations, of local and global places, provided some insights and clues which we’ll discuss in 

more depth in a future section. I say “we” because the relationship between myself as author of 

this document, and you as reader, is also collaborative. We might find more indications about 

how children and youth, teachers, and community members, seem to engage with(in) the natural 

world. Interacting with their stories sensitively and intentionally may help us to become more 

aware of what their narratives tell us about their actions and engagements with(in) place. Perhaps 

we’ll realize connections to place we’ve never considered before.  
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Entangled Relationships: Engaging Learning in Local Environments 

Engagement is a primary motivator in learning. If we pay attention, observe, and listen to 

children intentionally, we will know more about how they engage in their local environments. If 

we listen to their experiential stories about their adventuring in their local landscapes, and chat 

about those stories together, children will explain, clarify, and come up with questions of their 

own. We could use what we learn to design motivating curricula that accomplish interwoven 

goals. Not only could we address a variety of transdisciplinary499 skills and content we could 

also address both local and global community through real-world application.  In addition, by 

focusing on local places we are encouraging children’s interest and perhaps caring and concern 

for the natural systems in which they live.500   

There has been great interest in people’s affinities with the natural world in recent years. 

In their paper on the development of children’s environmental identities, Green et al501 explain 

that the terms “environmental identity,” and “place identity” are interrelated concepts:  

place identity, although it may include natural places or objects, is not 
specifically focused on an individual’s sense of self in relation to the natural 
world. For this reason, we have chosen to refer to EID in our model, as it 
particularly signifies children’s developing self-concept in relation to the natural 
environment. With that said, we also recognize that young children’s EID is 
likely to be situated in small-scale and familiar places (i.e., outdoor play areas, 
nature trails). As a child’s environmental identity develops, cognitions and 
associations with the natural environment may shift from those that are familiar 
and concrete to those that are more universal and abstract. 
 

For example, J’s sense of self, or his identity, seems strongly affiliated with the history, 

and the collective family meanings connected to this natural environmental dwelling place. His 

                                                 
499 Christine Liao, “From Interdisciplinary to Transdisciplinary: An Arts-Integrated Approach to STEAM Education,” Art Education 

69, no. 6 (November 2016): 47, https://doi.org/10.1080/00043125.2016.1224873; Michael J Savage and Susan M Drake, “Living 
Transdisciplinary Curriculum: Teachers’ Experiences with the International Baccalaureate’s Primary Years Programme,” n.d., 2–3. 

500 Giuseppe Barbiero and Rita Berto, “Biophilia as Evolutionary Adaptation: An Onto- and Phylogenetic Framework for Biophilic 
Design,” Frontiers in Psychology 12 (July 21, 2021): 8, https://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2021.700709; Rita Berto and Giuseppe Barbiero, “How 
the Psychological Benefits Associated with Exposure to Nature Can Affect Pro-Environmental Behavior,” Annals of Cognitive Science 1, no. 1 
(April 12, 2017): 8, https://doi.org/10.36959/447/336; Chawla, “Childhood Experiences Associated with Care for the Natural World.” 

501 Carie Green, Darius Kalvaitis, and Anneliese Worster, “Recontextualizing Psychosocial Development in Young Children: A Model of 
Environmental Identity Development,” Environmental Education Research 22, no. 7 (October 2, 2016): 1032–33, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/13504622.2015.1072136. 
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identity has developed in relationship to this landscape, this farm that has “has been in my family 

a long time” and where his “mates are also his cousins.” He seems to have a strong 

environmental identity, although it does not need to be named. For the sake of learning about the 

term’s meaning, I have included a definition in Green et al.502, quoting Clayton503 and 

Stapleton504: 

Environmental identity is one way in which people form their self-concept: a 
sense of connection to some part of the nonhuman natural environment, based on 
history, emotional attachment, and/or similarity, that affects the way in which we 
perceive and act toward the world; a belief that the environment is important to 
us and an important part of who we are. (45–46) Environmental identity is a 
collective identity formed within diverse cultural and social situations.  
 

According to recent studies, personal, social, and childhood experiences in nature are 

crucial for the development of environmental identity, more so than formal education.505 

Because a strong environmental identity is “a proxy for environmental-friendly behaviors”,506 we 

face an urgent need to provide opportunities for children and adults to experience nature.”507 In 

Louise Chawla’s508 1988 review of studies examining children’s concern for the natural world 

she emphasizes that several studies point out that children who have “more positive orientations 

to nature have been associated with greater free contact with it.”   

J’s experiences riding his bike on the family farm cover all those bases…J says he feels 

free…J biked the landscape as a child; he has ridden on his own, and we can infer that J has 

ridden, and continues to ride, his bike in the family farm landscape with his mates, his cousins. 

                                                 
502 Green, Kalvaitis, and Worster, “Recontextualizing Psychosocial Development in Young Children,” 1032. 
503 Susan Clayton, “Environmental Identity: A Conceptual and an Operational Definition,” in Identity and the Natural Environment: 

The Psychological Significance of Nature. (Cambridge, Ma.: MIT Press, 2003), 45–46. 
504 Sarah Riggs Stapleton, “Environmental Identity Development Through Social Interactions, Action, and Recognition,” The Journal 

of Environmental Education 46, no. 2 (April 3, 2015): 94–113, https://doi.org/10.1080/00958964.2014.1000813. 
505 Anne-Caroline Prévot, Susan Clayton, and Raphael Mathevet, “The Relationship of Childhood Upbringing and University Degree 

Program to Environmental Identity: Experience in Nature Matters,” Environmental Education Research, November 18, 2016, 273, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/13504622.2016.1249456. 

506 Susan Clayton and Ahmet Kilinç, “Proenvironmental Concern and Behavior in Turkey: The Role of National and Environmental 
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Might we infer that J will demonstrate concern for the farm ecosystem? Research indicates that it 

this is likely, yet only time will tell. J might even perceive the farm as a member of the family. It 

is not for me, or for you, to say. Only J and layers of his whakapapa within transformations in 

time/space may provide clues and eventual clarity in response to my question. We need to 

remember that one’s whakapapa are a complex web of ancestral ecocultural relations, including 

those that are biological, physical, and spiritually metaphysical and “beyond the human.”509 In 

Māori worldview, or mātauranga Māori (Māori knowledge systems)510 all entities of the natural 

world are beings with their own life force, related in kinship. According to this Māori wisdom, 

the future is behind us because we have not experienced or seen it yet. We cannot know it. We 

cannot know or talk about what will happen then in that time. The past is in front of us because 

we know it through experience and cultural knowing.511 November et al. quote Selina Tusitala 

Marsh,512 who describes the Pasifika perception of time: 

[O]ral traditions exhale past into present, inhale future into past. The common 
Pacific adage ‘We face the future with our backs’ indicates that appreciation and 
knowledge of the past is vital for shaping a future. 
  

J lives his life in a relationally powerful space between the future and the past. Embodied, 

he lives each moment standing, or moving-in-relation, union, and kinship with all his ancestors 

and their descendants. He lives-in-relation with ancestors and their descendants, the human and 

the beyond-the-human. J is Māori, and he is literally and physically embraced within ancestral 

and ecocultural place. J is tangata whenua or “local people, hosts, indigenous people - people 

                                                 
509 Hikuroa, “‘Heed the Taniwha’ – Indigenous Intergenerational and Emergent Intercultural Transfer of Knowledge in Aotearoa, 
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Indigenous Students in the Historical Disciplines,” Higher Education Research & Development 40, no. 1 (January 2, 2021): 104–16, 
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born of the whenua, i.e., of the placenta and of the land where the people's ancestors have lived 

and where their placenta are buried.”513 

  

                                                 
513 “Whenua - Māori Dictionary,” accessed June 10, 2021, 

https://maoridictionary.co.nz/search?&keywords=whenua.  
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Children and Human Rights 

Marginalized groups, including all children, need people to advocate for them until they 

can advocate for themselves. Even then, supportive allies and activists can influence positive 

changes toward equity and ecojustice. Marginalized groups have few rights, or their rights may 

be diminished by others’ actions. Children are often hobbled because they are below the age of 

majority and have very few legal rights and therefore, very little opportunity to change their 

situations. Children’s legal rights in the United States are primarily guided by the constitution, 

just as adults’ rights are. They have the right to free expression, privacy, and due process. 

However, children are a marginalized population in the United States. The USA is one of only 

two countries that has not ratified the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child.514 The 

Convention works to safeguard children internationally and purposely establishes guidelines that 

countries must abide by to support children in reaching their full potential.  

The United States provides fewer rights to children as citizens of the United States than 

the Convention provides to children internationally in all the countries that have ratified the UN 

Convention on the Rights of the Child.  Aotearoa New Zealand, Bangladesh, India, Rwanda, 

Canada, Somalia, South Sudan, and Mexico have all ratified the Convention. All countries have 

ratified the Convention except for the United States of America.515  

The Convention strives to protect a basic quality of life for all children, rather than for 

just a privileged few, and strives to eradicate poverty, hunger, and homelessness. It emphasizes 

that children’s voices should be heard in the development of policies. Children who are protected 
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by the Convention may not serve life in prison without parole for crimes committed as minors, 

and when imprisoned, they are protected from imprisonment in adult institutions. Children do 

not have these rights in the United States of America. 

Children who are people of color are more vulnerable to poverty, disease, and hunger 

than children who are white. Children, people of color, and Indigenous peoples need allies and 

activists to advocate with and for them. People of color continue to struggle for equitable human 

and civil rights. Racial bias is alive and well in our school systems, criminal justice systems and 

communities, and it prevents people of color from achieving on an equal footing with white 

people. Indigenous peoples continue to struggle to move beyond the travesties of colonization 

and need allies to join their efforts toward self-determination. They need people to advocate with 

them to support the resilience and sustainability of their cultures, including their worldviews, 

languages, and belief systems.  

Power imbalances within a classroom, in educational systems, and in society are 

challenged when policymakers, educators, and researchers, among others, incorporate strategies 

such as storytelling. Dialogue, collaboration, authentic and equitable participation, or 

autoethnography as a reflective practice, are some of the methods that may eventually move 

peoples closer to equity, environmental health, and environmental justice. 

Systemic racism diminishes the possibilities for rich multiculturally diverse communities 

to learn and participate together inclusively. Racism often prevents Indigenous children, and 

children of color, from moving toward their full potential in schools. Racism and implicit bias 

prevent all children of every ethnicity from reaching their full potential as citizens moving 

toward equitable, ecoculturally just, compassionate, collaborative, and sustainable world 

systems.  
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Educators have a role in diminishing implicit and explicit biases and racism by 

establishing healthy, collective, collaborative classroom communities. Educators have a role in 

supporting human rights for children, within interconnected systems of ecocultural place. 

Educators are privileged to have opportunities to examine their own implicit biases, and to 

educate children and communities about systemic racism, colonization, human rights, self and 

collective determination, self-worth, cultural and ecological health and sustainability. They are 

privileged because they have many available avenues for promoting positive and hopeful social 

and ecocultural transformations. Positive change toward well-being in ecoculturally place-

conscious systems could meet the needs of individuals, communities, and ecocultural places 

inhabited by those communities.  

Cultures of Caring 
 

In general, children in our culture, and some adults (I cannot speak for other cultures), 

must work to develop compassion, learn how to empathize, manage their power, and practice 

self-control from a very early age. Empathizing with others is necessary for communication, and 

for being a responsible member of an interdependent group. In schools in this country, 

administrators and educators learn (hopefully!) to foster a positive school environment and 

“classroom community.” Solving problems takes place when people establish trusting 

relationships with one another. Children, parents/caregivers, and educators need to know that 

their school and classroom colleagues/peers respect them. They need to feel that their talents and 

skills are appreciated, and that they have a voice in decision-making. They need to know that 

their voices will be listened to, considered, and included in meeting their districts’, schools’, and 

classrooms’ challenges. They need to feel safe when voicing their thoughts and feelings. 
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 The following examples are not meant to be representative of the significant inequitable 

and discriminatory experiences that have been and continue to be suffered by marginalized 

peoples. As a white and privileged individual, just by virtue of the color of my skin and the 

location of my birth, I do not experience these inequities or prejudice, nor do I experience such 

challenges to my human rights. The only inequities and discrimination I have experienced in my 

life have been related to my childhood socioeconomic status and my experiences as a woman 

working as a waitress in my young adulthood. 

I have written the following examples only as very simplistic models illustrating power 

struggles sometimes experienced in children’s lives, at different stages of development. All these 

situations involve social and emotional learning and contribute to cognitive growth.  

Example 1: These are brief examples, and this first one is meant to demonstrate how 

young children might begin to grapple with the challenge of taking turns with materials:    

When a small child has all the blocks (and all the power over those blocks) and 
wants to continue playing with all the blocks on the preschool rug all by herself, 
even when there are other children waiting to play with blocks too, her teachers 
may encourage her to take turns. She might have a difficult time taking turns until 
she develops the capacity to understand that she has more choices when she 
negotiates with others. She will hopefully learn to adapt to changes and to manage 
her feelings. When we take turns, or reciprocate, and learn to value each other, we 
create opportunities for literally building our creativity and knowledge of the world 
together. We build our resilience as a group when we learn how to work things out. 
We develop our positive relationships with other peoples. The basic principle is 
that it is not equitable to keep all the bounty to oneself because that type of behavior 
encourages scarcity and separation. This is a value that is often emphasized in 
many cultures. However, young children do not seem to build their willingness to 
take turns or share because of an ability to empathize. Rather, results of a study 
indicate that “perspective-taking abilities likely influence perceived expectations 
of cooperation and reciprocity.”  
 
Once others are suffering scarcity or perceive those holding bounty as unwilling to share 

the power, those who control the power or resources become untrustworthy, and 

interdependencies and community unravel.  People need people to survive. They need to give to 
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others, accept kindnesses from others, and reciprocate. This is how we build relationships. It is 

how we build community. 

As teachers, hopefully we’ve had practice before we begin teaching full time to learn 

how to model positive language and behaviors that encourage our students to build skills leading 

to collaborative relationships:  

We could say to the block “hoarder,” “Let’s take turns with the blocks. Why don’t 
you use them for three more minutes and then it will be time for you to offer them 
to ____.” If the child is unhappy and angrily starts to throw blocks, we could say: 
“I understand how you feel, because I’ve felt that way sometimes too! I know you 
feel frustrated. Throwing blocks at people will hurt them though, and you could get 
hurt too. Let’s see if we can take turns with them and then we can all hang out here 
together and play if people want to. My job is to help keep you and everyone else 
safe, so if you throw another block, you’ll need to move somewhere else to maybe 
pound a pillow, or stomp or play. Do you have any other good ideas? It’s up to 
you!”  
 
As teachers, it’s our job to model patience and kindness, even while holding a child’s arm 

gently but firmly enough to stop the flinging, or while getting kicked in the shin!  At the same 

time, we need to help the child realize that she has self-determination. She may determine to stop 

throwing blocks, or she may continue to throw blocks. It is her choice. The teacher doesn’t say 

“Don’t!” The teacher suggests options and lets the child know it is her own choice. If the child 

starts to cry, we as educators might say, “It’s okay. Sometimes I cry when I am frustrated too. I 

think everyone does!”  

Example 2:  When children are older and have had more time to develop some self-

control with appropriate modeling, we might sit as a group and have a dialogue about how we 

could work things out in the future. 

I am thinking of a fourth-grade classroom I taught, and the children were nine and 
ten years of age. Sometimes they had playground altercations, or hurt feelings, or 
any number of complaints with classmates. When this happened, we would gather 
in a group “on the rug,” which we called a “classroom meeting,” once we got 
there, and we used our power to listen to each other. Classmates would take turns 
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talking and we’d keep at it until we compromised. My role was one of facilitator 
and classmate. I asked open-ended questions related to concerns to help promote 
dialogue and enable the process. Sometimes, if I had been present at the original 
source of conflict, I would state only what I observed, including what I heard. All 
participants did this. We worked to agree on a solution, even when we disagreed 
with some of our classmates (teachers are classmates too). As the educator in these 
types of situations, I also acted as facilitator and acted as referee and scribe for the 
group, posting the group’s ideas up in a place where everyone could read and 
consult them, or a classmate could read them out loud for everyone. Sometimes I 
offered a few suggestions to encourage compromise, until they became skilled at 
doing this themselves.  
 
We developed a culture of care through our actions.  I seriously cannot think of one time 

when the children didn’t figure out together how to fairly resolve a difficult situation.  

 Example 3: Such a culture of care should extend beyond caring for young children. 

All our students need us to care enough to create a culture of reciprocity in our classrooms 

and educational organizations, whether they are very young or adults.  

In my role as a teacher-educator, I have observed young adults as preservice 
teachers, interning in many schools. One of these was a school that served 
adolescents who are struggling with appropriate behavior and self-control. The 
public schools are unable to serve these youngsters, due to violent outbursts and 
safety issues. These occur because of past traumas, often resulting in emotional 
behavioral disturbances. These children are identified in NH and many other 
locations as Emotionally Behaviorally Disturbed or EBD. Most public-school 
educators do not have the depth of specific training necessary to support these 
students adequately. I know I didn’t! That’s not to say I didn’t have them in my 
classrooms, designated as children with EBD. I did my best by them. Generally, 
these children may have experienced similar behaviors of anger and frustration 
with important adults in their lives, or they may have experienced abuse or a 
physical trauma that preempts their own ability to modulate their behaviors. When 
a student at the school for children with EBD behaves inappropriately, the entire 
school community (12 students and about 8 educators), gathers in a circle of chairs 
in the lunchroom and holds a meeting. Visitors also participate because everything 
else that is happening in the school stops. I was fortunate to join the circle a few 
times. Helping the students to take ownership of their actions is the top priority. In 
the meeting, the student describes the inappropriate behavior and an idea for how 
else to handle the trigger situation. All community members, students, teachers, 
aides, interns, and so on, share honest observations and feelings with the student, 
as well as encouraging suggestions. A culture of caring is the dominant role for the 
school community in these moments. Once the group has accomplished this, they 
all go back to their work. The goal is to help the students learn and practice self-
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control so that they may successfully return to their public classroom environments. 
The gathering circle really uses a dialogical process of spiral discourse, and many 
repeated meetings as a group occur to help the student confront their behavior and 
own it. Sometimes educators used time-outs to protect other students and staff. 
Eventually, most students do improve enough to return to their local public schools, 
at least for a while. 

 

Critically Entangled Holistic Classrooms 

Reflecting, Caring, and Learning in Relationship 

The understanding and implementation of critical Indigenous methodologies and critical 

pedagogies in classrooms create opportunities for self-efficacy, authentic community 

collaboration, cultural responsiveness, and capacity building for the entire community. The entire 

community includes students, teachers, families, school, and local landscape and people, in a 

culture of care.  Educators need processes to learn and grow within the community so they may 

become aware of their attitudes and emotions. Reflecting may be most effective in supporting 

their students and relations. This is because teachers (and researchers) develop questions and 

reflect upon those questions as they evolve and create new understandings. Baptista516 quotes 

McLaughlin,517 who refers to Leitch and Day518: 

…emotion and thinking are inextricably linked in the research process.” 
Therefore, “(…) more attention needs to be given to the importance of the role of 
emotion in understanding and developing the capacities for reflection which 
facilitate personal, professional and ultimately systems change 
 

Educators learning about themselves and reflecting mindfully may become aware of the 

emotional connections they are making with their own school and other experiences from 

childhood.519 If they have been exposed to narrative reflection and self-inquiry, they may 

                                                 
516 Ana V. Baptista, “‘With All My Heart’: Mature Students’ Emotions While Doing a Research-Based PhD,” Procedia - Social and 

Behavioral Sciences 114 (February 2014): 915, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.sbspro.2013.12.807. 
517 Colleen McLaughlin, “The Feeling of Finding out: The Role of Emotions in Research,” Educational Action Research 11, no. 1 

(March 2003): 66, https://doi.org/10.1080/09650790300200205. 
518 Ruth Leitch and Christopher Day, “Action Research and Reflective Practice: Towards a Holistic View,” Educational Action 

Research 8, no. 1 (March 2000): 179, https://doi.org/10.1080/09650790000200108. 
519 Esther Yim-mei Chan, “The Transforming Power of Narrative in Teacher Education,” Australian Journal of Teacher Education 

37, no. 3 (March 1, 2012): 112, https://doi.org/10.14221/ajte.2012v37n3.4. 
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understand that these experiences are significant to their identities as complete persons and their 

roles as teachers.520 They may uncover the influence of their childhood experiences that 

contribute to funds of knowledge521 that they draw upon in their teaching. If they were 

previously unaware of the influence of personal life history experiences upon their teaching, 

reflection may provide a way toward transformation.522 Transforming implicit knowledge into 

explicit knowledge may promote active change.523  

Such meaning-making may help them to become active in building more compassionate 

relationships in their school communities. Such compassionate relationships may encourage the 

likelihood that children, teachers, schools, and communities will flourish.  We know that 

children mimic behavior of the adults in their lives,524 and so may behave in compassionate ways 

that are like those modeled for them by their teachers. Such compassion may ripple out into and 

beyond their school communities.  

Teachers sharing stories of reflection with their colleagues, and modeling ethical values, 

may relate not only to a culture of care in the classroom, but also to the many relational roles in 

their lives.  

When in New Zealand, I told my cousin’s husband how I had to hold the 
preservice educators accountable to due dates and other criteria in assignments, 
and he asked me a simple question, “Why?” His question made me think, “Why 
do I do this?” I needed to understand it and figure out if I was really teaching 
my students, and if not, what was I doing? How did I want my students to treat 
their future students? Why? As I learned more about critical theories of 

                                                 
520 Chan, “The Transforming Power of Narrative in Teacher Education,” 117; Helen Hedges, “Teachers’ Funds of Knowledge: A 

Challenge to Evidence-Based Practice,” Teachers and Teaching 18, no. 1 (February 2012): 7–24, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/13540602.2011.622548; Wendy Luttrell, “‘The Teachers, They All Had Their Pets’:Concepts of Gender, Knowledge, and 
Power,” Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society 18, no. 3 (1993): 543–46, https://doi.org/10.1086/494818; Clemens Wieser, “Teaching 
and Personal Educational Knowledge – Conceptual Considerations for Research on Knowledge Transformation,” European Journal of Teacher 
Education 39, no. 5 (October 19, 2016): 590–97, https://doi.org/10.1080/02619768.2016.1253673. 

521 Hedges, “Teachers’ Funds of Knowledge,” 10–11. 
522 Wieser, “Teaching and Personal Educational Knowledge – Conceptual Considerations for Research on Knowledge 

Transformation.” 
523 Hedges, “Teachers’ Funds of Knowledge,” 10–11. 
524 Cheng and Monroe, “Connection to Nature”; Ashley Young, Kathayoon A. Khalil, and Jim Wharton, “Empathy for Animals: A 

Review of the Existing Literature,” Curator: The Museum Journal 61, no. 2 (April 2018): 327–43, https://doi.org/10.1111/cura.12257; Louise 
Chawla and Debra Flanders Cushing, “Education for Strategic Environmental Behavior,” Environmental Education Research 13, no. 4 
(September 2007): 437–52, https://doi.org/10.1080/13504620701581539. 
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education, and holistic world view, I came to realize that, yes, I taught my 
students well and they enjoyed my classes. I also realized that I needed to be a 
better listener and collaborator with my students for true learning to resonate 
and feed their lives as teachers and people. I had been very understanding of the 
students with extenuating circumstances: working full-time, children at home, ill 
family members, their own illnesses, etc. But what about those students who 
seemed less prepared and less invested? Wasn’t my job about authentically and 
respectfully helping them to care and invest themselves so they would be more 
likely to behave in the same way as teachers? Wasn’t my job to try and figure out 
what barriers they confronted? I realized YES, and began to incorporate more 
stories of my life as a teacher to try to help them see a more complete picture of 
why we needed to learn to approach the work with an authentic participatory 
and compassionate, respectful disposition. 
  

The principles of CIMs and critical pedagogies help teachers and researchers to address 

these types of power imbalances with youngsters as persons, as well as with folks in many other 

marginalized groups.  CIMs, in combination with place-conscious education, a form of critical 

pedagogy, provide children with authentic and relevant ways to show how capable they are, as 

described by an educator in a study with Miller and Twum525 at the University of Saskatchewan: 

…the power—the teacher has the power anyway. So drop the power. [Let] each 
kid have their own power stand back and they respect the fact that student could 
be expert. They could know a lot of different things and you want to give the 
students a chance to show all that they know… 
 

This teacher’s statement reflects an intuitive, if not learned, awareness of self-

determination theory. Self-determination theory526 describes needs humans must have fulfilled 

so they feel motivated and engaged, and able to affect change. In educational studies, it has been 

found that when people confidently express their autonomy, their competence, and sense of 

relationship and belonging within their social context, they are intrinsically motivated to pursue 

                                                 
525 Dianne Miller and Sampson Twum, “The Experiences of Selected Teachers in Implementing Place-Based Education.,” In 

Education 23, no. 1 (June 7, 2017): 99, https://ineducation.ca/ineducation/article/view/282. 
526 Christopher P. Niemiec and Richard M. Ryan, “Autonomy, Competence, and Relatedness in the Classroom: Applying Self-

Determination Theory to Educational Practice,” Theory and Research in Education 7, no. 2 (July 2009): 133–44, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/1477878509104318; J. Christopher Roberts, “Self-Determination Theory and Children’s Singing Games In and Out of 
the Classroom: A Literature Review,” Update: Applications of Research in Music Education 36, no. 3 (June 1, 2018): 12–19, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/8755123317741488; Johnmarshall Reeve, “A Self-Determination Theory Perspective on Student Engagement.,” in 
Handbook of Research on Student Engagement, (Boston, MA: Springer, 2012), 149–72; Wright, “The Relationship between Learning Styles 
Strategies and Self-Determination”; Bishop, “Freeing Ourselves from Neo-Colonial Domination in Research.” 
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goals. Johnmarshall Reeve527 articulates self-determination theory, as an aspect of critical 

education pedagogy: 

…students who perceive themselves to be acting with a sense of autonomy, 
competence, and relatedness during the learning activity experience high-quality 
motivation, while those who have these three needs neglected or frustrated 
during instruction experience low-quality motivation 
 

Repeated research demonstrates that when teachers and students have positive and 

trusting relationships, and when students know that their teachers believe they are competent, 

intrinsic motivation and engagement in learning is the result. (REF) When students have choice 

in how to accomplish goals and authentic opportunities to share their knowledge and 

accomplishments with interested and respectful audiences, their sense of autonomy and 

competence are more likely to contribute to their sense of engagement with their learning.   

These ideas relate directly to the theories and worldviews embraced within CIMs and critical 

pedagogies, and their application in collaborative projects like ours. 

Relational Respect in Collaborative Research with(in) Ecocultural Place  

Place, and all in relation within place are primary co-researchers in our collaborative 

exploratory project. I use the term “with(in)” to signify that, rather than being separate from 

place in our study, we, as human beings, belong in our natural landscapes in relation among 

many entanglements in a unified ecocultural528  holistic system. I may accidentally write “to 

place” rather than “within place” from time to time in this document, and please know that this is 

an error and is not in keeping with how I think about or relate within place. 

My reference to place as co-researcher may seem unusual or impossible to many who are 

not familiar with the tendencies of worldviews in which humans/nature/spirit are all in equal 

                                                 
527 Reeve, “A Self-Determination Theory Perspective on Student Engagement.,” 7. 
528 Melissa M. Parks, “Explicating Ecoculture,” Nature and Culture 15, no. 1 (March 1, 2020): 72, 
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relation within a holistic natural system. This is how I perceive the world now and I no longer 

think of myself as distinct from nature, or spirit. For me, they are all one and the same as 

entangled energetic qualities within a holistic system and process of life. I’ve had experiences in 

my life that have contributed to my worldview. Discovering that my perceptions parallel the 

tendencies in the worldviews of many first peoples who inhabit(ed) primal landscapes helped 

me. It has helped me to cherish my realizations about the world and to understand how I have 

come to think as I do.  I know I am not alone in this. 

I’ve realized that just as I learn socially in collaborative reciprocity with other humans, I 

also learn in collaborative reciprocity with(in) the natural ecological world. People and place 

influence the evolution of my understandings and we all influence each other’s behavior. I used a 

metaphor to try to explain this thinking to a friend who asked if I was anthropomorphizing 

“place.”  I talked about the dynamic interactivity I have with(in) the ecological natural world the 

other day. I used a garden as an example of such a dynamic relationship.  

If I plant a perennial, the plant grows every year, and if I plant an annual, the plant 
grows and then dies back at the end of the growing season. Typically. However, I 
have learned that I influence this repeating pattern. If I toss flower heads into the 
garden from this year’s annuals at any time of the season, I often find them popping 
up in the garden the next year. They are not perennials, yet they will continue to 
grow year upon year if I spread their seedheads and the conditions are right. The 
soil, the heat, the precipitation, the birds, the pollinating bees and butterflies, all 
influence whether there are blooms and when. I ask, “What is working?” “What 
do I need to change?” “Are the typical conditions continuing or are they shifting? 
I must compare one year to the next. I must be aware of the usual patterns from 
year to year to be able to recognize if they are changing.  I watch, listen, feel the 
breezes, the heat, or the cold, and learn. If I pay attention, this nature’s ecological 
garden teaches me that sometimes I need to water, or if we’re in drought, as we 
have often been the last two years, I need to water way more often than 
“sometimes!” I watch the sun and its shadows to learn how to change the position 
of the garden for next year so things will grow better. I know if there’s too much 
rain, sometimes pollination slows. The ecological and cultural or ecocultural world 
collaborate with me in this research. I could not possibly have learned what I know 
now about gardening in this landscape without our reciprocity. The natural world 
“tells” me something new and if I am cognizant, I will make new choices in 
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response. I plant a seed and add compost, or shift the garden to a new location, 
and the natural world responds. We are in an interdependent and collaborative 
relationship. Some might say it is a dance of reciprocity. 
 
  From childhood, I’ve developed in a cultural Euro/Western worldview, as did my 

ancestors before me. Despite choosing to think differently about belonging within the natural 

world, I will probably always struggle with the subconscious beliefs and thinking which have 

become automatic for me. This automatic reflex influences the way I think and speak about 

things.  I have been taught and immersed in my cultural worldview since I was born. It is deeply 

instilled in me.  In the Euro/Western worldview, also called a Eurocentric worldview,  

We learn that we are distinct as individuals and that we are separate from ecological 

natural place. This worldview emerged in Judeo-Christian values that taught that “God made 

man in his own image and gave him dominion over the Earth; nature has no value apart from 

what it provides us, and thus we are free to exploit it without consequence,” as expressed by Lyn 

White.529 

The first peoples to know place relationally, are Indigenous peoples. Indigenous peoples 

are diverse cultural groups who inhabit(ed) landscapes/waterscapes for hundreds and thousands 

of years. The details of their belief and knowledge systems are unique yet collectively, their 

traditional worldview tendencies530 are similar. Indigenous peoples habitually perceive(d) both 

human and non-human as kin within their ecocultural landscapes. They traditionally tend(ed) to 

think of themselves as a collective and distinct cultural group, rather than focusing on their 

individuality.  

                                                 
529 Heather Alberro, “Humanity and Nature Are Not Separate We.Pdf,” The Conversation, September 17, 2019, 
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Observing ecological patterns over great spans of time reinforced and reinforces a 

continuity of traditional indigenous ecological knowledge and wisdom. Today, many Indigenous 

peoples think with both Euro/Western and traditional Indigenous worldviews, as they have 

frequently been enculturated within both belief systems since colonization. Some First Nations 

and Alaskan Native peoples have called this ability to perceive from both worldviews a “Two-

Eyed Seeing”531 approach. Māori scholars in Aotearoa New Zealand also call this the “Braided 

River”532 perspective. Being able to maintain and understand two worldviews simultaneously 

provides for flexibility in research practice, and an awareness of ethical respect. 

Indigenous peoples’ teaching and learning has always tended toward a relational 

principle of ecological landscape/waterscape as kin. CIM533 in educational research holds the 

aim of self-determination for all ecocultural places and their inhabitants, including students, 

families, communities, teachers, and schools.  Critical Indigenous studies includes an emphasis 

upon the holistic and cultural knowings of unique Indigenous peoples. This transdisciplinary 

focus with Indigenous peoples takes human rights violations and the ongoing marginalization 

experienced by Indigenous peoples into account. These violations and the disenfranchisement 

                                                 
531 Albert Marshall, Murdena Marshall, and Marilyn Iwama, “APPROACHING MI’KMAQ TEACHINGS ON THE 
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resulting from colonization continue today because of enduring settler colonial perspectives 

permeating broader society.  

Critical place-conscious education embraces a relational worldview,534 which aligns with 

a traditional Indigenous worldview and perceives human and non-human as belonging in, and 

inter-related in, ecocultural place. Kelly and Pelech535 explain that the “critical aim” of place-

conscious education is that “…students who participate in understanding and shaping the world 

around them learn to recognize and act upon their capacity as agents of personal and social 

change.”  

“Knowing place” involves the recognition that places are ecoculturally relational. 

Knowing place involves the recognition that ecocultural places have changed and continue to 

change tremendously throughout time, geologically, ecologically. and culturally. Sustainability, 

social and ecocultural justice education efforts are interdependent and should be based upon 

understanding diverse ways of knowing place. Knowing place involves delving into the context 

of what makes a place unique even when a prehistory or history of a place is difficult to 

acknowledge.  Any past changes in place dynamically and relationally influence changes in time 

and place now, and beyond. As all places are interconnected, among the local, the global, and the 

universal, a twitch of transformation anywhere will prompt a vibration of change somewhere 

else.  

                                                 
534 Greenwood, David, “A Critical Theory of Place-Conscious Education”; David A Greenwood and R Justin Hougham, “Mitigation 

and Adaptation: Critical Perspectives toward Digital Technologies in Place-Conscious Environmental Education,” Policy Futures in Education 
13, no. 1 (January 2015): 97–116, https://doi.org/10.1177/1478210314566732; Pauline Sameshima and David A. Greenwood, “Visioning the 
Centre for Place and Sustainability Studies through an Embodied Aesthetic Wholeness,” Cultural Studies of Science Education 10, no. 1 (March 
2015): 163–76, https://doi.org/10.1007/s11422-014-9615-y. 

535 Kelly and Pelech, “A Critical Conceptualization of Place-Conscious Pedagogy,” 732. 
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It is vital to acknowledge and embrace colonial landscapes and to learn about, develop, 

and share the most complete history of them that we can, to educate ourselves, and our local and 

global communities. Such a history must include more than one point of view.  

As critical thinkers, students, citizens, and educators, hoping to create a more 

ecoculturally just world through decolonization and other equitable practices, we need to 

recognize what has been left in and what has been left out of the stories we have been told. We 

must think carefully about what we leave in and what we leave out of the stories we tell now and 

in the future. These stories we grow up with or “become” with are significant. They are 

significant for developing our humanity, and our capacities for living together and collaborating 

to sustain and revitalize interdependent local and global places, but not only for ourselves. The 

ecocultural place-conscious landscape-lore we tell are significant for all our relations, human and 

non-human, and for the well-being of the entirety of ecological interdependence among us. A 

balanced ecological interdependence makes existence possible for us and all our relations. 
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Relational Trajectories: Skipping Stones and Handling Hot Potatoes 

  In her work, literacy researcher Barbara Comber536 has emphasized that there are vital 

connections among our storied literacies in the places and times of which we speak. In our 

learning project, it is our landscape-lore in relation within the significant lands and waters in 

which we belong. Children’s Geography/literacy researcher and educator Margaret Somerville537 

conceptualized “place literacies” to bring attention to the relational exchanges among literacies 

and places: “Our relationship to place is constituted in our stories/representations.” Somerville538 

expands on this idea: 

I use the concept of story here to embrace the expressions of visual artists, 
sculptors, and poets, as well as scientists, policymakers, and agriculturalists. An 
Aboriginal story, for example, can incorporate song, music, dance, body 
painting, and performance, which intersect powerfully in a particular place  
 

Burnett and Merchant539 articulate how literacies as events are relational and in constant 

flow and emergence. They reflect upon Massumi’s540 realization, based upon his translation of 

Deleuze and Guatari,541 that literacies often “unfold in the moment.” I wrote a poem on the day 

George Floyd was murdered. It emerged “in the moment.” I had no choice but to write it, and it 

helped me process what I sensed to be true.  Because literacies often “unfold in the moment” 

Burnett and Merchant allude to literacies as frequently unpredictable and potential jumping-off 

points for new ideas. 

 I envision skipping stones in the surf. Skipping stones create jumping-off points. 
The stones land in new places in the surf as they skip. Skipping the stones create 
possible trajectories and directions. Possibilities for new relational awareness, 
ideas, and learning, all emerge in a mix of skipped stones and multidirectional 

                                                 
536 Comber, “Literacy Geography and Pedagogy,” November 2017. 
537 Margaret Somerville and others, “Place Literacies,” Australian Journal of Language and Literacy 30, no. 2 (2007): 154, 
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538 Somerville and others, “Place Literacies,” 153. 
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the Cultural Politics of Education 41, no. 1 (January 2, 2020): 45–56, https://doi.org/10.1080/01596306.2018.1460318. 
540 Brian Massumi, “Introduction,” in Parables for the Virtual:Movement, Affect, Sensation, Kindle (Durham, North Carolina & 

London: Duke University Press, 2002); Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, Trans. B. Massumi. London: 
Continuum. 

541 Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, Trans. B. Massumi. London: Continuum. 
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pullings and pushings of surf among ecocultural places. These ecocultural places 
are where we have been and where we are, and perhaps where we are going, and 
they are the locations of our fluent literacies-as-events.  
 

 

Figure 27: SonSkipStone (Photo by Meredith Bird Miller) 

Once our literacies connect with other people in other places, or even in the same place, 

they become malleable and open to new possibilities in meaning-making. Even when we 

reconsider our stories, multimodal/multimedia literacy productions or creative expressions in 

new times and/or new places, those productions and their meanings may transform because we 

are responsive to change. Change influences how we respond and express ourselves with 

literacies in those places meaningful to us, which are also constantly in flux. They are open to 

interpretation and reinterpretation, and new trajectories of meaning. 

Remembering lands-/waterscapes in relation with(in) the biosphere is vital for well -

being. Relational multiliteracies represented in landscape-lore are continuously exchanging many 

meanings. Multiliteracies are ecocultural and occur, have occurred, and will continue to occur 

across interdependent nodes of meaning. Exchanging ecocultural meaning among both local and 

global places continues, even when meaningful connections are hidden beneath the surface. 

Literacies go on tour, just as musicians and migratory birds do, singing myriad melodies among 

myriad places. Those who receive their songs and melodies, create new meaning from this form 
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of literacy humans have identified as music. We bring our own experiential and worldview 

backgrounds into the music, and new meanings arise.  

Transformative experiences of place shift meanings. I have realized that in our study, we 

are really communicating with each other through what I perceive to be landscape-lore-as-

events-of-place! This conceptual term seems most appropriate for educational research audiences 

who specifically study place-conscious literacies. The term landscape-lore-as-events-of-place 

indicates that our modes of expression are all processes with(in) place.  

Color-Blind Ideologies: Inhibiting Relationships, Collaborations, and Learning 

Racism or marginalization of any type in the classroom cannot be prevented in schools, 

when educators, and administrators try to treat each child and each family “the same.” For 

example, in today’s diverse schools, students’ geographies, cultures, ancestries, family 

economics and experiences, and the historically repeated regard or disdain, repeated protection 

or brutality that students and their peoples’ experience, are distinct.  Students’ and families’ 

perceptions toward schools and teachers, their opportunities to experience nature and the 

outdoors, and their sense of capacity and risk as peoples cannot be equitable because of these 

differences. For educators and schools to attempt to perceive each student as a blank slate is 

often a choice to ignore students’ lack of opportunities and experiences.542 

When speaking about anti-racism in the classroom, it is vital to remember that having a 

color-blind racial ideology543 (CBRI), also known as “color-evasive”544545 ideology, by 
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All Rights Reserved. (Washington, D.C.: American Psychological Association, 2016), http://psycnet.apa.org/fulltext/2015-24372-013.pdf. 

544 Castro-Atwater, “Color-Blind Racial Ideology in K-12 Schools.”; Kathleen Kreamelmeyer et al., “To See or Not To See: 
Preservice Teacher Attitudes Toward Color Blindness,” The Teacher Educator 51, no. 2 (April 2, 2016): 136–52, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/08878730.2016.1152841; Eduardo Bonilla-Silva, “The Structure of Racism in Color-Blind, ‘Post-Racial’ America,” 
American Behavioral Scientist 59, no. 11 (October 2015): 1358–76, https://doi.org/10.1177/0002764215586826. 
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attempting to treat all students neutrally, does not leave an opening to reflect upon the realities of 

systemic racism. Systemic racism is one of the consequences resulting from centuries of history 

related to colonization and Eurocentric dominance and worldview.546 Systemic racism emerges 

from those ideologies that led to colonization,547 removal, subordination, and enslavement, of 

Indigenous peoples, and peoples of color.  

Color-blindness does not consider the relationalities of our own implicit biases resulting 

from living in a racist world. Being color-blind ignores systemic racism and its contemporary 

and generational effects upon all students, families, and dwelling places. I say all, because this 

scourge reduces the potential well-being of peoples of color, and therefore, the well-being of all 

who collectively share the planet. Sheri Castro-Atwater548 argues that: 

CBRI has historically been marketed as a positive—skin color should not matter; 
therefore, ignoring it will eradicate racial problems—it actually leads to a 
misrepresentation of reality in ways that allow and even encourage 
discrimination against students of color in K–12 education, and it contributes to 
a shared, communal ignorance that permits those in power to ignore the realities 
of racism. 
 

Color-blindness ignores traumas resulting from racism. These traumas often affect 

children of color and their families. CBRI does not address injustices toward peoples of color 

and Indigenous peoples.  Color-blindness is not open to an investigation of the history and 

contemporary reality of white supremacy, white fragility, or constructive anti-racist education.  

All educators and students (and people in all places) deserve to explore and discover an anti-

racist ideology. To be color-evasive maintains the status quo and ignores the history of white 

bigotry toward Indigenous peoples and peoples of color.  

                                                 
546 Heather Tanana, Julie Combs, and Aila Hoss, “Water Is Life: Law, Systemic Racism, and Water Security in Indian Country,” 

Health Security 19, no. S1 (June 1, 2021): S-78-S-82, https://doi.org/10.1089/hs.2021.0034. 
547 Carol A. Mullen, “What Does Canadian Indigenous Literature Impart About Colonization and the Future?,” The Educational 

Forum 85, no. 2 (April 3, 2021): 154, https://doi.org/10.1080/00131725.2020.1784337; Brooke Madden, “A de/Colonizing Theory of Truth and 
Reconciliation Education,” Curriculum Inquiry 49, no. 3 (May 27, 2019): 197, https://doi.org/10.1080/03626784.2019.1624478. 

548 Castro-Atwater, “Color-Blind Racial Ideology in K-12 Schools.” 
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Indigenous peoples lived in our dwelling places prior to colonial eras and the evolution of 

dominant settler societies. Do we frequently discuss the consequences of colonialism upon these 

peoples, places, and their cultures? Are these consequences incorporated into our K-12, or 

primary, secondary, or tertiary curricula? I think for the most part, the answer is “no.” It is 

becoming more explicitly stated in more states in the USA that these discussions have no place 

in the state curriculum. Many different peoples of color have lived in our countries before 

colonial settlers arrived. Many more peoples of color have entered our countries as slaves during 

and after colonization as Indigenous peoples, Africans, immigrants, and refugees. Our public 

schools’ and college and university populations’ diversity is increasing because of immigration, 

just as they have throughout history.  

These “events of place” implicitly influence children’s stories of their experiences of 

place, both indoors, and outdoors. Anti-racist education welcomes and encourages us, as 

educators, to explore our implicit biases, and to help our young students understand how and 

why these perspectives evolve, and how they have influenced the places we all live.  

Anti-racist education increases awareness about how colonial values have contributed to 

systemic racism. Anti -racist education explores how they both have destroyed relational 

connections among places, knowings, well-being, and peoples. All educators must learn about 

colonial power and related systemic racism have fostered violence and exclusion. As educators, 

we need to continue to increase our understanding about how they have, explicitly and implicitly, 

consistently, and continuously, perpetuated deficit attitudes towards peoples of Indigenous 
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background and peoples of color. These prejudices often interact with other biases and negative 

attitudes people have toward “other”549 people.  

In turn, as educators and researchers, we must learn about how the influence of this type 

of thinking is treacherous. Fostering and fueling researchers’, teachers’ and administrators’ 

deficit opinions about potential research participants’ and learners’ capacities. Systemic racism 

has insidiously influenced color-evasive ideologies in classrooms, schools, and communities 

both locally and globally. All educators require professional development so that we do not 

misconstrue and confuse ideologies that “all students are the same,” with ideals of student 

support. We need to dig deeply into the histories of ecocultural place, and our own biases. 

  

                                                 
549 John A. Powell and Stephen Menendian, “The Problem of Othering: Towards Inclusiveness and Belonging,” Othering and 

Belonging 1 (June 29, 2016), http://www.otheringandbelonging.org/the-problem-of-othering/; Noah E Borrero et al., “School as a Context for 
‘Othering’ Youth and Promoting Cultural Assets,” Teachers College Record, 2012, 37. 
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ECOTONE: MOMENT IN RELATION 
Living in Relation with Today 

Life Cherishing Minutes in Relation is the Essence of Today and Every Day 

This section of the dissertation is directly related to our project’s inquiry into my own 

reflective practice as an educator and researcher. I have woven through autoethnographic, 

creative analytic practice550 and enactive creative practice as an educator. It specifically touches 

on how I create meaning and combine my new understandings with those that are more familiar. 

I think responding to unpredictable “teachable moments,” or spontaneous opportunities for 

learning, in relation with(in) the broader ecocultural world beyond our classroom is very 

important for my students. They will be confronted with surprising occurrences throughout their 

lives. Participating together in the classroom provides social practice that may help them to 

process such moments in the future.   

Shawn Wilson551 has shown me through his writing about Indigenist philosophy that 

accountability to my relations is primary. 

Coyote also shows us that the questions we choose to ask are more important 
than any truths we might hope to discover in asking such questions, since how we 
act impacts the way the world is, the way in which a question will get answered. 
The way in which we ask questions (the way in which we act toward our 
relations) guides us, then, to the right answers. 
 

Again, in ecology, an ecotone is the relational ecological place between two different 

habitats found right next to each other. There is greater ecological diversity in an ecotone than 

there is in either one of the habitats alone. This is because habitats’ ecological borders blur where 

their distinct bio-geophysical communities come into contact. There is a mixing of all that is 

                                                 
550 L. Richardson, “Writing: A Method of Inquiry,” in Handbook of Qualitative Inquiry (Thousand Oaks, Ca.: SAGE Publications, 

2000). 
551 Shawn Wilson, “Using Indigenist Research to Shape Our Future,” 315. 
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found in both habitats, and new biophysical relationships emerge as a result. Diversity increases 

in ecotones. 

 

I AM MY RELATIONS AND LIVING MY QUESTIONS  

IN TEACHABLE MOMENTS 

This is a relational document, and as someone with a voice and the power to raise it, I am 

ethically obliged to speak. As an ecotone this section blurs the borders of planned research 

among collaborative classrooms and a spontaneous life and death moment that brought peoples 

together in pain and to claim human rights.  

The following section is a metaphorical ecotone in its entirety. It is valid as a holistic 

relational moment within myself, as who I have become and who I am becoming. I am 

interconnected with all experiences and people.  I am myself, all my relations among the greater 

community of places, peoples, and the beyond-the-human world. Within this planet I am my 

relations. I am the sacred world of reeling and realizing. I am an integrated being of all emotion, 

embodied. I act here because I must. Tuck and McKenzie552 describe how choosing no action is 

an action. It is an action that ignores relation.  

Wilson553 explained that “the questions we choose to ask are more important than any 

truths we might hope to discover in asking such questions.” Here I pause and ask, “Does writing 

this dissertation mean I may not stop, recognize, and share the essence of today? Must I stay 

within boundaries relegated to traditional academic scholarship? Must I stay “on topic” while I 

am surrounded by my own raging emotions and the many protests in cities around our nation? 

Ignoring these moments and this day should not be possible.  

                                                 
552 Tuck and McKenzie, “Relational Validity and the ‘Where’ of Inquiry: Place and Land in Qualitative Research .,” 5. 
553 Shawn Wilson, “Using Indigenist Research to Shape Our Future,” 315. 
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Is this how I might become apathetic, by ignoring the pain in the world around me 

because I am working, devoted to something else? Or is this my time to declare my relationality 

in my life, an integration of my responsibilities, my purpose, my ethics, my joy, my grief, my 

oneness? It is a valid and intentional choice within this relational text and relational beingness 

within this project. Indigenous Knowledge Systems embrace us as relations, and trust is 

accountable to relations, and within ourselves as relation. We must trust ourselves to be 

accountable. This represents relational validity.554 

 If I were in the classroom working with students today, we would find a way to 

recognize this day. I’ve taught preservice teachers to embrace “teachable moments,” and to be 

ready to shift spontaneously from today’s “plan.”  Sometimes we need to work as a classroom 

community to make sense of what is immediately and directly in front of our faces.  Sometimes 

we must stop what we are doing together to try to recognize a situation that occurs unexpectedly 

at that time. As educators it is up to us to help our students make sense in a world that often does 

not make sense. This is an essential and crucial capacity necessary for authentic education and 

learning.  

In Waitomo Caves, Aotearoa New Zealand, relational informality, and collective 

presence is a cultural characteristic of the entire community, including the school whānau. For 

learner-centered educators everywhere, an ethic of care and spontaneity are necessary to be 

prepared to respond to “teachable moments.” 

555 Toor and Mgombelo556 describe these as follows: 

                                                 
554 Tuck and McKenzie, “Relational Validity and the ‘Where’ of Inquiry: Place and Land in Qualitative Research .” 
555 Jacqueline Smith, “Learning Race, Racism and Colorism: Lessons Learned Growing Up Black in Washington, DC.,” Race and the 

Intersection of Abuse, Power and Control: Research and Reflections from the Black Perspective, 2018, 85, 
https://socialwork.howard.edu/sites/socialwork.howard.edu/files/Race-and-the-Intersection-of-abuse-Monograph.pdf.  

556 Amanjot Toor and Joyce Mgombelo, “Teaching Mathematics through Storytelling: Engaging the ‘being’ of a Student in 
Mathematics,” in CERME 9 - Ninth Congress of the European Society for Research in Mathematics Education, ed. Konrad Krainer and Naďa 
Vondrová, Proceedings of the Ninth Congress of the European Society for Research in Mathematics Education (Prague, Czech Republic: Charles 
University in Prague, Faculty of Education and ERME, 2015), 3277, https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-01289881.  
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the term teachable moment is defined as an opportunity that arises when 
connections have been made to advance learning by a learner and/or an 
educator. More specifically, the term moment is distinctly defined as an expected 
or unexpected occurrence that allows learners and/or educators to deepen their 
understanding. 
 

When confronted with such moments, quickly choosing how to portray and communicate 

interconnected concepts with agility, creativity, and confidence is key to learning deeply 

together. 

When we, as educators, are socially gathered with students in a classroom together, or 

even if we are only able to communicate with them virtually, it may be our relational 

responsibility to help them to confront and make sense of critical and sudden changes in our 

world together. As educators, we need the dispositions to decisively realize when it is vital for 

the well-being of our students to help them to process such occurrences and to realize their 

relational beingness.  

Sometimes the energy surrounding a sudden event permeates the ecocultural places we 

inhabit and share, beyond the four walls of a classroom or a home. We need to help our students 

to be ready to cope with that energy.  

I was five years old when President Kennedy was assassinated. We were all sent 
home from first grade (there was no public Kindergarten in Medford, 
Massachusetts in 1963. I knew the president had been shot. I was confused. I was 
worried. I knew that President Kennedy’s daughter was exactly. My age. I knew 
that President Kennedy’s little boy was exactly. My little brother’s age. I walked 
home by myself. It was about two blocks, (we did that then). My mother was home 
with my little sister and my baby brother who was two years old. Right. The same 
age as the baby in the White House. I walked into the front of our bottom floor 
apartment within one of those “railroad car” room arrangements. I could hear my 
mother sobbing in the back of the house. I walked through the hall, through the 
living room. She was still sobbing. Through the dining room, into the kitchen. My 
mother had her head down, holding it with her hands and she was crying so loudly. 
The radio was on. I don’t remember where my brother and sister were. They must 
have been with her. I don’t remember if she hugged me. I don’t remember anything 
else but her grief. Life was interrupted. That’s all. I knew it was not good.  
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We never talked much about JFK’s assassination, and that was not surprising, as I was so 

young, and my parents did not want to scare me. But I had experienced its repercussions and 

needed to process the event with the help of my family. We never discussed it in school, and 

again this was not surprising because I was in second grade, and again, we were all very young. I 

have emphasized the fact that we were very young because I want to point out that even very 

young children experience unpredictable events.  

Being young children does not diminish their emotional and social relations within their 

ecocultural lives. They need reassurance and a listening ear. Just giving children the chance to 

talk about their experience of an unexpected event in a classroom supports them. Realizing that 

they are part of a group and that they are not alone, can be reassuring. Emphasizing that as a 

class we always take care of each other and will be there for each other, even if life seems a little 

scary sometimes provides a sense of security.  Taking children outside and/or providing photos 

of nature, and nature movies, poems about nature, and talking about insects we’ve seen can build 

resilience and help children process difficult moments in their lives.557 

Life is interrupted today. This dissertation is interrupted with emotional energy emerging 

from brutality that marginalizes and murders. Fúnez-Flores and Fillion558 lend me courage to 

express my emotion and uphold my responsibility in relation: 

As educators and researchers, it is our ethical responsibility to work with 
the communities who are challenging and decolonizing ways of being and 
knowing by giving discursive visibility to their projects of resistance such 
as DACA student movement, indigenous movements, and Black Lives 
Matter movement. 
 

                                                 
557 Pacheco et al., “How Schools Can Aid Children’s Resilience in Disaster Settings”; Montgomery et al., “Children’s Perception of 

Biodiversity in Their School Grounds and Its Influence on Their Wellbeing and Resilience.” 
558 Jairo Fúnez-Flores and JoAnn Fillion, “A Political Ontological Approach to Decolonization of Ethnographic Research in 

Education,” in Rethinking 21st Century Diversity in Teacher Preparation, K-12 Education, and School Policy, vol. 7, Education, Equity, 
Economy (Switzerland: Springer Nature, 2019), 51, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-02251-8_3. 
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On the next page I stopped. 

Spring Pansy (Photo By Meredith Bird Miller) 

I stopped writing. I couldn’t write in the blank space on the page. Because I was in 
shock. I stopped. Everything needed to stop. I saw his face. THE ONE KNEELING 
ON HIS NECK. Only in a still photograph. I COULD NOT watch. The video the 
child recorded. I COULD NOT SPEAK OR WRITE. Sentences. Don’t. Matter. But 
still. I SAW. Just a photo. THE ONE KNEELING. I saw his eyes. THE ONE 
KNEELING. I have seen that look before. It was the “YOU CAN’T MAKE ME” 
look. I’ve seen that. Plenty of times. When teaching. Middle school. This child 
PRETENDING. TO BE A MAN. PRETENDING. to be a police officer. NO 
EMOTION. No that’s wrong. Emotion. For. himself. ONLY. You can’t make me. 
YOU CAN’T MAKE ME STOP. I’M IN CHARGE.  Desensitized? Oh, we always 
try to find a reason, an excuse where THERE. IS. NOT. ONE. 
    
But all the children and people watching couldn’t. Could not MAKE HIM STOP. 
OR THINK. He just kept on. KEPT ON KNEELING. TAKING. BREATH. AWAY. 
Many of us stopped. Because. He. Would. Not. Stop. Even. In. Front. Of. Children. 
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Breathing and Hoping 

I give myself this teachable moment. 
On this Day it Happens to be May 29th, 2020. 
Mr. George Floyd was murdered today in Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
Police officer Derek Chauvin knelt on his neck, and this restraint asphyxiated Mr. Floyd. 
A young girl watched. A teenager recorded it on video on her cell phone. Very 
courageous. Because she did this, we all know. People standing around them called over 
and over and over to the officers there to stop. They did not stop. Did they think this was 
their JOB? 
 
On this day it happens 
To be May 29th, 2020 
It could be any day 
I recognize. I hold precious. Yet, 
It bears repeating. 

 I recognize. I hold precious.  

Yet, 
I sit at metaphorical low tide, 
Trying to breathe 
hopelessly 
Grieving another life 
Another death that 
Should not be. 
It bears repeating. 
 
Should not be. 
Place? Everywhere. 
You might think Covid 19.  
NO. Not that. 
No such simple complexity 
lacking immunity. 
It bears repeating. 
 
Place? Minneapolis. 
Does where really matter? 
Again, everywhere. 
Complicating Complexities 
Should be simple, 
It bears repeating. 
 
Should be simple, 
Just biology. Just melanin. 
Just black and white and 
All the colors in between. 
Just our skins protecting 
spiritual significances 
It bears repeating. 
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Spiritual Significances 
Beautiful Black Spirit 
Lying on the ground 
Claiming his LIFE 
Pleading HIS RIGHT 
To BREATHE. 
It bears repeating. 
 
To BREATHE 
While the  
INHUMANE OFFICIAL KNEE 
Forces down 
HIS VOICE 
HIS BREATH. 
It bears repeating. 
 
HIS BREATH. 
NO RECOGNITION, NONE  
of SPIRIT-SURROUNDING-HUMANITY 
Voices screaming for 
HIS BREATH 
AND HIS LIFE AND LIGHT 
MAMA! 
It bears repeating. 
 
MAMA! 
AND HIS LIFE AND LIGHT. 
THE INHUMANE OFFICIAL KNEE 
SQUEEZING DOWN PUSHING 
BREATH AND LIFE AND LIGHT, OUT 
UNTIL   AGAIN   QUIET 
 
Until   Again,   Quiet. 
Beautiful Black Spirit 
claiming 
breath. LIFE! 
HE STOPPED. Pleading. 
HE STOPPED. Calling. 
for his dead Mama. 
 
We are all breathless. 
We are all hopeless. 
We are all oppressed 
 
LACK of COMPASSION, 
LACK of HUMANITY 
Until WE ALLCRY 
for our Mamas 
and 
STOP. 
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Mindful 
We are ONE. 
It bears repeating 
 
We are ONE 
HOPE is 
TAKING a knee to lift up, 
NOT to push down, stopping breath. 
We are 
BREATHING TOGETHER. 
 
INCOMING 
Tidal Waters, 
WASH over us, 
PULL us in, 
PUSH us out, 
MIX us. CLEANSE us.  

PLEASE GIVE US  
BREATH TO BREATHE TOGETHER AGAIN, 
Moisture, and Sustenance  
MAKE US WHOLE.  

REJUVENATE HOPE and COURAGE 
HOPE ACTS 
Hope acts for healing 
 
COURAGE ACTS 
Courage acts for Justice 
TOGETHER,  
Hope and Courage Act  
for LIFE  
COLLECTIVELY 
 
 and COLLABORATIVELY  
HEALING 
and 
 
TRANSFORMING 
within 
ALL ONENESS. 
 
Derek Chauvin was convicted of murdering Mr. George Floyd on May 29, 2020, in the spring 
of 2021. 
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Chapter 5: LANDSCAPE-LORE Emerges Unexpectedly: A Living Collage 
 

 

Figure 28: Living Collage: Beautiful Stump (Photo by Meredith Bird Miller) 

In this chapter we investigate the engagement of young children, ages 6 & 7, in their 

landscape-lore experiences, as encouraged by their teacher. We learn about how these young 

students respond to her direction to create a “how and why” story. They had experienced this 

genre in their whole school study of Aboriginal storywork from Australia. We discuss how an 

ethic of care is a significant value in any classroom, and how it is especially emphasized in 

Kaupapa Māori and CIMs. I describe some examples of providing for care and concern as a 

value for how we interact with each other in a classroom, and I would suggest here that it is a 

value we should try to emulate in any social effort, including our interactions in the lands-

/waterscapes we inhabit. 

The students in the Waitomo Caves School on the North Island of New Zealand were 

grouped into two age-classes at the time of our collaborative project. The “juniors” were children 

ages five to eight years old.  When I visited their classroom in May, the teacher, Helen, 

expressed that it would be great if I could also work with the children in her classroom as well as 

the seniors. The entire school had been studying Aboriginal storytelling of Australia since the 

beginning of the school year, which had been in February.  
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The juniors had been studying mushrooms before I arrived to begin our collaborative 

landscape-lore project with the “seniors,” who are children ages eight to twelve years old. A 

parent had brought in an amazing free-standing vertical section of tree, too tall for me to rightly 

call it a stump.  It seemed a gorgeous, moss and fungi decorated sculpture, a living collage, 

decorated with living bryophytes and fungi, all resplendent in their multiplicity of colors and 

textures. A statuesque classroom centerpiece, it stood three feet high, flaunting its magnificence.  

I was fascinated by its intricate wild beauty. I had never seen anything like it before. It 

made me want to paint it and try to recreate it with a smaller felted sculpture.  I would have 

loved to pursue learning more about all the different fungi and plants living together in this 

ecosystem in a section of tree! So many questions. Was it found in the nearby bush (forest)? 

How moist was it where they found it? Have there been changes in the fungi and plants since it 

was brought inside? What are the interrelationships among the plants, fungi, and the type of tree 

supporting each other’s lives? Oh, of course! What kind of tree?!!! Ah…I was there to assist the 

children and support the teachers’ goals, so my curiosity would have to wait. I am so thankful 

that I will be able to study these photos in the future!  

Landscape Lore: Beautiful Stump: Entangled in Fun-gi 

After I finished exclaiming about the beautiful fungi-decorated stump in the classroom in 

that NZ Fall (while it was Spring in NH), Helen, the children’s teacher, explained that they had 

just recently gone on a walk with parents to locate mushrooms. She hoped that visual recognition 

and emphasis on toxic mushrooms might further inhibit the early childhood children from 

picking them or tasting them. Helen was interested in providing a few of the children in her 

Juniors group with the opportunity to create digital stories/movies about mushrooms with me. 

These children had created imaginative stories and illustrations to explain how poisonous 

mushrooms with red caps and white dots first appeared.   
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She was also enthusiastic about these children drawing pictures to illustrate their digital 

tellings. When Helen asked me if I could work with her children as well as the children in the 

middle-childhood group (the seniors), I immediately agreed. Josephine, who is the elder of the 

local Ruapahu-Uakaha hapū, had originally given our collaborative research the permission to go 

forward in the school. Tamae, the principal of Waitomo Caves School, and I had originally 

agreed that the project would involve the children in middle-childhood. 

As I previously described, I had learned that in the relational context of learning 

communities in Aotearoa NZ, te reo (“the king” language) term “whānau,” means “family,” or 

“extended family.” “Whānau” signifies “relating” and inclusive kinship, in families, schools, 

communities, and Kaupapa Māori-centered research. In this sense, a whānau is holistic and 

expansive in worldview. Because people support each other relationally in a whānau, in 

educational situations as communities of practice the informal use of the word implies and 

emphasizes a classroom or school where there are supportive relationships among students, 

teachers, families, and community.  A “community of practice” in Euro/Western research 

terminology can be thought of as a whānau informally, only if it embraces mutually caring, 

respectful, reciprocal, and collective values of relationship. In community organizations and 

research situations, “whānau” may also indicate that there is an extended meaning belonging to 

group endeavor, or a “whānau of interest.”  
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A Responsive Ethic of Care in Our Whānau of Interest 

It is a primary responsibility for all collaborative researchers, and of course, for all 

educators, to work within a culture of care in classrooms and schools and in all qualitative 

research. Qualitative research includes Kaupapa Māori, Critical Indigenous, or collaborative 

participatory action research (a Euro/Western methodology). Developing authentic, “whānau” 

values of relationally responsive care, can only occur by working to create bonds of trust with 

members of the group. Meeting the community’s needs authentically with a caring attitude is an 

example of a whānau value. Acting within a culture of care, whether the community is that of a 

classroom, a family, friends, town, community of practice, or any group, is the priority.  

When I taught in various elementary schools, I tried to establish a culture of caring 

through nurturing a sense of authentic community. We came up with our classroom community 

guidelines together and signed them as a written contract on a large poster. Then the students 

helped me determine a prominent place to hang that poster in in our classroom. We asked 

questions, brought new ideas to each other, and learned together. We tried to listen to each other, 

encourage each other, and demonstrate kindness, compassion, and concern for each member of 

our community. In my role as a facilitator, if we struggled with each other, I would gather us as a 

group, and we took turns airing our grievances, listening to each other, making suggestions, and 

solving the conflicts together. This felt like a natural way of being in my classrooms. I also felt 

cared for by many of the children and their families. My caring was not intentional; it felt 

instinctive.  

Somewhere along the line before becoming an education professor, also known as a 

teacher-educator, I had somehow learned that the content was the priority in higher education. I 

originally, and uncritically, modeled my syllabi after those of a senior professor who gave me the 
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syllabi they had written over the years. I based my expectations for students upon the expectation 

that professor had for students. I also based them upon what had been asked of me as a student as 

well as those criteria that my supervisor had communicated to me. I did not incorporate the 

culture of care I had established as an elementary educator with my adult students.  I felt 

awkward and distant from my students. I did not like the way I felt, because I was trying to be 

tough with them, which is NOT my style. 

Within one semester, I learned again, from my students, that relating to my adult 

students, and authentically caring for them and their needs, created a positive culture for 

enjoyable learning and teaching. Some of them commuted and had full-time jobs. Some of my 

students had children. Some of my students had children AND full-time jobs AND were going to 

school full-time. Some of my students did not really know how to read expository textbooks. 

Some of my students became very ill and required extensions. Some of my students did not 

know how to sing and tell rhymes, gesture and be silly with young children. Some of my 

students did not trust themselves to ask questions. Caring for them, encouraging them, and 

telling them they could succeed in the course and in the program seemed to help them develop a 

sense of trust and belief in themselves. I intentionally returned to an ethic of care559 as the 

priority in my instruction.  

This collaborative research project among the NH and Aotearoa NZ classrooms again 

helped me realize that it is vital to be conscious about creating an ethic of care wherever I am. I 

strived to be intentionally conscious, so that I could do my best to meet my obligations with 

                                                 
559 Martusewicz, “EcoJustice Education as an Ethic of Care”; Petula Brannelly and Amohia Boulton, “The Ethics of Care and 

Transformational Research Practices in Aotearoa New Zealand,” Qualitative Research 17, no. 3 (2017): 340–50, 
https://eprints.soton.ac.uk/410945/1/The_ethics_of_care_and_transformational_research_practices.docx; Carol Gilligan, “Letter to Readers, 
1993,” in N a Different Voice: Psychological Theory and Women’s Development., 3rd ed. (Cambridge, Ma.: Harvard University Press, 2003), 
xix, https://hdl-handle-net.antioch.idm.oclc.org/2027/heb.32978. EPUB.; Nel Noddings, A Feminine Approach to Ethics and Moral Education 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1984); Nel Noddings, “The Caring Relation in Teaching,” Oxford Review of 
Education 38, no. 6 (December 2012): 771–81, https://doi.org/10.1080/03054985.2012.745047. 
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respect and care. My literature review for this project helped me to name the many reasons why 

an ethic of care is paramount for living all my roles as educator, researcher, and social being in 

relation with(in) ecocultural place.  

Again, when Helen asked me if I could work with a few of her students who needed 

additional challenges, I said, “Sure!” I was a bit concerned about having enough time with the 

older students, and just had to set that matter aside to go along with the flow of activity in the 

school. It felt intuitively right and caring to support the school’s needs, whatever they might be, 

and to act flexibly and responsively within our reciprocal “whānau of interest.” So, I trusted both 

my intuition and the best practice philosophies I had learned within a Kaupapa Māori approach, 

for developing respectful, collaborative critical research. I had past experiences working with 

children who are ready for challenges beyond what is typical for their age group, so I felt 

prepared for this work. 

This research study attempts to follow a respectful, relational, responsive, and reciprocal 

ethic of care. These values are inseparable from Māori worldview, and the tendencies of 

indigenous worldviews, in which all physical, spiritual, emotional, and cognitive ways of being 

are intertwined. These principles, which are also found in critical Indigenous and eco-justice 

methodologies560 in general, and Kaupapa Māori561 methodologies specifically, are emphasized 

internationally in excellent teacher preparation programs.562   

                                                 
560 Martusewicz, “EcoJustice Education as an Ethic of Care”; Fabienne Doucet and Jennifer Adair, “Introduction: A Vision for 

Transforming Early Childhood Research and Practice for Young Children of Immigrants and Their Families,” n.d., 4.  
561 Brannelly and Boulton, “The Ethics of Care and Transformational Research Practices in Aotearoa New Zealand”; Glenis Mark 

and Amohia Boulton, “Indigenising Photovoice: Putting Māori Cultural Values Into a Research Method,” Forum Qualitative Sozialforschung / 
Forum: Qualitative Social Research 18, no. 3 (September 28, 2017), http://www.qualitative-research.net/index.php/fqs/article/view/2827.  

562 Schonert-Reichl, Kitil, and Hanson-Peterson, “To Reach the Students, Teach the Teachers: A National Scan of Teacher 
Preparation and Social & Emotional Learning. A Report Prepared for CASEL.” 
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The values of relationship, respect, responsiveness, and reciprocity are culturally 

sustaining, culturally revitalizing and learner-centered.563 They enable pride, a healthy identity, 

relevant learning and a sense of accomplishment for all within the classroom and school 

communities, regardless of culture. Supporting every student and educator toward making 

continuous progress in all ways, including social and emotional learning,564may help them to 

develop a sense of belonging and interdependence. Developing a sense of relational reciprocity 

moves learning communities toward developing increasingly caring dispositions. Mahoney et 

al.565 emphasize that: “Young people, families, schools, and communities play a critical role in 

shaping students’ learning, development, and experiences.” 

An ethic of care necessitates flexibility, a critical stance, and relational responsiveness as 

a research project facilitator. Since we cannot isolate our roles in our relational connections,566 

practicing an ethic of care may help us to become increasingly compassionate in all our relations. 

An ethic of care also incorporates enabling pedagogies, including those involving multimodal 

literacies, including expressing experiences in a variety of ways. Illustrating, taking photos, 

dancing, writing, and digital storytelling are among these.  

Literacy-as-Event567 

From a literacy perspective, place-conscious and situated spontaneity provide openings 

for a lively flow of ideas, and responses to those ideas. Such flow generates affectively engaging 

communication and learning possibilities that we might never have considered otherwise. 

Burnett and Merchant568 explain: “As well as inviting us to keep asking what else is going on, it 

                                                 
563 Jennifer D Turner, “Beyond Cultural Awareness: Prospective Teachers’ Visions of Culturally Responsive Literacy Teaching,” n.d., 

18–21.  
564 Mahoney et al., “Systemic Social and Emotional Learning”; Darling-Hammond et al., “Implications for Educational Practice of 

the Science of Learning and Development,” April 2, 2020, 102. 
565 Mahoney et al., “Systemic Social and Emotional Learning.”  
566 Shawn Wilson, “Using Indigenist Research to Shape Our Future,” 311. 
567 Burnett and Merchant, “Literacy-as-Event,” January 2, 2020, 15. 
568 Burnett and Merchant, “Literacy-as-Event,” January 2, 2020. 
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prompts us to engage with what might happen next. Rather than fixing literacy so we can study 

it, literacy-as-event aspires to…” (quoting Brian Massumi, MIT philosophical researcher) “… 

‘set it up so you sunder it, dynamically smudge it, so that the relational potential it tends-toward 

appears…’”  

Together, in our collaborative project, we all experienced “literacy-as-event,” or 

multimodal literacy processes as creative living energies echoing and reverberating among us. 

Literacy-as-event also created the potential for unpredictable occurrences and multiple meanings. 

The process of creating these digital stories was complex and we repeated many stages of design, 

expression, and reception, as we collaborated in production.  

These literacies-as-events, prod me to reconsider relationships to Dianne Massey’s 

“events of place,”569 and critical connections between literacy and geography, as pointed out by 

Barbara Comber et al:570 “Massey encouraged us to think of places as meeting places that are 

fluid, interactive and transformative.” Just as my essay Rage is not Enough is  a combination of 

“literacies as events of place,” and “literacies as active relations in places of transformation,” so 

may we describe our place-based digital LANDSCAPE-LORE.  

For Education Students: A Relational Reflection  

Within the certification guidelines of the NH. Department of Education, I am designated 

as an “experienced educator” because I have many years of teaching under my belt. I continue 

to learn new lessons, and know that more are on the way, “experienced educator” that I am. 

Primarily, I am still a curious learner irrespective of the fact that I am sixty-four years of age! 

The ability to respond flexibly is an important requirement for living in and among relationships: 

learners, teachers, families, friends, citizens, local, national, and international governing bodies 

                                                 
569 Massey, For Space, 140. 
570 Barbara Comber, “Literacy Geography and Pedagogy: Imagining Translocal Research Alliances for Educational Justice,” 

Literacy Research: Theory, Method, and Practice 66, no. 1 (November 2017): 62–66, https://doi.org/10.1177/2381336917717479. 
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etc., animals, plant life, and the “more than human,” within this incredible ecologically 

interconnected tangle we all share. I had learned to be a flexible educator because learning 

together in relationship is always unpredictable at best! I recall many times when I would be 

ready to teach a lesson, and we would have to entirely change direction! North became South! 

West became East! And so, the winds doth blow. Here, I share some of my responses to some of 

the daily unpredictability in teaching.  

Sometimes there would be an impromptu assembly, a fire drill, a child, or children 
having a difficult time for myriad reasons, or perhaps a guest speaker couldn’t 
make it! Perhaps the children were so excited by newly falling snow there was no 
way they were going to be able to focus on the lesson at hand (better to go out in 
the snow anyway). Maybe the humidity and heat in the classroom overwhelmed us, 
and we would read quietly, or I would read to the children. I learned to assess 
situations on the spot, to trust my intuition, and to be prepared for the signals I 
received from others. These signals could be explicit, for instance, an 
announcement might blare over the intercom in the middle of a lesson and distract 
us, or a child became physically ill. The signals could be implicit, as when the 
children seemed to feel and act “droopy” or antsy after late nights celebrating 
holiday events or days of rain. Being comfortable with needing to change plans and 
expectations, whether inwardly, or collaboratively with others, helped me to 
respond in both New Hampshire and New Zealand within our “whānau of 
interest”571 during our project. My capacities for responding to the unexpected, in 
relation with people and places I care for, continues to evolve. 

 

LANDSCAPE-LORE: Red and White Polka-Dotted Mushroom Lore: Ages 5 - 7 

The following work of the juniors I worked with resulted from our change in plans in 

New Zealand. Here I include three photos like the content of the drawings the juniors created for 

their digital landscape-lore, as well as the transcriptions of their stories, as they told them orally. 

I did not try to represent how they told their stories with conventional grammar. These are the 

children’s stories and are conveyed as they told them, in their own voices. The first two 

                                                 
571 Emily Michado, “Culturally Sustaining Pedagogy in the Literacy Classroom,” Professional Educational and Research 

Organization, International Literacy Association: Teaching Tips, May 31, 2017, https://www.literacyworldwide.org/blog/literacy-
daily/2017/05/31/culturally-sustaining-pedagogy-in-the-literacy-classroom. 
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landscape-lore were created by two different pairs of children, who were approximately age 7, 

and the third photo represents the landscape-lore created by one child, age five, all authored in 

2011. 

 

LANDSCAPE-LORE: Red and White Toadstools 

One time there lived a greedy man. He lived part of the forest and the other little man 
lived on the other side. They very much hated each other because they didn’t like anyone 
touching anyone’s property. The greedy man didn’t like anyone touching his property 
and the little man didn’t really care. He was very nice, but very, very poor. The little man 
was very, very nice so he didn’t care about the greedy man. He was not very nice to 
people.  
 
One day, the greedy man went into the forest, and he met the nice little man and they 
picked different toadstools. Well, the nice man, he didn’t pick toadstools, he just picked 
the white ones…the white mushrooms. And the greedy man he picked toadstools. They 
were red and white, and they had little bugs and they were poisonous.  
And from that day to this, red and white toadstools have been poisonous for many years! 
 

 

  

Figure 29: Red and white toadstool. Bernard 
Spragg Christchurch, NZ. Creative Commons 

Public Domain Mark 1.0 
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LANDSCAPE-LORE: The Daisies 

Once upon a time there lived a boy named Timmy. He was looking out the window, and 
there were no daisies. “Muuummm…muuuummm?!!! Why are the daisies gone?” 
“Well…tell ya ‘bout it.” 
 
“Once upon a time there was an oak tree and in the oak tree a door was (unintelligible) 

and only when you be really quiet that door appeared and fairies would come out and 
PICK THE DAISIES!!!” 
And Timmy said to Timmy’s mum, “I don’t believe you!!!” And he went running to his 
Dad (sound effects, stamping feet: Stomp, stomp, stomp). And he said, 
“Daaaddd…daaaddd?!!! Why are the daisies gone?” And Dad said, “Once upon a time 
there lived a monster, he didn’t like daisies, so one night when no one was looking, he 
threw every single daisy over our fence.” 
So Timmy said, “Nahhh, I don’t think that’s right either.” So, he goes running back to 
Mum. (sound effects, stamping feet: Stomp, stomp, stomp. Stomp, stomp, stomp!). “I 
believe you mum.” And he said, “I’m going to go into the forest. And then he grabbed his 
toys and moved to the forest and sat under a tree, and he didn’t know what the tree was 
called, but it was an oak tree. And he was being really quiet and this door magically 
appeared. He could see it, and he could see the fairies, but the fairies couldn’t see him. 
And that’s how Timmy knew how the daisies disappeared…The End! 

  

Figure 30: Tiny daisy in Charlie the Dog's 
Yard (Photo by Meredith Bird Miller) 
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LANDSCAPE-LORE: The Little Crow 

 

Once upon a time, there lived a Little Black Crow. He had no colorful friends and no 
black aunties or grandpas, just a plain black mother and father. Now, in those times, red 
with white dots was a very poisonous color. It wasn’t so poisonous it could kill you; it 
just gave you a very bad itch. Yeah. Now when the mother and father crow hadn’t told 
their son that, he was off flying around and actually! he stepped in some of the poison. 
Then he flew around. Once he felt the itch, he flipped around, and the poison sprinkled 
on some mushrooms. Then he flew over to New Guinea still scratching and itching. The 
poison fell on some more mushrooms. Then finally the poison was gone. Then the king of 
New Guinea thanked the Little Crow with true colorful friends, for scratching up the bad 
animals. The End. 
 
Two of these landscape-lore stories, The Daisies and Red and White Toadstools were told 

and created by pairs of children who were ages six and seven. The Little Crow was told and 

drawn by one five-year-old child. In telling and retelling their stories, the children practiced 

speaking them smoothly and fluently. They drew colorful settings and depicted characters’ 

actions, and sometimes when they completed their illustrations, they were satisfied, and other 

times they weren’t. Then they added more colorful characters and elements to further elucidate 

Figure 31: The little crow  
 

Left and Right: Crow in Scilla by stanzeble, license CC-SA by 2.0. 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/92823399@N07/41364186521; 

 
Center: Crow Flight by elsie, esq., license CC by 2.0.        

https://openverse.org/image/42ed2586-75eb-4886-b777-
46c5a747f5d3?q=small%20black%20crow%20bird 
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their story’s intended meanings. They were highly involved and seriously engaged in the process 

of creating their multimodal stories. 

  As I reviewed their digital stories and my notes, I worked to maintain the holistic sense 

of each story, because as meaningful creations, each story’s context and complexity exists as one 

irreducible relational entity.  It would be disrespectful to scatter them into analytical pieces. This 

is not how things are done in Kaupapa Māori and other Critical Indigenous Methodologies, in 

keeping with holistic and relational Māori worldview.  

I viewed the evolution of these stories that had been inspired by the idea of how red 

mushrooms and white polka-dots came to be. Throughout the children’s authoring process, I 

interacted with the children and their voices, as they told and illustrated their creation stories. I 

collaborated with these students’ teacher and have interacted with these stories both in the 

moments of their origin, and in moments since.  

I kept context and patterns in mind as I considered meanings that the children shared 

through their storytelling. Dynamic interdependence among all aspects of our experience 

continued to provide the central context for our process.  The possible interrelated meanings of 

this activity as a classroom literacy and learning experience needed to be considered. I mused 

about these landscape fantasies, letting these tales swirl around me, as if watching chips of color 

entangle and shift in a kaleidoscope. After visiting and revisiting the children’s tales, the colorful 

swirling settled, and as happens with a kaleidoscope, recurring patterns began to take shape, yet 

the original context remained in focus.  

As I engaged in the process with the children, I noticed that these 5 – 8-year-old 

storytellers incorporated family relationships, local wild animals, plants, fungi, magical fantasy, 

the arts, awareness of place, social interactions, and ecological systems in their multimodal 
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stories. Maybe these patterns emerged from within their embodied experiences in place, and 

from within their inner creative imaginations.   

Traveling, journeying, and adventuring are motifs occurring in the settings and plots of 

all their stories. Animals, plants, and fungi are often described or implied to be good, bad, or, of 

course, poisonous (Helen’s lessons about toxicity had obviously hit the mark!). I anticipated that 

red and white toadstools would be defined as poisonous because their exploration of mushrooms 

in their curricular unit emphasized that some mushrooms are poisonous. In future research, it 

would be interesting to investigate how children of this and other age groups, living in distinct 

and distant bio-geographies, categorize different plants and animals as “good” or “bad” in their 

local and regional ecosystems, and why they do so.  

You will see similar patterns (family relationships, local wild animals, plants, awareness 

of place, social interactions, ecological systems, traveling, journeying, and adventuring) 

occurring when you interact with the digital landscape-lore of the older senior children, ages 8 – 

12. We saw that in Chapter 3. 

One major distinction among the different age groups’ stories was the use of fantasy. 

Helen had directed her younger students to develop a creation story explaining the origin of an 

aspect of the natural world. She had been reading myths to her 5-8-year-old group as examples 

for explaining how things came to be. These myths incorporated memorable fantasy. 

In contrast, our projected plan for the children of middle-childhood ages incorporated 

their own lived experience stories. We asked them to tell happenings occurring when they were 

out and about in their natural wild landscapes. A few of these older children, both in NH. and 

NZ, said they would like to create fantasies or fairy tales, and they articulated this without 

knowing anything about the younger children’s stories.  
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This uncovers questions related to the project that would be fascinating to pursue in a 

future study. There is negligible research about whether children in middle-childhood navigate 

toward writing fantasies. There are studies about children’s attitudes toward reading fantasies, 

and even about that literature’s connection to place-based education,572 but I could not find any 

research about their attitudes toward writing them. 

The only “boundary” that Helen573 set for the young students in her classroom was that 

they “create a legend.” She said the aboriginal Australian legends they had studied earlier this 

year were “the teaching point” for that. These legends explained “something in the world around 

them.” Did the children all accomplish this expectation? I think they did. They explained how 

daisies came to be, how toadstools and mushrooms came to be different, and how red and white 

mushrooms were infected by the little black crow who got an itch from poison and spread it to 

them.  

They also indicated values in relation to the plots of their stories. The greedy man 

gathered the red and white polka-dot toadstools, while the nice man collected white mushrooms 

that were not poisonous. The mom and dad in the story about the daisies both shared their 

understandings about how daisies came to be, yet the child in the story had to find out for 

himself. This established independence and curiosity on the part of “Timmy.” The little black 

crow was out on his own flying around and ended up with a terrible case of a poison itch. He 

spread it to mushrooms and at the same time protected New Guinea by “scratching up the bad 

animals,” and was given lots of colorful friends by the king! 

  

                                                 
572 Sarah Fischer, “Playing in Literary Landscapes: Considering Children’s Need for Fantasy Literature in the Place-Based 

Classroom,” n.d., 14. 
573 Tamae Dimond et al., Chat with WCS Faculty 6-10-11, wma (Waitomo Caves School, New Zealand, 2011). 
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Sample of New Zealand Curriculum Objective:, Levels 1, 2, and 3 

In third grade classrooms in NH, I have experienced a similar writing activity as a  

visiting educator. The school district I worked in at the time (2002-2004) addressed this 

as a study of pourquoi tales. Third grade children in the United States are typically ages 8 and 9 

years old. They learned what pourquoi tales were (how and why stories), read them, and created 

their own. These young children in New Zealand all met a variety of Year One, Two and Three 

New Zealand Curriculum Objectives574 (generally, ages 5 and 6, although these guidelines are 

                                                 
574 NZ Ministry of Education, “New Zealand Curriculum Objectives by Level” (NZ Ministry of Education, December 8, 2017), 

http://nzcurriculum.tki.org.nz/content/download/1110/11995/file/Charts1.pdf. 

 

Level Two English (in Speaking, Writing, and Presenting) 

*Processes and Strategies 
“uses oral, written, and visual language forms and expresses ideas and information with 
reasonable clarity, often drawing on personal experience and knowledge,”  
*Processes and Strategies/Ideas 
“uses a developing understanding of the connections between oral, written, and visual 
language when creating texts,”  
*Processes and Strategies/Language Features 
“uses oral, written, and visual language features to create meaning and effect,” 
*Processes and Strategies/Language Structure/Levels Two and Three 
“organizes and sequences ideas and information with increasing confidence 
 
Levels One and Two Science/Evolution 

Evolution: “recognises that there are lots of different living things in the world and that they 
can be grouped in different ways,” 
Nature of Science/Investigations: “Extend their experiences and personal explanations of 
the natural world through exploration, play, asking questions, and discussing simple models” 
 
Levels One, Two, and Three: Technology 

Technological Products: “Understand that there is a relationship between a material used 
and its performance properties in a technological product.” 
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understood to be flexible). New Zealand English, Science, Arts, and Technological objectives 

were all met as the children created their work.   

Because Helen used a storytelling approach, which is a natural communication style for 

her students, and provided them with the freedom to create their own fantasy legends, her 

students were easily engaged, enthusiastic, and persistent, while practicing needed skills. Helen 

simultaneously helped her students meet curriculum objectives.  

 Limitations of the Beautiful Stump Project  

Helen was a bit disappointed with outcome of the children’s products because she had 

envisioned a smooth panning across their illustrations to create a more traditional movie format. 

I did not really understand that this is what she had envisioned because this was an unplanned 

experience and emerged in the entangled flow of activities occurring in the whole school. I had 

thought she wanted her students to create digital stories, like what we were doing with the 

seniors students. I’ve learned that “meeting on the go,” as she and I did during her teaching time 

was not the best way to communicate and plan. The equipment did not seem capable of creating 

such effects, and I was unfamiliar with the movie camera, which was not a tool I had planned on 

using.  

All in all, I think the students’ process of creating their digital stories or “story-movies” 

was meaningful for them, and I really enjoyed supporting their work. They shared them with 

their families in a class meeting, and their entire school and community audience enjoyed them 

very much. I think that for “spontaneous” learning experiences jointly created by two or more 

teachers, it is vital to ask the person initiating the project the explicit question, “What do you 

envision as an outcome?” However, I am glad that I did not know Helen had her specific vision 

for the project, because if I had known, perhaps I would not have attempted pursuing the project, 
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thinking that I did not have the necessary skills. As a result, the children created illustrated 

“motion” pictures that they were proud of, and we all felt a great sense of accomplishment. 

As with anything, different people have different expectations, skills, talents, and visions. 

Some people are more comfortable with controlled outcomes, and others are just as comfortable 

with unpredictable results. Importantly, if there is agreement on main objectives and philosophy 

supporting a teaching method, or pedagogical, strategy, people with different levels of comfort 

can work together to meet the same goal. In this case, Helen and I agreed that the process, and 

the children’s engagement, were the most important aspects of this “red-and-white polka-dotted 

mushroom legend in a motion picture” attempt.  Primarily, we both believed in a culture of care. 

 A Teacher-Naturalist-Researcher Entangled in Places of Relationship  

Wilmot, NH. Fall 2011 

It is raining here in Wilmot, New Hampshire; it is the end of October and the 
yellows and oranges, scattered among dark evergreens, brightly pop out of the gray 
mistiness.  I almost spelled “gray” as “grey” because I am thinking of the time I 
spent in Aotearoa New Zealand in May and June of this year, 2011. They use British 
English spellings there while we use our different American spellings here in the 
states. So, the word “colors” is spelled “colours” and “gray” is spelled “grey.” 
I’ve seen these many times in British literature of course. Now they are more 
meaningful for me.  It was fall turning into the beginning of winter there and rugby 
season was in full swing. In the meantime, in NH schools, it was springtime, and 
cross-country running, and lacrosse predominated. 
  
It was rainy much of the time I was there during their Aotearoa NZ fall in May and 
the beginning of June, just as it has been rainy here our NH fall here during 
September and October. That’s when the juniors were exploring mushrooms, and 
had that beautiful stump covered in fungi in the classroom. Because of the rainfall 
here in NH, we have mushrooms galore this year too. I keep checking in with friends 
and neighbors, students, and colleagues about their perception of the quantity of 
wild mushrooms popping up in our region this fall.  Each person has implied that 
we have a bumper crop! Many folks are going out to collect edible fungi because 
they are so obviously visible…but some haven’t really known how to identify them 
correctly and have picked and eaten those that are toxic. I know I read somewhere 
that this has been a problem in some places this year.575 

                                                 
575 “More People Poisoned by Wild Mushrooms in Northeast,” Reuters, October 21, 2011, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-

mushrooms/more-people-poisoned-by-wild-mushrooms-in-northeast-idUSTRE79K4MU20111021. 
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Reconnecting Ecocultural Relationships 

Remembering that children are thinking people just as adults are, with a great capacity 

for caring, concern and action is beneficial for local and global ecocultural 

landscapes/waterscapes. Digital storytelling curriculum projects may contribute to children’s 

sense of belonging with(in) the natural places they inhabit. That sense of belonging may 

encourage their care and concern and action to sustain the ecocultural places that are meaningful 

in their lives.  

Due to global warming, changes in climate are occurring more rapidly in our lifetime 

than most of us have ever experienced in recent memory. This creates increased complexity 

regarding environmental challenges that ecosystems face. There is an urgent need for people to 

care about ecocultural changes on a collective global level. Cameron576 points out that  

A poignant step towards improving the global ecological situation--which 
includes human survival and flourishing--is to reconnect our human/nature 
relationships. 

Acting to mitigate and develop innovations to adapt to related hazards is of vital and 

immediate importance. Research577 has repeatedly demonstrated that people feel concern578 for 

the well-being of a place, when they feel a sense of appreciation for, a sense of belonging in, and 

a sense of relational meaning with(in) the ecological natural world. These attributes have all been 

recognized as contributing to what is known in the environmental literature as a “sense of 

                                                 
576 Liz Cameron, “‘Healthy Country, Healthy People’: Aboriginal Embodied Knowledge Systems in Human/Nature 

Interrelationships,” 2019, 3. 
577 Chawla, “Significant Life Experiences Revisited”; Chawla, “Children’s Concern for the Natural Environment. Children’s 

Environments Quarterly, 13-20.”; Chawla, Learning to Love the Natural World Enough to Protect It; Joan M. Brehm, Brian W. Eisenhauer, and 
Richard C. Stedman, “Environmental Concern: Examining the Role of Place Meaning and Place Attachment,” Society & Natural Resources 26, 
no. 5 (May 2013): 522–38, https://doi.org/10.1080/08941920.2012.715726; Katrina Brown et al., “Empathy, Place and Identity Interactions for 
Sustainability,” Global Environmental Change 56 (May 2019): 11–17, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2019.03.003. 

578 Hay, “SENSE OF PLACE IN DEVELOPMENTAL CONTEXT”; Marie C. Vea, “Sense of Place and Ways of Knowing: The 
Landscape of Experience for Black, Indigenous, and People of Color in Natural Resources, Environmental Education, and Place Based 
Learning” (Ed.D., United States -- Vermont, The University of Vermont and State Agricultural College, 2020), 
http://search.proquest.com/pqdtglobal/docview/2454708966/D69F79759D545C7PQ/20; Cameron, “‘Healthy Country, Healthy People’: 
Aboriginal Embodied Knowledge Systems in Human/Nature Interrelationships.” 
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place.”579 Feeling concern for those landscapes in which they live may likely encourage people 

to protect and conserve relational ecocultural systems now and in the future.  

  

                                                 
579 Brehm, Eisenhauer, and Stedman, “Environmental Concern,” 523; Edward Relph, “PLACENESS, PLACE, PLACELESSNESS | A 

Website by Edward (Ted) Relph Exploring the Concept of Place, Sense of Place, Spirit of Place, Placemaking, Placelessness and Non-Place, and 
Almost Everything to Do with Place and Places,” Placeness, Place, Placelessness (blog), accessed February 14, 2011, 
https://www.placeness.com/. 
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Dynamic Relations 

Gregory Cajete580 reminds us that: When we are children growing up, we are 
given stories.  Words are sacred to a child.   We have grandmothers and 
grandfathers who give words to us.  There are elders always around us.  Then 
one day it becomes our turn, and we in turn have children all about us, 
hungering for stories…listening is the first step to make this discovery that 
everything is connected…Maybe we will point out a particular landscape, a real 
place on earth, and tell them that we are grounded to that place  
 

Bare Feet! 

Children come to school in bare feet! Yes, they do! It is a wonderful thing. I taught music 

to very young children once, and in my training,581 I learned that it is vital that children 

experience music with bare feet. Since then, I’ve learned that when children are barefoot, 

whether in or out of the classroom, their cognitive and embodied awareness582 is encouraged and 

supported.  

In the Aotearoa New Zealand schools collaborating in our project, children may come to 

school in bare feet! It is very common there. In this qualitative project, both experiential and 

educational stories merge and emerge within ecocultural place. Stories are enacted physically 

every day everywhere and we can see them in embodied action when we are aware of them as 

they evolve. Here I share a poem story, or perhaps more than one. That depends upon the way 

you, as a reader, shape it for your own understanding. 

  

                                                 
580 Cajete, Gregory, Native Science: Natural Laws of Interdependence, 103. 
581 “Sun’s Out, Shoes Off: Why Barefoot Is Best - Kindermusik,” Minds On Music – The Kindermusik Blog (blog), July 24, 2018, 

https://www.kindermusik.com/mindsonmusic/suns-out-shoes-off-why-barefoot-is-best/.  
582 Catherine Burke, “Feet, Footwork, Footwear and ‘Being Alive’ in the Modern School.,” Paedagogica Historica 54, no. 1–2 

(2018): 32–47; Astrid Zech et al., “Motor Skills of Children and Adolescents Are Influenced by Growing up Barefoot or Shod,” Frontiers in 
Pediatrics 6 (April 25, 2018): 115, https://doi.org/10.3389/fped.2018.00115; Talk BU Live - Stephen Heppell-Shoeless and Sausages, Video 
Recording (bournemouthuni, 2014), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7jHEBOf67RE; “Shoeless Children Do Better at School - Study,” 
accessed November 24, 2021, https://www.iol.co.za/lifestyle/family/parenting/shoeless-children-do-better-at-school-study-2030027; Malcolm 
Thorburn, “Embodied Experiences: Critical Insights from Dewey for Contemporary Education,” Educational Research 62, no. 1 (January 2, 
2020): 35–45, https://doi.org/10.1080/00131881.2019.1711437.  
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Children’s bare feet 

touch grass then slip on slick mud of 
shrubby bordered trails leading up 

tiny hills in and among bushes and trees 
running and jumping on roughly paved 

playground basketball courts 
their feet touch soft 

 carpet inside school. 
Children fold their legs up 

under their bodies for group meetings, 
their bare feet touching backs of their legs. 
Young feet walk and run and skip and feel 

in changing rhythms in place, in time. 
Bare feet tell  stories. 
“It rained last night.” 

“The grass is dry (right now).” 
“There is a new bump in the pavement 
(was it there yesterday I wonder?).” 

“Someone spilled something sticky on the carpet.”  
“Better walk around it.” “Don’t get STUCK!” 

 
        By Meredith Bird Miller 

Our stories of experience (yours, theirs, mine) develop through interactive embodied 

relationships within landscapes within time (when you stop and think about it, from where else 

could our narratives possibly spring?). Perceiving our interactions in the world through our 

senses, we create meaning from the messages we receive through our bodies. Only after 

physically experiencing the world can we create meaning from relationships among familiar 

experiences, and new ones!583 By actively sharing embodied experiences, observations, actions, 

characters, and settings in multimodal ways, all involved may build appreciation, attachment, 

and emotional involvement with those places. Again, researchers such as Barthel, Cajete, 

                                                 
583 Eline Kieft, “Clearing a Way Towards Soulful Scholarship,” in A World of Muscle, Bone & Organs: Research and Scholarship in 

Dance. (2018, Centre for Dance Research Publications (Coventry, UK: C-DaRE at Coventry University, 2018), 467, 
https://www.coventry.ac.uk/research/about-us/researchnews/2018/c-dare-e-book/; Alfredo Bautista, Wolff-Michael Roth, and Jennifer S. Thom, 
“Knowing, Insight Learning, and the Integrity of Kinetic Movement,” Interchange 42, no. 4 (September 2011): 367, 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10780-012-9164-9; European Institute for Outdoor Adventure Education and Experiential Learning, Conference, and 
Irena Kokalj, The Mediation of Experiences by Technology in the Outdoors Opening or Losing Connections with the World: Selection of 
Conference Papers (Ljubljana: Center šolskih in obšolskih dejavnosti, 2019), 41–42, https://www.eoe-network.eu/wp-
content/uploads/2019/12/FINAL-PROCEDINGS-Copy-s-CIP-2.pdf. 
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Chawla, Krasny, Garrett & MacGill, Gifford, Harrison et al., and Nilsson584 have shown that 

when we feel emotionally connected with natural places, we are very likely to develop 

environmental concern for those places. 

People participate in embodied actions in place. These are some examples of 

embodiment: people plant gardens, they walk, sit, ride bikes, horses, snowmobiles, run with 

dogs, jump, hunt, climb, and/or observe. If people examine an aspect of the natural world 

closely, they are more likely to feel in relationship with(in) place. This phenomenon of person in 

relationship within place is described with many terms.  

Environmental educators and academic theorists, environmental psychologists, and others 

involved in environmental studies have called it a “connection with (or to) nature,” or “sense of 

place,” or “place-consciousness,” and more. Before I had learned about all these academic terms, 

I would just think, and say, to my friends or family, “I LOVE that place!” Then I would go on to 

share experiences and observations I had there, and they would know that I felt close to that 

location, because it was meaningful for me. I still say those words, yet I am more aware of the 

depth of feeling I am expressing. When places have meaning for you, or me, or any of us, 

whether it holds positive or negative connotations, we feel connected to those places. We live-in-

relation with the places we inhabit, whether we are intentional about our relational 

responsibilities, or not. 

                                                 
584 Barthel et al., “Fostering Children’s Connection to Nature Through Authentic Situations,” 9; Marianne E. Krasny et al., “New 

York City’s Oyster Gardeners: Memories and Meanings as Motivations for Volunteer Environmental Stewardship,” Landscape and Urban 
Planning 132 (December 2014): 24, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.landurbplan.2014.08.003; Robert Gifford and Andreas Nilsson, “Personal and 
Social Factors That Influence Pro-Environmental Concern and Behaviour: A Review: PERSONAL AND SOCIAL FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE 
PRO-ENVIRONMENTAL BEHAVIOUR,” International Journal of Psychology, January 2014, 151, https://doi.org/10.1002/ijop.12034; Chawla, 
“Participation and the Ecology of Environmental Awareness and Action”; Louise Chawla, “Growing up Green: Becoming an Agent of Care for 
the Natural World,” The Journal of Developmental Processes 4, no. 1 (2009): 6–23, http://www.peecworks.org/peec/peec_reports/01795CA8-
001D0211.34/jdpchawla.pdf; Chawla, “Children’s Concern for the Natural Environment. Children’s Environments Quarterly, 13-20.”; Robyne 
Garrett and Belinda MacGill, “Fostering Inclusion in School through Creative and Body-Based Learning,” International Journal of Inclusive 
Education, April 19, 2019, 2–3, https://doi.org/10.1080/13603116.2019.1606349; Gregory A. Cajete and Santa Clara Pueblo, “Contemporary 
Indigenous Education: A Nature-Centered American Indian Philosophy for a 21st Century World,” Futures 42, no. 10 (December 2010): 1126–
32, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.futures.2010.08.013; Neil Harrison et al., “Sensational Pedagogies: Learning to Be Affected by Country,” 
Curriculum Inquiry 47, no. 5 (October 20, 2017): 507–10, https://doi.org/10.1080/03626784.2017.1399257. 
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These embodied interactions occur in place inside or outside, embraced by landscape (or 

waterscape or skyscape), whether local or global, rural, or urban, above or below ground 

(perhaps in caves!), or oceans, lakes, and rivers. They occur in specific moments in time… “once 

upon a time.” Landscape-lore, those storied or narrative experience, are contextualized and 

situated within a specific place, layered together relationally, “now and then,” within time/place. 

 
     Ecocultural Relational Talk 

In our exploratory and collaborative project, we became more aware of our relationships 

with/in local and global landscapes, and we used our voices in new ways to share our expanding 

awareness. Students, teachers, and community members all voiced ideas and observations. We 

chatted with our local and global peer audiences and that practice seemed to really expand our 

curiosity and engagement.  

By responding to our landscape-lore in very open-ended and spontaneous ways we 

promoted more learning about our places. Spontaneity also provided all of us with “teachable 

moments” in which to confront challenges regarding time zones and internet capacities. Students 

shared what they knew with teachers, and vice versa. Sometimes students knew more about how 

to manage the internet, and sometimes educators did, so we worked together. Flexibility helped 

us to communicate over great spans of time and place.  

Through this relational philosophy I am only one agent of caring, concern, and respect. 

All co-researching communities involved in our project demonstrate(d) a relational place-

conscious storytelling stance. We all (including readers of this document) demonstrated this 

stance by listening, reading, thinking, and sharing the connections we made with(in) place, 

regardless of our level of awareness of our relational connections with(in) place. We did this by 

telling each other stories, dialoguing, discussing, listening, and making new meanings together. 
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We told stories of our engagements in places, and by talking, we did what I call “thinking out 

loud together” about the stories we told. In this way, we practiced metacognition, or thinking 

about thinking, together. We jointly and individually wondered about aspects of the places in our 

stories and inquired about them.  

Here I provide my own example of what I mean by animate and inanimate voices: 

In NH I have noticed that where the side of a boulder is in shade, more mosses and 
ferns are growing in niches filled with soil, than on the sunny side of the rock.  I 
noticed this same ecological feature when I was in Aotearoa NZ, and I saw the 
mosses and ferns growing on shady limestone cliffs, left behind by long-ago cave 
systems where roofs had crumbled and collapsed. More moisture is apparent in the 
locations where I noticed the mosses and ferns too. I came to new understandings 
by learning in relation with rocks, ferns, mosses, moisture, and trees, in processes 
of place. I also shared my observations with other people. Many of my relations 
helped me to learn about where it seems that many mosses and ferns are likely to 
grow, and even a little bit about why they grow there. Not only did I learn socially 
from other people. I learned socially in relation with the more-than-humanin 
ecocultural places.  
 
Thinking of place and all relations within that place as actively “in process” seems to 

create a sense of energy. Places are dynamic and all relations in places are dynamic too. In our 

collaboration we energetically engaged within place within relational systems, echoes of past 

processes resoundingly reminding us that we continue to be in relation with what has gone 

before. Those past processes of place influence what seems to be here today.  When we listen 

well to the stories place shares with us, we can learn in relation within ecocultural processes of 

place. We learn within a community of human and beyond-the-human collaborators in the 

meanings we create in places of relation. We know change is certain, and what remains to be 

known is how we will change. Will we respond and change collaboratively with(in) dynamic 

ecocultural processes of place, or will we, as a species, react alone outside of our relational 

interdependencies? Will we be “out of place?” 
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October 2011, Wilmot, NH (Fall): Being Back in Place 

Walking. Hearing. Watching. 
Being 
Inhaling 
Fir scented moist balsam. 
Becoming my breath 
Exhaling trees  
 
Remembering cave-dank 
Rushing waters 
Entangling  
In Nature’s Energies 
Learning, 
 
I am all these relationships. 
Wherever and whenever 
I am. 
Am I holding up my end? 
Am I warming the world well? 

   By Meredith Bird Miller 

The poem I wrote above emerged as I walked my dog at the bottom of our road. I know 

that for me, and for most of the Education students I have worked with, teaching is a calling and 

is very fulfilling. I’ve learned over the last 35 years that teaching is sharing, and although it may 

seem trite, it is also about caring. I comprehend the world as interconnected through 

interdependent energies, so teaching mathematics or reading, sharing musical moments, 

arranging books in a library, teaching environmental education, and sitting by the ocean are all 

related. I have learned that my enthusiasms for what I am teaching will not help people learn 

unless I care about them first and foremost.  For me, caring, sharing, and engaging and 

collaborating with the world are all relational facets of myself, and I now know myself as being 

“all my relationships.”585   

 

                                                 
585 Shawn Wilson, “Using Indigenist Research to Shape Our Future,” in Decolonizing Social Work (Burlington, Vermont: Ashgate 

Publishing Ltd., 2013), 311. 
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Kelly and Pelech586 explain that through place-conscious teaching strategies (also known 

as pedagogies), educators promote opportunities for students to trust their own expressive voices 

and creative capacities for action. Educators will find it is possible to fold innovative place-

conscious efforts into local, national, and international educational mandates while experiencing 

trust in their own professional expertise to practice what they know about the ecological and 

social worlds of their students. This makes it possible for educators and students to be able to 

realize their own efficacy as learners and designers, rather than merely being compelled to 

follow and fulfill externally imposed curricular expectations that may lack meaningful 

connections for learning. Kelly and Pelech587 also emphasize that place-conscious pedagogies 

nurture: 

…an emancipatory and transformative sense of student agency that relies on 
engagement with the local as a means of revealing and affirming the ability of 
students to meaningfully restructure, rather than simply reproduce, the world. 
 
 

 

Figure 32: A snowy road (Photo By Meredith Bird Miller) 

  

                                                 
586 Kelly and Pelech, “A Critical Conceptualization of Place-Conscious Pedagogy,” 738. 
587 Kelly and Pelech, “A Critical Conceptualization of Place-Conscious Pedagogy,” 738.  
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Why Places of Wonder: Storytelling and “throwntogetherness” 

Why tell place-conscious stories in the classroom, beyond the reasons I already shared? 

Stories often depict sensations, and an accompanying sense of awe. By using fantastical imagery 

and description, experiential stories often become memorable through time, to be shared with 

future listeners in ecocultural place.  

Through experiential stories, those who lived long ago establish relationships with those 

living today, and those who live in many places may relate to those living in far-away 

geographies. Stories endure through transformations in time and place. Transformation is the 

unifying idea within and among different types of tales. There are tales of wonder created and 

lasting through relational time, place, and imagination. There are “real-life” experiential stories 

in the “now” of embodied interactions. All of these are transformational. Often a story may hold 

information that might relate to a need of future generations.  

Assessing changes over time and how to adapt to such changes may be supported by the 

information contained in stories from the past. When creating a story, it is vital to include the 

setting, or place, in which the story occurred, so that knowledge included, whether implicit or 

explicit, may be applied to the location of origin. A story must be memorable if it is going to 

survive through generations over thousands of years.588 Many stories have succeeded in doing 

so, as ancient tales of ancient cultures in places that were ancient once upon a time.  

  

                                                 
588 Elizabeth Wayland Barber and Paul T. Barber, When They Severed Earth from Sky: How the Human Mind Shapes Myth 

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004).  
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Becoming Whole Learners: Transdisciplinary Interrelationships  

Studies emphasize that transdisciplinary and holistic approaches to educational curricula 

are most successful for nourishing affective connections to place.589 Educators of all levels, from 

preschool to graduate school, can create meaningful units and curricula with students, which are 

contextualized within students’ lives.  This has been shown to improve motivation and academic 

achievement.590  

Educators who specialize in teaching traditional disciplines such as Art, Music, 

Physical Education, Reading, English for Speakers of Other Languages, Sciences, Special 

Education and Gifted Education (which often may be treated as one and the same discipline), 

Mathematics, Sciences, Social Studies and/or History, Language Arts and Languages, Literature, 

and other Humanities topics—are all professionals who could have profound influence in their 

students’ place-conscious experiences. Combining concepts with care and integrating them 

across distinct disciplines supports student learning and thinking skills. These types of 

interrelated thinking skills promote the synthesis of content and patterns. For example, 

integrating art within a science focus, supported by a mathematical viewpoint, in a student 

generated place-based project involving the local community, and expressed through multimodal 

communication strategies, creates a meaningful transdisciplinary learning opportunity.  

Transdisciplinary591 approaches support the creation of original ideas through relational 

synthesis. Synthesis is an ability to think, combine, and transform many different understandings. 

                                                 
589 Emily McMillan and Liette Vasseur, “Environmental Education: Interdisciplinarity in Action,” The International Journal of 

Interdisciplinary Social Sciences: Annual Review 5, no. 3 (2010): 439–40, https://doi.org/10.18848/1833-1882/CGP/v05i03/51624; Anneliese 
Mueller Worster and Jennifer Whitten, “Responsive Environmental Education: Kaleidoscope of Places in the Anthropocene,” in Research 
Handbook on Childhoodnature : Assemblages of Childhood and Nature Research, ed. Amy Cutter-Mackenzie, Karen Malone, and Elisabeth 
Barratt Hacking, Springer International Handbooks of Education (Cham: Springer International Publishing, 2018), 674–82, 
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-51949-4_128-1.  

590 Savage and Drake, “Living Transdisciplinary Curriculum: Teachers’ Experiences with the International Baccalaureate’s Primary 
Years Programme,” 3. 

591 Henriksen, The 7 Transdisciplinary Cognitive Skills for Creative Education; Karthigeyan Subramaniam, “A Place-Based 
Education Analysis of Prospective Teachers’ Prior Knowledge of Science Instruction in Informal Settings,” International Journal of Educational 
Research 99 (2020): 101497, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijer.2019.101497. 
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These understandings and ways of thinking may be embodied, emotional, and/or cognitive. A 

holistic fusion of all these aspects of ourselves592 may encourage us to develop new and 

promising realizations. These novel realizations may contribute to and enrich critical thinking 

while promoting solutions and creativity within a full, place-conscious, contextual approach to 

learning and life.593  

Educators may compassionately support complex, deep learning with their students. 

Through aesthetic and relational, joyful, and creative, collaborative, and transdisciplinary 

instructional approaches,594 they may meet and go beyond educational standards that are 

required by local and global entities. In exploring our collaborative digital storytelling 

curriculum, we synthesized multimodal literacies. We brought together literacies both ancient, as 

in storytelling, and new, as in digital, ways of making meaning and communicating, in language 

arts and place-conscious education. We combined a multitude of expressive choices and skills 

through practicing the art of what has often been called “traditional storytelling.” We converted 

our experiential spoken stories into those that were enhanced by creating and adding photos, 

illustrations, and voice through digital media.  

This multimodal literacy curriculum exploration made obvious the relational associations 

among many disciplines such as technology, sciences, arts, social studies, and maths (The British 

English way of saying “math” as we do in America). These learning opportunities contributed to 

                                                 
592 Danah Henriksen, “Transform and Transcend: Synthesis as a Transdisciplinary Approach to Thinking and Learning,” in The 7 

Transdisciplinary Cognitive Skills for Creative Education (Springer, 2018), 75–83. 
593 Worster and Whitten, “Responsive Environmental Education.” 
594 Angela Maria LA Porte, “Efficacy of the Arts in a Transdisciplinary Learning Experience for Culturally Diverse Fourth Graders,” 

no. 3 (2016): 477. 
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the development of critical thinking,595 global citizenship, and worldmindedness,596 as necessary 

abilities for innovating new solutions. Critical literacy, thoughtful communication, intercultural 

dialogue, and original and creative ideas for well-being of the human and beyond-the-human in 

the 21st century world are all urgent needs.  

As teachers, when we discover new hopeful possibilities for positive transformation by 

perceiving required content standards and curricula creatively, we may contribute to our own and 

our students’ well-being. We could explore joyful engagement in collaborative learning, while 

nurturing objectives in sustainability education. “Education for Sustainability” (EfS) is not only 

needed, it has also been established as a curriculum requirement in many local, state, national 

and international school districts.597 EfS programs have increased on college campuses in the last 

few decades.598 If EfS isn’t required, there are many ways to creatively include place-conscious 

education that may lead to sustainable behaviors within existing curricula. 

  

                                                 
595 Leonel Lim, “Critical Thinking, Social Education and the Curriculum: Foregrounding a Social and Relational Epistemology,” The 

Curriculum Journal 26, no. 1 (January 2, 2015): 18, https://doi.org/10.1080/09585176.2014.975733; Ross Crockett, “The Critical 21st Century 
Skills Every Student Needs and Why,” Global Digital Citizen Foundation (blog), January 9, 2015, https://globaldigitalcitizen.org/critical-21st-
century-skills-every-student-needs; Jarrett D. Moore, “Developing Critical Dispositions in Teacher Education Programs,” chapter, Handbook of 
Research on Critical Thinking Strategies in Pre-Service Learning Environments (IGI Global, 2019), https://doi.org/10.4018/978-1-5225-7823-
9.ch006. 

596 Merryfield, Merry M. et al., “Worldmindedness: Taking off the Blinders,” 7. 
597 Green and Somerville, “Sustainability Education”; Eames and Mardon, “The Enviroschools Programme in Aotearoa New 

Zealand”; John Rafferty and Shelby Gull Laird, “Children’s Observations of Place-Based Environmental Education: Projects Worlds Apart 
Highlight Education for Sustainability Inherent in Many Programs,” Education 2010 (2010), 
http://www.jsedimensions.org/wordpress/content/childrens-observations-of-place-based-environmental-education-projects-worlds-apart-
highlight-education-for-sustainability-inherent-in-many-programs_2013_05/; Goldman et al., “Influence of ‘Green School Certification’ on 
Students’ Environmental Literacy and Adoption of Sustainable Practice by Schools.” 

598 Evan K. Perrault and Cindy A. Albert, “Utilizing Project-Based Learning to Increase Sustainability Attitudes among Students,” 
Applied Environmental Education & Communication 17, no. 2 (April 3, 2018): 96–105, https://doi.org/10.1080/1533015X.2017.1366882. 
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Conclusion: Being Childhoodnature 
 

My grandmother once told me that the wonder of time seems to be that it moves faster as 

we grow older. I have been finding that is true, especially now that I am about the age she was 

when she shared that piece of wisdom with me! We had a very strong relationship, and I listened 

to her when she shared her well-earned knowing. I have continued to hold onto that knowing 

(and her) closely. She also told me, “You just have to sit down and have a cup of tea once in a 

while.” I was599 in my mid-teens at the time and just kept on doing, doing, doing. I seldom 

paused, or took my time, unless I was involved in handiwork or sitting at the table, “having a cup 

of tea!”   When I did have a cup of tea with her or my other elders, we shared moments that have 

become more meaningful over time.  

Those precious breaks from tasks were for chatting, telling stories, and enjoying each 

other’s company. Our relationships became stronger because we shared and listened to one 

another. My grandmother taught me to slow down and “take time.” We sat next to a large 

window that overlooked the fields, and the antique barn on the working farm owned and 

operated by her brother, my great-uncle Marsh.  

                                                 
 

Figure 33: The barn at the family farm 
(Photo by Meredith Bird Miller) 
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As children, during the first two decades of the twentieth century, my grandmother and 

her siblings would come up to this same farm every summer. They came up to New Hampshire 

from outside of Boston to visit their grandfather with their mother. Their mother returned with 

her children to this place where she had grown up, and where her father had grown up before her. 

This farm has been “in the family” since the early nineteenth century. Evergreens border 

the backside of those fields, furthest from the road. If you were sitting with my grandmother at 

that window, you could imagine the lake (Winnipesaukee) right behind those trees. We could see 

the curving summits of hazy blue mountains in the distance, framing the view. Deep earthy 

browns, bright assortments of greens growing into reds and yellows, and a large expanse of blue 

sky are alive in my memory. That evergreen border remains there today.  

When I was five years old I watched from across the street right next to the ponds that are 

still there as the mules walked around in a circle turning a gear that moved the belt upon which 

there were planks upon which THE BARN slowly slowly, slowly, slowly, ever so S L O W L Y 

jiggled its way down the hill from up by the road where it used to sit, right next to the stand. I 

fell asleep. It sounded so exciting, but it was SO VERY BORING! Now, my “little” brother and 

my sister-in-law own and work the farm and the stand. 

I know now that visiting with my grandmother, and sipping tea, calmed me. I always felt 

more relaxed, and in touch with my life after those moments.  I know those moments with my 

grandmother, while looking out that window over the fields, contributed greatly to my total 

health through a sense of care and belonging. I know this because of how the sensations of 

comfort and safety pervade my memory when I recall those moments.   
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There has been so much contemporary research about the many ways in which 

mindfulness and spending time in nature are restorative to our well-being.600 Research 

demonstrates how multisensory physical experiences outside among myriad patterns contribute 

to our mental health.601 Variety and unpredictability among the scents of soil and moisture; the 

sounds of whistling and buzzing; the sights of light and shadow; the tactile sensations of rough, 

smooth, windy, icy, and the warmth of sunlight; the tastes of waters and plants, and so on, all 

contribute to children’s and adults’ fortitude.602 I’ve always known that I feel more relaxed and 

have a greater sense of myself and a greater sense of belonging within the wilder outside world 

of trees, birds, flowers, insects, and hidden mammals, amphibians and reptiles after I’ve given 

myself time to explore beyond my door. 

In a world that can seem to whirl so rapidly, we are learning that slowing down is 

currently even more vital for health and wellness.603 Is it just because I am so much older that 

time seems to be moving faster? It seems to move much more quickly than it did when I was a 

teenager, biding my time and finishing what seemed like four long years of high school. It 

moved even more rapidly when I was a busy young teacher and mother in my twenties and 

thirties.  

                                                 
600 O. E. Myers et al., “Children and Nature,” The Oxford Handbook of Environmental and Conservation Psychology, 2012, 19–20, 

http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com.antioch.idm.oclc.org/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199733026.001.0001/oxfordhb-9780199733026-e-
28?print=pdf; Djernis et al., “A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis of Nature-Based Mindfulness: Effects of Moving Mindfulness Training 
into an Outdoor Natural Setting,” International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health 16, no. 17 (September 2, 2019): 2, 14, 
https://doi.org/10.3390/ijerph16173202.  

601 Zoë Myers, “Multisensory Nature and Mental Health,” in Wildness and Wellbeing, by Zoë Myers (Singapore: Springer Singapore, 
2020), 71–110, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-981-32-9923-8_3.  

602 Seema Arora-Jonsson, “Does Resilience Have a Culture? Ecocultures and the Politics of Knowledge Production,” Ecological 
Economics 121 (January 2016): 98–107, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolecon.2015.11.020; Cajete, “Indigenous Science, Climate Change, and 
Indigenous Community Building”; Shaiza Janif et al., “Value of Traditional Oral Narratives in Building Climate-Change Resilience: Insights 
from Rural Communities in Fiji,” Ecology and Society 21, no. 2 (2016); Wehi et al., “Tradition and Change.” 

 
603 Phillip G Payne and Brian Wattchow, “Phenomenological Deconstruction, Slow Pedagogy, and the Corporeal Turn in Wild 

Environmental/Outdoor Education.,” n.d., 28–30; Cutter-Mackenzie, “Multicultural School Gardens: Creating Engaging Garden Spaces in 
Learning about Language, Culture, and Environment,” 131; Myers, “Multisensory Nature and Mental Health,” 92; Marcin Fabjański and Eric 
Brymer, “Enhancing Health and Wellbeing through Immersion in Nature: A Conceptual Perspective Combining the Stoic and Buddhist 
Traditions,” Frontiers in Psychology 8 (September 12, 2017): 1573, https://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2017.01573. 
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Children have agency604 and they create new meaning and change in their world daily, 

just as adults do. Children and young people are presently living their lives at many speeds, 

depending upon where and how they live. All around the world they may be seeking food, 

working at farms, being forced to work as migrant children,605jumping rope, taking the subway, 

diving deep for seafoods, playing video games, playing in grassy fields, jumping in waste 

products at a tannery,606 riding their bikes, or maybe weeding family gardens.  If children are 

fortunate, they will have time for play, and will be involved in work that is appropriate for them 

and that will contribute to their well-being.607 If they are struggling, they may not have time or 

the energy to play. No matter what they are doing, while they are living in present moments, they 

are rapidly becoming tomorrow’s adults, who may vote if they live in a healthy democracy. 

Children may contribute to their communities as local and global citizens and may continue to do 

so as adults. 

For new parents, it may often seem that they have “forever” to raise their children, 

because they are so small and dependent at first. Those childhood and teenage years seem as if 

they will pass slowly. Privileged new parents are hopefully able to care for them from day to 

day, and it may seem to them that there is always another day to mentor them. Those parents 

who must work away from their children so they can provide for them may sense this time 

differently. Yet, if these children are just five or fifteen years of age, it will only take them 

                                                 
604 Häggström and Schmidt, “Enhancing Children’s Literacy and Ecological Literacy through Critical Place-Based Pedagogy,” 12–

14. 
605 Prashasti Bhatnagar, “DEPORTABLE UNTIL ESSENTIAL: HOW THE NEOLIBERAL U.S. IMMIGRATION SYSTEM 

FURTHERS RACIAL CAPITALISM AND OPERATES AS A NEGATIVE SOCIAL DETERMINANT OF HEALTH,” GEORGETOWN 
IMMIGRATION LAW JOURNAL 36 (n.d.): 1032. 

606 Worster and Whitten, “Responsive Environmental Education,” 2. 
607 Worster and Whitten, “Responsive Environmental Education,” 662; Joanna Petrasek MacDonald et al., “A Necessary Voice: 

Climate Change and Lived Experiences of Youth in Rigolet, Nunatsiavut, Canada,” Global Environmental Change 23, no. 1 (February 2013): 
368, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2012.07.010. 
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thirteen or three years, respectively, to reach eighteen years old, very often considered to be the 

legal age of “adulthood.”   

Children are not physically living in their futures, nor are they living in their pasts. They 

may be living with the ramifications of past eras and imagining their futures. They are alive now, 

physically embodied in the present, participating in life, with(in) their unique cultures and places 

(I use the word Youngsters are simultaneously connected and interdependent with many 

locations around the globe  

When my grandmother shared her words of wisdom regarding pausing for a cup of tea in 

the 1970s with me, I think we still depended more heavily upon our localities, and the regions, 

and states we lived in, rather than upon places farther away in other parts of the country or the 

world. At least and speaking for myself, I took the local and regional for granted.  

As a child I remember being thrilled by those huge navel oranges that often 
appeared in our small local grocery store. I tell you; my brother and sisters and I 
saved our pennies up for those! I knew they didn’t grow in NH! I could see on the 
label that they were from California or Florida, but I did not think about state and 
global interdependencies. Our economy did not seem to be globalized on as grand 
a scale as it is now. Of course, I was a child and took my ability to get an orange 
for granted, well, almost for granted! I had to have the money for one. My parents 
couldn’t buy them regularly because they were too expensive. We each got one in 
the middle of the winter in our Christmas stockings. I never thought about them 
being so expensive because they had traveled from so far away. 
 
Worster and Witten608 remind us that if we live in countries colonized by Eurocentric 

nations, we are now globally interdependent. They emphasize that our survival relies upon our 

conscious awareness of our interrelationships among our values, our diversity, our worldviews, 

and our agency, within a globally complex net of ecocultural reciprocal entanglements: 

…a perspective that upholds “child as nature” (childhoodnature) will embrace 
how the holistic character of all places includes a continual transmutation, a 
contracting and expanding motion between the spot where we stand and the 

                                                 
608 Worster and Whitten, “Responsive Environmental Education,” 662. 
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entire planet, and will note that the web in which we exist, and of which we are a 
part, also includes our consciousness, knowledge, and actions. 
 

Children are capable, opinionated, creative, embodied, emotional, thinking, and relational 

whole persons, just as adults are. Realizing ecocultural interdependencies with(in) ecosystems in 

which they play a role, in the places where they live, requires awareness. It also requires 

attention, concern, and energetic action from all of us. We learn from children’s observations and 

insights about the ecocultural places in which they spend their time.  Those of us who can 

provide them with activities leading to new experiences and realizations within the ecocultural 

places they explore, are so very privileged.  We are so very privileged that the learners we spend 

time with trust us enough to share their perceptions and relational engagements with(in) the 

natural world with us, and that they tell us their stories, their landscape-lore. 
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Recommendations for Further Research 
 

• Exploring the explicit use of landscape-lore for learning more about its usefulness 

in supporting the development of ecocultural land-waterscape and place-conscious knowing, 

could be very helpful. Is such pedagogical learning helpful in tracking environmental 

patterns of change over temporal and spatial scales? An ability to track ecological patterns is 

called phenology. It provides vital information for being able to recognize transformations 

in the lands and waters we inhabit. Phenological awareness may assist our capacities in 

caring for bio-geophysical relations and resources within ecocultural locations. If landscape-

lore supports new ecological and cultural knowing, how does it do so?  

 

• Does the exchange of landscape-lore within local lands and waters, and across 

global technological platforms assist in scaffolding appreciation for the natural world? Do 

children and young adults develop a sense of belonging and self-in-relation within local 

ecocultural landscapes?  Do they demonstrate positive environmental behaviors? Do they 

demonstrate an enthusiasm for participating in sustainability and environmental justice 

efforts?  

 

• Do learners develop increased interest in aspects of their ecocultural local land-

/waterscapes by exchanging their landscape-lore with learners in very different bio-

geophysical/ecocultural locations as a result of a landscape-lore project? Do spiral discourse 

chats and questions from people in those very different topographies about learners’ 

landscape-lore focus learners’ attention upon their own land-/waterscapes?  

 

• Does a national and/or international exchange of landscape-lore among peoples in 

distinct ies contribute to worldminded awareness? If so, how? Does such an exchange 

contribute to an increased understanding regarding our perceptions about “the way things 

are and should be?” Does such an exchange among peoples having Indigenous and non-

Indigenous worldviews increase understanding about the distinctions among relational and 

dominant/non-dominant worldviews? Are there particular supplemental learning activities 
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(pedagogies) that promote new awareness regarding diverse worldviews through the 

exchange of landscape-lore? 

 

• Are our diverse and local wild natural places more meaningful and consequential 

for us since we connected with(in) them through our landscape-lore? 

 

• Is there a preference for blogging, texting, or video calls to supplement? If so, 

how may this be done safely and securely in the classroom? 

 

• Do children develop a resulting sense of relation within the natural world and 

does their environmental care and concern increase as an outcome of a landscape-lore 

experience alone. Comparing these findings with results obtained from combining citizen 

science opportunities with landscape-lore activities. Such a study may help answer the 

question “Does children’s sense of environmental concern increase as as an outcome of a 

collaborative digital landscape-lore experience? Does children’s environmental concern 

increase further by combining such a digital landscape-lore collaboration with participation 

in a citizen science experience? 

 

• Does a landscape-lore project promote exploring the distinctions and similarities 

among digital storytellers’ worldview understandings of what constitutes “natural,” 

invasive,” “forest,” and other ecological concepts? Does exploring the distinctions and 

similarities among these understandings with photos support their ecological understanding? 

 

• How do learners in “newer” geological landscapes and learners in “more ancient” 

geological landscapes perceive similar landforms within their ecocultural lands-

/waterscapes? For example, in Moultonborough NH, the Ossipee Mountain Range forms a 

very rare, yet very visible topographical feature that geologists call a “ring dike” that may be 

seen in satellite images or topographical maps. The Ossipee mountains are the basal 

remnants of an ancient, incredibly large volcano. When contrasted with volcanoes in a 

newer geological landscape, such as Aotearoa New Zealand, what related ecocultural or 

socioecological features stand out for students? Discussions of relevant hazard mitigation 
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challenges and plans may be discussed and perhaps connected to potential hazard mitigation 

challenges and solutions in response to perilous vulnerabilities emerging from the 

repercussions of global warming and global climate change. 

 

• How does a landscape-lore project support students as speakers of other 

languages, or as speakers of first languages in colonized landscapes. One suggestion is to 

continue to study the outcomes of the educational application and implications of pluralistic 

multimodal code-switching among oral languages and dialects and literacy conventions such 

as writing and reading. Combining these with multiliteracies such as language-experience 

storytelling, writing and digital storytelling is vital for serving the existing Indigenous 

school populations and the growing school populations of refugees and immigrants.609 

 

• Speaking with fluency is sometimes tricky for children and adults who have been 

diagnosed to be on the autism spectrum. Storytelling strategies have been shown to support 

learners with autism in their valiant attempts to communicate articulately.610I facilitated a 

storytelling pilot project that seemed to motivate students with autism spectrum challenges. 

Student teachers worked with them one on one, and the younger middle-school learners told 

existing folktales they had learned to a large school assembly audience. I observed that this 

seemed to be enjoyable for them. Would a landscape-lore project also motivate them? If so, 

how? If not, why?  

 

• There is evidence that virtual interactions within the natural world promotes well-

being. Investigating the concept of well-being in relation to digital landscape-lore 

experiences in the classroom may provide more information about such interactions. Could 

activities that support a storytelling opportunity such as ours contribute to promoting a sense 

of well-being in connection with the natural world? 

                                                 
609 Lwin, “It’s Story Time!”; Jessica Clare Lynch, “STORYTELLING AND RETELLING AND HIGHER ORDER THINKING FOR 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERACY ACQUISITION (STELLA) FOR IMMIGRANT STUDENTS” (PhD, College Station, Texas, Texas A&M 
University, 2017). 

610 Allison Gladfelter and Kacy L. Barron, “How Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder, Developmental Language Disorder, and 
Typical Language Learn to Produce Global and Local Semantic Features,” Brain Sciences 10, no. 4 (April 11, 2020): 231, 
https://doi.org/10.3390/brainsci10040231; Mariam Mohamad, “Teacher Perceptions on the Use of Digital Storytelling Among Autism Spectrum 
Disorder Children in Malaysia,” in 2020 The 4th International Conference on Education and E-Learning (ICEEL 2020: 2020 The 4th 
International Conference on Education and E-Learning, Yamanashi Japan: ACM, 2020), 68–74, https://doi.org/10.1145/3439147.3439180. 
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• If distinct Indigenous groups choose to participate in a landscape-lore learning 

project in their local communities or across a global exchange what would they hope to do? 

What would they hope their students might learn? After participating in such a project do 

they think the experience was beneficial? If so, in what ways? If not, what would need to 

change? Did the project support their goals? Does the group have ideas how a landscape-

lore project could be improved? 
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APPENDIX 1: Supporting Materials / Notes for Educators’ Planning  
  
 

 

Concept Map Collaborative Landscape-Lore Plan Created by Meredith Bird Miller & Dan Reidy as 

a Relational Rhizome Plan Model scribed by MBird Miller (Photo By Meredith Bird Miller) 

Created and photographed by Meredith Bird Miller 2011 
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Created and photographed by Meredith Bird Miller 2011 
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Created and photographed by Meredith Bird Miller 2011 
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Sequenced Lesson Overviews for Teaching Storytelling Techniques 

These mini-lessons were taught in conjunction with the classroom teacher and integrated 
into a unit on folk and fairy tales.  Students came to the library for mini-lessons and practice.  The 
lessons are listed for you in order to provide an idea of the sequence of skills.  You will want adjust 
the lessons to meet the needs of your students and the unit objectives. 

Skills: public speaking, voice projection, eye contact, use of gestures, phrasing, 
sequencing, retell, self-evaluation 

Mini-lesson #1--Unit Introduction 

• Model storytelling  
• Share a brief history of storytelling.  
• Provide adequate time for students to choose a story and read it several times. 

 

Mini-lesson #2: Learn the Beginning and Ending  

• Explain that a storyteller does not memorize every word.  Refer to different versions of a 
folk tale and remind students that each storyteller makes the story his own by adding or 
changing little details.  The storyteller shouldn’t use the exact words from the written page.  
Telling a story with little variations creates a unique version—a goal for any artist. That 
said, it does help to memorize the first and last sentence so the teller knows how to start 
and stop. 

 
• Using their chosen story, students write the beginning and ending sentence in a storyboard 

or story map.  Using these as notes, students practice with a partner saying both sentences 
aloud. 

 
Mini-lesson #3:  Sequence the Story using a storyboard or story map 

• Students sequence the rest of the story.  Upon completion, divide the class into pairs and 
with their notes retell their stories. 

o Each day divide students into pairs and provide ten minutes for each student to 
retell her story.  With each retelling encourage students to rely less on their notes. 

 

Mini-lesson #4: Develop Character Voice 

• To make the story interesting, encourage students to use a different sounding voice for the 
main character.  (One voice variation is usually enough for beginners.) 
 

• Try the Voice Game: 
o Brainstorm a list of different ways to change a character voice. (i.e.- loud, low, 

whines, slow, lisp, teenager, granny, Southern dialect) 
o Sit the class in a large circle.  Choose a phrase for the class to repeat in different 

voices.  
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o Go around the circle, letting students repeat the phrase using different voices, 
remembering that the words need to be enunciated so they are understandable.  

 
• When finished, ask the class to consider the voices they heard and choose one for a 

character in their story.  Think of a sentence or two that the character might say in the story 
and practice saying it to a partner.  Ask several students to model their sentences before 
everyone practices their retelling. 
 

Mini-lesson #5: Create a Repetitive Phrase 

• Discuss how to find or develop a repetitive phrase. Students then choose and write the 
repetitive phrase they plan to use in their notes, and practice saying the phrase with a 
partner 

 
• Locate at least three places in the story for its use and make notations in storyboard/map. 

 
• Provide time for multiple practices 
 

Mini-lesson #6: Practice Pacing, Pausing, Phrasing (may need to extend days 
depending on group) 

• Demonstrate the telling of an exciting part of a story using a monotone voice and at a slow 
pace.  Ask students to identify what made the story seem boring.  Tell the same part again, 
except vary the pace (slow down to build anticipation, speed up to build excitemen 
 

• Demonstrate a part of your story that requires a pause just before the repetitive phrase to 
invite audience participation. Tell a very exciting part of your story using a short pause to 
develop tension. Discuss techniques and what they add to a story. 

 
• Demonstrate phrasing first by showing the wrong way (once…upon…a…time 

there…lived…a sweet…princess) and again fluently.  Ask students to explain the 
differences. 

 
• Provide practice time after teaching each of the above techniques so that students can apply 

the skill to their story.  
  

Mini-lesson #7: Develop Stage Presence  

Tell parts of a story, modeling both good and bad use of gestures.  

(Nervous fidgeting detracts from storytelling as well as any public speaking--and most of 
the time the speaker is unaware of the body movements.) 

• Develop students’ stage presence by:  
o Practicing the way they wish to perform (sitting or standing or both) 
o Choreographing hand gestures to go with the repetitive phrase. 
o Keeping the gestures/movements simple  
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Mini-lesson #8: Practice Makes Perfect 

• Model good and bad examples of voice projection and eye contact. 
 

• Videotape practices if possible.  Students view and self-evaluate themselves, using a rubric.  
Provide several more days for practice in the classroom and at home.  

 

Storytelling & Place-Based Education Websites fo r Educators 

https://elearning.tki.org.nz/Beyond-the-classroom/Place-based-education#js-
tabcontainer-1-tab-2 

https://storymaps.com/ 

http://beautyandthebeaststorytellers.com/teachers.php#gs 

https://storycrossroads.org/freelessonplans/ 

https://www.storycenter.org/ 

 

These websites are so useful for anyone who wants to learn to tell stories. They are a fantastic 
resource for educators who want to give their students the opportunities to to tell stories. 
Storytelling games are a great way to motivate students to begin telling stories, and most of these 
sites have pages that will provide descriptions for games, tips for learning stories, and they 
include educational standards. These standards may be matched to educators’ own state or 
national standards. Storytelling activities build many skills across content areas and are a 
natural way to provide integrated, interdisciplinary, and transdisciplinary curriculum. 

 

  

https://elearning.tki.org.nz/Beyond-the-classroom/Place-based-education#js-tabcontainer-1-tab-2
https://elearning.tki.org.nz/Beyond-the-classroom/Place-based-education#js-tabcontainer-1-tab-2
http://beautyandthebeaststorytellers.com/teachers.php#gs
https://storycrossroads.org/freelessonplans/
https://www.storycenter.org/
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I wrote the document below to give co-researching educators tips about what we had already 
discussed so they would have them if they wanted them when I was no longer on site.   

Writing through Digital Storytelling 

Writing is a process…writing is a process…writing is a process… 

In digital storytelling, we are focusing on the process of writing, rather than the product.  A 
product develops, but it is the process that is meaningful for students as they create their stories.  
It should be emphasized that there will be a point when they will decide to call it “done for now” 
but that does not mean that they cannot go back to it and revise and edit on their own. 

One way of encouraging this is to provide a way for them to have their rough drafts available to 
them to work on at home.  They may not be able to work on the digital story at home (they will be 
able to if they have a pc and a flash drive to carry the work home on), but they certainly are able 
to work on their story. 

Thus far in our Digital Storytelling (Habitat) Unit we have been involved in the following steps 
of the writing process: 

• Prewriting through brainstorming (story maps, concept webs, lists and outlines as well 
as collecting pictures).  Students should also have an opportunity to freewrite (Miller, 
2010, p. 37), which is a form of writing that is stream-of-consciousness with no concern 
for grammar or spelling.  It’s purpose is to get the important stuff written down. 
 

• Questioning 
Students create further depth and meaning in their stories by asking themselves and each 
other questions.  If they have created lists, webs and outlines, they could ask themselves 
questions such as “What surprises me about this habitat and place?”  “What do I most 
want to tell others about?”  What is the most interesting thing about this?”  “What is 
important to me?”  “What do I know about this place?”  

  
Students can also ask themselves questions about the pictures they are using: 

 
“What’s going on in this picture?”  “Why did I choose it?”  “How can I use descriptive words to 
help the picture come alive?”  “Are there colors or action or other sensations I can describe?”  
“What happened right before or right after this picture?”  “What do I like about this picture?”  
“How does the picture relate to my story and what do I need to explain about it?” (Miller, 2010, 
p. 39). 

 
“What do I remember?”  “What did it look like, smell like, taste like, feel like, sound like?  What 
happened?” 

“Do I need to show the who, the what, or the where of my story?  “What do I want most to 
show?”  “What does my audience need to see?”  “What does my audience need to hear?” 
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“What would make my audience pay attention right away?”  “What is one thing my audience 
needs to know about first?” 

 
• Research 

Sometimes students might need to find out a little bit more about some of the pieces of 
the story they are writing. 

 
•    Writing! 

 Students will want to write a draft of their script.  This script will help them tell their 
story and arrange their pictures.   

 

The elements that you are focusing on through writing in your curriculum may be emphasized: 

Voice, great beginnings and endings, being specific (because the story is so short), playing with 
language (metaphor, simile), showing rather than telling, transitional words such as “next,” “later 
on,” and so on. 

 
This process is a cycle.  Some of the time students may be doing any of the above:  working on 
their digital story, writing it, asking questions, storyboarding, reading it to someone who will ask 
them questions about it, practicing telling it and so on. 

 
The script they write will be the script they will record on the laptop to go along with their 
digital story.  It will be the script they will use to learn to tell their story for Tellabration.  The 
more they can describe and show in their story the better!  Action keeps the audience’s attention!  
Sensations too!   

 
Good coaching is an important part of the process by both students and teachers.  Encouraging 
and stating what works well before asking questions to further develop the story inspires the 
authors.  Inspiration is key!!! 
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APPENDIX 2: Select Story and Image Permissions 

Permission to Use Figure 15 "Meredith Tells Story, WCS" by Martha Ash 

From Martha Ash 
To: Meredith Bird Miller Subject: 
Permission 
 

Dear Meredith, 
 

I have read your request included below. Meredith Bird Miller, you have my consent to 
reproduce the image Meredith Telling Story, WCS in your dissertation and I acknowledge and 
permit publication of the same image in your dissertation in Antioch University 
Repository and Archive (AURA) which is open access, and the OhioLINK Electronic Theses 
and Dissertations Center - which is open access, and the ProQuest Dissertations and Theses 
Database - which is a print-on-demand commercial service. 

 
Sincerely, 
 
Martha Ash 
19 August 2023 

 
(I acknowledge that this signature is my own). 
Meredith Bird Miller wrote: 

Dear Martha, 
 

I am an Antioch University student completing my dissertation and would like to ask your 
permission to use your work (Meredith telling story WCS) in my dissertation as well as reproduce 
your work in my dissertation. My dissertation will be published online at the following: Antioch 
University Repository and Archive (AURA) which is open access OhioLINK Electronic Theses and 
Dissertations Center - which is open access ProQuest Dissertations and Theses Database - which is 
a print-on-demand commercial service. I have included the image and note below, so that you can 
see exactly how it will appear in my dissertation. If you have any questions please do not hesitate 
to contact me. If you allow me to use your image, written approval by e-mail would be 
appreciated. 

Thank you for your consideration. Thank you, 
Meredith Bird Miller 
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Permission to Ue Figure 8 “Spanky the Snapping Turtle” by Kimberly Swick Slover  

From: Kimberly Swick Slover 

To: Meredith Bird Miller  

Subject: Permission 

  

Dear Meredith, 

I have read your request included below. Meredith Bird Miller, you have my consent to 
reproduce the image Spanky the Snapping Turtle in your dissertation and I acknowledge and 
permit publication of the same image in your dissertation in Antioch University Repository and 
Archive (AURA) which is open access, and the OhioLINK Electronic Theses and Dissertations 
Center - which is open access, and the ProQuest Dissertations and Theses Database - which is a 
print-on-demand commercial service.    

Sincerely,  

Kimberly Swick Slover      Date8/19/2023 

(I acknowledge that this signature is my own) 

Meredith Bird Miller wrote:  

Dear Kimberly,  

I am an Antioch University student completing my dissertation and would like to ask your 
permission to use your work (Meredith telling story WCS) in my dissertation as well as reproduce your 
work in my dissertation. My dissertation will be published online at the following: Antioch University 
Repository and Archive (AURA) which is open access OhioLINK Electronic Theses and Dissertations 
Center - which is open access ProQuest Dissertations and Theses Database - which is a print-on-demand 
commercial service. I have included the image and note below, so that you can see exactly how it will 
appear in my dissertation. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. If you allow me 
to use your image, written approval by e-mail would be appreciated.  

Thank you for your consideration. 

Thank you, 

Meredith Bird Miller 
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